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ABSTRACT of THESIS
The theale deals with the Phonology of the Sinhalese Inscri 
tions from the earliest times up to the end of the 10th eenturj
A.D.. The material for this study is culled from the Xplgraphi 
Zeylanica and references are given to the various volumes9 pari 
and pages in which the respective Inscriptions occur.
The history of the Sanskrit sounds as recorded in these 
Inscriptions is traced throughout the centuries.
Firstly that of the vowels - herein are given dates or 
probable dates of the shortening of original long vowels ; of 
the first appearance in writing of contracted long vowels f of 
the secondary shortening of these vowels in certain cases; of 
vowel-modiflcatlons due to Influence of other vowels in syllab] 
immediately following | of the Influence of the Accent which ac­
counts for many vowel-changes. Two important theories have be< 
advancedi
(1) compensatory lengthening due to shortening of original 
double consonants and consonant-groups and the fate of thes< 
compensatorily lengthened vowels is discussed. *
(2) criticism of Geiger's theory of 'Vowel-levelling* and-■ % ■ j.'r * r-" d . '* * - ■$ r- >
counter-arguments are adduced invalidating Geiger's theory.
Secondly the fate of original single consonants is dealt 
with. It is shown when 3k. c-t ch- >  s- and Sk. J- >  d- (the 
other initial consonants remain unchanged). Dates or probable 
dates are given of the voicing of intervocalic unvoiced stops
1
r .. .  .: y  . 2
>  -y-f -v- and their final disappearance (and attention is drawi 
to the insertion of vocalic glides to avoid hiatus)j of the 
change of original single Intervocalic cerebrals to -1- and of 
original -c-f -j- to -d-. The fate of original -y-, -t-,
*r-, -1-, -n-, -a-, -m- and the sibilants and h is shown and 
emphasis laid on the instability in the development of s and h 
in Sinhalese. The de-aspiration of the Sanskrit aspirates is 
stressed and S£- bh- is noted as a striking Instance where 
aspiration is preserved.
Thirdly the fate of the double consonants and conson&nt- 
groups of Sanskrit la considered and the date suggested for thei 
shortening in Sinhalese* at the sane tine, the existence of 
double consonants and consonant ^groups in Sinhalese due to 
elision of medial vowels is noted. ; ^
Emphasis is laid on conservative spellings * on account of 
these the difficulty arises in deciding whether a word is a loaz 
word or not 1 consequently it is shown to be either.
Finally, from the evidence of these inscriptions it is ehoi 
that Sinhalese is fundamentally an Eastern language and wherevex 
possible comparison is made with Modern Indian.
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XII.
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7t.C. yeval-Tanna Cave Ins. 1,4,150.
7t.R. 7cival-Tanna Rock Ins. 1,4,152.
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INSCRIPTIONS ARRANGED CHRONOLOGICALLY
For probably dates references are given to fiplgrspbia Zeylanica 
and dates of Ceylon kings are given according to Wickremasinghe 
chronological table. [E.Z. Voir III, Part 1.J
2nd C. B.C.
Earlier than the latter half of the 2nd c. B.C. 1,1,1*.
Vg.R.B.C. Ila,lib,III,IV,VI,VII,IX,
X,XI,XII.
Vg.R.C.C. VI,VIII.
1st C. B.C.
And.C.I.
And.C.II,III, 
IVa,IVb LBye- 
copyj V,VI,VII.
Np.C.
Vt.R.
Vt.C.
And.C.Villa 
[Eye-copy] 
VUIb, IX, Xa,
Xb [Eye-copy]
Kh.C.
1st half of 1st c. B.C. 
circa 1st half of 1st c. B.C.
1st half of 1st c. B.C.
1st half of 1 st c. B.C. 
perhaps 1st half of 1st c.B.C. 
2nd half of 1st c. B.C.
1,4 ,1*0 . 
1,4 ,1*0 .
1 ,4 ,1 4 6-
1,4,1 5 0.
1,4 ,1 4 9.
1 ,4 ,1 4 0.
2nd half of 1st c. B.C. I,*,1*6 .
1st C. A.D.
llv.I
Mv.II
39-67 A.D. of Bhatikabhaya 111,3,153 A fol 
67-79 A.D. of Mahadathika-Mahanaga 111,3,156.
xviii
2nd C. A.D.
Vg I. 120-126 A.D. of Subha 111,3, l6if * 167-
Pkn. 120-126 A.D. of Subha 111,3,1 6 4 A 167.
Pkm. 126-170 A.D. of Vaaabha 1,5,209.
Pm. 173-195 A.D. of Gajabahuka-Gamanl 1,5,209-
Vg.II. 173-195 A.D. of Gajabahuka-Oamani 1X1,3,166.
Tp.S. 173-195 A.D. of Gajabahuka—Gamani 111,3,115.
Mr. 196-202 A.D. of Mahallaka-Naga 1,5,209-
KS.I 1st or 2nd c.A.D.? More likely 2nd c. A.D.
Ill,4,215.
Vg.K.I. close of 2nd c. A.D. 1,1,21.
Np.R. 2nd or 3rd c. A.D. I,if, 147*
3rd G . A.D.
Jv. 226-2ifif A.D. of Kanittha-Tissa 1,6,253.
4 th C. A.D.
u-r.
Tg.R. 365 A.D. 3rd ,of Siri-Meghavanna
(#2-389 A.D.) "ill,4 ,176.
5th C. A.D.
fir.P. 398-426 A.D. of Buddhadaaa HI, 3,121.
Lg.1,11. circa 5th c.A.D., before 4 6 8-1*90 A.D.?
111,5,21*8 A 251
Md.S. after 4 6 8 -4 9 0 A.D.? 111,4,217
6th C. A.D.
An.8 . 498-513 A.D. of Khudda-Parinda IV,3,113-
xix
R.Vg.IV ) between 552-570 A.D. Earlier than NgR.IV,3,130.
R.Vg.I,II,III ) Belong to period between Kassapa I (526-552 A.D.
and Kumara-DhStusena (570-579 A.D.)
IV,3,132.
Ng.R. 570-579 A.D. of Kumarad1- (i.e. Kumara-)
Dhatuaena
IV,3,121,1 2 2.
6th C. or 7th C. A.D.
B.P.Inaa. 2nd half of 6th c.A.D. or 1st half of 7th c.A.D.
I-VIII Later than Hg.R. IV,3,137,138.
8th C. A.D.
E.2.IV,3,143.1. ) IV,3,142.
E.Z.IV,3,144,11 * III ) circa 8th c.A.D. IV,3,144-
B.Z.IV.3,145.IV ) IV,3,145.
Gd.R. 774 A.D. 3rd yr.of Kasaapa III.
(771-778 A.D.) 111,4,197.
8th C. or 9th C. A.D
E.Z.IV,3,149, VI 
E.Z.IV,3,149,VII 
E.Z.IV,3,148,V
end of 8th c. A.D. or beginning of 9th c.A.I 
Sometime between Kaaaapa III (771-778 A.D.) 
and Sena I (887-907 A.D.)
Later than Gd.R. IV,3,148,149
also IV,3,146
9th C. or 10th C. A.D.
Kt .P. 887-907 A.D of Sena I (887-907 A.D.)
Ill,6 ,289
Ho regnal year. 111,6,290.
10th C.A.D.
Pw.P.
K.429
902 A.D.
915 A.D.
15th reg.yr. of Sena I 
(887-907) 111,6,291 * 2!
8th reg. yr. of Sena II 
(907-941 A.D.) 111,5,257.

L.,.,(9lf 1-952 A.D.)
Rb. 941 A.D. 1st reg. yr. 1,5,172.
Ip. 941 A.D. 18t reg. yr. 1,5,164.
Kg. 942 A.D. 2nd reg. yr. 1 1,1,2 .
Nt. 950 A.D. 9th reg. yr. 1 1.1.6 .
[Rb.Ip.Kg.Nt. should be ascribed 
rather than to Kassapa IV (11,1,
to Udaya I
10) J
Kassapa IV (952-969 A.D.)
Tb. 952 A.D. 1st reg.yr. II,1,10.
Ay . 957 A.D. 5th reg.yr. 11,5,230.
Ng. 959 A.D. 7th reg.yr. 11,1,14,15
Km. 963 A.D. 11th reg.yr. II,1,2 2 .
Kb. 966 A.D. 14th reg.yr. 1,4,154-
Mg. 968 A.D. 16th reg.yr. 1 .5; 2 0 1.
Kaaaapa V (969-979 A.D.)
Bd. 972 A.D. 3rd reg.yr. I,5,192.
Mdg. 972 A.D. 3rd reg.yr. II, 1,27.
Ag. 974 A.D. 5th reg.yr. II, 1,35-
An.Sk. 975 A.D. 6th reg.yr. I,2,41 *
• I.5,192.
Blv. 976 A.D. 7th reg.yr. II, 1,39-
Dappula V (979-991 A.D.)
Vg.S.Dp . 961 A.D. 2nd reg.yr. I, 1,23.
Avg. 989 A.D. 10th reg.yr. II. 1,45.
Pi.8. 991 A.D. 12th reg.yr. I,5,183.
II, 1,44-
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XX ii
INTRODUCTION
Sinhalese is a member of the Indo-Aryan family of languages 
and 'is derived from a form of speech of which our earliest 
document is the §gveda' [TND., Introduction, p.xiij. Concerning 
it8 original home in Aryan India, opinion is divided. The ancien 
tradition regarding the Aryan immigration into Ceylon is narrate* 
in the old Pali Chronicles, Dipavarosa IX, 1 sq. and Mahavamsa 
VI, 1 sq*. It is not necessary to discuss all its details here. 
Different interpretations of this legend have been advanced by 
various scholars. The main point of controversy is the identi­
fication and location of Lala, the homeland of Vijaya.
H.W. Codrington [ ’A Short History of Ceylon', p . 6 sq.],W.Geiger 
[SghD., vol.1, pt.1, pp.xvii-xviii; also SghG. pp.vii-xi, pp.1-3. 
and S.K. Chatterji [ODHLang., p.15; pp.72,73 fn.J who identify
Lala with Lata (Gujarat) maintain that the first Aryan colonists 
• •
under the leadership of Vijeya came from Western India. On the 
contrary, B. Muller [AIC. pp. 23,21*; also IA., XI, p*196j, Rev. 
R. Siddhartha [ ’The Indian Languages and their Relation with 
the Sinhalese Language' in JRAS. (Ceylon Branch) XXXIII, No.8 8, 
1935* P-123 sq.J and M. shahidullah ['The First Aryan Coloniza­
tion of Ceylon’ in IHQ. IX, 1933# p . 742 sq.J identifying Lala 
with Radha (West Bengal) contend that they came from Eastern 
India. Various arguments and explanations are propounded by
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them in support of their individual theories, and they all admit 
some measure of historical truth underlying the tradition.
A special point in the discussion of the Western theorists 
Codrington and Geiger calls for comment. They suggest a second 
stream of Immigration from Eastern India in order to elucidate 
the part of the legend about Vij&ya's successor Panduvasudeva 
who is said to have married Bhaddakaccana the daughter of a 
Sakiya prince who had founded a kingdom in the Ganges valley.
It is very unlikely that a marriage alliance between Vijaya's 
successor and a princess from Eastern India was possible so soon 
after the settlement in the Island of the Vijayan people if they 
hailed from Western India. Again Geiger's presumption that im­
mediately after the immigration from Western India there began 
to take place a lively intercourse between the Island and Easten 
India is fanciful. I accept the views of lfdller, Siddhartha 
and Shahidullah that the first Aryan settlers in Ceylon were 
from Eastern India. Shahidullah'a case is certainly convincing 
from the standpoint of philology. The earliest Brahrai Inscrip­
tions of Ceylon unridstakably reveal that immigrants from Eastern 
India formed the foundation of the Aryan population of Ceylon.
It is traditionally handed down that Vijaya, the son of 
Sirahabahu, was the founder of the Sinhalese race and that the 
Sinhalese language was introduced into the Island by him and his 
followers. Finally, the date of Vijaya's arrival in Ceylon was 
made to synchronize with Buddha's demise i.e. 1*53 or 543 B.C..
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It is doubtful whether there is any authenticity in this date.
There is no doubt, however, that Sinhalese is an Indo-Aryan 
speech brought from the mainland very probably by the first Aryan 
immigrants under Vijaya, and the proof that Sinhalese is descended 
from Sanskrit ’rests upon the fact that many details of its gram­
matical structure find their explanation only in the corresponding 
forms of the earlier language, and that much of its vocabulary, 
allowing for a regular correspondence of sounds between the two 
languages, is identical with that of Sanskrit?[TND., Introduction, 
p.xiij. Our earliest monuments are the Brahmr Inscriptions dating 
as far back as the 2nd century B.C. and herein is found testimony
that Sinhalese was well established by that time.
Even if one were to waive all the tradition about Vijaya 
as purely mythical, the early language shows that it must have 
originally belonged to some Eastern tract of India as displayed 
by its salient Eastern characteristics, proof is found in the
earliest Inas. which reveal unmistakable affinity with the Easteri
Inss. of Adoka. Among the Prakrits, in the opinion of Professor 
R.L. Turner, Sgh. most resembles ArdhamagadhT.
The following ere the main Eastern characteristics which Sgh, 
has in common with Eastern Asokan Inscriptions, Magadhi and 
Ardhamagadhi.
In representing Sk. ks as k, Sgh. resembles EAb., AMg., Mg. 
with (k)Kh as opposed to WAsf., Mh. with(c)ch [§5 6,3®]. In the 
cerebral treatment of Sk. r or r ♦ dental, Sgh. agrees with EAs'.,
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AMg. at against the Western dialects cf. WAs'., Mh., &r. which 
maintained the dental [§38, 1,2]. The Sgh. treatment of Sk. -tra­
ss -t- corresponds to -tt- of EArf., AMg., Mg. opposed to the 
labial treatment of WAb'. (Oir.) -tp-, Mh. -pp- [§58,6bj. Likewit 
in maintaining the dental in the Sk. group dental ♦ v, Sgh. re­
sembles EAs\ as against WAS*. (Oir.) which developed a labial 
[§55,1j. Also the development of sibilant t n in intervocalic 
position to -p- in Sgh. agrees with the -(p)ph- of EAs\ [§56,2c], 
The Nora. sg. in -e of original -a stems in Old Sgh. finds a 
parallel in EAs'., AMg., Mg. [BLLM. §lf,p.6 ; §7j, whereas -o pre­
vailed in WAaf., (but not N.?/.). Finally, in preserving the 
Rgvedic syllabic value of y snd v (illustrated in detail in §60), 
Sgh. agrees with EAs'. •
Sgh. shows agreement especially with AMg. on the following 
points: In the predominant representation of the Sk. vowel r as i 
Sgh. resembles AMg. [§5,2]. In showing n for Sk. jn Sgh. is in 
accordance with AMg. [§58,6c]. Again the writing of the origina] 
single intervocal gutturals and dentals as -y- between the 2nd c. 
A.D. and the 4 th (5th) c. a.D. indicating a -y- like pronuncia­
tion for them (discussed below) may well be compared with the 
unique Jaina traditional spelling of Ardhamagadhi with y de­
noting a faintly articulated y (laghuprayatnatarayakara; PPkO., 
§187). Finally, similarity with AMg. is very striking in the 
peculiar treatment of Sk. -tr- when preceded by a long vowel.
For example, AMg. pa£a, muya, rayi * Sk. patra- (Mid.Ind.patta-).
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mutra- (mutta-), ratri- (ratti-) respectively j,PPkO. §87]. Words 
such as these, according to Bloch, would suggest that Tthere 
has been somewhere in Hindustan a dialect in which double -tt- 
has joined intervocalic -t- very early and like it has become 
-d- and then -y-’ [HLLU. §2l6,p.217]. According to Chatterji 
[ODHLang. §135,p.2 5 4] and Geiger [SghG. §11; SghD. p.xix] we may 
postulate forms like * pate-, * muta-, * rati- as bese-forms for 
AMg.. The corresponding forms in MSgh. are pa Talms-bowl1, mu 
•urine*, re *night,3HE Whatever be the origin of these Sgh. and 
AMg. forms, the fact remains that there exists a coincidence 
between Sgh. and AMg. in this case.
A connection with Mg. is noteworthy also on the following:
8* was the representative of the three Sk. sibilants (d, s, s) in 
Sgh. of the 2nd and 1st c. B.C. [§4 6,2]. The s'was also the
characteristic of Mg.Pk. L§4^,1j and this peculiarity is first
*
recorded in the Sfatanuka Ins. at Ramgarh (the earliest specimen 
of MagadhT that we possess; L Ciders, ’BruchBtucke Buddhistischer 
Dramen*, p.4 1 ) which on palaeographic evidence is regarded as 
contemporaneous with the Asokan monuments, although it is lacking 
in the kastern Inss. of As'oka [BLLM., §4 ,p.5; also Chatterji, 
ODBLang. §§39,40j.*** Also the 2nd and 1st c. B.C. - s's- Sk. 
-sy-, -rd-, -sv- agrees with Mg. -da- Sk. id. l§§52,2a; 53,3o;
(xx) None of these words occur in these Inss.
(xxx) The s' (and s) in the Kalsi version (from edict X) is a 
vicarious symbol denoting s acc. to Hultzsch, As'. Inss., 
p.lxxii•
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55,2bJ and the Gen. sg. termination -adsa ^  Sk. -asya beside
-aha (-aha?) corresponds to Mg. -as'sa beside -aha [§52,2bJ. Again
Sgh. like Mg. has maintained initial Sk. y- as y- whereas in the
other dialects of Pk. y- >  j- [§43,1]. Finally, the fact that
original intervocal -c-, -j- are not lost in Sgh. connects Sgh.
with Mg. for "According to the Prakrit grammarians, Magadhi did
not drop the intervocal palatals, while the other groups of Middl
Indo-Aryan did. This would be quite in accordance with the theor
that the palatals became affricates in MagadhT earlier than in
Sauraseni and MaharastrT, in which they were voiced and elided,
• •
like the guttural and the dental stops." [Chatterji, ODBLang.
§2 5 8; also §132].
The Eastern origin of Sgh. has been established above. The 
similarity between MSgh. and the Eastern group of the Modern 
Indo-Aryan languages corroborates this view. The connection be­
tween Sgh. and the Western Indian languages as advoeated by 
Geiger [SghD. pp. xvii-xxiv; SghG. pp.xi-xii,p.2] is not just­
ified. Some facts which may be adduced in order to connect Sgh. 
with Eastern Modern Indian rather than the Western are as followi 
(Here inter-dialectal borrowings must be set aside): In the 
cerebral treatment of the Sk. group r ♦ dental, Sgh. is in accorc 
ance with the Eastern group where it is generally cerebral as 
against the Western where it is generally dental [§38,1,2j. In 
the confusion of Sk. -n-, -n- as -n- Sgh. agrees with the Easterx 
(also Central) group whereas the Y/estern (also North-Western)
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have conlused them as -n- [§4 1,1,4 ]. Again as regards the non- 
elision of the Sk. intervocalic palatals -c-, -j-, Sgh. is in 
conformity with the descendants of tfagadhT. As shown for Bengali 
by Chatterji, words which retain the intervocal -c-, -j- are 
genuine Bengali words whereas those with elided palatal are bor­
rowings from the West [ODBLang. pp.247,468j. Also the 2nd c. B.C 
jhita 'daughter* which is cognate with Bengali jhT, Oriya jhia is 
noteworthy [§37,3bJ. Then in the treatment of Sk. ks Sgh. cannot 
be connected with Marathi as suggested by Bloch and Chatterji 
[§56,3a]; Marathi is a ch language whereas Sgh. is a k language ai 
agrees with the Eastern group and also with GujaratX, SindhT, 
Lahnda, Panjabi and Hindi [TND., Introduction, p.xiii]; contrary 
examples with ch ( <  Sk. ks) >  s in Sgh. are borrowed words and 
appear as additions to the language. Finally, the fact that 
initial Sk. v- is conserved in Sgh. [§44,1,2] - a seeming con­
tradiction to close resemblance with the Eastern languages since 
they have changed v- to b- - is certainly no argument for con­
necting Sgh. with the Western group, although Geiger [SghD.p.xxi; 
SghG. pp.xi-xiij and Bloch [LLM.,§150] have made this a basis of 
their classification. There is no evidence that at the time of ti 
first colonization of Ceylon initial v- had passed to b- in 
Eastern Indo-Aryan.
I do not deny, however, that Sgh. contains many words of 
Western origin, but these are to be regarded as words borrowed 
from some Western dialect of India and in reality they do not
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represent the basic stratum of Sgh.. It is probable that these 
borrowings which have greatly enriched the Sgh. vocabulary were 
imported into the language at various times by later immigrants 
from the West. It is equally probably that many of the Western 
forms were Introduced into the language through the medium of 
Pali in which itself the Western forms were impositions. The 
dominant influence of Pali, the sacred language of the Buddhists 
of Ceylon, is unquestionable. I have illustrated the Western 
forms in these Inss. as loans from the Pali fWestern forms*.
Some specimens of such Western forms are, for instance, words 
in which Sk. -rt- appears as -t- found in the 10th c. A.D., those
in which Sk. -rth- appears as -t- found in the 2nd and 10th c.
A.D.; or catudisa-, cf. pa. catuddisa-**, Sk. caturdisa-, occur­
ring in the 2nd and 1st c. B.C.; or vadita cf. Sk. vardhita- 
found in the 2nd c. A.D. etc. [§38j. Again instances of words
in which Sk. ks had become ch, cch ( >  s in Sgh.) found in the
\
10th c. A.D. [§56, 3a]. Then as regards a word like MSgh. bara 
'twelve* cf. Pa. barasa- (Western form) beside dvadasa- [OPLS., 
§116,2] cf. Sk. dvadasa-, for Mod. Ind. v. TND., s.v. bara, it 
may be that it was borrowed only sometime after the 10th c. A.D. 
since it does not occur anywhere in these Inss., the only form 
found being dolasa, dolos * twelve’ which is the legitimate Sgh. 
form.
(xx) This particular word occurring in the stereotyped phrase 
catudieTa-sagasa dine appears definitely to be a loan from 
Pali.
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On certain pointa Sgh. has diverged from Modern Indo-Aryan. 
By virtue of its isolated position, Sgh. has developed along 
its own lines in certain phonetic features. Firstly, I refer 
to the question of Sk. v-. The Eastern languages have changed
v- to b- and for the date of the beginnings of this change in 
the Eastern area may be quoted Chatterji who comments "In the 
7th century, the characters, for b and v (* ? of Deva-
nagari) are confused, and evidence is not wanting for their 
loose use in the 5th century. After the 8th century, only one 
letter, that for v, is used for both, showing that in the pro­
nunciation of the eastern area, these two sounds had fallen to­
gether; and from the state of things in the ’BiharX* speeches, 
and in Oriya and Bengali, it can be seen that in MagadhT 
Apabhramsfo of the 8th century, and perhaps earlier still, all 
initial v—s of Middle Indo-Aryan becsme b-" [ODBLang., p.226J.
As attested by the early Inss. [§44,2], Sgh. had brought with it 
the v- forms then current in Eastern India as fully supported 
by the Eastern Inss. of A^oka which represent Sk. v- as v-; 
consequently the original v- forms brought to Ceylon have per­
sisted because Sgh. had left its Indian home before the change 
of v- to b- had taken place in Eastern India; also cf. Sk. -vy-, 
-rv- >  -v- [§§52,1o;53,1iJ. Secondly, is the case of Sk. y-. 
The Eastern and Western languages have changed y- to j- (while 
in Dardic it is generally unchanged); this change is to be taken 
back to the Classical Prakrit period, for y- >  j- in Prakrit
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except in MagadhT [§43,1]. The Adokan monuments (Eastern as 
well as Western) evidence that y- was preserved in the Early 
Mid. Ind. period and was conveyed to Ceylon as attested by the 
early Inss. [§43,2], remaining unchanged to the present; also 
cf. Sk. -ry- >  -y- [§53,1hJ. Thirdly, is the case of Sk. 
intervocalic -m- which has become the nasalized labial spirant
/w
-v- universally in Modern Indo-Aryan with the exception of the
Dardic group. This change generally occurred in the Apabhra&sa
period [§42, ij. However, Sgh. having left its continental home
long before this tiroe has retained -in- which it had imported to
Ceylon as recorded by the earliest Inss. [§4 2,2]. Again in the
development of the Sk. group sibilant ♦ m (intervocally) to
-p- [§56,2c] or of Sk. -tm- to -t- [§58,6b] Sgh. stands apart
from Modern Indian. Also cf. individual words like dolos [§55,
1bJ, citavaya, sita [§37,1bJ and ada- [§38,6aJ.
• • •
Finally there 1b the de-aspiration of aspirated occlusives 
of Sanskrit. This de-aspiration in Sgh. evident from the 
earliest times [§4 6,1] may be due to the influence of its 
Dravldlan neighbour Tamil which has no aspirates [R.Caldwell,
*A Comparative Grammar of the Dravldlan Languages', pp.96, 97; 
also Bloch, LIA., p.62], or more probably to a native Ceylon 
substratum. On the other hand, the development of Sk. -bh- as 
-h- [§§4 0,9a;4 8,2 J, indicates that the loss of occlusion in the 
intervocalic position preceded loss of aspiration. Some of the 
Modern Indian languages, also, show de-aspiration in certain
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positions such as final, intervocal or pre-consonantal [For 
particulars, cf. Chatterji, ODBLang. §§239-242; also Bloch, LIJI., 
§§87-89; LIA., pp.60-61j.
The fate of the vowels and consonants is fully discussed in 
their respective sections, but 'some general remarks on the con­
sonants are added here. The single Intervocal guttural and 
dental stops of Sk. are written a6 -y- by the 2nd c. A.D. and 
this writing Indicates that they had become -y- by this time, as 
for instance, sk. -k-, -g- >  -y- [§34,6c,8a,8cJ or Sk. -t-,
-d- >  -y- [§37,6a,8a]. The fact that they had one pronunciation 
is proved conclusively by later attempts to restore the original 
gutturals and dentals in writing. Such restorations in some 
cases manifest themselves as incorrect learned spellings due to 
the confusion of them in pronunciation. Some instances are 
pohatakera (Vg.I) representing Pa. posathagara- etc. [§34,8aJ,
Vesaga (Tb) - Sk. Vaidakha- [§34,7cJ, Sariraekavana- (Tg.B) —
# — __ _
Sk. SVlmeghavarna- [§34,9a], karavika (Rv.P) —  Sk. karapita-
[§37,6f], jahasaka- (B.P.Ins.VI) —  Sk. dasasata- [§ id.], pata-
(KS.I) —  Sk. pada- [§37,8a], Kumaratasa- (Ng.R) —  Sk.
Kuraarada8a- [§ id.]. The 2nd o. A.D. -y- representing the
original single intervocalic gutturals and dentals appears to
have been different from original Sk. -y-, since the loss of Sk.
-y- is evident in the 2nd c. A.D. [§43,3b] whereas this -y-
seems to have been lost in actual pronunciation in the 4th (5th)
c. A.D. [§§34,6g,8d; 37,6g,9cj as evident by its absence in
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writing at that time. It was evidently a y— like sound which 
may be compared with the ya-s'ruti of Jaina Ardhamagadhi. From 
the 4 th (5th) c. onwards we find words in which this y- sound 
has disappeared and the contiguous vowels have been contracted 
[§§ id.]. But beside these words we find words in which -y- is 
again written from the 4th, 5th c. and this writing shows that 
-y- came in as a vocalic glide, and when the neighbouring vowel 
was a labial one, -v- replaced -y-. As -y-, -v- have taken 
the place of the original single intervocal gutturals and dentals, 
I show these consonants as becoming -y-, -v- in dealing with 
the examples [§§3 4,6d,6e,7a,8c, 9b; 37,6c, 6d, 7b,8b,8c,9bJ.
In the case of Sk. -p- we find that it is written -v- in 
the 2nd c. A.D. and this writing shows that -p- had became -v- 
by this time [§4 0 ,6aj; it seems that this -v- was slightly dif­
ferent from original Sk. -v-, since evidence of the disappearance 
of Sk. -v- is found in the 2nd c. A.D. [§4 4 ,3b], whereas this 
-v- ( -p-) seems to have been lost in the 3rd c. A.D. [§40,6d],
but -v- is again written from the 3rd c. and this writing shows 
that -v- came in as a glide; it is important to note that this 
-v- is everywhere found written -v- and is never replaced by 
-y- [§40,6cJ; here again I show in the examples that Sk.
-p- >  -v- [§ id.J. As regards the original palatals, the state 
of things is as follows: Sk. j- and Sk. -j- have behaved 
similarly in Sgh. since in both cases Sgh. shows d through a 
pronunciation x dz [§35,3,7]. But Sk. c- has behaved differently
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from Sk. -c-, for c- >  s- through a pronunciation * ts [§35,1]
whereas -c- >  -d-; the reason for this is that Sk. -e- *> -j-
in the 2nd c. A.D. and thus fell in line with original Sk. -j-;
consequently, just as Sk. -j- >  -d-, so -j- Sk. -c- too has
become -d- [§35,6]. Again the fate of Sk. -j- on the one hand
and of Sk. - j j- or Mid.Ind. - j j- ( <  Sk. - jy-, -dy-), Mid.Ind.
-jjh- (< Sk. -dhy-) on the other is identical in Sgh. for in
either case the development is to -d- [§§3 5,7 ; 5 1,1°; 5 2,1f,
if,1i,1jJ. But the fate of Sk. -c- is different from that of
Sk. -cch-, -^ nc- or Mid.Ind. -cc- (-< sk. -cy-, -ty-), Mid.Ind.
-cch- ( Sk. -ts-, -tsy-, -ps-) for Sk. -c- *> -d- but the
groups -cch-, -nc- etc. have become -s- [§§3 5,6e; 5 1,1b; 5 2,1d,
1h; 56,3d,3e,3f; 58,3b] so that the 2nd c. A.D. -c- [§50,2,3j
representing these groups must have had a pronunciation * -ts-
which eventually resulted in -a- like original c->  s-. The
-j- in havajarana (Lg.II — 5th c.) and -d- in havurudu (Ng. etc.
— 10th c.), MSgh. avurudu, havurudu [§56,3d] which apparently
represents Pa. samvacchara-, Sk. samvatsara-, is unexpected
and thus this word forms an exception to Mid.Ind. -cch-
perhaps it is due to a false analogical creation based on
-c- >  -j- >  -d-; the 2nd c. A.D. -c- ( <  Mid.Ind. -cch-)
in this word had somehow got confused with original -c- and
accordingly shared its fate. With regard to the Intervocal
cerebrals -t-, -th-, -d-, -dh-, we find that they had all become • • • •
-1- in Sgh. [§36]; in the 10th c. there are confusions in writing
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of -1- and -1- [§§36,4d, 6b; 45,4c]. Probably this confusion 
in writing actually denoted a confusion in pronunciation, that 
is to say, the -1- <  single Intervocalic cerebral occlusives had 
evidently acquired the dental pronunciation by the 10th c. and 
fell together with -1- <  Sk. -1- and this is in accordance with 
the confusion that arose between original -n- and -n- in the 6th 
c.; just as Sk, -n- came to have a dental pronunciation from the 
6th c. onwards [§41,4 ], so this -1- came to have a dental char- 
acter from the 10th c. and the writing -1- in the 10th c. Inss. 
as well as in modern literature points to a traditional spelling 
due to a learned influence. It is noteworthy that s and h are 
very unstable phonemes in Sgh.. The 1st c. A.D. s jC earlier b* 
(representing the Sk. sibilants) >  h by the 2nd c. A.D. L§46,2,3] 
but this h is lost in some cases [§ id., 7] like original h 
[§47,1,2j. Then -s- (< Mid.Ind. -as- <  Sk. -rs-, -dr- etc.) 
which normally remains [§§52,2; 53, 3b,3c,3d; 55,2bJ is sometimes 
changed to -h- [§53,3c,3d] like original -s- to -h-. Again 
there is the s- which represents Sk. c-, ch-; the examples found 
show s- [§35,1c, 2bJ although there is one example in the 10th c. 
which seems to suggest the change of this s- to h- as seen in 
henu (K.429) if it represents an Infinitive from Pa. cavati, Sk. 
cyavate [§35,1®]; but the modern language shows this change cf. 
saiida, handa candra- or sandun, ban dun <  bandana-. Also 
there is the -s- representing Mid.Ind. -cc-, -cch- etc. [§§35,6e; 
51,1b; 52,1d,1h; 56,3d,3e,3f; 58,3b] and all the examples found
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in the 10th c. show -s- except in raahavar- (Rb; Ip) pres. Pa.
macchakara-, ok. matsyakara- [§5 6,3®j which show6 a tendency of
this -s- to become -h-. MSgh. shows both forms cf. gasa, gaha
gaccha- or pasalos, pahalos ^  pancadas'a-. But the two 10th c.
• •
words henu and mahavar- are doubtful, so that the numerous 
spellings with s denoting the s-, -a- ( <  initial palatal and 
intervocal double palatal) suggest that this s-, -a- which had 
newly resulted from the x ts pronunciation [i.e. 8th c., 10th c., 
§535,1«; 5 1,1b; 5 2,1h] carefully preserved the s pronunciation 
at that time, but in modern times forms with s and h exist side 
by side. There is, however, one important fact about this s-,
-8- just mentioned; it has become h, but this h does not disappeax 
Again there is the -h- which appears as a glide between similar 
vowels as in Saha- <  x Zakiya-, cf. Sakya- or dihi- <  dadhi- 
L§§34,6f; 37,6e; 37,9dJ.
The Inscriptions give us valuable hints as to the contem­
porary habits of pronunciation, and we can safely say that by 
the time the sound changes were actually denoted in the script 
they were well established in the spoken language. There are, 
however, numerous examples of the original spellings occurring 
even after the phonetic modifications had taken place. For 
instance, in the earliest Inss. -t- is written -t- and by the 
2nd c. A.D. -t- is written -y-, thus indicating that -t- >  -y- 
by this time. But even after this time -t- is written -t-, for 
which two explanations are possible; either it may denote a
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conservative spelling or that the word is a loan-word. Even as 
the Indo-Aryan languages of India gathered their losn-words 
from the inexhaustible supply of Sanskrit, so Sgh. has borrowed 
extensively from the vast resources of Pali. In some cases the 
Pali form has remained intact throughout the centuries, but in 
others it is seen that once the loan-words had entered the 
language they were subject to the same phonetic laws as original 
words; therefore it is possible to determine the date of their 
admission into Sgh. by the changes which they underwent. For 
instance, a Iw. like Pa. chana- must have come into the language 
before the time when ch- >  s- i.e. 8th c. and thus gave a lw. 
sana [§56,3aJ. Then again a word like * duvara- (cf. EAs#. 
duvala-, Pk. duvara-, duara-) cf. dvara- must have come in after 
the time when u —  a >  a —  ai.e. 2nd c. B.C. L §21J but before 
the time when -v- was lost i.e. 2nd c. A.D. [§1*4,3] thus giving 
dora by vowel-contraction [§24,2bJ. Or again a lw. Pa. rajakula- 
coming in after the time when a —  u > u  —  ui.e. 1st c. B.C. 
[§15j but before the time of the loss of -k- i.e. 5th c. [§34,6gJ 
gave rajol-, radol- by vowel-contraction [§2 4,2c]. When the 
Sk. and Pa. forms are identical, it is difficult to decide the 
origin of the loanword; but in the 10th c. definite loans from 
Sk. are found, as may be seen from Buddhamitra- (Bd.), 
slddhanta (An.Sk), abhiyukta- (An.Sk), arogya- (Mdg) etc., and 
such words indicate a Sk. influence in the 10th c..
We also find Dravldlan words which have penetrated into
xxxvlii
Ceylon. MSgh. vocabulary has undoubtedly been enlarged by such 
accretions, though instances of them in the Inss. are very few, 
such as, kaland [Vg.S.Dp; K.Z.I,1,28,fh.3]; piritti- [Blv.;
E.Z. II, 1,43,fn.2); -&r in yutar [An.Sk.; E.Z. I,2,4 9,fh.4 ]; 
mekappar [Bd.; E.Z• 1,5,193J; marumakane ? [Vg.R.B.C. VII;
E.Z.1,1, 17J.
PHONOLOGY
§ 1.
Vowe1b a and a of Sk.
1* From the earliest times, a of Sk. is written as a. But,
despite ftickremasinghe in E,Z.I.,1,15> the shortening is 
merely graphical e.g. agata—  (Vg.R.B.C.I.) for agata— , 
upasaka— (Vg.R.3. C.IIa) for upasaka— , raaha— (Vg.R. B.C.IV) 
for maha—  etc.
In the 181 c. B.C., 3k. a— i >  i— i [§ 14] as in 
Gamini—  (And.C.l) <  gramanT-, viaiti— (Mr. — 2nd c. A.D.) 
vifiuSati— • But Sk. a—  i >  §—  i [§ 10] and not i—  i, and 
this change first occurs only in the 4th c. A.D., e.g. pe$i 
(Tg.R.) <  phani— [for the writing e, § id.]. Presumably 
therefore, a of 3k. was pronounced a, though written a, and 
differentiated from Sk. a, at any rate up to the 4th c. A.D.
2. In the 2nd c. A.D., however, we find a few isolated
instances where a is actually written. Perhaps herein we 
find a learned influence: kahavana (Pm.); devanapiya— (Mr.
(xw) Therefore, vavi (Vg.I, II., Pm.— 2nd c. A.D.; Jv.—  
3rd c. A.D.) <  vSpi— and pati (Pkm.; Tp.8.— 2nd c. A.D. 
Jv.—  3rd c. A.D.) <  prHpti— were actually vSvi and 
pSti (§ 30, 3) up to the 4th c. A.D.; that the Umlaut 
had occurred after this time in these two words is shown 
by the writing veva, peta (Ng.R.) in the 6th c. A.D.
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2hatlka (Ur); vffnaka (Mr); hamanana (ya) (Mr)— (error for 
haman5naja(ya)); yffku (Mr), (yakuhate) (Pkra) — prob. lw. Pa. 
yagu— .
3* It is important to note that even secondary a due to
oontraotion is not written as a: gapati—  (Vg.R.B.C.IX—
— •>£
2nd o. B.C.) stands for gapati— ( < gaapati—  c  grhapati—  );
paca—  (Tp.S. —  2nd c. A.D.) for paca— , paoani (Pm. —  2nd c.
«• / ^A.D.) for paoani ( <  paoaa—  < Pa. paccaya—  , Sk. pratyaya— ). 
Similarly uvanaka (Jy.—  3rd c. A.D.) for uYanaka; Aba—  
(Vg.II— 2nd c. A.D.; Tg,R. — 4th c. A.D.; R.'Vg.III—  6th c.
A.D.), Aba (R.Vg.IV— 6th c. A.D.) for Aba; Aba (Rv.P.—
5th o. A.D.) for Aba; ma-purumakahata (Rv.P.—  5th c. A.D.), 
ma— purumu—  (An.8 . — 6th c. A.D.) forma— ; ama—  (Md.S.—
5th o. A.D.) for ama— ; daha [saj—  (Md.S.—  5th c. A.D.),
Jahace— (B.P.Ins.III— 6th or 7th c. A.D.) for dahasa— ;
Maha no— (Md.S. — 5th c. A.D.) for Mahana— ; cara—  (Ng.R.—
6th c. A.D.) for cars— ; kavona (B.P.Ins.IV— 6th or 7th c. 
A.D.) for kaYaps.
4* This secondary a written as a is first found in Dalani—  
(E.Z.IV, 3t 145, IV— circa end of 7th c. or beginning of 8th 
c. A.D.) <  Pa. Da^hanaga— (according to Para navi tana, E.Z.
IV, 3» 143)* Quite certainly a represents a contraction In 
the 8th o. A.D. in mapu[r]muka (Gd.R.a) <T raahaparamakaa <
—  kaha ^  —  kasya; hindva (Od.R.a) < y. below; isa (Gd. H.a) <
30* - $ . 
isaa i + saha; budena (Qd.R.b) bhunjanaa — aya;
_  y ,  *
baha (Od.R.b) Pa.hahaye. The fact that this secondary
a came to be written as long a proves that original Sk. a
had become shortened by this time, that Is by the 8th c. A.D.
5* Op to the J*th c. A.D*, therefore, a representing Sk. a 
is in all cases to be read as a* Probably, though not cer­
tainly, a representing Sk. a between the Vth c. A.D. and 
6th c. A.D. is to be read as long. But, from the 8th c. A.D. 
(i.e. when long a is first written to denote a contraction), 
the a representing Sk. a is certainly to be read as short a. 
From this time Sk. a and a merged as Sgh. a. For examples—  
v. below.
6 . Now, even after the time of the Od.R.Ins. (8th c. A.D.—  
when Sk. a > Sgh. a), the spelling a is found in a number 
of words, which are clearly loan-words from Pali or Sanskrit 
or at least influenced by learned spelling:- dana— ; maha— ; 
sTrna, sTraa—  , slmayen, slmara^; sabhaye, sabhayen; lab ha, 
lab ha ye hi ; dayaka— , dayaku, dayakayan; nayakayan; upasaka— ; 
acaryayan; kalayehi; avasanayehi; akulayak; Srogya; rasa-; 
Tlcara; karu— ; samahita; siddhanta; vivadayak; adlhl; 
savaddS— ; katlka; dala— ; Klta— ; Sararna—  ; a(jna); (sthana) 
ya J; ama; saha; Deva— .
The a in tuvak—  is perhaps due to a cross between tak—
[▼• below, a— a contracted to a] and tuvak—  [v. § 28, 2b]#
7* In the following instances, however, the writing a repre­
sents contractions.
7.®* a—  a contracted to a.
raapu[r jrauka, mapurrnuka, mapurumuka c * mahaparamakaa —  
kaha < — kasya; ha < haa < saha; isa isaa 1 + saha. 
Similarly Abha—  , Aba— ; Uda—  UdS (error for a?); tala— ; 
navamat, navma; pa la—  ; Dena— ; aa—  (as aga. thia cf. sa— ); 
nlnga; pana; Vadura— ; Kaoba— ; Oolobff—  (error for-a?);
Tia$—  (error for -a?); vata— ; ama; pova; vata.
7*b. a—  a contracted to a.
-  -  -  pana <1 pa + anaa—  < pra + anaya—  ; mahaya—  mahayaa—
maharyapada— ; pa—  paa—  <  pa ha—  <  prasado-j dunuva ,
dunu(vS) < dunuvae dhanurvatam?
7*o* 5 ~  a contracted to a
mm mm mm mm mm
Dalana—  < Dalanaa—  < Pa.D&thanaga—  ; budena budenaa ^ —
mm
aya; saha < ' sahSa—  < sahaya— . Similarly a— , 5 agata— ; 
pa— , pa; a<aya— ; Oka— , Ok[a]— ; da, ja < jata— ; nava— ; 
pahRhi; hadala; [najnen; Spa— , ffpahu; laha—  ; vala— ; 
tak— ; tala; s5- <  Pa. ohataka—  or chStata— ; vadna; 
harna; pavatna; ona; ganna; vadaleyin, vajaleyin, va da lay in, 
vadaleyi[n], vadalein, vadajen, vada^a— , vadala; vadSranuvan, 
vajaranuvan, vadarannan; u(la)ngna, ulfi(gha)na; mana— ;
'  V.
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sandha; Na—  <  N5ga—  ; danna; rakna; saha; aniya, 
aniyak; maha pa nan, mahapanan*
The Gerund in -a occurring from the 8th c. A.D. belongs 
here. This -a is a contraction from a— a < —  aya. The 
gerund in — aya, found in the 2nd and 3rd c. A.D. and to be 
read as — aya, (paharavaya Pkra.; kapavaya Pm.; pa^Laraya 
Tp.S.; karavaya Vg.I, Jv.; kadaya Jv.) is derived from the 
3k. type adaya, utthaya, which as Professor Turner BSOS.VI,
P* 534 shows, has profoundly influenced Indo-Aryan conjugation. 
Kxx. of the Gerund in -a ares- hindva; baha; pata; vada; 
kota; karava; danva; kiya; la; ilia; nimava; yava; piya; 
pinisva; dakva; ara; deva; niva; pura; gala; nanga; pirihela.
Herein also falls the Gen. sg. termination in -a. For 
explanation and exx. v. § 3 2 , 2b.
7.d. a— u contracted to a.
-  — da—  <  dau—  <  dhStu—  .
8. Examples
8 .a. a— pron. a— , though written a —
[up to the 4th c. A.D.j 
agata— ; atadi; atane; asana— ; avarana.
8.b. a- written a-, but prob. pron. 1 -
[bet. the 4th and 8th c. A.D. ]
The only ex. within this period is prob. a lw. from Pa.,
6where already 3k.5— had become a—  . e.g. arlya—  prob. lw.
Pa, ariya— , cf, Sk. Irya— , V. nriye—  .
a—  > a—  [from the 8th c. A.D. ] 
avul— ; apara, aramfi; aaanin; ara; aravay; eriyay; ariyu—  ; 
avaaa— , nvae, ava&£, aveeat,, arasata, avashi, avasin; 
aya— ; eeanhi; ambaranin; adan.
8.d.~  a— pron. —  a— , though written —  o—  .
[up to the kth c• A.D.} 
anagatn—  j bariye* uperake— ; ups^ike—  ; Naga— , Naka—  ; 
jhayaj Batapelahe; game, game—  ; gamika—• ; metadata—  ; 
karlte; Garni p i— ; dene, da(na)| devanapiya— ; Tisaya;
Citaya; (Samana)ya; badakarika—  , ba$akariya— ; raj ha—  , 
raja—  , reje, raji, raja, rajaha; pohetakare, pohatakarahi; 
viharahi, vihare; vavi, veviya; Adasana— ; Patens— ; 
karanake; otene; (na)vaka(ri)yaha; pata— ; nani;
Vajamemake— / catare— ; vasiya— ; paka—  ; hale; paharavaya, 
kapavaya, pagavaya, karavaya, ka$aya, oveya, podavaya, 
aaroatevaya, [for these cf. above, § on 5— a contracted to 
aj; rajini; yaaayaslka— .
8.e. —  5—  written — a— , but prob. ffron. — a—
[bet. the Vth c. A.D. and 8th c. A.D.] 
akala—  ; palaha—  ; niyanaatanahl; gahe; iuaaa—  ; (pari)kara—  ; 
yapenl—  ; nakarafca—  ; karavlka; Budadasa—  ; padana—  ; than®
7prob. lw. Pa thSTma— , cf. Sic. atharaan— ; daruyana, daruya; 
karana—  ; baya; karanaks; raja— , rajaha, raje-mi; raji—  ; 
viharahif vahara, yaharata, vahirata; vapara—  ; catare—  ; 
gamakehi, gamaysha, gamayshi; S[i]ri-naka*yi; kahayaps, 
kahavapehi, kavahana; vatitani; Apayaha, Apayahata; caya; 
Kumaratasa— ; kereyani; Mshadara-galaha; dariyana; Vasadavayo 
(error for Vasudevaya); havajnrana; daruyana; satan&ta; 
citavaya, kedaya, [for these cf. above, a— a contracted to 
a]; cidavi, cidavayaha.
8 .f. E—  >  —  a—  [from the 6th c. A.D. ]
pahap, pahana;p&yak; senasuna; kale; payha; dariyana;
hamiyana; catara— ; raja, raja—  , raj, raj— , rad— , raju—  ,
radanan, radun, radhu, rajhu, radahu, rajhat; raj— ; rajol— ,
radol— , radolen, redolan; y&haraya; ksravays, karava;
kar u\rana t; gsms, gam, gam—  , gam£, gamu, gsmhi, ga»na t;
(ga)miaahi; daru, daru— , daruven, daruyun, daruva-mo;
Salamevan— , Sslemeyvsn— ; vsdala— , vadsla, vajaleyin,
vadaleyin, vsdajayin, vadajein, vadelen; vsj&ranuvan,
vodaranuyan, vsdarannan; karanayehi, karanayen; vsrS, varin;
• •
kanu, kanu— ; tan, tanin, tanat, tsnfi, tanhi; tal, talan; 
rakval; mashi, mesS, mas; parpuren [5 32, 3a); vshan— 9 met. 
fr. b he van*; danya; ekaJ.os— ; hal, hal— , halff, halat; harva; 
nam; (pa) I bars—  , bar; naynen; varsnan; sasun, saaun—  , 
saanehi; Buddas—  ; pahaysy; vac&vay, vaeavanu; mehesana—  ;
pnya—  ; viyakhan; baenen; nakay— ; tuxak—  met.fr* tavuk—  
tnVatka— ; pahal, pahalavan; Yarad, YaroJ? varadet, varadak; 
yaycnu, yova, yaYannat; bslakarin; pohahi, pahayd; banyar; 
pananin; daoa—  , dee*— , dnaan; pihaoun—  , Dihaoun; sarahu; 
nan— ; dan— ; nem; gala; viycvulok; sartuma; (anodara)— ; 
lab— ; ranhn—  ; pi lima— .
S. Sk* a—  and — a— *
From the earliest times, Sk. a- and -a- appeared as 
a- and -a- in Sgh ••
10* Examples 
10.a. a- >  a-
anagata— ; Arifa— ; a tar a-*; akala— ; anumovotu; ama—  ; 
xsQAxx. arana— ; anusasd; akusal; aniys, anlyak; aya— ;
Abha—  , Aba—* .
10.b. — a—  >  — a—
Damar&Kita—» ; agata— ; catudisa— , oatudlea—  ; parumaka— ; 
upasaka— ; lagaia, fiagssa, sagoso, [sa]ga£a, saghasd; 
sagaya; Soputara— , Sonutara(ha); gapati— ; ya[te]; ana gat a—  ;
Yahaiinl—  ; (5amapa)ya; Bata pa la ha; Nadaha, Nada— ; bata—  <
#
bhakta— ’deYoted*; bamapa—  ; Bai mda ta*-; Sixagutaha; Pudagute, 
Pudagut&ha, (Fu) dagutena; bade— ; Majhimaha; dudsdane; Aba ye, 
A[bsya]ha; atara— ; pavata— ; soxana— ; Kudakana— ; 
Budsrakita— ; niyste; Saba— ; pobstakara, pohatakarahi;
9Upala— ; sate(hi), notehiya; Vahaba— , (Vaha)bnyaha;
adasana— ; knraneka; dnkn— , daka; eataka— ; Yaaa— , yasa,
yasa— ; patisavanu; paharaveya; vibajakahi; Vagsmanaka— ;
sahft(Bi)— ; kanavayn; pnribujana, pari[bujanakn]; nakara— ,
nsknrahl, nakar£, nuvarfi; bojaka— ; Ratana— , ruvan— ,
ruvanhl; padavaya; ganaka— ; han»nana(ya) (error for • * •
hamananataya) 9 hamana, mahan; [sa](kala)— , siyal— ; kara9
kara— ; keta(kahi); uvanaka for uvffnaka [▼. above]; avarana,
(avajraneha; dolasa— ; da as—  j dahasa, dahaeak, jahasa—  9 • •
jahaaaka—  ; niyamatanahl; vasanaka—  # vaeana, vasana— ; 
hakada—  , hakata—  ; bayali—  9 bayallhi; pekadaka; pa la ha— ; 
pacanehl; uvanikeva—  ; kahavana, kahavana, kahavanehi, 
kavahane, kavana; havajarana; pale, phala; sara, ear— ; 
vahala; psra— ; vadna; dana-mo; palarau— ; nava—  nava—  
’nine*; nava—  < nava— *newf; danavu, danavu; nlyamen; tala; 
vadan, vajan; vaeanu; kavarl— ; pahal; pahalavan; karanu; 
varad, varajf varadet, varadak; navam, navSmat; harna; 
nayak; pa varans; guvanhl; mana—  ; bala—  ; earaiyen; mama; 
earns, aama— ; eamay; ganna; aplllsarana— ; (ya)— .
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§2.
Vowels T. i and u, u of Sk.
1. Sk. r and u are throughout written as 1 and u e.g.
Yahad'ini—  (Vg. R.C.G. VI) prob. < YarfasvinT— • Oamini—
(And. C.I) <  gramanT— ; tube (Vt. C.) <  *stubhe—  [TND ».▼. 
thuproj etc. This shortening is purely graphical as was shown 
for Sk. a [§1, 1-5J, at any rate up to the i*th c. A.D.. sk.
a > a in Sgh. in the 8th c. A.D. [§ idj. Presumably the dif­
ference between T, i and u, u was not preserved longer than 
a, a. Probably T  and u were shortened earlier, but there is 
no evidence.
2. Even secondary i and u resulting from a contraction of 
Sk. vowels are not written as T  and u
vi—  (Tg.R.) for vT—  *vTi—  vrThi— );
di—  (Tg.R.) for di- *dii—  <  dadhi- ) ;
1'ahadali—  (ud.S.) for Mahadali—  ( -c ^Mtahadalia—  Pa.• • •
Mahadathika—  ). Similarly raji—  for rajT—  ; rici—  for ricT—  
beji—  for bejT—  [§27,1aJ; begi for begT; Si-mi for sT-mi; 
ma-purumu for ma-pururnu—  ; huna—  for huna—  .
3* These secondary i and u from contraction are first written
as r, u, in the 10th c. A.D. in Si—  (K.4 2 9) -C *sTa—  <  Pa.
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slha—  , Sk. simha—  and hlndvu (Kt .P.) *hindviu—
*sindaplta ♦ bhuta—  [v. below] etc.* This la not proof how­
ever that Sk. T, u were shortened In Sgh. only by the 10th c. 
A.D. • The 6th o. A.D. examples dunu— , lu—  , balu, seem to 
be secondary shortenings of u from contraction, cf. a from 
contraction in the 6th c. A.D. L§8 ,1j9 so that Sk. u had been 
shortened at least by the 8th c.A.D. There are no exaxqples 
of secondary shortening of T from contraction in the 6 th c. A.D. 
but probably T from contraction was also secondarily shortened 
by the 6 th c. A.D., thus signifying that Sk. T had been short­
ened at least by this time. Prom the 6th c. A.D. then Sgh. 1 
came to represent both T and i of Sk . 9 and Sgh. u both u and u 
of Sk.
For examples - v. below.
it* Bren after the 8 th c. A.D., the writing T, u is found in
the foil. exx.. This writing is either a learned spelling after 
Sk . 9 Pa. or denotes loan-words from Sk . 9 Pa. :- slma etc.; 
dry—  ; ArT; duhu—  .
In the following instances9 however, the writing T, u 
represents contractions. Kxi. of 1 representing contractions:
5a. 1 — > a contracted to T
him! < *himia—  <  svamika— ; arT—  <  *aria—  ■< V • ariye— ;
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also batX—  ; tavX; girX— .
5b. r —  a contracted to T
Si— , si—  <  *sia—  <  Pa. eXha—  , Sk. si&ha—  ; <31 <1 *dXa—
xdXva—  <  dvipa—  .
5c, Secondary 1 —  a contracted to T
sly an <  *siaya—  <  *siyaya—  [§33,3aJ 6ataka— ; govX—
*govia—  [ §27,1aJ gopaka— .
5d- Secondary i —  i contracted to X 
raivun <: *xnii—  [§1if] <  mahisa— .a
5e. Secondary i —  secondary X ( ^  * la- -Ita-) contracted to T 
kX <  *kiX—  [§14] <  *kai- C  *kaia—  <  kathita— .
5f« Secondary i —  Sgh. Worn, ag. ending - 1 contracted to X 
minX *minii <  *manisi *manus8i j.but cf. §l4 ,2 j.
Exx. of u representing contractions:
5g. u —  a contracted to u 
vu <: *vua—  <  bhuta—  .
5h. Secondary u —  a contracted to u
danavu <  *danavua—  [§33,5 J <. Janapada— .
5i . Secondary X —  Secondary u contracted to u
In the following Past Participles, u is presumably 
i u i.e. X C *  ia—  and u ^  * ua—  <c —  ita ♦ bhuta— . 
[cf. above, 5a and 5gj.
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In these ve hare to assume that bhuta—  (P.P. from )
vss added to the 3k. Past Participle in —  ita: 
hlndvu, hindTumaha; karu; karavu, karvu; langUf nangu; ketu; 
ariyu; v&nu; t i s i u ; plnisYUY&n; YalanduVen; yaYu; plrlkapu; 
tabsvu, tab&Yuhu; Yadi&YU—  •
6 . Examples;
6a. —  X —  pron. —  1 — . though written —  1 —
[up to the 4th c. A.D. j 
visiti— ; (utl)rika; k&risehi, karihi, kiri(ye); Yaha&ini— ; 
Oamini—  .
6b. —  X —  written —  i —  but orob. pron. —  T —
[bet. the i+th c. A.D. and 6th c. A.D.J 
Yisiya— ; kariha; (pa) Jin a—  ; aYlyakiniyenl; vanaya (error 
for Yaniya—  ) ; slme •
X-Zl2L-ir* [from the 6th c. A.D.]
lllanu etc..
6d . —  T —  > —  i —  [from the 6th c. A.D.]
diY etc. dYipa-f klrlya etc.; div—  etc. <  jXvaka—  ; kir 
Y*e. <  ksXra—  ; kiri—  <  ksXrin— ; him, (hi)min; siYur;• a
nil—  $ Nila—; eihesun; visi— , vissak; raehenlYar, raeheniY&rhi; 
hell-.
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6e. —  u_ r  pron, —  u —  . though written — u —
[up to the 4 th c. A.D.J
tube; inula.
6f. —  u —  written —  u —  . but arob. pron. —  u —
[bet. the 4 th c. A.D. and 8th c. A.D.J
mula; (dukula)•
6g. —  u —  > —  u —  [from the 8th c. A.D.J
suvar—  ; pur a— , pur—  ; pu jay, pu janemi; pu ja, pu ja; pur ay, 
pur a; mul—  , raulln: auran.
w • ' . r
7. Sk. 1 and Sk. u .
Prom the earliest times, Sk. i and Sk. u appeared as i 
and u in Sgh.•
8 . Sxamples
8a. —  1 —  >  —  i —
Damarakita—  ; Budarakita—  ; catudisa—  etc.; bariya; upa*ika—  , 
upaaika— ; pitaha, pita— ; Yaha*ini- ; Citaya; Mite; Utiya; 
Ti*aya etc.; Arita—  ; karite; deTanapiya—  , devanapiya— ; 
badakarika— , badakariya— ; dine; S'lYagutaha; conika— ; hiya— ; 
biku— ; aatehiya; vibajakahi; patiaatariya— , patisatiriya— ; 
variya; hatika; Taaiya— ; vadita; bataratita—  ; kararika; 
bi8eT—  etc.; viharahi; patiya— ; viseni etc.; Tiyo— ; gapati— ; 
niyate; Riti—  .
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8b. 11 —  > u —
upasaka—  ; upafiika, upaaika— ; Utiya; Uta(ra)— ; uvanaka; 
uvanikeva.
8c . —  u —  >  — u —
catudi&a— , catudisa—  ; puta, pute; S'ivagutaha; Puffagutaha 
etc.; Budarakita— ; Kudakana— ; (dukula); Vasadavaya (error 
for VaaudeTaya); hamuyehi; kukulan, (Kukulj— ; anusasa; biku- 
etc.; onumovatu.
§ 3.
Vowels 51 o of Sk.
— 1T . g \'n —J.g.—. i 1: ■,
1. Sk. had only long e, o [▼. BLIA. p.34j. In Kid. Ind.
they remained long before a sinrle consonant, but before
double consonants they were shortened just as a, T, u were
under similar conditions, except in the Korth-Aest. cf. the 
type Sk. dera— > Pa. Pk. deva— , Sk. loha—  >  Pa.Pk. loha—  , 
but Sk. ksetra—  >  Pa. khfctta-* Pk. kh£tta— , chetta— 9
w u
Sk. gotra—  >  Pa. Pk. gotta—  . There was no sign for short 
e, o but that the short quantity of the vowels in question 
must be assumed has been discussed by Bloch in BLIA. p.39 end 
BLLM. 5 80.
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2. In USgh. we find e, o in each cane as in dev, loho, keta, 
gbt. It is probable, however, that at some stage Sk. e, o 
remained ?, o before a single consonant, whereas Sk. e, o >  
e, b before a double consonant from the earliest times in 
accordance with Mid. Ind. But as in the As'oka Inss., the 
script in the BrahmX Inss. of Ceylon shows only one symbol for 
e, o : e.g. in Devaha (Vg. R.B.C.Ill) ^  Deve—  and Sbna—
(Vg. R.B.C.I) < S'ona—  e,o «re to be read as e, o but in jeta—  
(Mr.I) which stands for jetta l§56,icj cf. Pa. Pk. jettha—  <
Jyestha—  the e is to be read as e.
3. Then there are cases where the writing c, o represent
contractions of Sk. vowels. Contractions represented by the 
writing e are first found in the 8th or 9th c. A.D. and con­
tractions represented by the writing o only in the 10th c. A.D.,
but there is only one symbol to denote contracted e and Sk. e, 
and one symbol to denote contracted o and Sk. o. This raises 
two difficulties -
1) in determining when original Sk. eT, o were shortened in Sgh..
2 ) in deciding whether the contractions are to be read as long 
or short.
There were secondary shortenings of other contracted vowels 
by this time L§3 ]» so that possibly contracted cT, o were also 
secondarily shortened. The modern language, in certain cases, 
evidences contracted «T, o, and the modern script has a symbol
to mark their long quantity, e.g. USgh. net <  neTtra—  is writ ter
The following oases of contractions are analysed in the 
light of the modern language.
The writing e represents contractions in the following:*
Contractions from e* —  a 
e is long, since USgh. has long, in:-
le—  cf. USgh. le—  -<r * leaa—  <  iekhaka—  ; also le—  kam; 
ne; e; it 1b secondary e* —  a in-se cf. MSgh.-se sea—
[§24,2cj <  * sala—  <  Pa. sadisa—  ^ Sk. aadrfta— .o
e is short, since USgh. has short, in:-
gehl, get cf. MSgh. get sec. short, fr. gehi, get of. ge • • •
<  x gea- < geha—  ; also Salamevan—  ; hell.
The quantity is uncertain, since USgh. has both long and 
short, in;-
ge cf. USgh. ge beside ge which is sec. short <  * gea—
<  geha— .
The quantity is also uncertain in the following as they are 
not found in USgh.
Uete—  <  * Mete's—  <  Mai trey a—  ; sale—  <  Pa. sallekha—  ; 
Dena—  <  Pa. Jetavana—  ka—  .
G~ “t D  lOu but USgh. ne < * nea—  < aneka—  as G" 3^ 0  
and USgh. b&dun <  bhoJana—  is written O  
but llSgh. bo <  * boi—  <bodhl—  as 6U-£ ,
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4b • Contraction from e ~ ___*
e la long, since MSgh. has long, in:- 
—  ge cf, MSgh. —  get (Oen. sg. Poatp.) * gee <: gehe
(Loc. sg. of g7ha—  ).
5. The writing o represents contractione in the following;-
5a. Contractions from o —  a
o la long, since USgh. has long, in:-
piyo—  cf. MSgh. piyo—  ^  * piyoa—  <  prayoga—  . Similarly
▼iyo— ; (he)vltlyen (error for hovitiyen).
• •
The quantity is uncertain in the following as it la not found 
in MSgh.i—
piribo— <  * piriboa—  <  paribhoga—  .
5b. Contraction from secondary o —  a
o la short, since MSgh. has short, in:-
dolnen cf. MSgh. d&la—  sec. short fr dola < *  doala—  <
• •
* dohala—  <  dauhgda—  .
5o. Contraction from o —  1
o is long, since MSgh. has long, in:-
Sangbo—  of. MStfi. Sangbo—  <  * Sangboi—  <  Sanghabodhl—  ;
Bo—  cf. MSgh. Bo—  <  bodhi—  .
6 . The script giwes us no clue as to when Sk. e*, o were
shortened in Sgh.. It may be assumed that their shortening
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had occurred by the 8th c. A.D* i.e. when the Sk. rowels 
a, i, u were shortened.
7. Examples
7a. *e prob. remained e up to the 8th c. A.D.
etehi; Deya—  etc.; satehiya; sate(hi); deyanapiya— f 
deyanapiya— ; bera; (Pu)6agutena; Mahaaena—  • uvanikeva— ; 
biseya—  ; Vasadavaya (error for Vasudeyaya); Paridera—  
(error for Paridadeya— ); de, da (error for de); me;
Sarimekayana—  ; (Siri)meka—  .
7b% e >  e prob. from the 8th o. A.D.
elu; bisey etc.; Deya— ; piriyen etc.; dea etc. deVa-; 
desun; tej—  etc.; Sen—  etc.; senhi; yel— etc.; aeau— ; 
leyak; sey— ; meyin, meyak; Salameywan—  ; kenek etc.; bedum; 
de; me; pere etc. t§2 3j; yesen l§16J; meheaana— [§16].
7c. o prob. remained o up to the 8th c. A.D.
Sbna—  etc.; S'onutara—  f Sbnutara(ha); donika—  ; bojaka—  , 
bo(ji)ya— ; anumoratu; B(o)ya—  (error for Boyi— ).
7d. o >  o prob. from the 8th c.A.D.
sorun; hoya—  ; Sangboy- ; loy; roy—  ; satoa—  ; soyay;
Boyim; sohorur—  I §17]; polo—  L§17j; Goloba—  .• .
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§
Diphthongs al. an; Oroupa aye, ava of Sk.
1. In the Mid. Ind. stage, the diphthongs si, au and the 
groups ay a, ays became 7, o, v?hich in both oases converged 
with 3k. 7, o [v. Professor Turner, JRAS. 1921, Ouj. Phon. 
§12(a); also BLIA* P-36J. The arguments adduced with regard 
to the development of Sk. 7, o in Sgh. equally apply here.
2. Examples
2a. 7  al) prob. remained 7  up to the 6th c. A.D. 
tela; ceta, oetahi, ceya.
2b. 7 ( al) >  e prob. from the 8th c. A.D.
tel, telat; Vesaga; behed—  ; bera— ; oata (error for ceta), 
sey—  .
The e in the 10th c. form se—  denotes a contraction since 
se—  seems to be from the 5th c. form ceya given above.
The e in se—  may be long or short. MSgh. has sa first 
attested in the 10th c. sa, but a remains unexplained.
2o. 7  (<c au) prob. remained o up to the 8th c. A.D. 
sovana—  •
2d. o ( < > o prob. from the 6th c. A.D*
somi—  ; kol—  ; gorokun.
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2e.
2f.
2g.
2h.
21 .
2j.
e ( ^ aya) prob. remained e up to the 6th c. A.D. 
lene.
a
<T ( < aye) >  e prob. from the 6th c. A.D. 
lcna, lcnat; senasune, (aenaaana).
But aya becomes a (through * a —  a) in the following 
which appear to be loan-words from Pali:-
paca—  i.e. for pace—  L§1,3J <  * pacaa—  < Pa. paccaya—  ; Aba
i.e. for Aba L§idJ <: * Abaa—  <  Abhaya—  . Similarly Abha,
Aba; Uda^ Uda (ii error for a?); Goloba—  (a error for at); 
ama; pans.
Wlckremasinghe reeds.paceni in Pm., but adds in fn. 14 
that Muller's text has paceni while Muller's plate and Bell's 
text has pacanl. The Pra. facsimile shows that the writing of 
oa in pacani is similar to that of ca in catlri in the seme 
line. Muller too reads paceni in Rd.A. and his photostat copy 
also [v. A.l.C. No. 5] suggests paceni, perh. a cler. error for 
pacani and in face of paca—  (Tp. 8 .) i.e. for psoe- [w. 
above] the reading pacani i.e. for pacani 1,3 ;6,2aJ is 
likely in Pm. and Rd.A.Inss..
paoayata, pasayat, paaayak, paaayen is a loan from Pa.
• •
paccaya—  »
o ( < ava) prob. remained o up to the 8th c. A.D.
Iona—  ; pohatakara, pohatakerahi.
Z (c ava) >  o prob. from the 8 th c. A.D. 
poho—  , pohoya [v. aboveJ; otlb; gorokun.
bera—  (10th c) < * bera—  <  * beraa— is a loan from
Pa. bherava—  .
The follovlng are also loans from Pall:- 
avasanayehi; batavatita— •
Confusion bet. ava—  and apa— .
In Sk. itself there was confusion between the prefixes 
ava—  and apa—  , as shown by the similarity in the meaninga 
of the words to which they were prefixed: cf. Sk. avamana—  , 
apamana- ; avavada— , apavada— ; avahgta—  , epahgta—
[v. lfWSkD.]. Due to this confusion sometimes Pa. had apa— 
where Sk. had ava— : e.g. Pa. apalokin— y apalokita—
Lv. PTSPaD.J as aga. Sk. avalokin— , avalokita- or Pa. 
apalekhana— cf. Sk. avalehana— • Similarly Pa. sometimes 
had o —  where Sk. had apa—  , e.g. Pa. ovaraka— of. Sk. 
apavaraka—  (of. Pa. o <  Sk. ava) or Pa. ovahati (bee. 
apavahati) cf. sk. apavahati.
In Vg.I the gerund ovaya is therefore rather <  avavah—  
than <  Sk. apavahayati, Pa. apavahati. (The o—  in ovaya in 
the 2nd c. A.D. is to be read as o—  )•
Oroup —  avi—  of Sk.
The group —  avi —  —  Z —  in Pa. e.g. thera- <
sthavira—  (A^oka Oirnar, however, has thaira—  ; cf. Hultzsch,
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Asf. Inss. p.lviii; also BLIA. p.36).
In terada, teraha, tera— , tere, the —  e—  is to be read 
as —  e—  as all the instances occur before the 6 th c. A.D..
§ 5.
Treatment of vowel g of Sk.
1. Professor Turner in JRAS. 1921, Ouj. Phon. §18 remarks
HThe development of the Primitive Indian vowel g is confused 
from the time of our earliest documents (,v. also Bloch, LLM. 
§§15,31 J. In Middle Indian it appears as a, i or u. According 
to Bloch the repartition was probably this: in the south-west 
g >  a; in the north and north-east g >  i, or u in the presence 
of a labial [v. also BLLM.§31]. Since the earliest times, 
however, there has been constant mutual borrowing, and all 
the modern languages present examples of all three developments 
in their vocabulary.”
Marathi has the predominant development of g to a and 
in this respect belongs to the South-west group. Lv • §31J • 
Gujarati too is assigned to this group by Bloch i §id.J, but 
Turner disagrees and maintains that the predominant treatment 
in Gujarati (as undoubtedly in S'auras'enlTPrakrit) is g >  i, u. 
[r. JRAS.1921, Guj.Phon.§l8 j. Throughout the rest of Modern 
Indian too, the i and u forms are predominant.
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2. Sinhalese has predominantly a and in this respect Bloch 
groups Sinhalese with Marathi and assigns it to the south* 
vest group [v. BLLU.§31J. A mere coincidence, however, in the 
representation of £ as a both in Marathi and Sinhalese would 
not necessarily justify Bloch's view. It may equally confirm 
its connection with Ardha- MagadhT Prakrit j.cf. Introduction] 
where g > a predominantly [v. PPkG.§§ ^ 9-53]. However, forms 
with i and u are sometimes found. These are either loans 
from an i/u dialect before the migration to Ceylon or later 
loans from Pall.
e.g. slJiga 'horn* — lw. Pa. alhga—  <  dgnga—  , and the in­
herited Sgh. form is ha&ga, anga LTND.s.v. sin1].
The Insorlptional evidence shows this predominant re­
presentation of g as a from the earliest times, and the forms 
with i and u are almost all loan-words from Pall or at least 
Influenced by the Pali forms, except gi—  (Vg.S.Dp.) L§8,2a] 
cf. MSgh. gT, giya; pa. has ghata— <  Sk. ghgta— , but Pk. 
ghla—  beside ghaa— and it is Pk. ghla—  that has given Sgh. 
gT. The 1 form is universal in Mod. Ind. in this word LTND. 
s.v. ghlu].
3. Sxamplea:- 
- g —  > - a -
gapati— for gapati—  <  * gaapati—  <  gghapati—  ; Vahaba—  , 
(Vaha) bay aha; atadi; parivaveta L§38,3aJ; seta— ; pita— ; 
vataha etc. <  vgtti—  ; ama—  for an®— ; vahala; kala— ,
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kalavun etc.; vajeleyin. vadala etc.; hadala; gat. gatuvan etc.• • • •
(ma)la; petal©— ; a(la); dale— ; dolnen; vet©— , vata—  ; tiye;
vajamba, va(ja)mba [§10,12]; Tana- ; veda, vedhe Ie * a §10,1,
« • •
7b]; g'ata, gat [ 36,7c]; gasanu; katu, kotu, kot cf. MSgh. kota,• • . . .  *
kot, kota with unexplained —  o — ; polo—  <  * polo * palo <
Sgh. Nora.sg. * palava ( <  * palavi C  * palave), cf. Pa.
pathavX—  <  pgthivi—  ; nayak <  * ana-ka-, cf. Pa. — ana—
[§33,1a] <  gna-ka— ; gihi— either <  * gahi— [§14,1] <  gghin— , 
or lw. Pa. gihT.
4 . In the following, g appeara as i,u. These are either
loan-words from Pali or early dialectic loans.
4 .a. —  j—  appears as —  i— , in:
piti—  lw. Pa. pitthi— cf. Sk. prstha— ; pitat— , pitata,
• • • o  • • * *
the form pita—  being lw. Pa. pittha—  , cf. Sk. prsthastha—  ; 
(he)— vitiyen, (pi)tiyen, lw. Pa.pitthiki*- . cf. Sk. * pgsthika-; 
-se * sea—  <  * saia—  L§24,2cJ <  pa. sadisa— , cf. Sk. 
sndgfia— .
if.b. —  g—  appears as —  u —  , in:
kavudu —  vudu being lw. Pa. vuddha—  , of. Sk. vgddha—  .
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§ 6 .
Compensatorlly lengthened a, T, u
1. In the Mid. Ind. stage, represented by the Prakrits though 
not in the Rorth-weat, sk. ai, T, u before two consonants 
(homorganic or heterorganic) coincided with Sk. a, i, u before 
two consonants, for in both oases Mid. Ind. showed a, i, u 
before double consonants.
e.g. Sk. kastha— > Pa.Pk. kattha—  : Sk. tTrtha— >  Pa.Pk.
. .  .  •
tittha—  ; Sk. purna—  >  Pa.Pk. punna— • Just as Sk. lajja—  >  
Pa.Pk. la j ja— ; sk. mitra—  > Pa.Pk. raitta— ; Sk. ftuddha—  >  
Pa.Pk. suddhe—  .
This Mid. Ind. trait (short vowel before double consonant) 
persisted in Sgh. up to the 2nd e. A.D.. But when the double 
consonants were shortened in Sgh. i.e. 2nd c. A.D. i§50, 2,3J, 
the preceding short vowels a, i,u were lengthened [ Sid.j. The 
lengthened a, T, u, which were written as a, i, u, probably 
shared the fate of original Sk. a, T, u [§id.).
2. Sxx. of compena. length, a:-
2.a. Compens. length, a written s but prob. pron. a bet, the ^nd
c. A.D. and Qth c. A.D.
In all these forms we have to go back to a pre—  2nd c. A.D.
form with short a + double consonant:
Type: pati (Pkm; Tp.S.) i.e. for pati <  pre— 2nd c. A.D. patti
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(cf. Mid. Ind. petti— ) <  prapti— ; or kama (Pkm) i.e. for
kama < pre—  2nd c. A.D. kansne (of. Mid. Ind. kaxnma—  ) <  karraan—  .
atane i.e. atane <  asthana— ; atadi i.e. atadi <  astute— ;
ata—  i.e. ata<asta—  : similarly eviyakiniyeni; amena; amanaka;• • • • . • .
atara—  ; a to—  ; ana— ; agana [§58,4a]; atano; ayika; kama;
Patana— ; pati; patiya—  ; vibajakahi; Vadamanaka—  ; saha(si) — ;a
oatiri, oatara; paca, pacani, paoayata; ata; bata < bhakta—
'rice1; parivavata (error for pariYata [^38,3a]); YasaYesika—  ;
(pa)ta; vadita; batevatita— ; aama(te)ya—  ; Sarimekavana— ;
oata; vaeahi; pasahi; paheja— ; pevaya— , pava(ta)— ; vatavi;
Yaaa; haaahi; vanahi; kaja— ; kajaka—  ; paka— ; satanata;
Kasapi- f Kaaaba—  ; Yadu- , vadha; OpulaYana—  ; arana—  ; paau• .
I §§9; 59,d]; pace—  [§5 8,1,2,3bJ; patlsatariya— , patiaatiriya-. •
l§§58f1,2; 59, aj; sagaha, sagahataya, sagahata, saga, Sagayaha 
L§58,1,2,4bJ; eataka- [§58,1,2,3cJ; Nada- I§58,1,2,4«J; 
devanaplya— , deyanapiya—  [§58,1,2,3g]; aanatayaya [§58,1,2,3eJ 
k ad aya [§58,1,2,*dJj oada—  [§58,1,2,i*f.J; magala—  [§58 l,2,4aj; 
bayajarana [§59;59oJ; kadaka—  [§ 58,1,2,Jfd]; Hadana—  L§58,1, 
2,j,eJ; kadaraha [§58,1,2,l»e]; tebl [§56,*g]; a d a - .
The a in kahaVana, kahavana etc. <  karsapana—  is perh. 
to be read as short, since already in Pa. short a is found 
cf. Pa. kahapana—  [of. BLIA.p.89] • The a in saYa— , scy—  <  
sarYa—  is to be read as short, since the short a is found in 
Mod. Ind., for explanation v. TND. s.v. sab.
In the following ve are dealing with original Sk. g before
«e
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two consonants [§ 5,3]:
parivavata (error for parivata, v. above) i.e. parivata c  
parivgtta - or parivarta—  ; vataha etc. vrtti— ; vata—  <£ 
vjtta—  .
2.b. Compene. length ti >  a from the 8th o.A.D.
In all these forms we have to go back to a 2nd c A.D. —  6th c. 
A.D. form with long a <  a pre— 2nd c. A.D. form with short a + 
double consonant [v. abovej.
Type? pat—  (An.3k.)< 2nd c. A.D. —  8th c. A.D. pate—  <  pre—  
2nd c. A.D. patta—  (cf. Mid. Ind. patta— ) priipta—  ; or
kam—  (Rb.)< 2nd c A.D. —  8th c. A.D. kaina—  <  pre— 2nd c. A.D.
kamraa—  (cf. Mid.Ind. karama—  ) <  karraan—  .
/q denotes the form bet. the 2nd c. A.D. and 8th c. A D. (i.e. 
the compens. length, form).
bat, batak, batat <  2/g bata—  <C bhakta—  ’rice1; balu <C
2/8 balu—  <  bhalluka—  ; oatara—  , satara, satar <  2/8 cstara—
< catverah. Similarly kapa— ; satanata etc.; Salamevan—  ,
• •
Salameyvan— ; rat, rathl; pas—  etc. <  par Ava— ; vat—  etc.;• •
ran, ranat; pata; ad—  ; pavatna; at, atln; kam, karaat; mahavar—  ; 
pak— , vak; sakur, sakar; rakval; sat; havurud—  etc.; Kasba, 
Kasub— ; sata— , sat— ; vas—  etc.; bad; gab, gabhi; vatu^ vatta 
etc.; gasa, gas; at, atakl; araunak, araunakat; Vap—  ; hasin;
• a a • #
Agbo, Agboylm; bala(ya)n; bat; balat, balatun; pasa etc. <  
pratyaya— ; Dharau— , Dham—  ; pat; harauyehi; kapanu; pat— <  
prapta—  ; balakarin; paha—  ; asvanu; hadala; annat; vata;
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▼atanu; dakva; 8ak—  ; rakna; vasa; vasaga, vasegin; sakur—  <  
Sarkara—  ; dap; 3uvada; patala— ; apis—  ; viyat—  ; Damb—  ,
Damb—  [§58,1, 2,2b,2o]; avuj, avud; mang—  etc, [§53,1b];
Yandmi [§58,1, 2,4c] ; Sangbo— , SaKgboy— ; sang—  etc. £ §icL. J ; 
sand etc. [§58,1, 2, 2cJ; Sambudun [§id.]; (bandva)nnat [§id.]; 
sandha, aandaha [§id.]; valandanu; band [§id.J;-bandu-[§id.J; 
lamb—  [§id.]; gang—  [§58,1, 2, 2aJ; madula, raandulu etc.
[§56,1,2,2a, 2d]; na&ga, nanganu; kandat [§58, 2aJ; Mangul—
[ §id. ] mangul— , ioagul—  [ §58,1,2, 2a, 2d]; ba(du) [ §56,1, 2, 2dJ; 
dad, dand etc. [§56, 1, 2,2a, 2d]; dan<JUYara [558,1,2,2a]; Sang— 
Band ay [ §58,1, 2,2a]; Lak, Lakat [§56,1, 2, 3a]; pas etc. [§56,1,2, 
3b] <  panoa- ; parapuren [§56,1,2,3 t.]} kasun—  L§56,1, 2, 3b]; 
8atu—  [§56,3o]; anatapirise— , anataplriBey— ; aamang—
[§53,2d]; satos—  [§§56,1,2; 59a]; sale—  [§59,59b]; kavudu; 
apa; lad? ladu—  etc.; Yada; pavu etc.; viyakhan [§52,1a];
In the following we are dealing with original Sk. g before 
two consonants [§5,3]:
gat— , gat, gata—  <  * ghgpta—  [§5,3]; gattan, gatuYan <  
ghgpta-ka—  [§id.J; Yata— <  Ygtta—ka-[§id.] .
3. Sxx. of compena. length. 1 i-
3.a* Compens. length. 1 written 1 but prob. pron. T bet, the 2nd c .
A.D. and 8th c. A.D.
In all these forma we haYe to go back to a pre— 2nd c. A.D. form
with short i + double consonant:
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Type: Jina—  (Pkm) i.e. for jTna—  <  pre— 2nd c A.D. Jinna—
(cf. Mid. Ind. jinna— ) <  jirna—  ; or biku— (Vg.II) i.e. for• • .
bTku—  <  pre-2nd c, A.D. bikku—  t§§ ifO, i^ a; 5 6, 3aJ (cf. Mid.Ind.
bhikkhu— ) <  bhiksu—  . biku— , bhiku— , bika—  (error for
biku— ), buku— (pres.id., §19,1) i.«. biku—  <  bhiksu— ;
Jina—  i.e. jTna- <  jirna—  ; dine i.e. dTne, dini etc.
• • •
dinna- : similarly Tisa—  ; patisavanu; nikata (error for 
nikita, 16,1.); citaraya; (pari)kara— ; uvanikeva— ; Parideva—
a
L§56, 1» 2,ife]; cidavi, oidavayaha [§ id. ]; sidham, sidha [§4 8,3 ]; 
tin •
3.b. Compena. length, i > 1 from tbe 8th c. A.D.
In all these forms vre have to go back to a 2nd c. A.D. —  8th o. 
A.D. form with long i <  a pre-2nd c. A.D. form with short i ♦ 
double consonant [v, aboveJ.
Type: tik—  (Pl.Q.)< 2nd c. A.D. - 8th c A.D. tTka—  < pre-
2nd o. A.D. tikka- [§56,3a,3c] (cf. Mid. Ind. tikkha-) c
tTkana—  ; or sit—  (An.Sk) ^  2nd c. A.D. —  8th c. A.D. cTta—  <
•  •
pre-2nd c. A.D. citta—  (cf. Mid.Ind. citta—  ) -C citta—  .
Tisa—  , Tisa—  <  2/8 TXsa—  <. Tiaya—  ; dinmi, (dina) <  2/8
dTna—  <  dinna— : similarly site, sitvami, (sita); Riti— ;
• • • .#
sirit etc.; isir etc.; ek-bitten; tik; nimala— ; vikraen;
Miriai- [§51,1b]; nivay etc.; sit— ; ninga; situvam; Kitia— ; 
tik— ; piritas—  ; dilind—  [§53,2h]; vid—  L§5 2,1i]; nimat; 
nimiyata, nimiyata; nimavanu, nimava; a id ava [§5 6,1,2j; pihiti—  ; 
Kit, Kitim, kit; PLrit— ; pinisva; pinisa; piniavuvan; Mihid—
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etc. |§ 58,1,2,2c,l*f]; hlndrana etc. [§58,1,2,2cJ; pid, pind-• •
[§58,1,2,2a,2d]; Klliiig- [§58,1,2,2a]; ainda [§58,1, 2,2cJ;
Tinda [§id.]; binds [§id.]; nirind—  [§id.]. .
4. Bxx. of compens. length, u
4,a. Compena. length, u written u but prob .pron. u bet, the 2nd
o. A.D. and 8th o. A.D.
In all these forms we have to go back to a pre-2nd c. A.D. form
with short u + double consonant.
Type: puna— (Tg.R.) i.e. for puna—  < pre-2nd c. A.D. punna—
• • • •
(cf. Mid. Ind. punna—) <  purna— ; or pute (Vg.II) i.e. for pute 
<  pre-2nd c. A.D. putta— (cf. Mid.Ind. putta— ) <  putra—  .
Upala—  i.e. Upala—  <  utpala—  ; pute i.e. pute, puti etc. 
putra—  : similarly Utara—  ; puna—  ; puYiya—  ; Budu—  ; Budadaaa—  ; 
payutu—  ; Guta—  ; gumu—  ; (uti)rika; Y&taka—  (error for vutaka—  , 
2 1 , 1).
4.b. Compens. length. u >  u from the 8th c. A.D.
In all these forms we have to go back to a 2nd c. A.D. —  8th c. 
A.D. form with long u <  a pre-2nd c. A.D. form with short u ♦ 
double consonant, [y . above].
Type: pun— (Av.) <  2nd c. A.D. —  8th c. A.D. puna— <  pre-
2nd c. A.D. punna—  (cf. Mid.Ind. punna— ) <  purna— ; or yut—. • • • •
(Pl.S)< 2nd c. A.D. —  8th c. A.D. yuta—  <  pre-2nd c. A.D. 
yutta—  (cf. Mid.Ind. yutta—  )< yukta—  . utur— , uturu—  <
2/8 utara—  <T uttara—  ; Buddas—  <  2/8 Budadaaa—  Buddhadaaa—  ;
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similarly Bad—  f bud; pun—  ; 
yut—  , yutuf pugul— ; kushi, 
munguru—  [§§51,2b; 58,1,2j; 
Puvarara—  ; uturat; ulaghana, 
tudus—  .
ruk; yud—  ; kukulan, (Kukul)—  ;
• •
kuain [§58, 3a]; dunuva— ; mat; 
rmihundhi [ §§53, 2h;58,1,2]; 
u(la)hgna etc. [§58,1,2,2a,2d];
§ 7.
Compensatorily lengthened e*. o>
1. The Mid.Ind. e, o before a double consonant [§3,1,2] remained 
as such in Sgh. up to the 2nd c. A.D. cf. jeta—  (Mv.I) i.e. 
Jett©— , cf. Mid.Ind. jettha—  -c jyesthe—  [§id.]. But when 
the double consonants were shortened in Sgh. i.e. 2nd c. A D., 
it is presumable that the preceding short e, o, were lengthened 
to e*, o, corresponding to compens. length, a, T, u [v. abovej. 
This e, o probably remained long between the 2nd c. A.D. and 
8th c. A.D., and from the 8th c. A.D. onwarda became short.
2. In the foil. exx. occurring bet. the 2nd c. A.D. and 8th 
c. A.D., the e, o is to be read as «?, o.
Type; keta(kahi) (JY.) i.e. for k«Tta(kahi) <  pre-2nd c. A.D.
ketta-ka- (cf. Mid.Ind. khetta-ka-) <  ksetra-ka-; or G(o)na—
(Tp.S.) i.e. for G(o)na—  <  pre-2nd o. A.D. gonna—  (cf.
Mid.Ind. * gonna—  ) cf, Sk. gona—  .. .  .
keta(kahi) [v. above]; jeta—  i.e. jeits—  <  jyesthe— ; eka—
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i.e. eka—  ^.Pk. ekka—  (prob. lw. Sk. eka— ): similarly O(o)na-;
kotaaa. kotasahi.•  •
The o repreaenta Sk. ava in podavaya i.e. podavaya (Ger.) <
pre-2nd c. A.D. at. poddapaya—  pravardhe^payatl.•.
3. In the foil. exx. occurring after the 8th c. A.D. the e,o
la to be read aa V,
Type: ket—  (An.3k) i.e. ket—  <  2nd c. A.D. —  8th c. A.D. keta- 
^  pre-2nd c. A.D. ketta—  [v • above]; or gon (Ip.) i.e. gon <  
2nd c. A.D. —  8th c. A.D. gona—  <  pre-2nd c. A.D. gonna—
[v. above].
ket—  i.e. ket—  <  ka^tra—  ; net—  i.e. net— <: netra—  ; vetya—
• •
i.e. vetya—  <  vesta-ka—  : similarly gon; Oka— ; kot; kota, kota. 
The e represents Sk. al in ved—  i.e. ved— vaidya—  and Mete—
i.e. Mete—  < Maitreya—  .
§ 8.
Secondary ohortenlngs
1. By Secondary Shortenings' ia meant the shortenings of
secondary long vowels in Sgh. resulting from a contraction of 
Sk. vowels.
Secondary a from contraction first came to be written a 
in the 8th c. A.D. However, in the same century is
found the writing a e.g. in ma—  pu(r)muka * raaa—  <. maha—  .
This a show8 that secondary "a was liable to be shortened by 
thia time, so that raa—  pu(r)rnuka >  ma—  pu(r)muka.
Similarly with secondary u e.g. lu—  , dunu— , balu ]§ 2,3; 
also cf. below]. No instance of the shortening of secondary i 
is found in the 8th c. A.D. [§id.]. But presumably it was 
shortened about the same time as u.
This shortening of secondary a, T, u by no means forma the 
general rule in Sgh.; as shov/n previously, secondary a,T,u were 
written a,T,u [§§ 1,7;2,5] and MSgh. attests the pronunciation 
as long. [For secondary *e, o, v. §3,4-5] • The only long vowels 
in MSgh. in inherited words ©re these secondary vowels.
The secondary shortenings in these Inss. are special cases. 
They are not only graphical, because MSgh. attests the shortening 
in such words. Shortening occurs in the following conditions:
Secondary <T, T, u in monosyllables were shortened in compounds, 
though the long vowel was liable to be reintroduced from the 
uncorapounded form:
ma—  purmuka, raa—  purumuka, ma—  pururo—  from ma—  ^  maha—  , of. 
MSgh. uncn^d. ma; gi— tel cf. MSgh. gi— tel fr. gi— Pk. 
ghia—  , Sk. ghgta—  , but of. MSgh. unc^ipd. gX; lu—  cf. lu—  
gal— narhi [2.Z. IV, 3,149, VII ] fr.lH^ l©a-< xlauu— laiua— <c
lagita+ bhuta—  L§15,4], cf. MSgh. uncmpd. lu.
Secondary aT, T, u in disyllabic or longer words were shortened.
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Dlsyllables
suvar—  fr% euvar—  * suvaara—  <  supakara—  , of. MSgh.
suvaru; —naru—  fr.—naru—  <c * naaru—  <  nagara—  ka—  ^ pala—  ,
(pa)la—  (a error for a f) fr. pala—  cf. M3gh. pala- bes. pale—  :
similarly bera—  fr. bera—  ; patul fr. patul; pasa fr. pass;
lanu fr. 1 anu; kota fr. Oer. kota t§1,7oJ; jiyal, (di)yal fr.
• • • •
diyal; a?a- fr. ava— ; uvak fr. uv&k; visi—  fr. visr—  [§14,1J;
Hila fr. Hila—  ; vari—  fr. vari—  [§id.]; kiri fr. kirF <C Pa.
karisa— ; govi—  fr. govi—  [§27,1aj; tiya fr. tTyi—  [§H,3j;
Bomi—  fr. somi—  • —  viri—  fr. —  viri—  [§22,1j; (dali) —  fr.
dali—  • piri—  fr. piri—  ; sadi fr. sadT; balu fr. balu; dunu—
fr. dunu—  [§§15,4;19j; Senu— fr. Senu—  [§27,1oj; elu—  fr.
elu—  i§id.j; sesu—  fr. sesu—  [§id.J; daru— fr. daru—  [§id.J
pavu fr. pavu [§id.j; satu—  fr. satu—  l§id.J; ladu—  fr. ladu-
[ §id. ]; ikraa Ger. fr. x ikkam—  [§§1i*, 1 ;27, 2a] .
In mivun, mivan, quite rightly ie find shortening of
secondary i, but MSgh. has mTvun (Oblique Pl.j; T perh.from the
Sg. «£ * miia—  [§14,1] <  mahisa—  . Similarly in mivan is
found sec. short, of 1 but MSgh. has mivan (Oblique Pi . ) 5 i
perh. from the Sg. mT [§**5,6] cf. sk. madhu—  . In Pandi—  ,
Pandi—  is found sec. short, of T i.e. <  91 Parulia—  *pandiya—.. . • •
cf. Pandya—  . The writing af however, points either to a • •
conservative spelling or to this being a loan-word 10,vJ» for 
the expected form i s x Phiidi—  . In vadu is found Bee. short, 
of u i.e. * vadui—  [527,1c] •<.vardhakin—  . For the writing 
a, cf.§ 50,3.
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In the following, the secondarily shortened —  i—  repres­
ents 3k. —  ika—  :
kami—  fr. kamT—  <  karmika— , cf. Mdgh. kami— ; himi, himi—
fr. himT—  svaraika—  f cf. USgh. himi; ’ati—  fr. atT—  <
huatika—  ; viaiyati—  ati—  fr. atT— arthika—  .
• • •
To this type also belong
badi— fr. badi—  <  * bandika—  cf. bandin* kiri—  fr. kiriT—  <
* ksirika—  cf. kairin— ; gihi—  fr. gihT— <  * gghika—  cf.
grhin— ; ski—  fr. aki— M ark ika— cf. arkin—  . o
Trisyllables:-
Generally this sec. short, has occurred in the third syllable:- 
dahasa, dahasak fr. dahasa <  * dahasaa—  <  da&a&ata— , cf.
MSgh. dahasa; karana—  , karana— fr. karancT- <c * karanaa—
^ karana— ka—  , cf. M3gh. karana; sandaha fr. sandahe, cf. MSgh. 
sandaha, sanda: also senevi—  fr. senevT— [§14,1j; pihiti fr. 
pihiti; isiri fr. isirT; kabali fr. kabalT; siriti fr. siritT 
[§§1if, 1 ;24, 3b]; danavu fr. danavu [§33,5j; valandu fr. val&ndu 
[§§2,5i;19,2j.
This sec. short, is found in the 2nd syllable in (ga)misahi 
fr. g amis a— C  * garniFe*- L§1^,3] grama + 6irsa—  . It is 
found in the 1st syllable in itiri—  fr. Ttiri—  < * iitiri—  
[§§14,1;2k,3b] <  * iiriti—  <  atirikta- .
In the following the secondarily shortened — i—  represents 
3k. — ika—  type. [v. above]:
viBeni— fr. visenT— <  * visaijika—  cf. viBanin—  ; amati—
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fr. an*atT—  , a cross bet. * mantrika—  cf. mantrin—  and
mmm «  77 m  77 « m  V  « m  • »
31 amatiya—  cf* amatya—  ; pavasi—  fr. pavaai—  pravarsika—
of. varsika—  . However, the writing ft (error for a) and the 
writing s’ points either to a conservative spelling or denotes a 
loan-word [§10, I*], for the expected form is * pavasi—  ; 
abadi—, abadi—  fr. abadi—  <T m sambandhika— of. sanbandhin—  .
2.c. Examples of secondary shortening of e*, o, were given
under § 3, 3,4*5.
§9.
U m l a u t 1
By 'Umlaut* is meant the modification of early Sinhalese 
long vowels due to an i in the following syllable. The long 
vowels thus affected might be original long vowels in open 
syllables or be the result of compensatory lengthening on the 
reduction of consonant groups. Karly Sinhalese a, u, o (written 
a, u, o) were changed to a, i, e.
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510.
3k. a (bef. single cons.) —  i or 3k. a. a (bef. two conss.)
—  1 >  a -  1
1. 3k. a bef. a single cons. (i.e. in a light syllable) followed by 
i becomes i e.g. Gaminl- (And. C.I) gramani-; viaiti- (Mr.) 
viiflfiati- etc. [514,1,3]. But when 3k. a bef. a single cons, or 
3k. a, a bef. two conss. (i.e. in a heavy syllable) is followed 
by 1, it becomes a.
The first appearance of this change is in the 4 th c. A.D.**
e.g. peni- (Tg.R) phani-; legit aka (Tg.R)< leAghita-ka-,. •
and here a is written e; this is purely graphical, because this 
a (written e) is actually written i from the 8th c. A.D. as in 
vaai- (K.Z. IV,3,149,VI) <  vasika- or vasln-; navhi (E.Z.IV,
3,149,VII) <  * navlka—; gata (E.Z.IV, 3,145.1V) <  * gfcnthi-, 
cf. granthi- and MSgh. has a, whereas original 3k. e does not 
become a but survives as e in Sgh..
2. In the following therefore, found before the i*th c. A.D. 
(i.e. when a first appears), the writing a is to be read a as we
(u) In the case of 3k. a, a ♦ two conss. the development was 
aa follows: It became a ♦ double cons, in the pre-2nd c. A.D. 
period; then when the double conss. became single i.e.
2nd 0 . A.D., this preceding a was compensatorily lengthened 
[of. 550,3]. This a when followed by 1 became a just as 
original Sk. 'S —  i > a : of. 3k. vapi- >  vav-; likewise 
3k. hastin-> pre-2nd c A.D. hatti- (cf. Mid.Ind. hatthi-)
> 2nd o. A.D. - 4th o. A.D. hati- (ati-)>4th c. A.D. 
onwards at-.
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are dealing with original Sk. a followed by 1 [of. also §1,
1.5]:
upaSlka-, upasika-; bariya; karite; badakarika-, badakariya-;
• •
dariya; (na)vaka(ri)yaha; rajini; nani; vasiya-; vasavaslka-; 
vavi, vaviya; gamika-.
3. In the following, the writing a (i.e. for a) denotes the
oompens. length, a resulting from Sk. a, a bef. two oonss. [of. 
also §6,2a]: pati; patiya-; hati-; batavatlta-; vadita.
e
Now, even after the 4th c. A.D. i.e. when a manifested 
itself, the writing a is found. This a stands for a in the 
instances before the 8th o. A.D. (i.e. up to the time when Sk.
a survived as a; cf. §1,5). Then a (i.e. for a) in the foil,
wds. point8 either to conservative spellings or to loan-words, 
or perhaps represents &, the new letter not being yet univer­
sally adopted:
karavika; raji-; (pa)jina-; Mahadali-; Parideva-.
The writing a denotes a in the instances from the 8th c. A.D. 
(i.e. when Sk. a >  a; cf. §1,5)* This a shows that the shorten
lng of Sk. a had occurred even in the loan-words as in the
inherited words [cf. §,id.]. e.g. dariyana; karu; sam-. But a 
is actually written in some cases, showing that in some loan­
words a remained as a, or the writing a shows a learned 
influence.
e.g. hamiyana; sal, sale; samahlta; attani- [§56,1 f]; Pandi-; 
pavasi- (a error for a).
In the following, the compens. length, a (written a) 
continued as a despite the following 1 [of. §6,2a, where it was 
shown that compens. length, a remained as a up to the 6th c. 
A.D,]:
hapi-j vatitani; ra(ti)ya-; vateha (error for vatiha); tabi.
The compens. length, a >  a by the 6th c. A.D. [cf. §6,2bj, so 
that in these Instances from the 6th c. A.D. the writing a 
denotes a: sang*; apis*; batT*; manglva, magiv*; abadi*.
a which is written e from the j+th c. A.D. is found actually 
written A from the 6th c. A.D. as shown above [also of. Bxx. 
given below]• But, even after this time, e is written for a 
in the following:*
peta (Mg) cf. MSgh. pet paiiktl*; pet (Bd) of. MSgh. pet <
— 'Pprapti-; pel of. MSgh. pela; pilivelanen of. MSgh. pillvela;
. » • • •
visenT-, viseni*, visevinl-, vlseniy(a) cf. MSgh. viseniya; 
perahara, perahar, perhar, perahar bes. parahara [v. Kxx.below]; 
veherala, veheraleya [cf. §10,10]; plrihela Ger. of plrihelanu, 
of. MSgh. plrihela, prob. influenced by * parihariya— of. 
parlharyaf- Asela, Asela*, Asel-, Asela cf. MSgh. ahala; 
deruvana, deruvana, deruvan cf. MSgh. daruvan.
Of the above forms surviving in the modern language, it is 
the pronunciation e and not a that is found except in ahala 
and daruvan.
Geiger's statement in his Sgh G. §12(2) "Less frequent 
is the umlaut a —  i; e —  1" is not justified. He tries to
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show that in some cases s —  It a —  1 and in others a —  i s 
e —  i [t. id. §12(1),(2)]. There is no question of two 
developments. There is only one, vis., s’ —  i: a — i. The 
spellings in e are very few when compared with those in a. 
Therefore the writing e in the exaiqples which occur after the 
time when £ came to be actually written (i.e. 8th c. A.D.) is 
only an attempt to preserve the spelling e which is found to 
denote a from the 4th c. A.D. to the 8th c. A.D., as shown above. 
These conservative spellings have continued down to the modern 
times. But it is noteworthy that the words spelt with e are 
pronounced with the e and not the a sound; e.g. pet is pronounced 
pet and not * pat. Presumably then in MSgh. we are dealing with 
a spelling pronunciation; it may be assumed therefore, that 
the above-quoted words spelt with e in these Inss. after the
A
8th c. A.D. were also pronounced as e and not as a except >foela- 
and deruvand [v. aboveJ.
7. Examplesj-
7a. Sk. a (bef. sinrle cons.) —  1 >  a but written e up to the 
8th c. A.D.
peni- cf. MSgh. plni;veva cf. MSgh. vava; rej(e)na, r(e)Jana- 
[cf. §10,10] cf. MSgh. rajana; veherala, veharala [§ id.J; 
kereyani [§ id.J.
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7.b. sk. a. a (bef. t*o conae.) —  1 > a but written e up to the 
6th c. A.D.
legitaka of. MSgh. langu, narxgu; Yeda, vedho cf. MSgh. Yada;
• • •
ameti- of. MSgh. amati; peta cf. ^Sgh. pet [of. above].
7.o.Sk. a (bef. single cone.) —  i a and written a from the 
6th c. A.D.
vasi-, vaaaan, vaaiyan; navhi; perahar eto. [cf. §10,10]; 
karu- eto. [cf. §10,12]; kabali [id.]; tSbavu, tabavuhu [id.]; 
v&davu- [id.]; bahar eto. [of. §10,10]; nama- [id.]; S&ha- 
[id.J; bara- (error for bard-, id.); bala- [id.J; balayata 
(error for balayata, id.); Yadda [id.]; paduza-; rajna-, 
rajna- (error for rajna-), rajnaniyan; jayin, dayin etc. [cf. 
§10,11]; tan-; yavu; (dali)-; kanhi; tavT; piritaa-; va- 
[of. §10,11]; nayen [id.]; Spa-, apahu [id.]; da- [id.]; 
a- [id.]; vali-; hariya-.
7*d.Sk. a. a (bef. two conae.) —  1 >  a and written a from the 
6th c. A.D.
kamiyan, kamiyanat, kami-; langu, nangu; nangiya; badi-;
band; it-, ati-; eat-; vanu; gfita, gat; pirikapu; aatak;
• • •
vat-; eadi; viaiyati-; ag; ati, ata, at; val-; pal-;• .
vadiya[nj; aki-; aanga- [cf. §10,10J; kat-, kite- (error for 
kata-, id.) rahan [id.]; lakkan [§27.2b]; (a)ttan [id.]; 
rakka-, rakka- [id.]; arakkan [§28,kc]; amati- [cf. §10,12]; 
valandu, valanduvan (error for valanduvan [id.]); vala(nda)nu
/ I
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bee. Talandanu, perh. Influenced by valandu; abadi-; samangin 
• •
[id.J; parakraen [§§ id.; 32, 3bJ; vajamba, va(Ja)mba (error
for va(Ja)mba) [§§5*3; 10,12]; atul etc. [§27,1d]; and atul-
prob. error for atul-; gal; vatena- the a prob. influenced by
• •
the a in vatunu cf. vartita- (for probable explanation of thee
Pact Participle in -unu, y . Geiger, SghG §136(c)).
Note:- In Sk. the gerund in -ya was primarily found with a 
root compounded with a preposition (or adYerb or noun). How­
ever, Gerunds in -ya with unconq>ounded roots are not very 
rare [v. Whitney, WSkG. §990].** This -ya tended to become 
-iya when preceded by a heavy syllable [cf. §6 0,1b] and the 
i of -iya causes the a in the preceding syllable as seen in 
the foil. exx.:-
vajamba, va(Ja)mba (error for va(Ja)mb&) * vajamba [of.
§10,12.] * vijambhiya [cf. §5, 3] < *  vijgmbhiya, cf.
vijgmbhya. Uncompounded in vanda, (vanda) <  ^vandiya, cf.
—  vandya. In certain oases the Gerund was formed from the
Present-stem and already in Sk. this is found. [v.WSkG. §991
(d)]. For exx. in Pa. v. GPLS. §213. Exx. in these Inss.
are; vada < ?• vardhiya; manda < *  mardiya; band a < Pa.. .
bandhiya.
(u) The distribution of use between the two Gerundial
suffixes, -tva (with uncmpd. roots) and -ya was entirely 
ignored in Mid.Ind. [cf. ChatterJi ODHLang. §736].
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8. a paused by secondary i
a la also caused by a secondary 1 i.e. 1 which is the result 
of vowel-assimllation or vowel-reduction.
In the following, secondary i is the result of vowel- 
assimilation:
variyun, yarl <  * rarlyi- [of. §14,1] <  Tar akin-; Madill- <
* madill- [cf. § 1d.J^ mandalln-; adur- <  *adirl- -i*aJlrlya-
• . - • •
—  VI ^ ^  —
^  * aciriya- < » .  acariya-; pamana [cf. §10,10] < 11 paviniya
<  * papiniya [cf. § 22] Pa. * papuniya (Oer. of Pa. 
papunati).
In the following, secondary i is the result of vowel- 
reduction. It is a reduction of e [cf. also QSghO. §107 (2)] 
in:-
bavin <  * bavin <  bhavena; namin < * namin <  naraena; gamin <
* gamin <  gramena; vasigin < *  vasagin <Pa. vassaggena; 
samangin <  * samangin ^  Pa. * samaggeha, of. Sk. samagrT-•
If adi- represents Sk. a top a- ? [cf. §36,4b J we have to
assume an intermediate form * adi- adi a- <£.* adiva-.• . •
MSgh., however, has edi-. To explain this e, a spelling
* edi- (after the 8th c. A.D.) has to be pre-supposed. [For 
similar exx. and explanation, cf. above].
9. a caused by the Sgh. Nom. sg. ending —  i
To explain a in the following we have neither i of Sk. 
nor even a secondary 1 to go back to; a presumably originated 
from a Sgh. Nom. sg. form with a where it was apparently due
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to the -1, the Nom. ag. ending in Sgh. of the 2nd c. A.D. 
the earlier ending —  e; this Sgh. Norn. sg. form produced a 
stem-form with a which came to be used in the other cases as 
well.
e.g. tan etc. fr. st.-An. tan- fr. Sgh.Nom. sg. An. * tani < 
2nd c. A.D. * tani, cf. Sk. sthana-; gama etc. fr. st-An. gam- 
fr. Sgh.Nom. sg.An. 31 garni 2nd c. A.D. m garni, cf. Sk. 
grama-; (beside these forms, these two wordB appear with a 
st-An. with a representing Sk. a as seen in tan etc. [cf.
§1, 8fJ < sthana- and gam etc. [id.] grama-). Also (dara); 
Yesaga; Yap-, Vapa (beside this is found st-An. with a in 
Yap-, cf. §6,2b); s&nda; Taka (beside this is found st-An. 
with a in Yak-, cf. §6,2b); aka, akeka (beside this is found 
st-An. with a in akak, cf. § id.); balatun (beside this is 
found st-An. with a in balatun etc. cf. § id.); (pa)s- 
(beside this is found st-An. with a in pas- etc., cf. § id.); 
mandi-, minda fr. st-An. mand- fr. Sgh.Nom. sg.An. * mandi 
(with intrusive nasal) ^  2nd c. A.D. * maji, cf. Pa. majjha-, 
Sk. madhya- (or the a may also be due to the influence of Sgh. 
madum- <  Pa. majjhima-, cf. Sk. madhyama-)^paheja- i.e. 
pahaja- fr. Sgh. Nom. sg. An. 2 pahaji cf. Sk. parsadya-.
In ap, the a is presumably from -1, the Sgh.Nom. pi. 
ending of the personal Pronoun going back to a 2nd c. A.D. 
form 2 api, cf. EA&. a(p)phe (Acc.pl.) [▼. BLIA.p. 147]. The 
modern language, however, has api. Perhaps here it is the
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influence of apa which is to be connected with KAfi. a(p)phaka 
<£ Sk. asmakam.
10. The resulting a —  i >  a —  a.
The a of the 1st. syllable influences i of the 2nd syllable 
and changes i to a in the examples given below. This change 
is first evident in the 6th c. A.D.
e.g. veherala, veharala (error for veherala) i.e. writing for 
vdharala [cf. §10,7a] * vahirala vahirala, met. fr.
* varisala-, cf. varsala-; kereyani i.e. writing for karayani 
[id.J c  * kariyani -^karitani; rej(e)na (An.S) i.e. writing 
for rajana [id.] * rajina < Pa. rajinT-, cf. Sk. rajSi-
[Paranavitana mentions in E.Z.IV, 3,114, fn. 4 that the read­
ing rej(e)na is conjectural; but from the facsimile, the 
reading is to be taken as rejena i.e. writing for rajana, cf. 
MSgh. rajana; r(e)jana- in the same Ins. is error for 
r(e)jena-]. Similarly bahar etc.; nama-; Saha-; bara (error 
for bara-); bala- etc. [cf. §10,7oJ; saiiga-; kata- (error for 
kata-); perahar, parahar etc. [For e, cf. §10,5]; rahan; 
pamana [cf. §§10,6 ; 2 2].
The Sgh. Gerund in -a is to be included here; it resulted 
thua:-
Typej vanda < * vandi < * vandT < * vaiidia vandia <  
*~vandiya, cf. -vandya. Similarly vajamba, vajamba etc.; 
banda; pamana [cf. above; also §22]; vada [cf. §10,7dJ; manda
Lid.].
11. The resulting a —  a contracted to a
When the consonant between the a —  a is lost, then a —  a 
is contracted to a.
e.g. da * daa- ^ * dai— c  jati-; da- < *  daa- dai-
JatTya-. Also nayan; a-; apa-, apahu; va-.
12. a ( ^ Sk. a or Sk. a) —  a >  a —  a
When the a belongs to the 2nd syllable it influences the
a (i.e. a <  3k. a or Sk. a) of the 1st syllable and changes the 
a to a, as seen in the following instances in the 10th c. A.D.: 
karavu, kiirvu- < *  karavu- < *  karaviu- [cf. §2,5i]<karapita
* bhuta-: vadavu- vadavu- vadaviu- [cf. § id.] <9 . . •
vardhapita ♦ bhuta-. Similarly valandu etc. [id.J; tabavu- 
etc. [id.J; vasvu [id.J; kabali; amati- <  amati- as attested 
by ameti- (i.e. writing for amati-, cf. §10,7b); parakmen 
[§32,3bJ; samangin [§10,6J; Aael- etc. [For e, cf. §10,5];
balatun <* balatun fr. Sgh. Nom. sg. fin. * balati [§10,9]•
It is secondary a —  a that has become a — a in
vajamba, va(Ja)mba (error for va(ja)mba) < * vajamba <
* vajambhia [cf. §10,10J <  * vijambhia [cf. §§5#3; 18] <
* vijgmbhiya, cf. vijrmbhya.
13. a — i > i —  i
This is an abnormal sound-change as found in the numeral 
catiri <  catvari in catiri pacani and in the title-word or 
term of address himiyan, himiyanat, himi, himi <  svamin- or
k&
svamika-. In MSgh. himi is used as a term of address meaning, 
'lord; master' whereas sami (hami) with the expected a means 
'husband'.
#11.
sk. u (bef. ainrle cons.) —  i or Sk. u. u (bef. two consa.) 
—  i >  i —  i
1. This change is first attested in the 4 th c. A.D. in 
miliya (Tg.R) cf. MSgh. mila < m muliya-, cf. mulya-, as 
against mula (JV.- 3rd c. A.D.; Md.S. —  5th c. A.D.) 'money'
<T mula-. But in the seme Tg.R.Ins., u —  i is written as
u — i and not as i —  i in puviya-, and Tg.R.Ins. II of
which there is no facsimile has puvaya- (i.e. for puviya-); 
if puviya- represents * purviya-, cf. Sk. purvya- the expected 
reading is * piviya-, but u is preserved in this particular
word SB u is preceded by p and followed by v, which are both
labials.
2. Examples:-
2.a. u —  1 >  1 —  i
miliya, railayat (error for miliyat); bim etc.; hir-; piri-;• •
-viri- [cf. $22,1J.
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2.b. u (bef. two conss,) —  i >  i — 1 ** 
rici-; raise.
3. The Influence of the Sgh. Nom. ag. ending —  i
The 1 of pin- is due to the Sgh. Nom. sg. ending —  i,
i.e. pin- fr. Sgh. Nom. sg.fta. * pini <  2nd c. A.D. * puni 
[cf. $$6,4.a; 60,2b], cf. Pk. punna-, Sk. punya-. The 1st i 
of gingiriyak of. Sk. ghurghura-, ghurghurika• is influenced 
by the 2nd i which itself is due to the Sgh .Nom. sg. ending 
—  i [cf. $22,1J i.e. gingiriyak fr. Sgh. Nom. sg.fta. * glngiri 
<  * gugiri [id.] <  2nd c. A.D. * guguri, MSgh. gigiri.
§12.
Sk. o (bef. single cons.) —  i or Sk. o (bef. two conss.)
—  i >  e —  i
1. This change is first evident in the 6th o. A.D. in begi
(Ng.R) <  11 bogi- < *  bogiya- <*bhogika-. Also in beji- (Ng.R) 
which goes back to * boji- < *  bojiya- [cf. §27,1a] <  Pa. 
bhojaka-. Here, therefore, the i is secondary, (beji- occurs
(«) In the case of Sk u ♦ two conse. the development was 
as follows; It survived as u ♦ double cons, in the pre- 
2nd c. A.D. period; then when the double conss. became 
single i.e. 2nd c. A.D., this preceding u was conqpenaator- 
ily lengthened [cf. $50,3]. A1ii8 u —  i > i —  i Just 
as original Sk. 5 —  i > i  —  i.
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in the 3rd c. A.D. as bo(ji)ya- (JY) - this reading is not 
clear - and in the 2nd o. A.D. as bojaka- (Tp S) which show 
that this change had not occurred at that time); in geri, how­
ever, we get Sk. i but the o is secondary [v. below]«
2. Examples:-
2.a. o —  1 >  e —  i 
begi [v. above].
o —  secondary i >  e —  i, in beji- [v. aboveJ.
Secondary o —  i >  e —  if in geri gori- Sk. gauri-, 
Fern. of Sk. gaurah.
In yedmen, Verbal Noun fr. Pa. yojeti, the e is influenced 
by the e in yedu yodiu- «<Pa. yojita ♦ bhuta-.
2.b. Mid.Ind. o (bef. two conss.) —  i >  e —  i
ketu <  * ketiu- <  * kotiu-, cf. Pa. kottlta-.
• . • • •
§13.
Vowel-Assimilation
Vowel-assimilation occurs in light syllables, as against 
the •Umlaut* which takes place in heavy syllables [cf. §9].
The vowel in the light syllable i8 influenced by and assimilat­
ed to the vowel of the following syllable, which may be heavy 
or light [cf. also GSghG.§§12,18].
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§14 .
a —  1 or a —  T  > 1  —  1 (.But v. §25,2b]
This first occurs in the 1st half of the 1st c. B.C. in 
Oamini- (And. C.I) -^graraanT-. Also in the foil, exx.:
1. a —  i >  i —  i
visiti- etc.; di- [for dT-, cf. §2,2], dihi-; pati- satiriya-;
Mihid-, Mihind etc.; bili-; piriven etc.; variyan, vari; piribo-j
anatapirise-, anatapiriaey-; rivi-; Kiling-; Pirit-; pirikapii;
piritas-; pilivelanen; dilind-; nirind-; visiyati-; Vijuragu-,• • • .
Viduragu-; pinisvuvan; pinisa; pinisva; Madili-; sirit etc.;
• • • •
senevi- (§8,2b]; itiri- (id., §2 4,3b.]; mTvun (§2,5dJ, mivun, 
mivan (§8 ,2bJ; pirihela; Mirisi- (§5 1,1hJ; kT (§2,5eJ; isir 
etc.; pihiti.
In these the a represents an original £. gihi-< * gahi-
[§5, 3,4a] < grhinpillma- < *  patlana- [§38, 7oj < *  p^tinia-
apilisarana < *  apatisarana (id.J < *  aprtiSarana-.• • o *
2. a —  secondary i >  i —  i 
visin < x yasin (§10,8 j <  V8fiena.
In U3gh. minis, miniha fmanf, cf. Sk. manusya-, Pa. 
manussa-, Pk. manussa-, the i <  u is explained by Professor 
Turner as perhaps due to an influence of If id. Ind. purisa- 
(Sk. purusa-) which appears in MSgh. as puris (lw. Pa.?)
[TKD. s.y. mania and pursii]. The 1st i is a result of as­
similation to this 2nd i through a form like * maniaa- which
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we have to assume for Sgh. prior to the time of a —  i:
1 —  1 • In these Inss. are found minis-, mini sun, mini an at 
and mini Corpse* [§if6, 7] •
3. a —  T  >  i —  i
Gamini-; (uti)rika; kiri(ye) eto.; (ga)misahi * gamiTaa- 
[ §8, 2b j -c grama + Sirsa-.
The a represents an original g in tiya <T* tiiyi-
[§8,2b] -c * taiyi- [§5,3] <  tgtTyika-, tgtiya-.
Note: In the series a —  T : i —  i, the T survived as i
up to the 6th c. A.D. and from the 8th c. A.D. onwards became
1 [cf. §2].
4. But in the examples given below, a —  i or a —  T is
written as a —  i even after the change of a — i (a —  T) 
to i —  i. This writing is either a conservative spelling 
or denotes loan-words from Sk., Pa.s-
patith(i)te [§38,7c]; patisavanu Lid.]; pati- satariya-, pati-
satiriya-, padi- dine, this prefix lw. Pa. pati-, the inherited
• •
Sgh. form is pili-; pari- bujana, pari- (bujanaka), pari-
vavata (i.e. for pari- vata,§36,3a), this prefix lw. Sk. Pa.. •
pari-, the inherited Sgh. form is piri-; (peri)kara-; karisehi 
etc.; patin; katika.
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§15.
a —  u o r a  —  u > u  —  u [But ▼. §25,3b].
This first occurs in the 1st half of the 1st c. B.C. in 
purumaka- (Vt.R); the u here does not represent Sk. u, but 
is secondary u ^Sk. a, i.e. Sk. paramaka- >  parumaka- 
(a > u  perh. due to the foil, labial — m — ) as found in Vg. 
R.B.C.IIa (2nd c. B.C.) and then paruiaaka- >  purumaka- as 
attested in Vt.R. (1st half of the 1st c. B.C.).
1 • a —  u > u —  u
dunu; dunuva; kulun-, kulunu-; muhundhi [cf. §§4 9,2 ; 5 8#5].• •
2 . a —  secondary u >  u —  u
purumaka- etc. [v. above].
3 . a —  u >  u —  u
dunu- of. Sk. Januh. The writing u is either a learned 
spelling after Sk. januh or denotes a lw. Sk. id., the in­
herited form being dunu.
4 . a —  secondary u >  u —  u
jS? ^
The secondary u is < uu < iu < lu <-ita ♦ bhuta- [of. 
§§2,5i; 19].
Type: dunu- (Gd.R.a; Mdg) sec. short, fr. dunu- [§8,2b]<£
* danu- < *  danuu- <  * daniu- <  * danlu- [id.] <  Janita-f 
bhuta-.
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In the oase of lu there is a further contraction of 
assimilated u and secondary u since the intervening consonant 
has disappeared i.e. lu ^  * luu lugu- < *  lagu- <.lagita-+> 
bhuta-. For lu- sec. short, fr. lu- cf. §8,2a.
5* But in the examples given below, a —  u or a —  u is
written as a —  u even after the change of a —  u (a —  u) to 
u —  u. This writing is either a conservative spelling or 
denotes loan-words from Sk., Ps.s-
catudifia-, catudidisa- (i.e. for catudlss-); parumaka- con­
servative spelling based on parumak8- [v. aboveJ; payutu-.
V  . * j -  ( ri J  v - r .  * * * ; '  •.* ’
6. It is noteworthy that miya ’honey’ and ml--gasa, mi van,
mivan [§8,2b] ’Bassia Latifolia' represent Sk. madhu-. The 
expected form in Sgh. is * mu; madhu- in Sk. means ’honey' as 
well as 'Bassia Latifolia' and so does ml in Sgh.. Now, in 
Sgh. the word for 'honey* is closely associated with the word 
for ’curd' i.e. di <  dadhi-. Therefore, the form ml is 
presumably Influenced by dl.
§16.
a —  e > e —  e
This is first attested in the 10th c. A.D.: yesen; 
mehesana-.
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§17.
a —  o > o —  o
This is l’irst attested in the 10th c. A.D.s sohovur-.
1. Secondary a —  secondary o > o —  o
polo- <  * polo < *  palo <  Sgh. Nom. sg. * papaya ( <  palavi
• # •
<. * pelave), of. Pa. pathavi-, Sk. pgthlvi-. [of. §§3,7d; 
5.3].
§18.
1 —  a or 1 —  a >  a —  a [But t . §25,2a]
Thla first occurs In the ijth c. A.D. presumably In 
bayali (Tg.R), bayalihi (Tg.R.)<  biaala- or at leaat by the 
2nd half of the 6th c. A.D. in Savaya (B.P.Ins.V)< Siva- 
ka-. Also in the foil, exx.:
1. i —  a >  a —  a
bayali, bayalihi; Savaya; davas, davasakat; tala-; milayat 
(error for milayat); Tahare <  11 varaaa- [§53,3o] ^  Pk- 
verisa-.
[.Note: nikata (Tg.R) is error for nikita <  niksipta- as i 
would not be expected to be assimilated to the foil, a since 
i is in a heavy syllable.]
2. 1 —  a >  a —  a
nava; nakay-; Salamevan-, Salameyvan-; bimakat; vahara etc.;
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▼etayala-.
Notes In the aeries 1 —  as a —  a, the a survived as a 
up to the 8th c. A.D* and from the 8th c. A.D. onwards became 
a, of. §1.
3. But in the examples given below, i —  a or i —  a is 
written as i —  a even after the change of i —  a (i —  a) 
to a —  a. This writing is either a conservative spelling 
or denotes loan-words from Sk., Pa.s-
tila-; divasa; Sivayaha, Sivayi; viharahi (for viharahi, cf. 
§1,8e); tirfi- (error for tira-); Mandincline; vimal-; vicara; 
vivadayak; vibangha- (error for vibhanga-)•
4 . In the following the survival of 1 —  a as i —  a does not 
necessarily suggest loan-words. The modern forms too of these 
words show i —  a [v. Exx. below]. The i may survive because 
of the following y, but sometimes words are found in which the 
i is assimilated to the a despite the following y cf. MSgh. 
milaya <  31 raul iya-.
Exx. in which i is followed by y
The y < Sk. y in niyamcn cf. MSgh. niyaraa-; biya, biyen cf. 
MSgh. biya; viyat- cf. MSgh. viyat; viyavulak of. MSgh. 
viyavula; viyakhan cf. MSgh. viyakanu ’to explain; paraphrase*? 
The y <  Sk. k in (he)-vitiyen, (pi)tiyen, cf. MSgh. ovitiya 
icf. §83,5a; lf0,6e]; the y <  Sk. g in niyamata(nahi); the y <  
Sk. t in nimiyata, nimiyata.
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[Note: In any case vanaya- (Tg.H) if representing bhayaniya-
[of. $4 0 , ifC j is error for yaniya-, since T —  a would not be 
expected to become a —  a as we are dealing with a heayy 
syllable.]
§19.
1 —  u > u —  u
This is first attested in the 10th c. A.D., in rupu- 
(An.sk.) <£ ripu-, but probably this assimilation had taken plac< 
at least by the 6 th c. A.D. as seen in dunu- (Gd.R.a) sec. 
short, fr. dunu- [cf. §8,2bJ <  31 daniu- [of. §2,5i] <  janita* 
bhuta- in which secondary i —  secondary u > u —  u >  u 
(by contraction).
1. i —  u > u —  u 
rupu-.
[Note: buku- (Jy) is error for biku- <  bhiksu- as i would
not be expected to be assimilated to the following u since
1 is in a heayy syllable; likewise buka- (Pm.) is error for 
biku-; bike- (Ng.R) is also error for biku-vj
2. secondary 1 —  Secondary u > u  —  u >  u (by contraction).
The examples in this category are to be found in the Past
Participles in u.
Type: karaVu (Ip; Bly) <  * karayuu- <* karayiu- <  * karaviu <
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ksraplta-t bhuta- [of. $2,f>iJ. For other axx. y . » id..
Secondary shortening of this u is found in dunu- (Gd.
H.a; Hdg) [cf. §8,2b], Yalandu (Bd) [cf. §8,2bJ.
§20.
i —  o
t —  o : o — o is to be expected, but there is, how­
ever, no citable instance in these Inss.. In the case of 
viyo- (An.Sk.) cf. MSgh. viyo, the i may survive in the
presence of y LFor similar oases, cf. §18, J*.]
*521 •
u —  a o r u  —  a > a —  a [But v. §25,3a.]
This first occur8 in the 2nd c. B.C. in the Nom. prop. 
Taladara- (Vg. R.B.C.Ill) if it represents Sk. Tuladhara-. 
Also in the foil, exx.s
1. u —  a >  a —  a 
taman etc.*
[Note: vataka- (Tg.R; Ng.R) is error for vutaka- if it 
represents Pa. vutta— ka— , cf. Sk. ukta—  as u would not be 
expected to be assimilated to the following a since u is in 
a heavy syllable.]
Taladara-.
Note: In the series u —  a : a —  a, the a survived as a
up to the 6th c. A.D. and from the 6th o. A.D. onwards became 
a, cf. §1.
But in the examples given below9 u —  a or u —  a is 
written as u —  a even after the change of u —  a (u —  a) to 
a —- a. This writing is either a conservative spelling or 
denotes loan-words from Sk.9 Pa.
kulaha, kula- etc.; Sumanaha etc.; 6uda&ane; Kumarateaa-; 
tumaha, tuman etc.; guna-; suta-; kusalayan; sulab-.
In yuva- cf. MSgh. yuva-9 Sk.Pa. yuva- the survival of 
u —  a as u —  a does not necessarily suggest a loan-word.
The u may survive because of the following v [cr. §16,2*.].
§22.
u —  i >  1 —  i
As observed by Geiger [v. GSghG.§19(3) J u —  i : i —  i
coincides with the Umlaut u (or u before two conss.) —  i :
i —  i [cf. §§9; 11.].
As exx. o f u  —  i >  1 —  1 cf. MSgh. rihirl 'blood' <.
rudhira-; kill 'hut; cottage9 <  kuti-.
• •
6o
The ex. that can be cited from these Inss. is found in 
the 10th c. A.D. in pamana [cf. §§10,8; 42,2] * paviniya
* papiniya C Pa. * papuniya (Ger. of Pa. papunati) • From
• • •
this word it can be inferred that u —  i: i —  i was earlier 
than a —  i j a —  i (i.e. 4th c. A.D., cf. §10,1), otherwise 
the a in pamana cannot be accounted for; a fortiori this word 
shows that u —  i : i —  i was earlier than a —  i > a —  a
(i.e. 6 th c. A.D. cf. §10,10). No definite date can be given 
for u —- i : i —  i as there is no recorded instance prior 
to the 4th c. A.D., but certainly it had occurred sometime 
before the 4 th c. A.D..
1. u — Sgh. Norn, sg. ending —  i ^  i —  i
gingiriyak goes back to a 2nd c. A.D. Nom. sg. fa.
* guguri [cf. §§6 ,4 ; 10,9; 11,3] i.e. u —  Sgh. Nom. sg. 
ending — i resulting in i —  i. Similarly —  viri—  cf.
* — puruva-, —  purva— goes back to a 2nd c. A.D. Nom. sg.fa. 
—  * puruvi ( >  —  * purivi >  - * pirivi, cf. §§11,2a; 2 2 .).
§23.
u —  e >  e —  e
This is first attested in the 10th c. A.D. in pere etc.<  
Pa. pure, cf. Sk. purah; pere cannot be connected with Sk. 
purva- as done by Wickremasinghe in E.Z.I,5, 169, fn.2 . 
pera-, pera- (for pera- ?) cannot be regarded as an error for
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pere- in face of MSgh. per a; per a is due to a contain, of Pa. 
purs’ with Pa. pura, cf. Sk. pur a. In MSgh. is found pereda 
'day before yesterday'; the long e is apparently a contraction 
of eyi of MSgh. pereyida meaning id. which occurs beside 
pereda [cf. also CSghD.]; perhaps it represents * purehi and 
divasa- i.e. * purehi > * perei >  pereyi (with insertion of 
y to aYOid hiatus)?
§24.
Vowel-Contraction
1. In some oases instead of assimilation of vowels of
different quality we find vowel-contraction. Such oases have 
occurred when the vowels in question were separated only by an 
original -y-, -v-, -h- or original intervocalic guttpral, 
dental and labial stops. Their disappearance brought into 
oont/act originally separated vowels of Sk. in Pk. [cf. PPkG. 
§164, 'Udvrtta' vowels]. Normally these contuset-vowels 
persisted in Pk. [cf. id. §1d.J though occasionally they were 
contracted [cf. §§165,166].
In these Inss. only two uncertain examples of contact- 
vowels are actually written in Gajaa- < Gajaka- ? and Tavaa-?f 
which both occur in Ng.R., but this stage has to be
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presupposed in order to explain the contractions which are 
found.
The dates of these vowel-contractions are relative to 
the times of the loss of the shore-mentioned consonants [of. 
§§34; 37; 4 0 ; 43; 44; 47. J. For instance, the group * aa
is contracted to a as far back as the 2nd c. B.C. with the loss
of -h- as in gapati- (Vg.R.B.C. IX) i.e. gapati- [§1,3] <
11 gaapatl- <r grhapati-. Again M aa is contracted to a in 
the 2nd c. A.D. with the loss of -y- in paca- (Tp.S) i.e. 
paca- [§id.] <  * pacaa- <  Pa. paocaya-. Or the group *ue 
is contracted to o in the interior of the word in the 2nd c.
A.D. with the loss of -r- in doraya- (Pkn; Vg.II) i.e. doraya-
[§3,7o] < * duaraya- < *  duraraka- (cf. Sk. draraka-), cf. Pk. 
durara-.
The contact-rowels or rowel-groups which are reconstructed 
in order to account for the contractions found are as follows:
2. Contractions of rowel-groups of different quality**.
The exx. of contractions of rowel-groups of different quality 
hare no homogeneous derelopment. This dirersity in their
(xx) In the oase of short rowels (or short followed by long) 
contraction has taken place in loan-words which entered 
the language after the time of assimilation of the 
rowels concerned, but before the loss of the consonants, 
[cf. Introduction.]
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phonetic development is to he determined by their position in 
the word.
2.a. The group * ia in the interior of the word is contracted
to ¥ whereas in final position it is contracted to T.
* Ta > ¥  in the interior of the word, in Hel- sec.short.fr.Hela-• •
[cf. §6, 2bJ * Hiala- <Pa. sThala-, cf. Sk. Sifthala-; nera Oer.• •
of Sgh. nerayi sec.short.fr. nerayi <  * nTarayi <  Pa. nTharati, 
cf. Sk. nirharatl.
31 Ta >  T in final position, in sT-<xsTa- < Pa. sTha- cf. Sk. 
simha-; di <  * dia- <  dvipa- [§§2,5h; 4 0,6d].
Also final * ia >  T as in tavT; himT etc. ▼. §2,5a. (Also other
instances given under the section on Secondary Shortenings.) 
[Note;- hila sec.short, fr. hTla- [cf. §8,2b] cf.Sk.sTtala-
does not form an exception to medial * Ta > ¥ but shows 
contam. with Sk. sita- >  * hTa- >* hT- in final position].
2.b. The groups 11 ua, * ua, * ua in the interior of the word are
contracted to o whereas in final position they are contracted to u. 
1 ua >  o in the interior of the word, cf. MSgh. mora in mora- 
gahanu fto cry out* sec. short, fr. mora [cf. §8,2b.]<* muara- 
<  mukhara-.
* ua >  o in the interior of the word, in dorahi <£
duara- <  duvara- (cf. Sk. dvara-); doraya- <  duaraya-
* duvaraka-; dorika- <  * duarika- <  31 duvarika- [in
these instances in the 2nd c. A.D. the ¥  remained o, cf.
Cs
§3,7c]; dor, dorin, in the 10th c. A.D. and MSgh. dora te sec.
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short, fr. dors- [cf. §6,2bJ <  * duara- duvara-; dolasa- <
* dua^aaa- ^  KAfi. duvadasa-. [The o in this word in the 3rd
and 4th c. A.D. remained o, of. §3,7oJ and dolos- in the 10th
o. A.D. and MSgh. dolos le sec. short, fr. * dolosa- [of. §8,2cJ;• •
yona-, yon- sec.short, fr. yona- [cf. §8,2b] <  * yuana- <  
yuvanoka-•
* ua > o in the interior of the word, in Posona sec. short, fr. 
Posona- [of. §8,2o] <  jposana- [of. §25,3o] <  * Puasana- <
* Puvasana- < Purva ♦ firavana-.
1 ua >  u in final position, in danavu [§2,5h]; and also other 
instances given under the section on Secondary Shortenings.
* ua >  u in final position, in vu- [§2,5g].
[Note:- huna- if representing Sk. suvarna- forms exoeptlon 
to medial * ua >  o.]
2.c. The groups si, au have in oertain cases been turned into
diphthongs in Mod. Ind. [of. Bloch, BLLM.§§53,56; also 
ChatterJi, ODBLang. §171]. Beginnings of this change are 
found in Apabhramfia [cf. ChatterJi, id. §169j. Sgh. shows no 
diphthong!sation at all.
The group * ai in the interior of the word is contracted
to e.
* - ai- >  -¥-, in 
-se i.e.-se [§3,4aJ.
The group * au in the Interior of the word is contracted
to o .
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* -au- ^  —  o—  , in
rajol-, radol-, radolen, radolan sec. short, fr. radola- [of.
58,2o.J <  * radaula- < rajakula-.
2.d. The groups * 7a and * oa, however, are contracted to e and 
o respectively both in medial and final positions.
* 7a >  ¥ [For exx. v. §3,4.]
* o a >  o [For exx. v. §3,5*]
Also * oi >  o and is found only in final position [§3,!><*.].
3. Contractions of vowel-groups of similar quality 
Contractions of vowel-groups of similar quality show the same 
development in whatever position in the word they are found. In 
each case they show the long quantity of the respective vowels.
3.a. The group * aa is contracted to a. For exx. v. $1,7a; also
instances given under the section on Secondary Shortenings.
The group * aa is contracted to a. For exx. v. $1,7b.
The group * aa is contracted to a. For exx. v. §1,7c.
3.b. fphe group * li is contracted to T. e.g. vi- i.e. vT-
[cf. §2,2] <  vrThi-. Also cf. §8.
The group * ii is contracted to T. e.g. di- i.e. di-
[cf. §2,2] <  dadhi-. Also cf. §8.
The group * iT is contracted to T. e.g. kT [cf. §2,5e] <  
kathita-. Also cf. §8.
3.c. The group * uu is contracted to u. cf. MSgh. lunu ’onions*
<  * luunu- [cf. §15] <  * lahunu- <  lafiuna-ka-; or MSgh.
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raudu 'ocean* * muudu- [§id.J <  * mahudu- [cf, $1*9,2 ] <
* hainudu- <  samudra-ka-. Also cf. §§2,51; 8; 15*
3.d. The group * ee is contracted to e. e.g. -ge i.e. -ge
v. §3,1*b .
§25.
Criticism of Geiger's theory of "Vowel-»levellingn
1. Geiger in his SghQ* §21 remarks "Vowel-levelling rests on
the same tendency of making the vowels of a word uniform as 
the vowel-assimilation. It is the equalisation in two suc­
cessive syllables of a —  i (e) and i (e) —  a to e —  e, and 
of a —  u (o) and u (o) —  a to o —  o."
This term "Vowel-levelling" is redundant, for if this term 
is to be used it should apply equally well to vowel-assimilation. 
It is clear that for Instance a —  e; e —  e o r a  —  o: o —  o 
is as much vowel-assimilation as for instance i —  u: u —  u 
or u —  i: i —  i. It is also difficult to reconcile the fact 
that a —  i which was shown to become i —  i [cf. §11*.J or 
i —  a which was shown to become a —  a [cf. §18. j should 
also become e —  e, and again that a —  u which was shown to 
become u —  u j.cf. §15* J or u —  a which was shown to become 
a —  a [cf. §21.] should also become o —  o. This e —  e and
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0 —  o are not direct developments in Sgh. but are the result 
of contaminations which are discussed under the various cate­
gories given below, and therefore Geiger's theory of "Vowel-
1 evening" falls to the ground. These contaminations are due 
on the one hand to the influence of loan-words and on the other 
to the instability in the development of Sk. a and Sk. h in 
Sgh • •
2. Instances of e —  e in Sgh.
2.a. The forms in e —  e are the result of contaminations of
forma in a —  a (<£ i —  a cf. §18.) with forms in e ( <  * ia 
cf. §2 4,2a.).
The only ex. quotable from these Inss. is first found in 
the 8th c. A.D. vehera and in the 10th c. A.D. vehere, vehera-, 
veher-, veherhi, veherat, veherin. At least by the 4 th c. A.D. 
with the loss of -h- [cf. §4 7 ,2. J Sk. vih**ra- would have re­
sulted in an inherited Sgh. word * vera- through * viara- by 
4 ia; e [cf. §2l|.,2a.J. This * vera-, however, is not attested 
but in the 1st, 2nd and 3rd centuries A.D. is found viharahi 
which is to be read viharahi [cf. §1,8d.J. It is difficult to 
state whether vihara- is the actual Sgh. form or a lw. from 
Pa. in the aforesaid centuries but by the 4 th c. A.D. it must 
be taken as a lw. since the loss of -h- had definitely occurred 
by this time [cf. §4 7 ,2.J. The l^ th c. A.D. may also be regarded 
as the date of i —  a: a —  a [cf. §18.j and with this change
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the lw. vihara- was modified to vahara-, so it is presumable that
by this time there were 2 forms of Sk. vihara- in Sgh. viz. 1)
* vera- aa inherited and 2) vahara- as lw.. It is not surprising
then that these 2 forms became contaminated into vahera- which is
actually documented in the 4 th c. A.D. vaherekahi, vaherakehl, in
the 5th c. A.D. vaherahi, in the 6th c. A.D. vahere, vaherataya.** 
Side by side with this form is again found the pure lw. vihara-
in the 5th c. A.D. viharahi, while the lw. vahara- ia actually
attested in the 6 th o. A.D. vahara, vaharata [in all these the a
prob. pron. a, cf. §1,8e.J and once in the 8th c. A.D. vaharaya.
In the 8th c. A.D. the vahera- form appeared as vehera- by a —  "ej:
e —  e. (cf. vehera (E.Z.IV, 3,145, IV)) and by the 10th c. A.D. the
vehera- form (cf. vehera- etc. quoted above) had completely ousted
the vahara- form. So it is in the modern language cf.MSgh. vehera.
The exx. given by Geiger in §21,3 are as follows: vehera
discussed above; velep and kelena belong to 2 .c.; kehel falls
• •
under 2.b.j elu ( <  4 helu- <Pa. Sthala-ka-) and neranu were • • .
discussed in §2 4,2a.
2.b. The forms in e —  e are the result of contaminations of
forms in i  —  i (<£ a —  i cf. §1 4.) with forms in eT (< 4 ai 
cf. §2 4,2c.).
Exx. are found in the 10th c. A.D.:-
Type: meheni- in mehenivar, mehenivar-, mehenivarhi: Sk.
• • • •
SramanT-, Pa. samani- >  4 hamini- (by a —  i; i —  i, cf.• • •
(as) Only by such a contamination can the e in vaherakahi etc. 
be explained. It is also to be noted that vahirata 
(An.S. — 6th c. A.D.) is error for vaherata or vaharata.
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§14, ; a >  h. cf. §4 6 ,3 .) >  * mahlnl- (by metathesis, cf.
§49,2.). Then this * raahini- with further loss of -h- gave a 
form * raeni- through * malni- by * ai: e [of, §2if,2c.]. Con-• a
sequently 8 contain, of * meni- with * mahlnl- (which perh. con­
tinued as a learned form; had produced a * maheni— which is, 
however, nowhere attested* Nevertheless, it may be presumed 
that there existed at some time such a contaminated form analogous
to vahera- [v.2.a.l. Then * maheni- has appeared as meheni- by 
• • •
a —  e; e —  e as evidenced in the 10th c. A.D. In the same
century is also found mehe, meheyin, meheyat: Sk. firamin—,
Pa. 31 semin-** >  31 hlmi- (by a —  i: i —  i and s > h) >
* mihi- (by metathesis). Beside this, however, a lw. Pa.
* samin- coming into the language after the time of a —  is 
i —  i i.e. 1st half of 1st c. B.C. [v. §1 4. ] but before
s > h > lost i.e. 10th c. A.D. [v. §4 6,7 .] underwent this change 
and resulted in a form 31 hami- >  * mahl- >  * mai- >  * me- 
(for * ml-) perh. through confusion with * me- < * mea- [cf. 
§2i|.,2c.J <  * mala- < *  mahiya- <Pa. * samika-, Sk. 31 dramika-, 
cf. Sk. feramin-. Then a contam. of * mihi- with * me- had 
produced a * mihe which appeared in the 10th c. A.D. as mehe- 
by i —  e —  e, cf. MSgh. keles ’lust; defilement’ <
Pa. kilesa-, Sk. kle^a-.
The exx. adduced by Geiger in $21,1 can be explained in
(«) cf. Sk. drama-, Pa. saraa-.
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the same manner; meheli fold women* is * raiheli- resulting fr. 
a contain, of * mi hill- with * raeli*, cf. Sk. Pa. mahila-
(However, Sk. has also raaheTla- and Sgh. meheli may then be fr.
this form by a —  e*: e —  e); meheni'nun' is discussed above;
mehCBi ’queen* is -< * mihesi- resulting fr. a contam. of
* mihi si- with * raesi-, of. Sk. mahisT- (However, Sgh. mehesl 
may represent Sk. mahesT-, Pa. mahesT- and thus would be a —  c: 
e —  e); kehel 'banana* quoted by Geiger in 821,3 belongs here
i.e. kehel is < * klhel resulting fr. a contam. of * kihili- 
with keli* for which must be assumed an intermediate form
* kadilT- [cf. also PPkO. §§166;101] cf. Sk. Pa. kadaTT*; Demel
also found as Demel* (Rb; Ip) cannot be explained as such a
contamination. Pa. Damila- may give a * Dimila- but would not
• •
be expected to give a * Dela- inasmuch as -m* does not disappear
in Sgh. Pa. Damila- * Sk. Dravida-** is the prototype of Sgh.• •
Derael i.e. Pa. Damila* > * ^  ami la- [cf. §10. J >  * damala- . . .  •
[cf. §10,10.] and this a came to be written e and also to be
pronounced e [For discussion of similar cases, cf. §10,6.] but
Demala remains unexplained. Likewise venenda, velenda 'merchant* . • •
with e for a is < Sk. Pa. vanija- i.e. vanija- >  * v&nida- >• . •
* vanada- > *  vananda-, * valanda [cf. §10; 10,6,10.] but• • .
venanda^ velaKda remains unexplained. Also belongs here peneli • * • •
'drain* with e for a < Sk. pranadT-, cf. Pa. penalT* quoted
• • •
(sx) of. Pa. Damila* [v. GPLS. §4 6,4 ] and Pk. Damila*
[v. PPkG. §261] * Sk. Dravida*.
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by Geiger in §21,2 i.e. pranadT- > *  panali- > *  panali-
• • • •
[cf. §10; §10,12.]. The word merada ’ray of light9 if represent­
ing Sk. marTci- ’ray of light9 [v. MWSkD.] is as much question­
able as MSgh. miringu 9mirage9 if representing Sk. marTci- 
’mirage9 [v.id.], since the expected form is * mirida. The e, 
however, of merada may be regarded as denoting a as in the fore­
going instances i.e. merada (for * mar ad a) may be < Sk. marTci- 
but the a still remains unexplained. It may be argued that
consonant with Demel, Denial a or venenda, venanda there was also. . .  •
* mereda, merada but the * mereda form is non-existent. Again 
MSgh. miridiya 9fresh water9 [cf. OSghG. §J§.3; also CSghD. v.s. 
id.J is not to be connected with Sk. marTci- or marTcika-. It 
seems that miri— diya is sec. short, fr. mlri-diya [cf. §8,2b.] 
i.e. mfri- < mihiri < * raahiri <  * mahuri (Sgh. Nom. sg. form 
in -i) of. Sk. raadhura- ’sweet9 and diya ^  daka - ’water9 and 
of. English ’sweet9 in the sense of ’fresh9.
2.c. The forms in e —  e in this category, however, are oases
of pure vowel-assimilation and not the result of contaminations.
(i) The foil. exx. quoted by Geiger in §21,2 result from
a —  e* e —  e:- kenera ’female elephant9 < * kanera met. fr.
Sk. karenu-; kemen ’by degrees; gradually9 <  Sk. kraraeha; denen 
•  •
’with wealth9 < Sk. dhanena; belen ’with strength’ sk. belena; 
telehi <  11 talehi (Sgh. Loc. sg. of tala ’plain; surf ace9 cf.
Sk. sthala-); kenehi ’at the moment; immediately’ < *  kanehi 
(Sgh. Loc. sg. of kana ’moment9 cf. Sk. ksana-); peneli is not
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to be included here and is discussed in 2b. The exx. of a -  ej 
e —  e in these Inss. were cited in §16.
(ii) As regards <e —  a: e —  e, the a is influenced by and 
assimilated to the e* of the preceding syllable. These exx. are 
attested in the 10th c. A.D.: behed- b^had- <  Pa.bhesajJa-, 
Sk. bhaisajya-; senevi- senavi- ^  Sk. senapati-.
The exx. quoted by Geiger in §21,4 are to be explained 
similarly: behet 'drug; medicine' (t?) cf. behed- above; sevel 
'mGas' * seval <Pa. serala-, Sk. daivala-. Herein are to be
included also velep and kelena cited by Geiger in §21,3. velep 
'fork of a tree' is not to be connected with Sk. Pa. vitapa- 
(since vitepa- would become * valap by i —  a: a —  a, cf.
§18. ) but is to be traced back to Sk. vaitapa- i.e. vaitapa->
* velap ;> velep (p?). kelena 'playing' does not represent Sk.
krrdana-, Pa. kTlana- but Sk. ksvelana-ka- i.e. ksvcTlanaka- >• • •
* k el an a- > kelena and -1- in kelena shows contamination with« .
krldana-. For contaminations of the word for 'play' [cf. TND. 
s.v. khelnuj •
3. instances of o —  o in sgh.
3.a. The forms in o —  o are the result of contaminations of
forms in a —  a (<. u —  a cf. §21. ) with forms in o
( <  * ua cf. §2 4,2b.).
There is no ex. to be cited from these Inss. and therefore 
the exx. quoted by Geiger in §21,7. are analysed.
Type? mohol 'pestle*: Sk. Pa. musala- > * mahala- (by u —  a >
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a —  a, cf. §21; -s- >  -h-, of. §4 6,3 .). Beside this, however, 
a lw. Pa. musala- coming into the language after the time of 
u —  a: a —  ai.e. 2nd c. B.C. [v. §21. J but before -s- >  -h-> 
lost i.e. 10th c. A.D. [v. §4 6 ,7 *] underwent this change and 
resulted in a form mol a- through * muale- by ua: o [cf• 
§24,2b.J. Then a contam. of * mahala- with * mola- had produced
mam «■» ^
a * mahola-, cf. vahera- in 2a. Then mahola- has become 
mohol by a —  01 0 — 0 [cf. §1 7* ] and mol is a contraction
of mohol through * mool. Similarly sohon ’grave’ is < *  sahona- 
fr. a contam. of * sahana- with * sona-, cf. Pa. susana-, Sk. 
6ma6ana- and son, hon ia a contraction of sohon through * soon; 
kohon ’hypocritical* is <  * kahona- fr. a contam. of * kahans- 
with * kona-, cf. Sk.Pa. kuhana-; kondol ’ear-ring’ cannot be 
explained as such a contamination since firstly Sk. kundala- 
would not be expected to give a * kandala- (as u is in a heavy 
syllable) and secondly Sk. kungala- would not be expected to 
give a * kola- (as -nd- does not disappear in Sgh.), kondol 
represents Sk. kaundala- and belongs to 3.o*; polo was dis­
cussed in §17,1; mora has been discussed in §2 4,2b.*
3.b. The forms in o —  o are the result of contaminations of
forms i n u  —  u ( <  a —  u cf. §15 ) with forms in o (< * au
of. §2 4,2 0 .).
There is no ex. to be cited from these Inss. and the 
following is an analysis of the exx. Quoted by Geiger in §21,5*
7k
Type* poson 'flower1: Sk. prasuha-, Pa, * pasuna- > *  pusuna- 
for * puhuna- (by a —  u >  u —  u, cf. §1 5- ; end -a- retained
perh. due to a learned form). Beside this, however, a lw. Pa.
* pasuna- coming into the language after the time of a —  u: 
u —  u i.e. 1at half of 1st c. B.C. [v. §15*J but before -a- > 
-h- >  loot i.e. 10th c. A.D. [v. §4 6,7 .] underwent this change 
and resulted in a form * pona- through * pauna- by * au: o 
[cf. §2l|., 2o.]. Then a contam. of * pusuna- with * pona- had 
produced a * pusona-, cf. vahera- in 2a. Then * pusona- has 
become poson** by u —  o* o —  o. Similarly boho 'much; many* 
is <  9 buho- fr. a contain, of buhu- with * bo-, cf. Sk. Pa. 
bahu-, bahuka-, and bo is a contraction of boho through * boo; 
also is found buhu which has persisted beside the contaminated 
form.
3.o. The forms in o —  o in this category, however, are oases
of pure vowel-asslmilatlon and not the result of contaminations.
(i) sohoyuru 'brother' <  Sk. oahodara- quoted by Geiger 
in §21,6 results from a —  o; o —  o [cf. §17. j- In the 
10th c. A.D. is found sohovur- [cf. id.]. MSgh. has sohovuru 
beside sohoyuru and -y- > -v- because of the labial vowels 
o, u [cf. §3l|>,6c.j and sovuru is a contraction of sohovuru
(ss) It is also possible that -s- here may be analogical 
with poson 'month Poson' (JUne - July) coming to mean 
'month of flowers' <  Sk. purvaSrBvana- [of. §1d. 3c.J.
through 11 soovuru.
(ii) As regards o —  as o —  o, cf. 7 —  a: e — e illus­
trated in 2c. This change is evidenced in the 10th c. A.D. e.g
solos- < * aolaaa- <  Sk. soda&a-, cf. Pa. solasa-; poho-,
• * • • •
pohoya <  * pohaya- <  Pa. posatha- (The 2nd c. A.D. pohatakara,
pohatakarahi cf. Pa. posathagara- shows that the change o —  a:
o —  o had not occurred at that time); dolos-, dolos < dolasa-
(by * ua: o, of. §24,2b.) <  * duadasa- (with loss of -v-) <
EA&. duvadasa- (dolasa- is actually attested in the 3rd and 4 th • •
c. A.D. cf. dols8a- which shows that o —  a: o —  o had not 
occurred at that time too); Goloba- [error for Goloba-J <
* Go lab a- < Pa. Gothabhaya-; Posona <  * Posana- <.* Puasana-• •
[cf. §2 4,2b.] -< * Puvasana- <  Sk. P urvadravana-.
ekalos- cf. Sk. ekada£a- and pasalos- cf. Sk. pancadafia- 
are analogical formations based on solos, dolos.
The exx. quoted by Geiger in §21,8 are to be explained 
similarly: molok ’soft; tender’ met. ft*. * komol <  * koiaal <  
Sk. komala- [MSgh. has also melek ’soft' which is to be taken 
back to a Sgh. Nom. sg. form from Sk. komala-, that is to say,
* komali (Sgh. Nom. sg. fa. in -i) >  11 komili (by a —  i: i —  
> * kemili (by o —  i: e —  i, cf. §1 2.) >  * kernel (by e —  i
e —  e, cf. e —  a: e —  e in 2c.) >  melek (by metathesis) J 5 
poho ia discussed above [But MSgh. has also pehe which is to be 
taken back to a Sgh. Nom. sg. form from Pa. posatha- i.e.
* posayi (Sgh. Nom. sg. fa. in -i) >  * pohiyi (by a —  i: i —
* pohi (through * ii with loss of -y-) >  * pehi (by o —  ij 
<5 —  i) > pehe (by e —  i: e —  e)J; solos and dolos are dis­
cussed above and solas and dolas are obtained perh. as learned
• •
forms introduced from the time prior to the change o —  a: o —
Herein also falls kondol quoted by Geiger in §21,7 i.e. kondol
• •
is <  * koiidal < Sk. kaundala-.
• • •
§26.
Influence of the Accent
Geiger in his SghG. §22 remarks "Beside the difference of
heavy and light syllables we must, in ray opinion, also pay
attention to the influence of the word accent. The frequent
reduction or elision of a vowel in the second or third syllable
is best explained by a strong accentuation of the preceding
syllable. Moreover, mutilations at the end of a word as in
kapu ’cotton’ <  kappasa- or the apocope of an initial vowel as
in lav ’forest’c  atavl- can hardly be understood except by .  •
assuming an accentual influence (k&ppasa, at&vi).
In Sinhalese Prakrit the accentuation was, no doubt, the 
same as in Sanskrit, Pall and the Indian Prakrits, i.e. the 
penultima was accentuated, if it was long, and the ante- 
penultlma if the penultima was short. The modern accent fv. id 
§6, where he says "It is generally the first syllable of the 
word that bears the accent”J widely differs from that system,
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and we must search for an intermediate stage. I believe that 
the change, which, of course, was a gradual one, began in the 
proto-Sinhalese period, and the results are manifest in the 
phonology of the Mediaeval Sinhalese. In Proto-Sinhalese the 
general tendency set in towards accentuation of the beginning 
of the word. The accent was confined to the first two syllables. 
If the first syllable was heavy, it attracted the full accent; 
if it was short and the second syllable long, then the second 
syllable was accentuated; if both syllables were short, the 
accent was then divided, but the accent on the second syllable 
was stronger.
The system, therefore, was as follows:-
1) _/ X  2 ) u  J . 3) b
By the influence of the accent the vowel of the following and 
of the preceding syllable was often reduced to i, u or elided, 
and unaccented syllables were often mutilated if they contained 
weak consonants.**
On the whole, I am inclined to agree with Geiger’s theory 
on the ’Influence of the Accent9.
§2 7 .
In trisyllabic or quadrisyllable words the first syllable being 
heavy is accented and its vowel remains Intact, whereas the
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vowel of the 8eoond syllable which ia light end therefore 
unaccented is 1) reduced, 2) elided.
1.a. Reduction of -a- to -i- is first evident in the 4 th c. A.D.
in aviya- < avyaya-. Also in the following:
beji- <  * bojia- < Pa. bhojaka-; govi- < *  govia- < gopaka-; 
ili(ye)min < Tdayati, as aga. ilia. [§id.2a].
1.b. Reduction of -a- to -e- occurs in the 8th c. A.D. in
budena (Gd.Rb) <  .bhunjanaye. The e in yapeni- in the 4th c.
A.D. may be a reduction of -a- in the second unaccented syllable 
if it represents * yapani-, of. Sk. yapena- [paranavitana, E.Z. 
1 1 1,4 , 187], but the expected form would be * yapini- through 
a —  I  > i —  i.
*1.0. Reduction of -a- to -u- is very frequent. Geiger in his
SghO. §2 4,1) a) remarks "Sometimes the change -a- to -u- is
optional1' and he cites akunu or akana 'lightning* (Pa. akkh&na-);
• • •
akuru or akara 'letter* (Pa. akkhara-) . Geiger's statement is
incorrect since the forms with -u- as akunu, akuru are inherited
• w
Sgh. words, whereas the forms with -a- as akana, akara are 
loan-words from Pali.
Reduction of -a- to -u- is first evident in the 6th c. A.D. 
in daruya (R.Vg.III) -C daraka- or opula- (R.Vg.I) <  utpala-.
Also in the following:
daruyana etc.; laduvan, ladu; bamun; utur-, uturu-; munguru;
amunak; mandulu, madula; sasun as aga. sasnehi [Sid.2aj; desun;
• • •
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kasun-; satu-; danduvara; elu; gatuvan; sivur-; karuy&nat;
situTam; pavu-; utur&t; sakur; Kasub- as aga. Kasba- [§id.2a];
tudus-; sartuma; p&tul; dakun- Mid.Ind. fm. * dakkhana-# • •
[§id,1d] as suggested by Geiger [v.SghO.£24 1) oj of. 3k. daksina-; 
pugul-j sesu-; radu-; Senu.
1.d. Reduction of -i- to -u-.
There is no instance in these Inss. of the reduction of Sk. -i-
'U
of the second unaccented light syllable to -u-. But MSgh. arabuK
Pa. arabila-, cf. Sk. amla- would show that this reduction had
taken place after the change of a t double consonant followed
by i to a (ifth c. A.D., §10,1) and MSgh. kovul <- kokila- would
show that this reduction had occurred before the change of
o —  i to e —  i (6th c. A.D. §12,1). Therefore the reduction
of -i- in the second unaccented light syllable to -u- must have
taken place sometime between the 4th o. A.D. and the 6th c. A.D..
atul etc. in the 10th c. A.D. perhaps goes back to a form
31 antira- and cannot be derived from antara- because of the a
[§10]. dakun- perhaps represents Mid. Ind. * dakkhana- [§ id.1c]
and not Sk. dakslna- as then the expected form would be
• •
* dakun-.
[Kote: In the disyllabic word veya (10th c.) MSgh. v<T,
veya •street' if representing Sk. vTthi-, the change of 
-T- to -e- in the first accented syllable is unexplained; 
the expected form would be * viya, MSgh. * vT, * viya. Again 
in the 10th c. tun, tunu is found reduction of compens*.
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length.-i-to-u^of. l|.th o, A.D. tin i.e. tin Lv6>3aJ. Here 
the reduction of-i-to-u-in the 1st accented syllable is 
abnormal in this numeral.J
1.e. Reduction of -u- to -i-.
Geiger gives llSgh. mayil ’maternal uncle'<  matula- 
[v. SghG. §21* 1) d] as the sole example of this reduction. But
-i- < -u- in this word is not due to a reduction; it goes back
to a Sgh. Nora. sg. form with -i- caused by the Sgh. Nom. sg. 
ending -i. i.e. * mayili c * matili <*raatuli £§22,1J • I am 
unable to cite any instance of this reduction either from these 
Inss. or from the Modern language. In view of the negative 
evidence, I do not agree Y/ith Geiger's theory of the reduction 
of -u- to -i- [v. SghG. §24 1) d]. The -u- of the second un­
accented light syllable survived as -u- as seen in kukulan ^
kukkuta-; hamuyehi <  saiftmukha-.
2.a. Elision of -a- in the second unaccented light syllable first
occurs in the 9th c. A.D. in lad(da)n (Kv.P) labdhaka-. This
reading, however, is not clear, but there are clear examples in
the 10th c. A.D•, mostly in trisyllabic words: mandlan < mandala-
• • •
as aga. mandulu, madula with reduction of -a- to -u- [§id, 1cj. 
Also Kasba- as aga. Kasub- [§id,1cJ; vetye; vikmen; basnen; 
sasnehi as aga. sasun l§id.1oJ; banvar; ikme, Ger, < * Tkkam- <
atikraraati; sandnen; naynen; admanak; rakval.
Assimilation of the consonants has taken place after the 
elision of -a- in the following [of. §6 1]:
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lad(da)n (Kv.P), laddan < labdhaka- aa aga. laduvan with reduc­
tion of -a- to -u- L§id, 1 cJ; gattan < * gh^ptaka-, as aga. 
gatuvan [§id.1c]; annat < anyaka-; ilia, Ger. < idayati, as aga. 
ili(ye)min with reduction of -a- to -i- [§id.1aj.
In the examples given below, however, the -a- of the second 
unaccented light syllable is neither reduced nor elided but is 
written -a-. This writing is either a conservative spelling or 
denotes loan-words:
utera-; aniana; kajaka-; vatavi; nakaraka- writ, for nagaraka-; 
agana; bamana-; atano; Nadanc-; rashavar-; pitat, pitata; pa-
balayan; aBanin; karana, karena; varanan; nimala-; ambaranin 
L§ifC, 9b J; anvayen; na yak ay an; day aka-, day ak ay an; kalaychi; 
labhayehi.
2.b. Elision of -i- in the second unaccented light syllable is
found in the 10th c. A.D., and assimilation of the consonants has 
taken place after its elision tcf. §6lj; vassan < vasika-; attan 
<  * astika-?; ek-bitten < ekka ♦ bhittika-; lakkan laksika-? 
vaddii <  * vrajika-; rakka-, rakka- < *  raksiya-, cf. raksya-.
Elision of secondary -i- which is the result of a-i; i— i 
occurs in vissak < * visiyi- <  vixn&ati-.
In the following, the -1- of the second unaccented light 
syllable is not elided but is written -i-. This writing is 
either a conservative spelling or denotes loan-words: 
vasiyan; kamiyan; variyan [§1lf].
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2..C. Elision of -u-r however,. in the second unaccented light
syllable is found in the 10th c. A.D., and assimilation of the 
consonants has taken place after its elision as in vatta, vattat 
-C vastu-ka- [cf. §6 1 ].
§28.
The determination of the accent of trisyllabic and quad­
risyllable words, the first and second syllables of which are 
both heavy.
1. Geiger in his SghG. §25 remarks "If, in stems of more than
two syllables the syllables 1 and 2 are heavy, then their treat­
ment is different:
1) In some of them the full accent lies apparently on the first 
syllable (~  —  X) and the vowel of the second syllable is re­
duced or elided.
2) In other stems the accent seems to have been divided ( x ) •
In this case the vowel of syllable 2 remains intaot; in quadri­
syllables the syllable 3 is reduced."
I am unable to agree with Geiger in this theory. He gives 
e.g. pavuru 'wall of a city' ^  pakera-; ayuru 'manner' <c 
akara- under the first category and pahana 'atonef <  pasana-; 
avan 'drinking' <  spans- under the second category [id.]. If we 
examine these four words, we find the same conditions existing 
in ©11 of them; that is to say, the first two syllables have a;
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therefore it is not possible to assume, as Geiger does, that 
the full accent lies apparently on the first syllable in the 
first two woi*d8 and that the accent see is to have been divided 
in the other two. I believe that the accent of all the four 
words falls on the first syllable and the second syllable, al­
though heavy, is unaccented as seen by the reduction of -a- in 
the second syllable in paruru and ayuru. In pahana and avan, 
however, -a- of the second syllable is not reduced but is pre­
served as -a-; the expected forms would be * p&huna and * avun; 
the survival of -a- of the second syllable as -a- shows that 
these two words are lo&n-rords from Pa. pasana- and apana-, 
a point overlooked by Geiger. This argument holds good also for 
the other examples, which have -a- in the second syllable 
[v.GSghG. §25^2)], with the exception of the quadrisyllabic sterriB 
given therein. In quadrisyllable stems [v. id.] the presence 
of -a- in the second syllable as e.g. in kandayuru (or °vuru) 
'camp1 < Pa. khandhavara-; abatura 'inside'll Pa. abbhantara-; 
amatum ’invitation' <  Pa. amantana- would not necessarily show 
that the foregoing are loan-words from Pali. As pointed out by 
Geiger, in quadrisyllabic stems the vowel of the third syllable 
is reduced [v.id.] and this perhaps accounts for the vowel of 
the second syllable surviving as -a-.
Therefore I would formulate the following theory:- 
In trisyllabic words, the first and second syllables of which 
are both heavy, the accent falls on the first syllable alone 
and its vowel remains intact, whereas the second syllable, though
a*
heevy, Is unaccented as seen by the reduction or elision of its 
▼orel.
2. Reduction of the vowel of the second unaccented heavy syllable:
2.a. Reduction of -a- to -u- is first evident in the 9th c. A.D. in
avuj (Kv.P.), avud (10th c. A.D.) ^ Sk. avrajya. Also in the 
10th c. A.D. in mangul-, magul- < mangelya-; tuvak-, tuvak- 
by metathesis < *  tavuk- <  tavatka- as aga. tak- through con­
traction [§1,7cJ.
2.b. Reduction of -a- to -u- first occurs in the 10th c. A.D. in 
sakur (Ip.) ^  aatkara-. Also in huvay, Oer. -c Pa. ussapeti?; 
panduru < Pa. pannakara-f; (a)rub <araxn&-?.
2.c. Reduction of -a- to -i- first occurs in the 10th c. A.D. in
ariyu (Vg.S.Dp), P.P.; ariyay (An.Sk.), Oer. fr. a Pres, stem
aradha-, of. aradhayati.
2.d. Reduction of -T- to -u- in the second unaccented heavy syllable 
occurs in the 10th c. A.D. in padum- (Kb) pracTna- [v. §lf2, 3c].
3. Elision of the vowel of the second unaccented heavy syllable:
3.a. Elision of -a- is first evident towards the end of the 8th c.
A.D. or the beginning of the 9th c. A.D. in s&tnat (E.Z.IV,3,
t   -
1^9, VII) < satvanam ♦ arthaya.
Also in the following:
vendrai < vandahi; hindvu, P.P., hindva, Oer., hindvanna^, Verb.N.
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fr. Caus. at. * sindapaya-; danva, Oer. fr. Ccus. at. Pa. 
j an a pays-: similarly harva; dakva; ganvann; asvanu; aitvaiid. 
Assimilation of the consonants after the elision of -a- occurs 
in the 10th c. A.ft. in imna (Mg) ajna-ka- [cf. §61].
In the examples given below, however, the -a- or -a- of 
the second unaccented heavy syllable is neither reduced nor 
elided but is written -a-. This writing is either a conservative 
spelling or denotes loan-words:
magala-; aatanata; pahan; satar-, satare-; aram, arama; avaaa, 
avashi; karava; sakar; adcn; vasaga; esanhi; siddhanta.
4 . As in trisyllabic words [§28,1] so in quadrisyllable words, the 
first and second syllables of which are both heavy, the accent 
falls on the first syllable alone and its vowel remains intact. 
The vowel of the second syllable too remains intact, but this 
shows neither
1) that the accent seems to have been divided between the first 
two syllables as suggested by Geiger [v. SghG. §25^2)], nor
2) that the word is either a loan-word or a conservative spelling 
The vowel of the third unaccented syllable is reduced or elided 
and the vowel of the second syllable though unaccented remains 
Intact.
4 .a. Reduction of -a- to -u- in the third unaccented syllable first 
occurs in the 8 th c. A.D. in senasuna (Gd.R.b) < Pa. s?nasana- ? 
Sk. Dayana sana-. Also in the 10th c. in si he sun- sirfthasana-;
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vanuvan c  apanna-ka- as aga. vannehi with elision of -a- [§id. 
M>1; havuruduyehi, havurudyehi, havurudu- ^  saravatsara-ka-?.
In this quadrlsyllabic word -a* of the second syllable too has 
become -u-. This is not a reduction of -a- to -u- as shown by 
Oeiger [v. SghO. §25^1)j because compared with the other quadri­
syllable words given above, the vowel of the second syllable 
should remain intact; the expected form would be * havarudu- 
with the reduction of -a- to -u- in the third syllable. The 
change of -a- to -u- in the second syllable is due to the pre­
ceding labial -v-.
4 .b. Elision of -a- in the thifd unaccented syllable first occurs
in the 9th c. A.D., and assimilation of the consonants has taken 
piece after its elision in vanneM (Pv.p) <  apanna-ka- as aga. 
vanuvan with reduction of -a- to -u- [§id.l*a]. Also in v&nne, 
vanney, vannan; savadda < savadya-ka-; u(la)ngna ullanghana-, 
without assimilation of the consonants [cf. §6lJ.
In the following, however, -a- of the third unaccented 
syllable is neither reduced nor elided but is written -a-. This 
writing is either a conservative spelling or denotes loan-words: 
(senasana); ulaghana, (ula)nghana, ula(gha)na.
if.c. Elision of -i- in the third unaccented syllable occurs in the 
10th c. A.D. in arakkan c  araksika-.
§29.
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DiByllabic stems, the first syllable of which is heavy and 
therefore accented, become monosyllabic in compounds, with the 
elision of the vowel in the second unaccented syllable. [As 
against this v. §33,2J. This vowel may be long or short.
1.a. Elision of -a- is first evident in the 8th c. A.D. in div- (ftd.
R.a) < dvTpa-. Also in sav-; rat-; pas- < parfiva-; kam-;
mang-, mang-; -iig-j gam-; sang-; bad-, baj-; gat-; Sen-; tel-;
Salamevan-; suvar-; mahavar-; pak-, vak-; ek-; pid-,
pind-; ved-; at-; vel-; sand-; pun-; pur-; ul-; bat-; kol-;
• • •
yut-; pas- < panea-; Bud-, BuJ-, Bud-daa-; lov-; ket-; ^ham-; 
sit-; pat- <  prapta-; bat-; net-; kot-; lad-; Sak-; lab-; vas- <  
vamsa-; tik-; lamb-; nil-; dan-; yud-; sey- <cheka-; sar- <  
sara-; raj-, rad- < rajan-; *£jya«t£ rov-; div- <
dvipa-; (div)- Jiva-; bar-; nam-; sat-< sapta-.
1.b. Elision of -a- of the second unaccented syllable of disyllabic 
stems in compounds first occurs in the 10th c. A.D. in gang- 
(Nt.) <  gange*-. Also in Lak-; hal-; nan-; rak-.
In the following, however, -a- is not elided but is written 
-a-. This writing is either a conservative spelling or denotes 
loan-words:
Ki ta-; Deva-; a(Jna)-.
i.e. Elision of -i- of the second unaccented syllable of disyllabic 
stems in compounds first occurs towards the end of the 8th c.
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A.D. in a G irt- (E.Z. IV, 3,148) <  svamin-. Alao in the 10th c. 
in sam-; kit-; Sang-boy-; at-; sat-; sal-; vat-.
In the following, however, the -i- ia not elided but is 
written -i-. This writing is either a conservative spelling or 
denotes loan-words: 
kitti-; piti-; b&di-.
1.d. Elision of -T- of the second unaccented syllable of disyllabic 
stems in compounds first occurs in the 10th c. A.D. in val- (Ag) 
< vallT-. Also in ag- <  angT-. In hir- and sang- the el idea 
-T- is < -ia- i.e. hir- <T * surT- < * auriya- and sang- <
* sanghi- < sanghika-.
1.e. Elision of -u- of the second unaccented syllable of disyllabic 
stems in compounds first occurs in the 8th c. A.D. in Dam(b)- 
(Od.H.a) <  Jarabu-. But this reading is not clear. However in 
the 10th c.A.D. clear Instances are found in Damb-, Damb-; and 
vat- < vastu-.
In the following, however, -u- is not elided but is written 
—u— • This writing is either a conservative spelling or denotes 
loan-words: 
kanu-; bandu-; karu-.
2. There are, on the contrary, some instances where the vowel -a- 
in the second unaccented syllable of disyllabic stems in com­
pounds is not elided*but is reduced. In these the disyllabic 
stems remain disyllabic.
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2.a. Reduction of -a- to -u- is first evident in the 6th c. A.D. in 
Budu- (R.Vg.II; III) Buddha- as aga. bud- with elision of -a- 
L§id.1aJ. Also in ulu-, olu- as aga. ul- with elision of -a- 
t§id.1a]; gumu-; /drtiamu- as aga. jiham- with elision of -a- [id.J; 
unu-; Pa(do)n-naru-.
t
2.b. Reduction of -a- to -i- is first evident in the 10th c. A.D. in 
kiri- (Mdg; Tb; Avg) <  ksira-. Also in mandi- perh. a contam­
ination bet. Pa. raajjha- and Pa. majjhima-.
In the following instances, however, -a- of the second un­
accented syllable of disyllabic stems in compounds is neither 
elided nor reduced but is written -a-. This writing is either a 
conservative spelling or denotes loan-words: 
sava-; saga-; eka-; guta-; ula-; Kumara-tasa- (writing for 
Kumara-das©-); (Da)va- (error for Deva-); Maha-dara-; daha-; kapa-; 
diva-; pasa-; hoya-; sate-; Buddha-, Buddha-mitra; gama-; pura-; 
paya-; danda-; gata-; vasa-; pasa- lw. Pa. passa-; vela-; raja- 
lw. Sk. rajya-; bar©-; dale-; labha-; manga-.
§30.
Trisyllabic stems in compounds become disyllabic with the 
elision of the vowel of the third unaccented syllable. Since 
the first syllable is heavy it is accented and its vowel remains 
Intact [v. §27J. The fate of the vowel of the second unaccented
syllable was discussed above [§§2 7,2 8 ].
1.a. Slision of -a- is first evident in the beginning of the 9th c. 
A.D. in aram- (Kv.P) < araraa-. Also in the 10th c. in aram-; 
satar-; mangul-, magul-j utur-; padum- [§42,3cJ; dakun- [§27, 
1c,1dJ; (kukul)-; atul- [§27,1dJ; tuvak-; sasun-; kasun-; pugul-; 
bamun-; sakur-, sakar-; adan-; apis-; satos-; bahar-; Kasub-; 
Asel-; sivur-.
2. There are, on the contrary, a few instances where vowel -a- in 
the third unaccented syllable of trisyllabic stems in compounds 
is not elided but is reduced. In these instances the trisyllabic 
stems remain trisyllabic.
2.a. Reduction of -a- to -u- is first evident in the 10th c. A.D. in
uturu- (Kb) <  uttara- as aga. utur- with elision of -a- [§id.1aj;
mandulu-; Dapulu-; atulu- [§27,1d].
• • •
2.b. Reduction of -a- to -i- is first evident in the 10th c. A.D. in
bahari- (An.Sk) < bahira- as aga. bahar- with elision of -a-
[§id.1a]•
In the following instances, however, -a- of the third un­
accented syllable of trisyllabic stems in compounds is neither 
elided nor reduced, but is written -a-. This writing is either
a conservative spelling or denotes loan-words:
Dapula-; madula-; nimala-; patala-; dayaka-; arogya-; satara-;
• • •
Asela-; siddhanta-.
§31
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Quadrisyllable stems in compounds become trisyllabic with the 
elision of the vowel of the fourth unaccented syllable. Since 
the first syllable is heavy it is accented and its vowel remains 
intact. [§§27928  ^ The fate of the vowel of the second and 
third unaccented syllables was discussed above in §28,4 .
1. Elision of -a- is found in the 10th c. A.D in sihasun- (An.
Sk; Vg.S. Dp.) < sirahasana-.
§32.
u JL
The first syllable is light and therefore unaccented; the 
second syllable being heavy is accented and its vowel remains 
Intact.
1. An initial short vowel before the accented second syllable is 
elided.
1.a. Elision of a- is first evident in the beginning of the 9th c.
A.D. in Riti- (Kv.P) <  aristi-. Also in the 10th c. in ne- <
• • •
aneka-.
In the following, however, a- is not elided but is written 
a-. This writing is either a conservative spelling or denotes 
loan-words:
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anat-; ananterayen; (anadara)-.
1.b. There are no examples of the elision of u- in these Inss..
But the writing of u- as u- in upasaka- (Vg.3. Dp.- 10th c. A.D.) 
is either a conservative spelling or shows that upasaka- is a 
lw. Pa. and MSgh. uvaau itself is a Iw. Pa. upasaka- since the
JK jg
expected inherited Sgh. tm. would be vasu or vahu. pohatakara, 
pohatakarahi, poho, pohoyli is to be derived from Pa. posathe- 
and not from Pa. uposatha-, 3k. upavasatha-, since p is pre­
served.
1.e. The syllables ha-, hi- are elided before the second accented 
syllable.
This elision is evident in the 10th c. A.D. in mul- (An.
Sk) < * hamula- < samudha- and in ran- (An.Sk; Vg.S.Dp;
• .
K.J»29) < hiranya-.
2. The short vowel of the first syllable before the second accented 
heavy syllable is 1) reduced 2) elided.
2.a. Reduction of -a- to -i- first occurs in the 10th c. A.D. in 
piyo (Rb.etc.) < prayoga-. Also in kiya, Oer. of kiyayi <- 
Pa. katheti?; piya <  Pa. pahaya?, Oer. of Pa. pajahati.
2.b. Reduction of -i- to -e- is found in the 6th c. A.D. apparently
Klidi. Xrvd. >
in kenavi (Ng.R) <  * ktTrap£y ^ - O e r tnapetl— :. • •
2.c. Elision of -a- occurs in the 10th c. A.D. apparently in tudus- 
(Kb.) < * studdada- < *  ctuddasa- <  caturdaSa-?
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In the following, however, -a- of the first unaccented 
syllable Is neither reduced nor elided but is written -a-.
e'lf'Viev*
This writing ia^a conservative spelling or shows that the 
following are loan-words:
pamanln; saha, sahak; laha-; vala-; tala-; samang-; balakarin; 
vasavanu; valandanu; pahayay; sabhaye, sabhayen: saraahita-.
3. The vowel of the third unaccented syllable sfter the second 
accented syllable is 1) reduced 2) elided.
3.a. Reduction of -a- to -u- appears in the 10th c. A.D. in sohovur- 
(Tb; Mg) <  sahodara-. Also in parapuren < parampara-. parpuren 
(Av) if <  parampara- is an error for parapuren as the vowel of 
the second accented syllable would be expected to survive. If, 
however, parpuren represents Sk.* parampara- of. Sk. paraAparya 
then the elision of -a- in the second unaccented syllable would 
be expected as the first syllable is accented [§28,
-a- is reduced to -u- also in tudus- (Kb) if -< * studdasa- <
* ctuddasa- <  caturdaSa-? [§32,2cJ.
3.b. Elision of -a- occurs in the 10th c.A.D. in pavatna (K.J*29) 
pravartanaya.
Klision of secondary -i- (which results fr. Sgh. Nom. sg. 
fra. in -1*), is also found in the same century in parakmen, 
i.e. * parakami (cf. 3k. parakrama-) >  * parakimi >  * parakimi 
;> * parakimi >  parakmi [§10, 7d, 12 J.
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4• Trisyllabic stems in compounds become disyllabic with the
elision of the vowel of the third syllable after the second 
accented syllable. The fate of the vowel of the first un­
accented syllable is discussed in §id, 1,2.
4 .a. Elision of -a- is first evident in the 8th c. A.D. in Mihid-
(Od. R.a) <  Pa. Mahinda-. Also in the 10th c. in Mihind-;
sirit-; veher-; Kiling-; anat-; pirit-; samang-; viyat-; nirind-; 
mul- <  samudha- [Sid.1c]; ran- < hiranya- [id.]
4.b. There are, on the contrary, two instances where -a- of the third 
syllable of trisyllabic stems in compounds is not elided but is 
reduced. In these cases the trisyllabic stems remain tri­
syllabic. [a s aga. this v. §id,4j.
Reduction of -a- to -u- occurs in the 5th c. A.D. in
payutu- (Md.S) <  prayukta-.
Reduction of -a- to -i- is seen in the 10th c. A.D. in 
Mirisi- (An.Sk) c  * maricca-.
In the following, however, -a- of the third unaccented 
syllable of trisyllabic stems in compounds is neither elided 
nor reduced, but is written -a-. This writing is either a 
conservative spelling or denotes loan-words: 
vehera-; vicara-.
5* Quadrisyllable stems in compounds become trisyllabic with the 
elision of the vowel of the fourth unaccented syllable.
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5.a. Elision of -a- occurs in the 10th c. A.D. in sohorur- (Tb; Mg) 
C  aehodara-.
5.b. In the following, however, -a- of the fourth unaccented
syllable of quadrisyllabic stems in compounds is not elided but 
is written -a-. This writing is either a conservative spelling 
or denotes loan-words: 
upasaka-; samahita-; (anadara)-.
If the first two syllables are both light, the accent is on 
the second syllable, and not divided as suggested by Geiger 
(GSghG. §29). Consequently:-
1* An initial short vowel before the accented second syllable is 
elided.
1.a. Elision of a- first occurs in the 6th c. A.D. in biseva (An.S)
•So _
<  abhi— seka-. Also in the 10th c. in bisev-, bisevhu,*
•yO' —
biseva; varad, varaj, varadat, varadak <  apa-raddha-; nayak <
* anaya- <  gna-ka-; (ya)- <  ayas-.
In the following, however, a- is not elided but is written 
a-. This writing is either a conservative spelling or denotes 
loan-words:
abhiseka, abhisekayen; abhiyukta-; abhi-dham-; anuaasa. Perhaps 
in akusal akufiala- and aniya, eniyak <  * aniyaya-, the a- 
has aurvived as it represents the negative prefix a-.
Elision of i- first occurs in the 2nd c. A.D. in raa- (Pkm) <  
ima-. Also in ma, me, raehi <  ima-; and meya- etc. <  imaka-.
The elision of i-, however, may be due to ima- being a pronoun 
and therefore liable to special shortening.
tv
Elision of u- is evident in the 10th c. A.D. in pahal if <  upa-
kara- and pahalavan if <  upa— karaka-. In face of lfSgh. vahal
’help; assistance', the writing p- in pahal, pahalavan is either
• •
a conservative spelling or denotes a loan-word [§^0,6fJ. daka-, 
diya-, diye is to be derived from daka- and not from udaka-, 
since d is preserved.
In the following, however, u- is not elided but is written 
u— • This writing is either a conservative spelling or denotes 
loan-words:
Uda-, Uda-(error for Uda-); uva-.
Disyllabic stems ^  ^  in compounds remain disyllabic since 
the vowel of the second syllable being accented is not elided. 
[As against this v. §29J *
para-; dasa-; kala-; tana-; uva-; (ma)la-; sara-; saya-; guna-;• . • •
yuva-; yasa-; kula-; nava- <  nava- 'new*, sama-; mana-; dala-; 
bale-; nava- <  nava- 'nine'; piya-; diya- <  daka-; diya- <  
jaya-; giya-; siya-; siri-; sivu-.
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3. When the accent is ^  ^  , the -a- of the first syllable if
followed by -y- i.e. -y- original -y- [§4 3,3dJ or <  original
-k-, -g-, -t-, -d- [of. Introduction; also §534,6c,6a,8c;
37,6a, 8a] is reduced to-i-or-UT. The vowel of the second 
syllable remains intact.
3.a. Reduction of -a- to -i- found mostly in disyllabic words is
first evident in the 4 th c. A.D. in siya (Tg.R) <  svayam, Pa.
sayam. Also in:
diya- <  jaya-; siya, siya- <  svaka-; diya-, , diye <  daka-; 
siyal- <  sakala-; diyat <  Jagat-; jiyal, (di)yal; giya < gets-; 
slyak <  data-; 3iyan <  * siyaya- <  dataka-; sivu- < oatu-r—  
[cf. §37,6dJ; piya- < pads- as aga. paya < pads— .
3.b. Reduction of -a- to -u- found in trisyllabic words first 
occurs in the 10th c. A.D. in nuvara <nagara- [§34,8cj; 
guvanhi <  gagana- [§id.J; ruvan, ruvan-, ruvanhi <  Pa. 
ratana- [§37,6dj.
The writing of -a- as -e-, however, in nakara i.e. for 
nagara [§34,8a] is either a conservative spelling or denoteB 
lw. Pa. nagara-.
4 . When, however, the -a- of the first syllable is followed by 
a consonant other than the above-mentioned [&id.3 j -a- sur­
vives as -a-. The vowel of the second syllable remains infect: 
pacanahi; vadan, vajan; tana-; dana-; danavu, danavu; mana-; 
sama-; samay; sara; para-; pala; tala; -hadLafc-^ -balatmr; nava- <
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nava- ’nine’; nava- nava- ’new*; dasa-; yasa-; vasanu;
vaaanak.fi-; rnahan; vahala; kala, kala-; dal a-; bala-; (ma)la;
• • • • • •
palamu-.
The reduction of -a- of the first syllable to -i- is un­
expected in pisa, Oer. of pisanu, which is a confusion bet. 
pacati and pacyate. dene, dena-, dena, denaku, denakhat is not 
from 6k. j&na- and thus does not show reduction of -a- to -e-. 
dena etc. stands for * dana <  Sgh.Nom. sg. * jani [cf. §10,6,9] 
going back to Sk. janya- [of. §6,1,2] as aga. dana- [v. above] <  
jana-.
The reduction of -a- of the second syllable to -i- in
samiyen ^  samaya- may be due to the following -y-. The elision
of -a- of the second syllable is unexpected in the following:
vadna if <  vrajanaya; harna if haranaya; ganna if <  grahanaya.
A • •
5. The vowel of the third unaccented syllable is reduced.
Reduction of -a- to -u- occurs in the 10th c. A.D. in 
danavu, danavu < janapada-; palamu-; vadaranuvan, vajaranuvan < 
vaci* + karana-ka-.
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OutturaUi
Sk. k-
Initial k- remains:
kar&nu, karite, karavaya, karava, katu, kotu, kot, ko(ta)vaya,
• • * *
kala*. kalahu. kalavun, kalamana, karana*. karana-, karavika,
kereyani, karu, karu (error for karu), karavu, karvu, karay,
kara, kara, kara, katayutu; Kudakana-; karanaka; kahevana:• ' , ♦ ' * •
karu*; Kama(la)-; Kasaba-, Kasub-; kavudu; kapa-; Kiling-;
kusalayan; kami-; karaiyanat, kamiyan; (kukul)*; kabali; Kit-;
• •
kit; kushi; kavari-; kasun-; kam-; kalayehi; kulen; kulun-; 
kotha, kota; ketui; kT; kiya; kapanuj»kenwvi.
8k. kh*
kh- > k-
karavaya; (keni); kadaya. 
• •
AS--. E=.
Initial g- remains.
According to Geiger [v. GKS.362] kubara, kubura-, kumbur-, 
kumburat, MSgh. kumbura frice-field; paddy-field’ represents 
Sk. gambhrra*. But the difficulty of explaining the vowels 
and MSgh. gamburu ’deep* <  gambhira- prove Geiger wrong; the 
etymology remains obscure.
g- >  g-
gapatl-; o:(o)na-gtrl-j gehi, g e g u t e - ;  gang-; govT-; gon;
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glya; gab; gas; gos; gihi-; gala; givisa; Gajaa-; gena, geneye,
• •
gena; ganvanu, ganvat; gal.
k • Sk. gh-
gh- > g-
gat, gata-; gatuvan, gattaha; gi-; gasanu; ginglriyak [§22,1].
5. Sk. k (kh) and g (gh) vhich constitute the first letter of the 
second member of a compound survive as k and g respectively.
In these cases the compound has been formed in Sgh. or is a loan 
from Pa. or Sk..
5® • -k- > -k- (in cmpds.)
-kulahs, -kula-; -kama, -kara, -karaat; -karisehi, -karihi,
-kiri(ye), -kariha, -kriye, -kiriyak, -kiriya, -kiriya;
-ka(ri)yaha; -kotasa, -kotasahi; -kara, -kara; -kahavana,
• • •
-kahavanehi, -kevahana, -kavana; -Kasapi-, -Kaaub-, -Kasbl-;
-Kuraarataaa-; -kadarahs; -kale; -kala-; -karanayehl; -kol-,• •
-kolat; -kamiyan; -karana; -kabali; -kit, -kitti; -kukulan;
-kot; -kami-; -karuvanat; - kushi, -kusin; -ketika; -Kita-; 
-kulunu-.
5«b. -kh- > -k- (in crapds.)
-kaja-: -kajaka-; -kadeka-; -kanhi; -kandat.¥ ¥ # 9 9 % ¥
5.o. -g- >  -g- (in crapda.)
-gagahi; -ganaka-; -gon; -geri; -gehi, -get; -gc; -gasa, -gas;• •
-gune-; -gabhi; -guvanhi; -Goloba-; -giri-, -girT-, -giriya-,• •
-giriye, -giriya.
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5.d. -gkl_ > -g- (in cmpde.)
-gettan.
6. Sk.-k-
6a. In the earliest times, Sk.-k- is written -k-. But in the
2nd half of the 1st c. B.C. Sk. -g- is written -k- in
badakarika- (And. C. VIII b) -C bhandagarika- and this writing
shows that the voicing of -k- had taken place by this time; the
writing of -k- as -k- up to this time therefore shows that -k-
survived as -k-.
-k- survived as -k-, in upa&ika-, upasika-; upasaka-;
#
parumaka-, purumaka-; Sirikita-.
6.b. Even after the time of the voicing of -k- i.e. And. C.
VIII b Ins., -k- is written -k- and there is not a single in­
stance where -k- is actually written -g-. This writing of -k- 
a8 -k- for a pronunciation -g- ia either a conservative spelling 
or denotes loan-words:
badakarika- (2nd k); parumaka-; Kudakana-.• • #
6.c. In the 2nd c. A.D. -k- is written -y- in doraya- (Pkn) <
31 duvaraka- or badakariya- (Pkm) <  b hand aga r ik a - and this• • •
writing shows that -k- through -g- >  -y- by this time. In the 
8th c. A.D.,however, -k- is written -v- in avul (Gd.R.b) <  
akula-; here the -y- < Sk.-k- was replaced by -v- due to the 
following labial vowel -u-. As against this, -k- is written
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-y- in spite of the preceding secondary vowel -u- <Sk,-a- 
[§27, 1cJ in the 6th c. A.D. in daruyena, daruya < daraka- and
towards the end of the 8th c. A.D. in daruyun <r daraka-. How­
ever, circa 887-907 A.D., this -y- < Sk. -k- is replaced by 
-v- in daruvan < daraka-; therefore the -y- < Sk. -k- when 
following a secondary -u- was replaced by -v- only by this time 
whereas the -y- < Sk. -k- when followed by a Sk. -u- was
replaced by -v- in the 8th c. A.D. as shown above in avul. The
facts reveal that Sk. -k- > -y- in the 2nd c. A.D. and this 
-y- survived as -y- when the neighbouring vowel was Sk. -i- (or 
secondary -i- in Sgh. v. §27, 1a) or Sk. -a-, and from the 8th 
c. A.D. onwards this -y- was replaced by -v- when the neighbour 
ing vowel was Sk. -u- (or secondary -u- in Sgh.) or Sk. -o-.
In the 10th c. A.D., however, we find confusions of -y- and 
-v-. For instance, -y- is found after a secondary -u- < Sk.
-a- in havuruduyehi <  samvatsara-ka- [§28,^aJ and -v- is found
^  —  • —
after -a- in mahavar <  matsyakera- or mamsakara-, pahalavan <  
upakara^ka-; after -a- in sTmavat as aga. eimayen <  sima- 
ka-# and after secondary -i- in mi van, raTvan <  madhuka- [§15>6 J 
-v- is found also in biaevhu, bisev-, biseva < abhiseka-. The 
expected form is with -y- as the preceding -e- is palatal cf. 
sey- < cheka-.
6.d. -k- s* -y-
doraya-; badakariya-; vasiya-, vasiyan; patisatariya-.
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patisatiriya-; sama(te)ya-; patiye-; bo(Ji)ya-; ra(ti)ya-;
giriya-, giriye, gariya-, giriya; dariyana; siya- [§33,3a];
gamayaha; Vaeadavaya; Savaya; vaharaya; veheraleya; danmaye;
hirniyan, hamiyana, himiyanat; karanayehi; kamiyan; diya-, diye
[§33,3aJ; variyan [$14,1J; sabhaye, sab hay en; simayen;
(he)-vitiyen; kusalayan; pa-bals(ya)n; vetya; siyal- [§33,3a];
• •
sTyan [§id.J abhisekayen; acaryayan; viseniy(a); labhayehi; 
nayakayan; nayak; vivadayak; raeheyin [§25,2bJ; vadiya(n); 
nayan; d&yakayan; avasanayehi; kalayehi; sey-; meyin; 
vaparayanat; balayata; akulayak; vajaleyin, vadaleyin, 
vadalayin.
6.a. -k- > -v-
avul; daruvan, daruva-mo [§27,1aJ; laduven, laduvanat [id.J; 
gatuvan [id.J; karuvanat [id.J; danduvam [id.J; situvam [id.J; 
vanuvan [§28,4aJ; purumuvo; dunuvan; viyavulak; vaianduvan; 
pinisvuvan; vadaranuvan, vaJaranuvan [§33, 5j; lov, lovak.
6.f. In the 10th c. A.D. -k- is written -h- in the two worda
Saha- <  * Sakiya- and pahal if <  upakara- cf. MSgh. vahal 
'help*, pahalavan if <  upakaraka-.
6.g. The complete loss of Sk. -k- (through -y-) first occurs
towards the last quarter of the 5th c. A.D. apparently in 
Mahadali- Mahana- (Md.S), cf. Pa. Mahadathika- Mahanaga- but 
clearly, however, in the beginning of the 6th c. A.D. in 
mapurumu- (An.S) <  maha + paramaka-.
Mahadali-; mapururau-; vadu-, vadha; beji-, beja-; begi-; vast-;
• # •
navhi; apa; rajol-, radolen, radolan; balu; kavudu; diva-; ladu- 
t§i5,6J; sa; Oka-; tala; Jiyal, (di)yal; mapurum-; pala-, 
pala-; sa-; satu-; sesu-; kami-; navamat; govT-; daru-; laha; 
(dali)-; vala; ne-; tala; penduru; suvar; vadarannan, 
vadaranuvan etc.; vadala, vadalayin etc.; hadala-; le-.
Now, even after the time of the change of -k- to -y-
(or —v—) or the complete loss of -k- as in MSgh., -k- is written
-k-, either as a conservative spelling or in loan-words:
dorika-;. donika-; daka-; (na)vaka(ri)yaha; sataka-; karanaka;
vibajakahi; Vadamanaka-; pari(bujanaka); dinaka; bojaka-;
ganaka-; vasavasika-; hatika; vanaka; maha(la)ka-; i.sa](kala)-;
eyika; keta(kahi); paka-; uvanaka; legitaka; tinavanaka-;
gamakehi; vasanaka-; veher akehi, vaherakahi; hakada-, hakata-;
akala-; pekadaka; vataka-; vedhavataka; kajaka-; nakaraka-;
mapurumakahata, mapurmuka, mapurumuka; sataka-; aayaka-;
(dukula); kadaka-; vatekata; jahasaka-; abhiseka, abhisekayen; . . .  • .
bimakat; ataki; akusal; nakay; nayakayan; dayaka-, dayakayan; 
upasaka-; katika; pirikapu; tanakat; akulayak.
Sk. -kh-
Examples of 8k. -kh- are found only in the 10th c. A.D.
-kh- >  -y- in hamuyehi; leyak
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7.b. -kh- is lost in lc- < lekhaka-; le- < lekha-; sale-.
7.0. In the same century -kh- is written -g- in Vesaga which re­
presents Vai6akha-. Now, Sk. -g- too > -y- in the 2nd c.
A.D. [§id.8], so that Vesaga is a learned spelling in which 
-g- is wrongly written for -k- (i.e. for -kh-).
8. Sk. -g-
8.a. In the earliest times Sk. -g- is written -g-. In the
2nd c. A.D.,however, -g- is written -k- in pohatakara (Vg.I) 
which represents Pa. posathagara-, cf. Sk. upavasathagara-. 
Now, -k- >  -y- in the 2nd c. A.D. by the time of Pkn. [§id.6J 
and the writing of -g- as -k- in pohatakara shows that -g- 
too >  -y- by this time. Therefore pohatakara and the other 
instances (where -g- is written -k-) are incorrect learned 
spellings due to confusion of -g- and -k-.
-g- is written -k-, also in
Naka-j badakarlya-; pohatakarahl; yaku, (yakuhate); nakara-, 
nakarahi, nakara; S(i)ri-nakayi; nakaraka-.
8.b. The writing of -g- as -g- up to the time when -g- >  -y-
(i.e. Vg.I) shows that -g- survived as -g-.
-g- survived as -g-, in
agata-; anagata-; Naga-, (Na)ga(ha); Sivagutaha; Pudagutaha, 
pufiagute, (Pu)Segutena•
8.c. -g- >  -y- in the 2nd c. A.D. and it has survived as
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such when the neighbouring vowel is Sk. -i- (or secondary -i- in
Sgh.) or Sk. -a-. But when the neighbouring vowel is Sk. -u- (or
secondary -u- in Sgh.) or Sk. -o-# this -y- <  Sk. -g- was re­
placed by —v— • This is evident in the 10th c. A.D. in nuvara < 
nagara- and guvanhl <  gagana-. In both the -u- is secondary <
Sk. -a- [§33,3bJ. After Sk. -o- in rov- <  roga-.
-g- > -y-
nlyamatanahi; caye; diyat I§33,3a]; jiyal, (di)yal [§ld.J.
• • •
-g- >  ~ —v—
nuvara; guvanhl; rov-.
8.d. The complete loss of Sk. -g- (through -y-) first occurs in
the 5th c. A.D. apparently in Mahadali- Mahana- cf. Pa.
Mahadathika- Mahanaga- and in the 8th c. A.D. in Dal ana- cf.
• •
Pa. Dathanaga- but clearly however in the 10th c. A.D. in a <  
agata-; viyo- <  viyoga-; piyo <  prayoga-.
-g- ia lost:
Mahana-; Dalana-; a; viyo-; piyo; piribo; lu-; pa(do)n-naru- 
if <  -nagara- as aga. nuvara- <  nagara- cf. also Marathi ner <  
nagara- [BLLM. Index s.v. nerj.
8.e. Even after the time of the change of -g- to -y- (or -v-) or
the complete loss of -g- as in MSgh., -g- is written -g-# either 
as a conservative spelling or in loan-words: bhoga; viyagurak.
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9. Sk. -gh-
9 .a. Sk. -gh- is written -k- in the 4 th e. A.D. in Sarimekavana-
•*,____
which represents Srimeghavarna- • Sarimekavana- and (Slrl)raeka-
• •
(Rv.P) representing Sriraegha- are learned spellings where for 
the pronunciation -y-, -k- is wrongly written for -g- (i.e. 
for -gh-).
9.b. -gh-- >  -y- in meyin, meyak; Salameyven-.
9 .0 . The complete loss of Sk. -gh- is evident towards the end
of the 9th c. or beginning of the 10th c. A.D. in Salaraevan- 
(Kv.p) cf. Pa. Sllameghavanna-, as aga. this cf. Salameyven-.
§35.
Palatal8
1. 3k. c-
i.a. From the earliest times Sk. c- is written c-. In the 8th
c. A.D., however, Sk. ch- is written 8- in sidava (E.Z. IV, 3, 
1ifif, II) <  ✓v/chld- cf. Pa. chlndapeti which shows that c- 
had become s- by this time.
This change of c-to s-ln Sgh. has certain analogies in 
Modern Indian. Regarding the actual pronunciation of c we find 
divergences in Modern Indian. In Ka6miri c frequently becomes
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ts. [v. Grierson, ZDMG. 50, p.!*]. Professor Turner in TND.
P-745 gives the Ka£miri forms with c (= ta) and the five forma 
in which c is written he regards as loan-words in Ka6miri. In 
Marathi too c is pronounoed c (= ta) except before front vowels, 
when the palatal pronunciation is retained. In Marathi the 
palatals have lost their *chuintant' character before the vowels 
a, u and o. [v. Bloch LLM, §100, p.106j. In Orlya too there is 
a tendency to pronounce c as if it was ts. In Southern Oriya 
it is regularly pronounoed ts except when vowel e, e, i or T 
follows when it has its proper sound, [v. LSI. Vol.V, Pt.II, 
p.379]. In the Carotar district the c in Gujarati is sounded ts 
[v. LSI. Vol.IX, Pt.II, p.339]. c is always pronounoed s in 
Assamese and also in Western Hindi, [v. Grierson, ZDMG. 50, p.3j. 
In Mastern Bengali too c is pronounced s [v. LSI. Vol.V, Pt.I, 
P.31J. So with Marwari c is quite commonly pronounced s.
[v. LSI. Vol.IX, Pt.II, p.20j. Over the rest of the area of 
Modern Indian o is normally found. According to Geiger [v. LSS. 
p.JfO, n.5j the affricate ts is to be taken as the intermediate 
stage between c- and a- in Sgh., and according to Bloch too 
[v. LIA. p.52], a pronunciation ts is to be supposed.
In Sgh. c- >  s- regularly before all vowels. The 
s- ( <  c—) >  h- and this h-falls together with h- <  Sk. s- 
t§^6,3J. There is no example of Sk. c- >  s- >  h- in these 
Inss. but in the 10th c. occurs h- <  s- <  Sk. cy-, Pa. o- 
apparently in henu (K.4 2 9) if it represents an Infinitive from
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Sk. cyavate, pa. oavati. In MSgh. often double forma are found 
with 8- and h-. The words with 8- in MSgh. are presumably to 
be regarded as antique words imported from Old Sgh. and those 
with h- as the real modern forms, e.g. sanda, handa <  candra-;
Vi O
sandun, handun <• candana-.
i.b. Examples of c- written c- and pres. pron. * ts- up to the time 
when c- >  s-.
catudisa-, cetudifia-; catiri, oatara-; oara-; cetaf oata.
1 .°. c- >  8-
satar-, satara-; sorun; sit-; sivur-, sivur; situvam; (SolT); 
sa, so-, sey-.
Note: After the time when c- >  s-, there is no lnstanoe 
where c- is written c-.
2. Sk. oh-
2.a. Examples of oh- written c- and pres. pron. * ts- up to the 
time when o- >  a-, 
oata; cldavl, cidavayaha.
2 .b. ch- >  8-
aidava, slnda; sat; sey-.
3* _il
3.a. Sk. j- first occurs in the 2nd c. B.C. in Vg. R.B.C. VI.
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Here Sk. j- is written jh- in jhaya < jaya. This is a learned 
reconstruction of Sk. jh- but is wrong since the aspirate did 
not exist in Sk. in this particular word. Then Sk. j- is 
written j- in jina- <£ jTrna- in Vg.II - 2nd c. A.D.; Jv. - 
3rd c. A.D.; and lfd.8 . - 5th c. A.D. However, in the 2nd half
of the 6th c. A D. or the 1st half of the 7th c. A-D. fik. d-
is written j- apparently in jahasa- (B.P. Ins. Ill) and 
jahasaka- (B.P. Ins. VI) if <  da&adata-. (Both jahasa- and 
jahasaka- may be compounded with the preceding numerals, but as 
j- forms the first letter of the second member of the compound,
it may be taken as initial). This writing presumably shows
that Sk. j- had become d- in Sgh. by this time; jahasa- and 
jahasaka- are then learned spellings where the scribe wrongly 
wrote j- for d-. In the 8th c. A.D.? however, Sk. J- is written 
d- clearly in Dam(b)- div (Gd.R.a) <  Jambu- dvipa- and dunu 
(Gd.R.a) <  janita + bhuta-. From this time onwards Sk. j- and 
Sk. d- fell together in Sgh. as d-.
For the change of Sk. j- to d- in Sgh. a pronunciation dz 
is to be supposed according to Bloch [v. LIA. p.52]. This 
change too has certain analogies in Modern Indian. In Southern 
Oriya there is a tendency, which becomes more and more accent­
uated as we go South, to pronounce j as dz, but not before the 
vowels e, e, i or T. [v. LSI. Vol. V, Pt.II, p.379j. In the 
Carotar district, j in Gujarati is sounded dz. [v. LSI. Vol.IX, 
Pt. II, p.339]« j in Assamese is pronounced like z; so also in
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vulgar Bengali and Bihari; also in Kafimiri, it sometimes becomes 
z. [v. Grierson, ZDMG. 50, p*4]* Professor Turner in TND. gives 
only one &a6mirl form with j [v. p.7 4 7] and all the rest he 
gives with z [v. p.752]. In Marathi j retains the pronunciation 
as real palatal before the vowels i, T, e, e, al and y. In 
other cases j is pronounoed as dz. [v. LSI. Vol.IV, p.566].
In Sgh. j- >  d- regularly before all vowels.
3.b. Example of j- written j- and pres. pron. * dz- up to the time 
when j- >  d-. 
jina-.
3 .o. j- >  d-
Damb-; dunu; da; dunu-; dlya; (di)yal; Dena-; dana; danva; 
dayin.
3.d. Even after the time when j- >  d-, as in MSgh., j- is written j-,
either as a conservative spelling or in loan-words:
ja; jiyal.
4. Sk. jh-
There is no example of a Sk. jh- in these Inss.. Bloch in 
his LLM. §107, p.116 remarks "This phoneme is rare in Sk.; it 
appears in words without etymology or of a clearly Prakritic 
nature* [v. also Wackernagel, §141].
5. Sk. c and j which constitute the first letter of the second
member of a compound behave like initial Sk. c- and j-
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respectively. In these cases the compound has been formed in 
Sgh. or is a loan from Pa. or Sk.. Examples:
5.a. -c- written -c- in cmpds. and pres. pron. * -ts-.
-catudi6a-,-catudidisa-; -C itaya; -cetahi, -ceya; -cada-;
-catara-.
5-b. —c— > -s- (in cnq>ds.)
-sorun; -sirit, -siriti, -siritat; -satar-; -sivu-; -sand,.
-sandnen.
5*o. -j- written -j- in cmpds. and pres. pron. m -dz-.
- j ina-.
5.d. -J- > -d- (in cmpds•)
-danmaye; -diva-, -div-, -div-j -dana-; -dena, -dena-, -dena, 
-denaku, -denakhat; -danavu, -danavu; -dayin, -da, -dayak;
-dala-; -diyat; -da-.
5.«. The writing J in -jayin occurring after the change of j-
to d- is either a conservative spelling or denotes a lw.•
6. Sk. -c-
6.a. Sk. -c- is first found in the 2nd c. A.D. in -ca (Tp.S) <
-ca. As -ca is an enclitic, forming a unity with the preceding
word, it may be considered as intervocalic. Here, Sk. -c- is 
written -c- but already in the 2nd c. A.D. Sk. -c- is written 
-j- in bikujarana (K.S.I) <  V. * acariya-, Sk. acarya- showing
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that the Yolclng of -c- had taken place by this time. Again in 
the 5th c. A.D. -c- is written -j- in (pa)jina- (Lg.I) <• 
pracTna- which shows that -c- was still pronounced -j-. After 
this there is no occurrence of Sk. -c- until the 10th c. A.D. 
when -c- is written -d- in adur- (K.J§.29) ^  V. * acariya-,
Sk. acarya-, or -d (K.4 2 9) -ca and this writing shows that 
-c- through -J- had become -d- by this time.
6 .b. Presumably then, during the period between the KS.I Ins.
(2nd c. A.D.) and the K.^29 Ins. (913 A.D.) -c- was pronounced 
-J- (i.e.*ds). However, in the following instances occurring 
within this period, -c- is written -c- and not -j-, either as a 
conservative spelling or in loan-wordB:
-ca, -ce, ica; pacanahi.
6 .c. fiven after the time when Sk. -c- through -j- >  -d-, Sk.
-c- is written -J- and not -d- as seen in vajan (An.Sk.) which 
represents vacana- or ajara- (An.Sk.) which represents V.
v>
31 acariya-, Sk. acarya-. Now, original Sk. -j- >  -d- in the 
10th c. A.D. [$id.7], so that - d - o r i g i n a l  Sk. -j- and -d- <  
-j- <  original Sk. -c- fell together in Sgh. and therefore the 
writing of Sk. -c- as -J- in the following are learned spellings 
and for the pronunciation -d- the scribe wrongly wrote -j- for 
-c-j
vajan; ajara-;-ijj-uj; vajaleyin, vajaranuvan.
As against these, the writing of Sk. -c- as -c- for a 
pronunciation -d- points to learned spellings correctly restored
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in aoaryayan and vicar a- or it shows that they are loan-words 
from Sk..
6.d. -c- >  -d-
vadan; adur-; -d, -da,-ud; padum-; vadaleyln, vadalayin, vadalein, 
vadarannan, vadaranuvan, vadala.
6.e. Oeiger suggests that intervocalic Sk. -c- too >  -a- in
Sgh. [v. SghG. §44(2)]. This view is Incorrect since Sk. -c- 
regularly >  -d- as shown above. Geiger rightly points out that 
isa (Od. R.a), however, as the long a shows, has nothing to do 
with Sk. -ca. It is <  saha with auxiliary i- cf. MSgh. ha 
[v.id. §4 5J. Of the many examples with -a- in MSgh. given by 
Geiger [v. id. §44,(2)] only five, namely, risl, pisanu, mirls, 
rusiru, nisulu seem at first sight to represent a Sk. -c-. The 
rest, as pointed out by Geiger himself, clearly represent a 
Mid. Ind. —co—, -cch-, -nc-, -nch-. But it is apparent that 
even the above-mentioned five Instances represent a Mid. Ind.
-cc- [§51,1b] rather than a Sk. -c-. Hence, risi is <  Pk. 
ruccida- [§11,11,2b.] rather than <  Sk. ruci-; pisanu is due 
to a confusion between pacatl and pacyate [§33,4], of. Pa. 
pacoatl rather than directly <  Sk. pacatl; mirls is <  Mid.Ind.
* maricca- [TND. s.v. marieJ rather than <  Sk. marica-; rusiru
is <  Mid. Ind. * ruccira- cf. Sk. rucya-, Pa. ruccati, Pk.
«*•
ruccai rather than <  Sk. rucira-; nisulu 'name of a tree' is <
w •
Mid. Ind. * niccula- rather than <  Sk. nicula-.
Sk. -J- is first found in the 1st c. B.C. in And. C.I.
Here Sk. -j- is written -jh- in rajha- <  rajan-. This is a 
learned reconstruction of Sk. -jh- but is wrong since the 
aspirate did not exist in Sk. in this particular word. Then 
from the 1st o. A.D. onwards Sk. -j- is written -j-. In the 
10th c. A.D., however, Sk. -j- is written -d- apparently in 
VaduriT- (K.4 2 9) cf. Pa. vajira- of. Sk. vajra-, but clearly in 
rad- (Rb) rajan-, and this shows that Sk. -j- >  -d- by this 
time •
Examples of -J- written -j- and pres. pron. * -dx- up to the 
time when -j- ;> -d-.
raja-, rajaha, raje, raji, raja, raje-mi, raj-, rajol-, raj; 
r(e)jana-, rej(e)na; bojaka-, bo(ji)ya-, beji-, beja-.
r.j.T > ..zfl=
Vadura-; rad-, radhu, radahu, radolen, redolan, radanan, 
(ra)dayan; vadna; vada; vadda; ted-, tedin; yedmen; Viduragu-.
Now, even after the time when -j- >  -d-, -j- is written 
-j-, either as a conservative spelling or in loan-words: 
rajhu, raju-, raj-, rajhat; rajna-, rajna-; tej-; vajamba;
Vijuragu-.
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§36.
Cerebrals
1. Sk. t-  •
Initial t- remains unchanged in Sgh.. Example8 are, how­
ever, very rare [v. 0Sgh0. §48 (1)]. In the 10th c. A.D.
occurs tik < tikkika*. This may be compounded with the pre- • •
ceding word tala* ^ tilaka-, but as t forms the first letter 
of the second member of the compound, t may be taken as 
initial.
2. Sk. d-a
Initial d- remains as d-, but examples are very rare 
[v. id. $46 (2)J. There is no example of a d- in these Insa.«
3. Intervocalic Cerebrals
On the other hand, intervocalic cerebrals are frequent in
Sgh.. Already in the Rgveda, -d- and -dh* >  -1- and -lh-
respectively [v. Wackernagel I, p.XXIII and §222]. Bloch in
his LL14. §146 remarks "the change of -d-, -dh- to *1*, -Ih*. . * •
is constant in the ggveda; but Classical Sanskrit has restored 
the old pronunciation end reintroduced -d* and -dh- every­
where" . There need not be any question of a restoration of
-d* and -dh* in Classical Sanskrit. It is a question of 
• •
dialect. The Rgveda was based on a dialect where -d*, -dh- >  
-1*, -lh- regularly, whereas Classical Sanskrit was based on
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a dialect where -d-, -dh- were conserved.
The intervocalic cerebrals (-t-, -th-, -d-, -dh-) all
• ' • • •
become -1- in Sgh.. Geiger in his LSS. §14(6), p. 39 remarks
"this is a direct continuation of a sound-change which started
already in the Pali-stage9 is continued in the Prakrit-stage
and is consequently accomplished in Sgh.; in Pali -d-, -dh- ;>
-1-, -lh-, though one finds in isolated instances the change of
-t- to -1- as in kakkhala- ’hard* kakkhata-; in Prakrit simil- • • • •
arly -d-> -1- and intervocalic cerebral surds are sonorlzed.• s
By this, is the first step reached for the change as a whole, 
of the cerebral surds as well, to -1- in Sgh.*"
Geiger is not justified in going back only to the Pali- 
stage for the change of -d-, -dh- to -^- in Sgh.. Undoubtedly 
in Pali -d-, -dh- >  -1-, -lh-. But this was the regular 
development in the Rgveda, so that the Sgh. change of -d-, -dh- 
to -1- may go back to the same stage as the Rgveda. The Pali 
change too was early like that of the Rgveda. This change in 
Sgh. cannot be connected with Prakrit, because although in 
Prakrit -d- > -1- [v. Pischel, PkG. §2 4 0Jt -dh- remained un­
changed in all dialects [v. id. §2^2 ].
The change of Sk. -t- to -1- through -d- in Sgh., as• . •
Geiger suggests, may go back to Prakrit, for Sk. -t- >  -d- in 
Prakrit [v. Pischel, PkG. §196] and in ArdhamagadhT and
Magadhi -t- >  -1- [v. id. §236].
In Marathi alone, among Modern Indian, does there seem to
be a differentiation between Sk. -t- and -d-, for in Marathi
• •
11S
Sk. -t- >  -d- [▼. Bloch, LLM. §111J and Sk. -d- >  -1- [v. id.
( ♦ • •
§1 46]. Everywhere else in Modern Indian, as well as in Sgh.,
Clr~>o|
Sk. -t- amd -d- seem to be confused. Bloch in his hLM. §146,. •
p. 150 remarks "Would the ohange of -d- to -1- in Marathi go
• •
back to the Vedio language? One would not dare to affirm it."
Bloch in this statement is quite justified, for although in
Marathi -d- >  -1-, on the contrary -dh- is conserved as -dh-
[v. id. $11eL]t whereas both -$h- >  -1-, -J.h- in the
Rgveda. On the other hand, there is no evidence to show that
the change of -d-, -dh- to -1- in Sgh. does not go back to the
Rgveda, except the fact that the other eastern dialects of
o
India with which Sgh. is associated have preserved original
-d- -dh- as -r-, -rh-.
• • • •
if. Sk. -fr-
4 .a. Sk. -^- is apparently first found in the 1st c.
A.D. in Kudakana- (ilv. I) if it represents Pa. Kutakanna- <
Sk. * kutekarna-; here -t- is written -a- which presum­
ably shows the voicing of -t- by this time. Proof of -t- 
written -d- is found in the last quarter of the 2nd c.
A.D. in pedi-dine (Vg. II) <  prati- (or * pgti- ?) [v.
Professor Turner, BS08. VIII, p.205], and in atadi (KS.I) <  
astgta-. In both Sk. -t- > -t- because of preceding
-r-, -r- [§3 8,7af7c], and the writing -d- shows that the voie- 
o
ing of -t- had taken place at least by the 2nd c. A.D. The writ- «
ing of -t- as -t- in hatlka and patieatiriya- denotes either a
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conservative spelling or loan-words.
if.b. Sk. -d- had become -1- by the 3rd c. A.D. [§id.,6a] and• .
-d- <  Sk. -t- must have fallen together with original -d- and
become -1- at the same time. The writing of -t- as -d- in the
ifth c. in hakada- < Sakata- and pekadaka < petaka-ka-? denotes
incorrect learned spellings due to confusion of -t- and -d-
which had both become -1-. adi- (An.Sk; Vg.S.Dp.)<atopa-?
is explained similarly (MSgh. edi cf. §10,6, is presumably a
spelling pronunciation based on adi-.)« As against these the
writing of -t- as -t- in hakata- <  Sk. Sakata- and vetayala- <• . . • •
* vitiyalu- denotes either learned spellings correctly restored 
or loan-words.
if.c. The actual writing -1- for -t- is attested in the 6th c.
A.D. in kala- (Gd.R.b) <  * kata- <kgta-.
4 .d. -t- >  -1- • • •
kala, kalavun, kalahu, kalamana-; kukulan, (kukul)-; tala; 
pala-# pala-; bala-; pilivelanen; [ma]la; apilisarana-; a(la); 
pilima-; patala-; vadala, vadalayin etc.; hadala. In gal perh.
due to a cross bet. gantri- and Sakata-, the expected -1 is
• •
written -1 as -1 is not allowed at the end of a word in Sgh.
[v. OSghG. p. 12,n.if]; cf. however MSgh. gala sg. fta. of gal 
where -t- has become -1-; balayata if < m bhatika- is either 
error for balayata or shows confusion of -1- and -1- in Sgh. 
[§if5,i*c; also cf. Introduction].
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5. Sk. -th-
Sk. -th- > -1- probably at the time when -t- > -1- and 
is attested In the 5th c. in llahadali- Mahan a- (Md.S) if re­
presenting Pa. Mahadathika- Mahanaga-, and in the 6th c. in 
Dalana- < Pa. Darthanaga-.
• a
-th- >  -i-
Dalana-; polo-, poloy-j Goloba-; palamu-.
6. Sk. -d-
6.a. In the 1st c. B.C. is found Anudi- (And. C.III; C. Villa),
Anudiya (And. C.II) ’Nom. Prop.*. In MSgh. occurs Anula [v.
also £.Z.I,4 ,143] which perhaps is a descendant of the 1st c.
B.C. form Anudi-; both these forms presumably suggest a Sk.
* AnudT-, in which case Sk. -d- is written as -d- showing there
by that Sk. -d- survived as -d- in the 1st c. B.C.. Then in . ..
the 1st c. A.D. occurs adi (Mv.I) which presumably goes back to
a Sk. * adi- as is attested by Oriya ari-; the writing of Sk.
-d- as -d- again in the 1st c. A.D. shows therefore that Sk.
• •
-d- still survived as -d-.** There is no example of a Sk. -d-
in the 2nd c. A.D. however, the writing dolasa- (JV.) <  £A6.
duvadasa- in the 3rd c. A.D. shows that Sk. -d- had become -1- . •
by thia time, and therefore Sgh. -^- ^  -<J- has no connection 
with ggvedic -1-.
(xx) MSgh. sis, beside ala < ali-, also attests a Sk. -d- and 
presumably has the 1st c. A.D. form adi i.e. adi [of.
£l»5j as its prototype.
elu; solos-; dolasa-, dolos- EAs#. duvadasa-; pasalos- <
* pancadafia-, of. Sk. sodada-; ekalos- * ekadasa- cf. 3k.• . . .  .
soda&a-; dolnen << * dohada- <  dauhrda-: ilia, illanu, illat,.. . . o
ili(ye)min may represent Sk. J id-, Tdayati. The writing -1-
is then an error for expected -1- or it shows a confusion of
-1- and -1- in Sgh. [§45,kci also cf. Introduction.].
3k. -dh-— j t— .
3k. -dh- >  -1- probably at the time when Sk. -d- >  -1-,
but examples are only found in the 10th c. A.D.:
Asela, Asela, Asel-, Asela-; dala-; mul-, mulin.• * . w • ' » * . .  • * .
§37.
Dentals
Sk. t-
Initial t- remains:
Taladara-; Ti&aha, Ti6e-, Tisa-, Tisa-; Tidaya; turaaha, tamahat, 
tuman, tumenat, tamanat, tarn an, turns, taraa; tela, tel; tak-; 
Tana-; tiya; tsla-; tavi; tal, talan.
The Initial t- of Sk. tlsthati is changed to c-, as t- is 
followed by a palatal vowel and -s-. Pall preserved the t- cf.
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Pa. titthati, but in Prakrit the change of t- to c- had taken 
plaoe cf. Pk. citthadi. This word is lost in India proper, but 
survives in Kala&a as cistlm VI stand’ and in Sgh., In the 
4 th c. A.D. occurs cltavaya (Tg.R) and in the 10th c. bita (Kb; 
PI.3), sitvami (An.Sk.), of. MSgh. hitinu ^  Pk. V  ci£th-. But 
when the following vowel is other than palatal 3k. t- survives as 
t- in these languages e.g. Sk. tustah 'pleasedPe.Pk. tuttha-, 
Shina tutu, Sgh. tutu. Also when the next syllable begins with 
a palatal, there is a tendency to assimilation of initial t- 
to the palatal c- in some dialects. Pall preserves t- but in 
Prakrit the palatal is found, e.g. 3k. tucchyah 'empty', 
tucchah 'vain'; Pa. tucoho ’empty', Pk. chuccha-; Rom. cuco;
B. chuc, chuca; H.P. chucha; N. chuco, chucco; as opposed to t- 
in D. tor. tus; K.tach [TND. s.v. chuco]. MSgh. has sis ’empty’
< Pk. chuccha*.
2. 8k. th-
"In Sk. this consonant has no real existence initially."
[v. Bloch, LLM. §122].
3. Sk. d-
3.a. Initial d- remains:
Devaha, Deva-, Devayaha, (Da)va-; devanapiya-, devanapiya-; 
daka-, diya-, diye; di-, dihi*; dariyana; daruyana, daruya, 
daru-, daru; Dalana-; dasan; dakun-, dakini- [§27,1dJ; davas; 
dorln; Demel*; dand, danda, danda-; des; danduvam; dayakayan,
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dayaku, dayaka-: Dera-; dala-; dolaaa-, doloa-, dolos; daaa-; 
da8an*; dahasak, dahasa; dine, dini, dinaka, dina, di, da, days, 
demi, deva, dun, demin, dennat, denu, dT, dinmi, denva(nu), 
dunuvan, dunmaha, dunnumaha, denu- ladi, denu-ladl, deve; 
dane, da(na), dana-.
3.b. According to Professor Turner, Sk. d- appears as d- every­
where in Modern Indian except in $indhT where it becomes a 
cerebral implosive £- and words having an initial dental in 
Sindhi are to be regarded as loan-words. [TND. SindhT p.873 
v.8. d- section]. In only one word is there an apparent assim­
ilation of Sk. d- to j- e.g. sk. duhita; Pa. dhite; Pk. dhua, 
dhia; O.P.H. dhi, dhiya; B. jhi; 0. jhia etc. [v. Bloch, LLM. 
Index, s.v. dhuvj. In Vg. B.B.C. II b (2nd c. B.C.) occurs 
jhita. Wickremasinghe in E.Z.I,1,17, considers jhita an old 
Pali form, but there is no Instance of a change of Sk. d- to 
J- (jh-) even in Pall. According to Professor Turner this may 
be an abnormal sound change in this particular nursery word. 
However, B. jhi and 0. jhia may attest an actual * jhiteT and 
Sgh. of the 2nd c. B.C. presumably kept the old spelling of 
* jhita and the 5th c. form jltra (Rv.P) - Instr. sg. - repre­
sents * jhitra, whereas MSgh. du, duva represents Sk. duhita.
if. 3k. dh-
dh- >  d-
Damarakita-; dariya; dunu; dunuva; deruvana, deruvana, deruva(n); 
da-.
Sk. t and Sk. d (dh) v/hich constitute the first letter of the 
second member of a compound survive as t and d respectively.
In these cases the compound has been formed in Sgh. or is a 
loan from Pa. or Sk..
-t- >  -t- (in cmpds.)
-Ti(6a)ya; -Tisaha, -Tifiaha, -Tisa-, -T16e; -tila-; -tela-, 
-telat, -tel-; -tuvak-, -tuvak-, -tak-; -tala; pa-till; -tej-, 
-ted-, -tedin; -Tisaram-; -tik-; -tala.
-d- > -d- (in cmpds.)
-da(ne), -dan-; padi-dine; -dorika-, -doraya-, -dorahi, -dor;
-daka-, -diya-; -dasa-; -divasa, -davas, -davasakat; -(dukula);
-Dalana-; -daruyun, -daruvan, -daruva-mo; -dad, -dand; -Dapula-,
-Dapulu-; -desen, -deshi; -desun; -dap; -dilind-; -dun; -da- <
-da- ’giving1; -das-; -dale-; -dolasa-, -dolos-.• . •
-dh- >  -d- (in cmpds.)
-Dham-; -(dara).
Sk. -t-
In the earliest times Sk. -t- is written -t-. But in the 
2nd c. A.D. -t- is written -y- in hiya- (Pkm.) <  hita- showing 
that -t- was pronounced -y- by this time. The writing of -t- 
as -t- up to this time shows that -t- survived as -t-.
-t- survived as -t-:
Damaraklta-; agate-; anagata-; catudiSa-, catudisa-, catudidisa-
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pitaha; jhita [§id.3b]; gapati-; ya(te); Budarakita-; ctehi; 
bhatu-; karite; patith(i)te; paveta-; niyate; sate(hl); 
satehiya.
6.b. Sk. -d- is written -t- in pata- (KS.I) < pada-. If K3.I
was earlier than Pkm. (i.e. when -1- > -y-)# the writing of 
-d- as -t- would point to the voicing of -t-. But if KS.I was 
contemporaneous with or later than Pkm., then this writing would 
show that Sk. -d- too was pronounoed -y- by this time [§id.8a].
6 .c. -t- > -y-
hiya-; pavaya-, pa(viye), pa(vi)yehi; visiya-; vayu; ceya; saya-, 
slyak; sayaka-; kereyani; hoya-; giya; dayin, Jay in, dayak; 
nlmiyata, nimiyata; -yi.
6.d. In the following instances, however, occurring in the 10th
o. -t- is written -v-; here the -y- < Sk. -t- was replaced by 
-v- due perhaps to the following labial vowel -u- in sivu- < 
catu-f*- the preceding secondary labial vowel -u- in ruvan-, 
ruvan, ruvanhi < P8. ratana- [$33#3b], the preceding labial 
vowel -o- in pova if <  pot aka-. In kavari- <  katara-, how­
ever, -v- occurs even without a neighbouring labial vowel.
6.e. In the 10th c. -t- ia written -h- in pihiti, pihiti-
lw. Pa. patitthita-.
6.f. Sk. -t- is written -k- in the 5th c. in karavika <
karapita- and in the 2nd half of the 6th c. or 1st half of the
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7th c. in jahasaka- < defiaSata- [§35,3aJ. Now, Sk. -k- > -y-
in the 2nd c. A.D. [§3*f,6c] and so did Sk. -t- [v. above], so 
from the 2nd o. A.D. a pronunciation -y- represented original 
-k- or -t-; henoe karavika and jahasaka- are incorrect learned 
spellings•
6.g. The complete loss of -t- (through -y-) first occurs in the
ifth c. in peni- Cphanita-. Also in the following:
• •
ama-; daha(sa)-, jahasa-, dahasak, dahaaa; rici-; care-; dunu-; 
karu, karu-; karavu, karvu; lu-, lu; hindvu; visi-; maniyan; 
Hlla; senevi-; a; deruvana, deruva(n); vu-, vu; langu, nangu; 
pihiti-, pihiti; (he)-vitiyen (error fcr hovitiyen); kT; ketu; 
sa-, se-; vadavu-; valandu, valanduvan; dunuva; he^i-; da, 
ja <  jata-; paha-; vadiya(n); da- c  dhatu-; pinisvuvan; rnTyan; 
ikma; vanu; jiyal, (di)yal; ariyu; sTyan; sa-; ho; pavu; d¥; 
Dena-; tabavu, tabavuhu; sadi; yavu; pirikapu; vasvu; itiri-; 
gi-; piri-; da-; tavT; siriti.
6.h. Now, even after the change of -t- to -y- or the complete
loss of -t-, -t- is written -t- either as a conservative 
spelling or in loan-words:
pita-; Ratana-; visiti-; oeta, cetahl, cata; vadlta; batavatita- 
sama(te)ya-; (huti); legitaka; niyata; pava(ta)-; anumovatu; 
vatltani; sataka-; patln; vat, vata, vatin; samvata; samahita; 
nlmiyata, nimlyata; katika; suta-.
7. Sk. -th-
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7.a. -th- written -t- In the 2nd o. a .D. in pohatakara (Vg.I)
occurring before —t— >  —y— shows that —th— survived as —t— at
either
that time, but in pohatakarahi (Vg.II) after —t— >  -y- denotes 
a conservative spellinpr or loan-word Pali.
7.b. -th- >  -y- in the following occurring in the 10th c.s
kiya, kiyena-; veya.
7.c. Loss of -th- is also found in the 10th c. A.D., in poho-, 
pohoya; ki.
8. Sk. -»d-
8.a. -d- is written -d- in the 1st c. B.C. in Bamadata- <
Brohmadatta- and &uda6ane <  sudar6ana-. There is no instance 
of -d- in the 1st c. A.D.
In the 2nd c. A.D., however, -d- is written -t- in pata- 
(KS.I) <  pada-. -t- > -y- by the time of Pkm. [&id.6b] and 
the writing of —d— as —t— in pata- shows that —d— too >  —y— by 
the 2nd c. A.D. because pata- is an incorrect learned spelling 
due to confusion of —t- and -d—, which both >* -y- by this time. 
Kumaratasa- (Kg.R) < Kumaradasa- is explained similarly.
Up to the time when -d- >  -y-, Sk. -d- survived as -d-. 
The writing -d- in the 1st c. B.C. in Bamadata- and 6uda6ane 
Lv. above) points therefore to a pronunciation of -d- as 
-d- at that time.
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8.b . -d- >  -y-
bayali-, bayalihi; piya-; payak, paya-, payha; pe-; naynen; 
pahaya•
8.c. -d- Is written -v-, however, in the 5th c. in anumovatu
anumodatu and in the 10th c. in sohovur- < sahodara-; here the 
-y- <  Sk. -d- was replaced by -v- due to the preceding labial 
vowel -o-.
8.d. Examples of the complete loss of -d- are found in the 10th
c i n
danavu, danavu; pa-; pa-tul; mahapanan; (na)nen; pa-, pahahi <
• •
prasada-; apa-, apahu; a-; mahaya-;-se;-sey,-seyin;-seyekin.
8.e. Now, even after the time of the change of -d- to -y- or the 
complete loss of -d-, -d- is written -d-, either as a conserva­
tive spelling or in loan-words:
Budadasa-, Buddas-; Parideva- (error for Paridadeva-); Mahadara- 
galaha; Vasadavaya (error for Vasudevaya-); bwdua^ Uda-, Uda-; 
adihi; vivadayak; adan; manda [cf. §58,5]; (anadara)- 
Mandindina.
9. Sk. -dh-
9.a. -dh- is written -d- in the 2nd c. B.C. in Taladara- <!
Tiladhara-. After this there is no occurrence of -dh- until 
the 4 th c. A.D. when -dh- is written -y- in miya- < madhu-,
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showing that -dh- >  -y- at least by this time. The writing of 
-dh- as -d- in the 2nd c. B.C. in Taladara- shows therefore that 
-dh- survived as -d- at that time.
9 .b. -dh- >  -y-
B(o)ya-, Boy-, Boyim; ariyu; ariyay; soyay.
0
9-c. -dh- is lost in the 4 th c. A.D. in ai- <  dadhi-. Also in
Bo-; mi-, mi van, mivan.
9.d. In the 10th c. -dh- is written -h- in dihi- ^  dadhi-,
aaha < sadhanamf and s¥hun <  sadhita- ??.w
9.e. In the 5th c. -dh- is written -t- in Saratarayaha if
representing Sk. Srrdhara + arya-. Now, -t- >  -y- in the 
2nd c. A.D. and -dh- >  -y- at least by the 4 th c., so that 
from the 4 th c. a pronunciation -y- represented an original 
-t- or -dh-; hence Saratarayaha is an incorrect learned 
spelling.
§38.
r or r ♦ Dental o
1. Professor Turner [v. JRAS. Oct. 1921, ’Gujarati Phonology’
§43] remarks ’’The Indo-Kuropean single series of dentals has, 
in India, split into two series, dental and cerebral; the
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PrimltiTe Indian cerebrals, having their origin in dentals, 
were due to contact with s or z [v. Wackernagel, I, §l45a.].
But in the earliest Sanskrit monuments there are words contain­
ing cerebrals derived from dentals under the influence of a 
neighbouring r or g." [v. Wackernagel, id. §146-147].
After an examination of the A6oka Inscriptions, T.Michelson 
considers the oerebrallzation in Middle Indian as an eastern 
phenomenon, [v. Am.PJ. XXX, pp.240,2 94,4 1 6,4 1 8J. In Ardha- 
Magadhi the treatment is predominantly cerebral, while in 
SeuraSenl and Maharastrl it is dental [v. Pischel, PkG. §§219; 
288-291]. Pali for the most part has the dental treatment, 
beside the cerebral, [v. also Geiger, PLS. §42],
In Modern Indian, an exact dialectical division is not 
certain owing to the mixture of vocabulary. But, in the West 
the treatment is regularly dental, as shown for Marathi by 
Bloch in LLM. §116, p.124. According to Professor Turner, in 
Gujarati and Sindhi too the development is dental, while in the 
Bast, such as Bengali and Oriya, and in the extreme North-West, 
the resultant consonant is a cerebral.
In Sgh. the development is undoubtedly that of Ardha- 
Magadhl i.e. cerebral, which attests an eastern origin for it. 
The forms with the dental in MSgh. are presumably due to their 
being loan-words from Pali or they have been borrowed from some 
western dialect of India.
Bloch in LLM. §114 derives MSgh. vat <  vartman- ’road*
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and shows It an isolated instance with a dental form. Professor 
Turner shows that vartman- appears with the cerebral in Middle 
and Modern Indian [UiD. s.v. bato] and gives Sgh. vatu * vattJ- 
beside vat. MSgh. vatu with the expected cerebral shows that 
vat does not directly represent vartman- but is perhaps the 
result of a contamination between vartman- and pantha- 'road9 
and -t- represents -nth- of pantha-. Cf. also MSgh. mavata 
vhighway* <  mahapantha-, of. Sk. Pa. mahapatha-.
3. Sk. -rt-
3.a. -rt- appears as -t-, in vafavl; vatitani; vatanu, va^ena-;
vata; vat-, vateha.• . •
parivavata (Tp.S) according to Parenavltana [B.Z.III,3,119] 
represents * parivyavarta- in view of the two v ’s. But 
parivavata may be from Sk. parivarta- 'exchange; barter’ or 
Sk. parivgtta- •exchanged* and the two v's an instance of dit- 
tography. Paranavitana in £.Z. id. takes parivavata as the 
precursor of mediaeval Sgh. pirul (plrulu 'answer; reply’) and 
MSgh. plrlvata (piruvata- 'cloth or dress lent by a washerman 
to a person to be worn while his own is being washed' CSghD.).
But, both pirul and plrlvata cannot have the same origin, be­
cause -1- in Sgh. would represent a single intervocalic cerebral 
of Sk., whereas a -t- of Sgh. would represent a Sk. -rt-, -rth-, 
Mid.Ind. -tt-, -tth-. MSgh. pliivata (piruvata) may be a 
descendant of the inscriptions! parivavata and rightly attests
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Sk. parivarta- or pariv^tta- for the origin of pariyayata, 
where the scribe wrote two y*a by mistake. I am unable to offer 
any etymology for plrulu.
3*b. As against these, -rt- appears as -t- in the following:
Kit-, Kit, Kitiin, Sirl.klta- lw. Pa. kittl-; kltti lw. Pa. id.; 
pavatna lw. Pa. pavattanaya^ vaturen Iw.T'Sk.vartaruka-. haa-^ fche 
Cental instead of the cerebrals
4. Sk. -rth-
4 .a. -rth- appears as -t- in visiyati- < vasi ♦ arthin-; also
• •
in the Dative sg. and pi. Postfixes - at ay a, -ata, -at [y. GSghO.
• e •
§112] . -ataya corresponds to Mid.Ind. * -atthaya, sk. * -arthaya.
-ataf -at correspond to Mid.Ind. x -attham, Sk. * -artham:
• • .« •
sagahataya; vatetaya; vaherataya; hamanana(ya) (error for
hamananataya); sagahata; mapurumakahata; Apayah&ta; vaharata;• • . . . •
paoayata; yatakata; vattata: avasata: balayata: satanata;•  •  « • .  • .
meknata; lenat: kumburat: gamat; sangnat; satnat; batat; dennat:
payalat; pirivenat; Posonavullat; (bandva)nnat; (Ki)tambavahat;
hindvannat: bimat. bimakat; halat; kamiyanat: Kaparamulat;. . •r ' • • •
meyat; peret; get; eyat; kudinat; vattat; sTmavat; tamahat;
tanat, tanat, tanakat; (sthana)yat; divat; varadat; navamat;
patavannat; yavannat; minlsnat; avasat; kulat; rajhat; vadnat; . .  . . . . • .
annat; laduvanat; pasayat; davasakat; milayat; karuvanat; 
meheyat; veherat; turaanat, tamanat; Mahagapiyovat; himiyanet;
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ranat; eknat, ekkeneknat, keneknat; budnat; telat: diyat;• ' •' •' • ' m 9 • •
denakhat; Lakat; siritat; kamat; rakmat; vaparayanat.
• • • • • •
if.b. Aa against these, -rth- appears as -t- in the following:
Pa tana- lw. Pa. patthana-; pata lw. Pa. pattheti.
3. Sk. -rd-
5.a, -rd- appears as -d-, in manda (An.Sk.) (with intrusive
nasal of. $36,5) ^  mardati j,TWD. s .v . marnuj but also perh. <£
* mrnd&ti ? cf. mrnatti. o 0 •
5.b. In the following, however, -rd- appears as -d-:
catudiSa-, oatudisa-, catudidisa- (-d- written twice erroneously;
lw. Pa. catuddisa-; tudus- represents 3k. oaturda&a-; here the 
dent&l is found in Mid.Ind. and everywhere in Mod.Ind. (.TOD. 
s.v. oaudaj.
6. Sk. -rdh-
6.a. -rdh- appears as -d-, in Vadaraanaka-; podavaya; ada-,
ad-; here the dental is found everywhere in Mod.Ind. [TND. s.v.
adhaJ; vadu-, vadha, vadu; vada, vada; vadiya(n); vadavu-.
6.b. However, in vadlta (KS.I) cf. Sk. vardhita-, the dental 1b
presumably borrowed from a Pa. form like vaddhana- • increase1
found beside Pa. vaddhana-, cf. Sk. vardhana-.• •
7. Sk. -gt-
13*
7.a. -t- immediately following -r- becomes oerebralized.
o
The writing atadi < astgta- in the 2nd c. A.D. shows
that -t- >  -t- because of preceding -r- and was then voiced.
• o
Then, from the time when Sk. -t- ^  -1- [§36,La] the -t- <• • •
Sk. -(r)t- too > -1-. For examples v.s. -t- >  -1-o • • •
[$36,*d].
7.b. However, in sata- (Pkm) the dental is due perhaps to ita
being a lw. Pa. sata- <  sxngta-. Also in tiya (Mg) which 
represents Sk. trtTya*- or tgtiyika-; here it is the dental 
development found in Mid. Ind. and everywhere in Mod. Ind.
I TNI), s.v. tijj.
7.0. Pa. pati- is connected with Sk. prati- and the cerebral
is usually explained as due to the preceding r. Professor 
Turner [v. BSOS, VIII, p.205], however, suggests that it may 
represent a 31 pgti-. As shown above, a dental immediately
O W 1 w
follwong vowel -r- is oerebralized. so a prti - beside
o o
prati- may account for the origin of Pa. pati-. The cerebral
is found in pati- satariya- (Pkm), peti- satiriya- (Jv), padi-. • •
dine (Vg.II), apili—  sarana- (An.Sk). As against these, the 
dental occurs in patith(i)te (And. C.X.a) which presumably 
la a lw. Pa. patitthita-. In Pa. itself, the dental survived 
probably because when -gt- was followed by a syllable begin­
ning with a cerebral, dissimilation took place. Also in 
patisavanu (Pkm) presumably a lw. Pa. * patissavana-, cf.
Sk. pratiSravana-.
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Similarly piliraa- (An.3k.) may represent a * p^tima-, 
of. Sk. pratima-.
8. Sk. -rth- 
o
The cerebral development is found in polo-, polov- <
• •
p^thivi-; pel emu- <. * pgthama-, cf. Sk. prathama-.
9. Sk. -rd- 
o
The cerebral is found in dolnen <  * dole- <  * dohada-
« • •
dauh^da-•
10. Sk. - rtt-
-(r)tt- > -t-, in 
o • '
vataha, vatakata, vatataya; vate-, vata-.
• •  .  .  .  •  •
katu, kotu, kot may be connected with Aug. Pk. kattu • • • • •
krtva.o
11. Sk. -gddh-
-(g)ddh- >  -d-, in
veda. vedha; kavudu, ksvudu-.• f ' • w .
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§39.
Spontaneous Cerebr&llzation
1 . In Sanskrit Itself there are a few cases where an ancient
dental has become & cerebral without an assignable cause. Bloch 
in LLM. §117 calls this "spontaneous cerebral!zation". According 
to Bloch [v. id. §§117,119], cerebralization of the initial 
dental is almost unknown in Sanskrit; the only clear example is 
the root dT- 'to fly*, the Vedic root being dT-. The cerebral
is again found in the interior of a few words in Sanskrit e.g.
atatl, udurabara- as against Vedic atatl, udumbara-. [v.
• ' •
Wackernagel, I, §U*8 (b), p.173]. Professor Turner in JRAS.
Oct. 1921, 'Gujarati Phonology' §44 remarks "This list grows 
with time, and the number of these cerebrals is greatly increased 
in Middle Indian and Modern Indian." For Pali [v. Geiger, PL3. 
§4 2, P*59]; for Prakrit [▼. Piechel, PkO. §§218,220-223]; for 
Modern Indian [▼. Bloch, U.,M. §119].
2. In Sinhalese too some initial cerebrals are found without
assignable cause. In these cases Sinhalese follows Middle 
Indian.
For instance, the d- of Sk. dad&ti which appears as d- in
Mid. Ind. and everywhere in Mod. Ind. [TND. s.v. dasnu] is
attested as d- in MSgh. dahanu (contr. dahu) 'to bite' [v.. . •
Geiger, SghG. §4 8(2)]. Again the d- of Sk. dahati, Sk. daha- 
which occurs as d- in Mid. Ind. and Mod. Ind. [TND. s.v.
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dahanu, dah] is attested as d- in MSgh. in daha-dlya (contr. 
dadiya) 'sweat; perspiration' deha- 'heat' ♦ daka- 'water' 
[v. Geiger, id.].
Also initial Sk. at-, 8th- have become t- in a few words 
in Sgh.. This change is found in such particular words as 
given below.
2.a. Words having the root stha-«
tana beside tana, tan which are generally found 8thane-, 
cf. Pa. thana-; Pk. thana-, than®-. In these Inss. only the 
dental form is found 1e.). Marathi also has the cerebral
— w/
of. M. thane. Elsewhere in Mod. Ind. the dental occurs 
• •
[TND. s.v. than1].
2.b. V,ords which could be associated with the root stha-:
tabi (Ev.P. —  £th c.), MSgh. tamba <  stambha- as aga. Pa.• •
thambha- but Pk. thanbha-, thambha-. Everywhere in Mod. Ind. 
the dental occurs [TND. s.v. thara]. But the dental occurs in
MSgh. tada 'firm' <  stabdha-, cf. Pa.Pk. thaddha-; Pk.
thaddha-, thaddha-. Mod. Ind. has the cerebral [TND. s.v.
• t # • t t  •
tharoj. The dental occurs also in MSgh. tabanu 'to place; put’
which may represent Sk. stambhate or stabhyate [v. also Bloch,
LLM. Index s.v. thambneraj. The dental is found in Mid. and
• •
Mod. Ind. [TND.s.v. thamnu and Bloch id.]
2.c. Other words not associated with the root stha-:
MSgh. tika 'a little' <  stokya- (der. fr. stoke-). The dental #
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is found in Mid. and Mod. Ind. [TND. a.v. thok, thorj.
3. Again, in the 2nd c. A.D. there is an isolated instance of
-t- written as -d- in padavaya (Tp.S.) of. ak. J  pat-. Thia• . v
change of -t- to the voiced cerebral is found in Prakrit e.g.
Mh. AMg. JMh. Ap. padal * patati [v. Pischel, PkG. §218J, and 
in Mod. Ind. [TND. s.v. p&rnu a and Bloch, LLM.Index s.v, paunem] • 
Pall, however, has preserved -t- cf. Pa. patati. As pointed 
out by Bloch, this may be a case of Dravidian influence, 
padu means ’falling* in Telegu, ’lying* in Canarese and 
Tamil, of. Canarese, Tamil pal, Telegu padu *ruin*. [v.
Bloch, B30S. V, p.739].
Labials
1. Sk. p-
Initial p- remains: 
parumaka-, purumaka-, purumuvo; pute, puti, puta, putaha; 
pohatakara, pohatakarahi, poho-; paca -, pas, (pa)s-, pasalos- < 
panes-; pasu pamsu-; pita-; pari(bujanaka); padavaya; 
parivavata; (pa)ta; pata-, pa < pada-; piya- < pada-; puviya* <. 
* purviya-; palaha-; pac&nahi, pahan, pahana; para-; pura-, 
pur- < pura-; pere <  Pa. pure; pisa; Pandi-; pasa-, (pas)- <
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parfeya-; pitat-, pitat, pitata; plrivenat, piriven, piriyenhi,
• • • •
pirivena; pal-; puja; pujay, pujanemi; puray, pura; pugul; paha- ^
parfcvat; piya; Pirit-; Pel; piiid-; piribo-; pirikapu; plllyelanen;
• • • •
piritas- <* * paritrasin- cf. Pa. perittasin-; pirihela; pa(viye);
Puvaram-; panduru; Posona * puvasavan- purvaSravana-; piti-;• • •
parahar; pera-, pera-; patisatariya-, patisatiriya-, padidine <.
• • •
* P£ti- [§38,7cJ; pilima- -< * pgtima- [id.J; palamu- prthame- 
[§38,8J.
2. Sk. ph-
2 . a. ph- > p-
peni-; pala.
2.b. ph- written ph-, however, in phala (E.2.IV,3,149,VII) is
either a learned spelling or a lw. Pa. phala-.
3. Sk. b-
Initial b- remains:
Budarakita-; bayali-, bayalihi; Budadasa-; B(o)ya-, Bo-; Bud-, 
bud, Buj-; banda, (bandva)nnat; -hafair;. bili-; bad-, bad, baj-; 
bahar, bahari, (bahara); balakarin; balat, balatun; bandu; band; 
budnat.
According to Professor Turner, Sk. b- appears as b- every­
where in Modern Indian except in Sindhi where it becomes im­
plosive b- and words having an initial b- in Sindhi are to be 
regarded as loan-words (TND. Sindhi, pp.875,876, v.s. *)-, ]>- 
sections].
1ifO
if, Sk. bh-
if.a, bh- >  b-
bariya * bhariya-; Batapalaha; bata-; bada-; badakarik©-, 
badakariya-; bera; biku-, bika-, buku-; bojaka-, bo(ji)ya-, 
beji-, beja-; batavatita-j bata, bat, batak bhakta- ’rice’; 
budensT; balu; bavin; bedum; bima; binda; balayata.
if.b. However, the writing of bh- as bh- in the following two
words is either a learned spelling or shows that bhoga (Mg)
is a lw. Pa. bhoga- and bhiku- (Vg.I; Mr) is a lw. Pa.
bhikkhu-.
^•c# bh- of words with the root bhu- appear as v-, and this v-
is to be traced thus: Sk. bhavati >  Pa. hoti > Pk. hoi Sgh.
* oi (with the disappearance of h- as in ata ^ Sk. hasta-,
Pa.Pk. hattha-). Then in Sgh. * oi >  * vl, o- being replaced 
by v-. This v- is found in the p.p. vu-, vu cf. Sk. bhuta-; 
in the Ger. va; in the Inf. vanu; in the Opt. 3rd. sg. vayu, 
vayavaya, veyavaya cf. Sk. bhavatu; in the Opt. 3rd.pl. vetvay, 
vetviT; in vanaya- cf. Sk. bhavanTya- and in vana- cf. Sk. 
bhavana- or bhavana-.
3. Sk. p(ph) and b(bh) which constitute the first letter of the
second member of a compound survive as p and b respectively.
In these cases the compound has been formed in Sgh. or is a 
loan from Pa. or Sk.
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£>.a. -P- > -p- (in cmpds.)
-piteha; -puta, -pute; -Pu6agutaha, -Pu&agute, -(Pu,fcagutena;
-payata-, -pavaya-, -pavu, -pa(yi}yehi; -paribujana; -paka-;
-peschi, -paa-, -pass < -par&va-; -paheja-; -peca-, -pan- <
-pence-; -pekedaka; -(pari)kera-; -puna-, -pun-; -paka-, -pak-;
• •
-purumakahata, -purumu-, -purrauka, -pururauka, -purum-; 
-Parideya-; -payak, -payha, -pa, -peye- < -pada-; -piye- 
-pada-; -poho-, -pohoya; -piriyenat, -piriyen-, -pirivtna; 
-perahar, -parahara, -perahar, -perahar, -perahara, -perahar, 
-perahar, -perhar; -pid; -polo-, -poloy-; -(pi)tiycn; 
-(pilima)- < * -p£tima- [§38,7cJ; -pahan; -pure-; -peta; 
-Pa(do)nnaru-; -pa-; -(pora)-; -patul; -pat; -puja; -pugul-; 
-pova; -piri-; -pin-; -parakmen [§32,3b]; -parapuren,
-parpuren [§32,3aJ.
5.b. -ph- > -p- (in cxnpds.)
-pala.
5.c. -b- > -b- (in cmpds.)
-Budadasa-, -Buddaa-; -Budu-; -Bo-, -Boyira; -bad-; -ba(du); 
-badi-; -bala(ya)n; -balat, -balatun; -bend.
$.d. -bh- > -b- (in cmpda.)
-biku-, -bika-, -buka-; -baya; -begi; -bat, -betak, -betat; 
-ballanat; -bedum; -bira, -bima, -bimhi, -bimat, -bimin, 
-bimakat; -behed-; ek-bitten; -ber, -bara-; -bera-; -biya,
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-biyen; -basnen; -batT-; -banvar; -Banday; -bara-; -bale-.
• • •
6. Sk. -p-
6.a. In the earliest times, Sk. -p- is written -p-. In the
2nd c. A.D., however, -p- is written -v- in vavi (Vg.I) vapi- 
and this writing shows that -p- had become -v- by this time; 
the writing of -p- as -p- up to this time therefore shows that 
-p- survived as -p-.
-p- survived as -p-, in
upafiika-, upasika-; upaaaka-; gapati-; Batapalaha.
6.b. There is no evidence for the voicing of -p-, but it is
quite likely that the voicing of -p- was earlier than the 
change of -p- to -v-. tube (Vt.C - 1st c. B.C.) is no evidence 
for the change of -p- to -b- as it represents * stubha- 
[§id.9e] rather than stupa-.
6.c . -p- >  -v-
vavi, vaviya, veva-; kahavana, kahavanehi, kahavana, kavahana,
• • • •
kavana; uvanikeva; div, divat, divhi; senevi-; suvar-; danavu, 
danavu; govi-, govi-; rakval; uva-; varad, varsdat, varadak, 
varaj; uvak; uvanaka; karavika; ava-; tavi; avanaka-, van-, 
van, vana-, vanne, vanney, vannehi, vannan, vannavun, vanuvan; 
karavaya, karava, karavu; paharavaya; kanavaya; podavsya;
o _
samatavaya; cidavl, cidavayaha, sidava; hindva, hlndvanu-ladi, 
hindvana-ladi, hindvumaha, hindvannat; deva, deva; harva;
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danva; vasavay, vasavtnu, viiavu; aravay; yava, yavanu, yavannat, 
yavu; nimava, nimavanu; ganvanu, ganvat; dakveT; tabavu, tabtivuhu; 
heva; huvay; suvada.
6.d. The -v- <  3k. -p- is lost in the following:
An instance of this is first found in the 3rd. c. in
uvanaka <  upapanna-ka-. In the 10th c. occur dT dvTpa-
beside div- j.v. above]; va- < vapi- beside vavi, veva- etc.
[v. above]; raahaya- < * maharyapade-?; adi- <  atopa-r [£36,40.J.• •
In this respect Sgh. resembles the Modern Indian languages such 
as Hindi, Bengali and Nepali where -v- <  -p- disappears e.g.
H.B. diya; N. diyo dTpah [TND. s.v. diyo] .
6 .0 . In the following, p which constitutes the first letter of
the second member of a compound hss become v:
-vak, -vak-, -vakd <  -paksa- as aga. -pak- 1v . -p- ;> -p- (in 
cmpds.)];
-vitiyen <  -prsthi-ka-; -viri- <  - * puruva-, cf. pTTrva-.• o**
6,f. Now, even after the time of the change of -p- to -v- as in
MSgh. -p- is written -p-, either as a conservative spelling or 
in loan-words:
upasaka-; anatapirise-, anatapirisey-; apa-» apahu; inahapanan, 
mahapanan-; Kasapi-; yapeni-; rupu-; vapara-, veparayenat; 
pahal, pahalavan.
Paranavitana [K.Z. III, 3,121] suggests that -p- represents 
-bh- in Apayaha (Ry .P) i.e. for Abheya-. In £.2.111,3,124 he 
remarks "In this and other records of the period, this name is 
used as an honorific suffi* after maharaja- and not as forming 
part of the personal name. It occupies about the same position 
as of pa in rajapa of mediaeval records. It is also probable 
that instead of being derived from Abhaya-, it may be represent­
ing 3k. * aryapada-*1.
It i8 possible that Apaya- represents 3k. * fitryepada- 
rather than Sk. Abhaya-, in which case -p- would represent an 
original Sk. -p-, this writing pointing either to a conservative 
spelling or to a loan-word. The first occurrence of this word 
is in the 5th c. in [siri Jmeka-Jetatisa— maharaja— apayahe 
(Rv.P) and again in the 6th c. in ma-purumu-Budadasa— La- 
parideva—  maharaja-apayahata (An.S) end maha-Kumaratasa-raja- 
apeya[ha] (Ng.R) presumably for Kumaratasa-mahara ja-apayai.ha J.
In these two centuries, apaya- was used as an honorific, because 
in every case the word apaya- folldwa maharaja-; if it had formed 
part of the personal name, its place would be before maharaja-.
In Sanskrit itself, the plural of pada- is sometimes used as an 
honorific when added to Proper Names or titles [UW3kD. s.v. 
pada-J. In Pali, ayya (pi.) is used in the sense of ’the worthy 
gentlemen, the worthies* [PTSPaD. s.v. ayya-J. In these Inss., 
aya- <  arya- is used as an honorific in (Vaha)bayaha (Pm), 
Sivayaha (Tg.R; Rv.P), 3umanayaha (Rv.P) etc. (§53,1h.). The
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loss of -ya- in apaya- c ayapaya- < aryapada- may be due
to the -ya- following or more probably the shortening is due to
its being an honorific term. Cf. mahsya- (Ng; Vg.S.Dp;Pl.S)
* maharyapada- where -p- >  -v- and is lost [v. above).
7. Sk. -ph-
There is no instance of Sk. intervocalic -ph- in these 
Inss.; besides, in Sanskrit itself -ph- is relatively rare and 
often of obscure origin [v. Bloch, LLM. §159 end Wackernagel,
Vol.I, §158).
8. Sk. -b-
Oeiger in SghG. §55 6ays that -b- is preserved as -b-, but 
the only exariple he cites in support of his theory is labu 
pumpkin' * sk.Pa. labu-, alabu- [v. §55 (2)J.
The only example of -b- in these Inss. is found in the Nora. 
Prop. Sambo-, Sangbo-, Saiigboy- -<£. Sanghabodhi-. The writing 
of -b- as -b- does not necessarily point to the survival of 
-b- as -b-.
In the 6th c. is found Apahaya-gara- (B.P.Ins. I,II,III,V, 
VII) which may represent Sk.Pa. Abhaya-giri- [v.E.2.IV,3,140, 
fn.7J. Apahaya- cannot however go back directly to Abhaya- 
but to * Abahaya- (the aspirate -bh- being split up by the in­
sertion of vowel -a- cf. MSgh. daham lw. Pa. dhamma-). Now,
Sk. -p- >  -v- (fcid.,6a.) and the writing -p- for -b- in Apahaya-
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Abahaya- may be indirect evidence for the change of Sk.
-b- too to -v-. Apaya- (B.P.Ins.IV), ALpaJya- (B.P.Ins.VI), 
Apaha- (B.P.Ins.VIII) are errors for Apahaya-.
Despite the absence of any other confirmatory evidence, it 
seems that just as Sk. -p- >  -v- in Sgh., similarly Sk. -b- 
too >  —v—, as in Prakrit [v. Pischel, pkO. §201J and Modern 
Indian. Therefore the writing -b- in the above-cited example 
points either to a conservative spelling or to Sangbo- etc.
[v. above] being a lw. Pa. Sanghabodhi-. MSgh. labu quoted by 
Geiger is not an inherited Sgh. form but is a lw. Pa. labu-.
9. Sk. -bh-
9.a. Intervocalic -bh- is preserved in Pali; but in Prakrit as
well as in Modern Indian, the occlusion is lost and -bh- appears 
as -h-. In Sinhalese, however, the fste of Sk. -bh- is somewhat 
uncertain.
The Inscriptional evidence is as follows:
1) -bh- is written -b- in the 1st c. B.C. in A[baya]ha (And.C.I) 
cf. Abhaya- and tube (Vt.C.) cf. * stubha- as attested by Pk. 
thubha-, thuha- [TND. s.v. thupro].
2) In the same century, -bh- is written -h- in etehi (Vt.R) <  
etebhih; (however -bh- had become -h- in this termination already 
in Pall.).
Geiger in SghG. §55 says that -bh- is preserved as -b- in 
Sgh,. On the contrary, it seems that Sgh. too, like the Modern 
Indian, followed Prakrit and preserved -bh- as -h-, as shown by
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the following examples:
-bh- >  -h-
etehi (Vt.R) ^  etebhihj satehiya (Vg.I) <  * Satebhiyah, of.
• •
£atebhyah; sate(hi) (Vg.I) < &atebhih; pahayay (Vg.S.Dp.) <
• •
pra ♦ /v/^ bha-, cf. prabhati; vahan-se (Ng; Bd) * vabhan*
(by metathesis) <  bhavana [v. also E.2,1, 3, 11l*] rather than ^
Pa. upahana- acc. to Geiger [v. SghG. §§10^(3); 27(2) j. Cf. 
also MSgh. poho-sata ’rich man* <  prabhu ♦ sattva-.
The instances of -bh- written -b- are far more predominant 
than those of -bh- written -h- in these Inss.. In MSgh. too 
the -b- forms greatly predominate. Nevertheless, the presence 
of the -h- forms, although few, suggest that the -b- forms are 
not characteristically Sinhalese, since these -b- forms would 
be expected to become -v-, following the change of original 
Sk. -b- to -v- [§id.8J. The instances where -bh- is written -fa­
in these Inss. as well as words with -b- in the modern language, 
may be cases of loan-words from Pali (where Sk. -bh- survived as 
-bh-), and thus these -b- forms show de-aspiration even in loan­
words [cf. §1*8]. Therefore, the genuine Sinhalese development 
appears to be of -bh- to -h-.
9«b. Examples of -bh- written -b-
A[bayajha, Abaye, Abeye, Aba-, Abaya, Abaya-, Aba-; Aba lw. Pa.
Abhaya-; Saba-; Vahaba-, (Vsha)bayaha; Goloba-; sulab-; lab-;
piribo-; arabaranin; paribujana, pari[bujanaka]; vibangha-; biseva-, 
bisev-, bisevhu, biseva; vibajakahi; tube; Kasaba-, Kasub-,
Kasbl-, Rasba; kabali.
In the following, -bh- is written -bh-. This writing -bh- 
is a learned spelling in the following words which are already 
loan-words in Sgh;
Abhaya-, Abhay-, Abha-, Abhaya; sabhaye, sabhayen; Abhi-dham-; 
labha, labhayehi.
In Abahay- the -bh- is split up by the insertion of vowel
-a-.
Nasals
"The guttural and palatal nasals have no independent 
existence in Sanskrit; the only nasals found elsewhere in 
Sanskrit other than in contact with the plosives of their 
order, and especially in intervocalic position, are the 
cerebral, dental and labial nasals." [v. Bloch, LLM. §131J.
Sk. n and n •_______
In Sanskrit these two nasals were clearly distinct 
[v. Bloch, id. §132J. In Pali too they were held apart as a 
rule [v. also Oeiger, PLS. §35J. In Prakrit, according to 
Pischel [v. PkG. §22l|.J, n was oerebralized in every position. 
Professor Turner remarks "Primitive Indian intervocalic -n- 
becarae Middle Indian -n- (it is doubtful whether initial n- 
became n- , although so shown in most of the Prakrits). This 
n remained in the W. and N.W. groups (it lies as far west in
H 9
the Himalayas as Kumaon), but has become n again in the central
and eastern group. On the other hand, Middle Indian -nn- has
9 • •
become generally n" [v. JRAS. July 1921, Gujarati Phonology’ 
Consequently the fate of Sk. -n- and -n- can be traced asm
follows*
Sk. Pk. Mod. Ind.
-n- -n- ( W. and N.W. -n-
( E. and C. -n-
-n- -n- ( w. and N.W. -n-
( E. and C. -n-
[it may be noted here that in Oriya (in the South-east;, Sk.
-n- and -n- >  -n- and has remained -n-.J 
• # •
As may be seen from the above, Sk. -n- and -n- were 
confused both in Prakrit and in Modern Indian.
2.a. In the 2nd c. B.C. -n- is written -n- in anagata- <
anagata-; Sumanaha, Sumanaha -C Sumana-; Yahedini- -C Yafiasvini-?
and -n- is written -n- in Sona- sfcna-; Sonutara-, Sonutara(ha) 
. • •  • « •
<  * STSnuttara-; (S*araana)ya <_ rframana-. This writing shows
that -n- and -n- were differentiated in Ceylon in the 2nd c. B.C.
or even earlier. This distinction is due to the fact that
Sinhalese left the mainland before the confusion arose there
between -n- and -n-.
An apparent contradiction, however, to the theory that -n-
and -n- were differentiated in the 2nd c. B.C. would be lene • •
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(Vg.R.B.C. I— IV, VI, VII, IX-XII; Vg. R.C.C. VI, VIII) cf. Sk. 
layana-. But this particular word may be influenced by * rayana-, 
in which r- would cerebralize the -n-.
2.b. In the 1st c. B.C. -n- is written -n- in anagata-
anagata-; devanapiya- devanainpriya-; dane, da(ne), da(na) 
dana-; Sudasane c sudarSana-; (Pu)6agutena * pusyaguptena; 
Anudi- Anudiya ^  * Anudi- and -n- is written -n- in Sone6a <  
3ona-; gamini- grainanT-; bamane- ^  brahmana-. But in the
2nd half of the same century is found (So)naha (And.C.IX). The
(gfo) is not clear on the plate, so that it is doubtful whether
this word represents Sk. Sona- or some other Sk. word. Granted 
that it goes back to Sk. Sona-, the writing of -n- as -n- would
show that -n- had become -n- by this time. But no conclusive
theory can be formed from this doubtful example.
2.c. In the 1st c. A.D. -n- is written -n- in devanapiya- <
d^vanampriya-; there is no example of Sk. -n- in thi3 century.
•
2.d. In the 2nd c. A.D. -n- is written -n- in devanapiya-,
devanapiya- <  d^vanampriya-; adasana- <  adhyasana-; atane <  
as thana-; nani < jnanin-; rajini <  Pa. rajini-; Vadamanaka- <
_  Pa. m
Vardhamanaka-; paribujana, pari[bujanaka] <: paribhunjana-;
A
Ratana-<  Pa. ratana-; vanaka <  vana-ka-; hamanana(ya) [error
for hamananata(ya) ] <  firamanahara + arthaya; bikujarana bhiksu 
____
♦ acariyanam; (kani) <  khani- and -n- is written -n- in Gamini- 
<  gramanr-; donika- <  dronika-; kahavana <• karsapana-;
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Kanaka- <  Kanaka-: patisavanu <  * prti + Srarana-: klniya <
• • • o  • •
krTnati; hamanana(ya), hamana <  Sramana-. But, in the same 
• • • •
century -n- is written -n- in kanevaya (Pm) Oer. fr.• •
2 khanapayati, cf. khanati; pacani (Pm) pratyayani? and
-n- is written -n- in karanaka (pkm) <C karana-ka-. However,• •
this writing does not prove that a confusion existed between
-n- and -n- at this time. The -n- in kanavaya is presumably 
• • •
influenced by Pali khanati where already -n- is found. The -n-
• • •
in pacani is unexplained. The -n- in karanaka may be influenced 
by the -ana suffix where the dental n is found in Sanskrit 
itself, cf. sk. manana-, yapana-, dana- etc..
2.e. In the 10th c. certainly confusions exist between -n- and
-n-. For instance, -n- is written -n- in attani- cf. asthanT-;• a t
ulaghana ^  ulladghana-; rahan a cross bet.radana- and ra6mi- 
• •
and -n- is written -n- in visenT- ^  viBanin-; pavarana <
• • •
pravarana-; Posona 2 puvasavan- purva-Sravana-.. •
3. The history of Middle Indian -nn- affords us a clue to
• •
the determining of the date of the confusion between -n- and
-n-. Middle Indian -nn- is written -n- up to the end of the
• • • •
5th c. e.g. sovana- (Mv.I; Tp.S) of. Pa. sovanna-, Pk. soanna-,• . • ..
Sk. sauvarna-; Sarimeka-vana- (Tg.R), vanahi (Tg.R) cf. Pa. Pk. 
vanna-, Sk. varna-; puna- (Tg.R) cf. Pa. Pk. punna-, Sk. purna-; 
tin (Tg.R) cf. Pk. tinni, Pa. tini, Sk. trTni; Jina- (Pkm;
Vg.II; Jv; Md.S) cf. Pa.Pk. jinna-, Sk. Jirna-. In the 6th c.,• a 9 a
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however. Middle Indian -nn- ia written -n- aa in Opula-vana-
• •
(R.Vg.I) cf. Pa. Uppala-vanna-, Sk. Utpala-varna-; huna- (B.P.m • •
Ins. IV) cf. Pa. Pk. suvanna-, Sk. suvarna-; arana- (B.P. Ins.• • * . 9
. v v / tm , -
VII) cf. Pk. aranna-,Pa. aranna-, Sk. aranya-. Prom the 6 th c.
• • •
onwards it is the writing -n- that is found, e.g. tun- (Gd.Ra;
Bd; Ay ; Kb) cf. Pk. tinni; pun- (a y ) cf. Pa. Pk. punna-; Salame-
van- (KY.P.etc.) cf. Pa. Pk. vanna-; vanu (An.Sk) cf. Pa.
vannita-, Pk. vannida-, Sk. Yarnita-; ran- (K.l*29 etc.) cf. Pk... • • .
hiranna-, Pa. hiranna-, Sk. hiranya-. [For the date when double 
nasals became single nasals, y . §f>0 ,2 . J
4 . Since Middle Indian -nn- was written -n- up to the end of
• • •
the 5 th c. and written -n- from the 6 th c. onwards, then a 
fortiori it f0II0W8 that Sk. -n- was written and pronounced -n- 
at any rate up to the end of the 5th c. and from the 6th c. Sk. 
-n- >  -n- and fell together with original -n-. But, even after 
the 6 th c. Sk. -n- is written -n-. In modern literature too
we find the writing -n- . This writing points to a traditional 
spelling due to a learned influence.
Lanerolle is of opinion that in modern pronunciation both 
n and n have a cerebral character [v. SgbD., Vol.I,Pt.1,pp.xxxix, 
xl]. No doubt, the position of the tongue in the pronunciation 
of the dental nasal is not the same as in that of the dental 
ploslYe, e.g. t,d is pronounced at the teeth-ridge, whereas n 
is pronounced with the tongue retracted further back, so that 
one is inclined to believe that n is a cerebral sound. But
this is not the case. As shown above, the Inscriptlonal evid­
ence shows that Sk. n >  n by the 6th c.. As against Lanerolle 
I believe that both n and n have a dental character. No more 
in Sinhalese than in Hindi etc. is the cerebral nasal found.
Examples;
Sk. n remains.
n- >  n-
niyate, niyata; Naka-, Na-; nakara-, nakarahi; (na)vaka(ri)yaha 
Nila-; nikata; nava- nava- ’nine'; Nadana-; no; nivay, niva; 
nera; nan-; nava-; nimavanu, nimava; niraat; namin; nam.
-n- > -n- (in cmpds.)
-Naga-, -(Na)ga(ha), -Naka-, -Nakayi; -Nodaha, -Nada-; 
-nlyamatanahi; -nava- <  -nava- fnew*; -nfivhi; -nuvara,
-nakara, -naru-;-nama-; -nam; -nil-, -(Ni)la-; -niyaraen; 
-naynen, -[niTjnen; -nimala-; -nakay-; -net-; -niraiyata, 
-nlmiyata; -navam, -navamat; -ninga; -nirind-; -niyata-; 
-nayakayan.
The writing n is found in -nakaraka- (Rv.P) -nagaraka-. • •
In no other instance in these Inss. is Sk. n (either initially
or in cmpds.) written n. Comparison may be made here with the
OavTmath Inscription of A&oka in which initial n- is found in
no ’not* no. In no other Ins. of A6oka do we find n- for . •
Sk. n-. [v. Professor Turner, Hyderabad Archaeological Series,
No.10, "The OavTmath and PalkTgundu Ins6. of Afioka", pp.8 and 
11].
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5.o. -n- >  -n-
Exx. occurring in the 2nd c. B.C., 1st c. B.C., 1st c. A.D. 
and 2nd c. A.D. were given above.
Other exx. are;
asana-, asanin; Mahasena-; Sumanayaha; niyamatanahi; dan-, (dana)-;
dana-; Patana-; rej(e)na, r(e)^ana-, rajna-, rajna-, rajnaniyan;
vaaana, vasanaka-; pacanahl; vanaya-; yapenl-; anumovatu;
(pa)jina-; uvanikeva; agana; atano; Nadana-; Dalana-; dunu-;
lena, lenat; aenasuna, (senasana); budena; vadna; kenek, kenekun,
kenakun, ekkenekun, keneknat, ekkeneknat; ona; pavatna;
• •
admanak; aenevl-, Sen-, Sena-, Senu, Sanfi (error for Sena); 
tan-, tan, tanat, tanakat, tan, tanin, tana, tanhi, tanat;
(sthana)yat; dana- jana-; tan- asthan!-; dunu-, dunu, 
danavu, danavu; yona-, yon-; vahan-; ula(gha)na, u(la)ngna, 
[ulajnghana; rakka-mana-; aniya, aniyak; danva; Mandindina; 
vans-; paha; dunuva-; sihaaun; vadan-, vajan-; sasun, saanehl; 
mehesana-; dunu-; nan-; deaun; kasun-; unu-; viyakhan; minis-, 
miniaun, mlnianat, minT; anatapiriaey-, anatapirise-; danna; 
kanhi; senhi; anuaasa; Dena-; ruvan-, ruvanhi; ne-; mana-; adan; 
guvanhi; padana; anantarayen; (anadara)-; avasanayehi; vi&in.
If (val)- * Sk.Pa. vana-, according to Geiger [v. SghG. 
§60,(1)] the 1 is difficult to explain, as we find USgh. 
vana vana-. However, this 1 may be a case of interchange 
of n and 1 . [cf. §4 5,4d].
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5.d. Initial n- is not found in Sanskrit, [v. Bloch, LI A., P-71J.
Sk. -n- survived as -n- up to the end of the 5th c.
• •
[v aboveJ.
5.e. -n- survived as -n-~ •  •
Exx. occurring in the 2nd c. B.C., 1st c. B.C., and 2nd c. A.D. 
were given above. Other exx. ere:
Gamini-; kiniya; kahavana, kahavanehi; (ava)raneha, (everana);
aviyakiniyeni; amana, amanaka; peni-; Iona-.. w • . w • 9 .
Sk. -n- > -n- from the 6th c. onwards, as shown above.
• w
5.f. -a- >  -n-
visevini-, viseni-, viseni-, viseniy[a]; Posona; pavarana; 
piriven, pirivenat, pirivena, pirivenhi.
5.g. The following instances may show the influence of the -ana 
suffix, where the dental -n- is found in Sanskrit itself, rather 
than the change of -n- to -n-.
karanaka, karana; vadarannan, vadaranuven, vajaranuvan; ganna; 
basnen; apilisarena-; harna; rakna.
5.h. The examples occurring from the 6th c. onwards in which -n- 
is written -n- point to traditional spellings. The pronunciation 
was, however, -n- [v. above].
Bamana-, Bamun-; kahavana, kavahana, kavana; amunak, aiaunakat; 
raehan; pahan, pahana; dakini-, dakun-; karanayehi, karanayen; 
kanu; pamanu; tana-; mehenivar, mehenivarhi; varanan; gune-;
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pamanin; nayak; apilisarana-; banvar; kulun-, kulunu-; ksrane-; 
ambaranin; heran-; Ruhunu-; sanahi, sanen; pamana; pin!8a; 
pinisva; pinisvuvan.
5.1. The writing -n- for -n- in the following is a misspelling.
This is due to a learned Influence introducing the cerebral nasal 
even where no cerebral existed in Sanskrit, 
attain!-; uleghana; rahan.
§42.
Sk. m
1. Initial m- is preserved in Middle and Modern Indian. Also
in Sinhalese.
But in Modern Indian, intervocalic -m- has become the nasal-
AA/
ized labial spirant -v- except in the North-West group. Bloch 
remarks "This spirant!sation of intervocalic -m-, universal in 
Indo-Aryan with the exception of Sinhalese and the mountainous 
dialects of the north-west, seems rather late; traces found of 
it in Sanskrit are rare and suspect [v. Wackernagel, I, §§177,
196]; Classical Prakrit only admits it in certain positions par­
ticularly favourable; at any rate, the rule of spirant!zation of 
intervocalic -m- is admitted in its generality by Heraacandra only 
for Apabhramsa." [v. LLM. §137,p.141].
2. In these Inss. -m- is written -m- from the earliest times.
This writing points to the survival of intervocalic -m-. This is
the case in MSgh. too. [cf. Introduction].
In MSgh. -v- is found, however, for Sk. -m- in navanu
(beside namanu) 'to bend' * Sk. Pa. namati. The alteration
here goes back to Pre-Sinhalese times, cf. Pk. nava'i and namal.• •
As pointed out by Bloch [v. LLM. §137j, in the root nam-
has been done away with by the dissimilation of the nasals. It 
is perhaps this dissimilation that is found also in MSgh. nlviti 
beside niraiti- 'omen' 3k. nimitta-.
On the other hand, -m- is found for Sk. -v- in nama- (be­
side nava-) 'nine' « sk. Pa. nava-, Pk. nava-. Presumably in 
this word the nasal n- nasalizes -v- to -v- and this -v- has 
become -m- in Sinhalese. In these Inss. only the -v- form is 
found e.g. nava- (An.S.; Blv; Avg), (na)va- (Nt). Here is to be 
included MSgh. paminenu 'to arrive at; obtain' * pa. papunati.
Ve have to assume here a form * pavun- <  pa. papunati and the
• •
v  /W  <*Vv
following nasal -n- nasalizes * -v- to -v- and this -v- has 
become -m-. In the 10th c. we find pamana (An.Sk; Pi.3). The 
10th c. pamanu (Ng; An.Sk) 'a descendible grant of land' has 
been made equivalent to 3k. praveni- by Wickremasinghe [v. £.2. 
II,1,19,fa.3]• This etymology is open to doubt. But if it is 
likely we have to assume that Sk. praveni- >  paveni- (on 
aooount of the following nasal -n-) and then has become pamanu.e •
Examples:
. m- > m-
maharaata-; maha-, ma-; maha-; mahayaha, raahaya-; raula; made-.
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mandi-; magala-, raangul-, raagul-; Mahadali- Mahana-; Mihid-,
Mihida-, ilihind-; may; mama; maniyan; mang-, ma[ng]-; mangiva-,
magiv-; mi-, miran; mlniaun, mini*; misa; Mandindina; Meyura-;
raanda; Mirisi-; nut; mas; [majla; marumakane, marumanaka,
• •
manumaraka? eto.
3.b. -m- > -m- (in crrrpda.)
-maha-, -ma-; -maha-; -Mite; -miya-; -Mahaseno-; -miliya, 
-mllayat; -masa-, -mashi, -masa; -Mahana-; -mula; -Mihinda-, 
-Mihind, -Mihindu; -Mete-; -manda, -mandi-; -Mahamalun; -mandulu, 
-mandian, -manda(len), -madulu-, -madula; -Madili-; -mans-; 
-Mangul-; -me-, -meyak, -meyin; -manga, -mangu-; -raanda; 
-mehesana-; -mahaya-; -mana-; -minis-, -minisun; -munguru;
-Majhimaha.
3.°. -ra- > -m-
parumaka-, purumaka-, purumu- etc.; giimanaha, Sumanaha,
Sumanayaha; Gemini-; mahamata-; gam, game etc.; garaayaha,
gamayahi etc.; (ga)misahi; gamlka-; Majhimaha; tama, tuma etc.;
Vadamanska-; hamanana(ya), hamana, raahan; ma-, me etc.; meya- . • • .
etc.; Sariraekavana-, [Sirijmeka-; niyamatanahi; ameti-, amati-;
Kama[la]-; anumovatu; araa-; thama; Kumaratasa-; sime, him,
(hi)min; slma, simavat, aimsyen; sain-, himi, himiyan etc.;
demi; Mahamalun; vandmi; arara, arama; Salamevan-, Salaraeyyan-;
admanak; mama; palerau-; Demel-; samiyen; bim-, bimat etc.;
nama-; nam; pilima-; mehenivar, mehenivarhi; same; niyamen;. . •
parakmen; somi-; vikraen; samay; pamanin; mehe, meheyet, raeheyin;
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mul-, mulin; ama; ikma; saraang-; samangin; vimal-; nara, narain; 
muhundhi; sarturaa; marumakane? etc.; Buddhamitra-; samahita.
The m in padum- (Kb) cf, 3k. pracina- is apparently due to 
the -in- of 3k. padcima-.
§43.
Semi-Vowels y and v
1. Sk. y-
In Pali initial y- survives regularly. In Prakrit initial 
y- becomes 3- [v. Pischel, pkO. §252J except in Magadhi where 
initial y- is preserved as y- [v. Piechel id.].
According to Professor Turner, initial y- remains unchanged 
generally in Dardic; everywhere else in Modern Indian initial 
y- appears as j- and this j- falls together with original Sk. 
j- except in Sindhi where original Sk. J- >  J.- (implosive) and 
original Sk. y- >  3- (explosive), v. TND. s.v. 3ato; 3o;
3anu; jot.
2. In these Inss., as well as in the Modern language, initial
y- is maintained and original Sk. y- is clearly distinguished 
from original Sk. 3“ I§35*3]* Herein Sinhalese follows 
MagadhT Prakrit, [cf. Introduction).
2.a. y- >  y-
yattej; YahaSinl-; yaku, (yakuhate); Yaaa-, yasa, yesen; yat,
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yanu, yav; yuva-j yavanu, yava, yavannat, yaYu; yam: yud-; yut-; 
yedunavupr, yedmen.
Sk. y which constitutes the first letter of the second member of 
a compound survives as y, In these cases the compound has been 
formed in Sgh. or is a loan from Pa. or Sk..
2 .b. -y- > -y- (in cmpds.)
-yona-, -yon-; -yutu, -yut; -yuva-; -yapeni-.
3. Sk. -y-
3-a. Intervocalic -y- remains in Pali; it disappears as a rule
in Prakrit [v. Pischel, PkO. §§252;186] as well as in Modern 
Indian.
3,b. these Inss., sk. -y- is written -y- in the 2nd c. B.C.
in bariya (Vg. R B.C. I,IIb) <  * bhariya-; jhaya (Vg.R.B.C. VI) 
<  3aya- etc. [v. belowj. In the 2nd half of the 1st 0 . B.C.
-y- is lost in Uti- (And. C.Xb) probably c  Pa. Uttiya-; but 
this is not a very reliable source of evidence as we have only 
an eye-copy of the And. C. Xb Ins.. However, clear examples of 
the loss of Sk. -y- are found in the 2nd c. A.D. in paca- (Tp.S), 
pacani (Pm.) <  Pa. peccaya-; Aba- (Vg.II) Abhaya-; ceta 
(KS.I) <  * caitiya- etc., so that at least by the 2nd c. A.D.
Sk. -y- was lost in Sgh.. The writing of -y- as -y- up to this 
time therefore shows that -y- survived as -y-.
-y- survived as -y-:
bariya; jhaya; devanapiya-; Abaye, A[baya]ha; TiSaya; Citaya;
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(Samana)ya; Utiya-; Anudiya L§36,6a]; sagaya; niyate.
3-°. Examples of loss of -y-
paca-, pecani, pass; ceta, cetahi, ceya, se-, sey-, sa-; Aba-,
Aba-# Abha-; Aba; raji-; bikujarana, adur-, aJara-; Goloba-;
Mete-; a-; Pandi-; sandaha, sandha; iairi lair, isi(ra); Uda-,
Uda-; Bomi-; hir-; ari; ama; Saha-; kat-, kata-; da-; pin-;
budena; pavatna; ona; vadna; ganna; u(la)ngna, ula(gha)na,
[ulajnghana; aniya, aniyak; saha, sahak; pane; harna; had&la;
rakna* adahaa.
The gerund in -aya as in karavaya (Vg.I), kanaraya (pm)
which has as its prototype the Sk. Gerund in -aya of roots
ending in a cf. Sk. daya Ger. fr. J  da- ’to give* etc.
[▼. Whitney, SkG. §992 (a); v. also Geiger, SghG. §137 IX (1)J
appears from the 8th c. as -a with the loss of -y-, in
hindva; karava; pata; danva; kiya; harva; baha; kota; niraava;
yava; piya; vada; dakva; era; deva; niva; pura; gala; nanga;
pirihela.
•
3.d. Now, even after the time of the loss of -y-, -y- is written
-y-. According to Geiger [v. SghG. §77(2)J, intervocalic -y- 
survives in Sinhalese. But, it seems that words in which 
intervocalic -y- has disappeared are the genuine Sinhalese words. 
As regards the words in which -y- is written -y-, after the time 
of the loss of -y-, there are two posbibilities.
1) Since Sk. -y- disappeared in Prakrit, they may be loan-words 
from Pali.
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2) They may show that -y- remains as -y- as an alternative
u
development in Sinhalese, cf. ariya- beside ari < y. ariya-,
Sk. arya-; aya- beside a- <  Sk. Pa. aya-.
examples of -y- written -y-
ariya-; aya-; may; piyo-; viyo-; aviya-; siya; niyamen; isirayen;
Abaya-, Abhaya-, Abhay-; devanapiya-; pacayata, pasayen, pasayat,
• •
pasayak; payutu-; samiyen; diya-; (ya)-; padiya; vanaya-; viyat-; 
nakay-; viyavulak; viyakhan; hariya-; biya, biyen; aniya, aniyak; 
puviya-; miliya, milayat; vaviya; satehiya; sagahataya; vetayala; 
visiyati-; niyata; anantarayen; anvayen; day aka-, dayakaya n 
nayakayan; t iya.
As regards the Gerund in -aya, -ay in the following, 
compare the Sk. Pa. Gerund in -aya L§id.3cJ. 
karavaya; kanavaya; kadaye; ovaya; paharavaya; podav&ya; 
padavaya; samatevaya; citavaya; ko[tajvaya; aray; sanahay; karay; 
vasavay; pujay; huvay; 6amay; nivey; soyay; ariyay; puray; 
aravay.
§H.
Sk. v-
1. The western languages of India viz. Marathi, Gujarati,
Sindhi, Panjabi, as well as Kafcmiri in the north-west, have 
preserved initial v-. The central and eastern languages of 
India, on the contrary,have confused it with initial b-.
[▼. Bloch, LUI. §150j.
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Bloch [v. Id.p.153] remarks "The Classical Prakrit does not 
note this innovation in any of its dialects; but it is known that 
sporadic exchanges of b and v have been made as early as the 
Veda." [v. also Wackernagel, I §161]. Pali preserves initial v-.
Even in the north-west of India, there are some languages 
in which initial v- >  b-; but this development, in the opinion 
of Professor Turner, is quite independent of the general change 
in the eastern languages, v. TND. s.v. bis1; biknu; bat1; bacho; 
baro; barsa; bato.
It may be remarked here that, according to professor Turner, 
all languages of Modern Indian that distinguish original Sk. y- 
from original Sk. j-, such as Sindhi, KaSmiri, also distinguish 
original Sk. v- from original Sk. b-; but the converse is not 
true; for Gujarati, Marathi, Panjabi which distinguish original
1
Sk. v- from b- do not however distinguish original Sk. y- from 
j-, so that the development of Sk. y- and Sk. v- was not parallel 
over the whole area.
In these Inss., as well as in Modern Sinhalese, initial v- 
1s maintained and original Sk. v- is clearly distinguished from 
original Sk. b- [§40,3.J just as original Sk. y- is clearly 
distinguished from original Sk. j- [§43,1-J-
But in SghG. §33(3), Geiger remarks "In a few words initial 
b- seems to be substituted for v-. As initial v- generally 
survives in Sinhalese, we must assume that the words are bor­
rowed from an eastern dialect." He quotes the following
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examples in his LSS. §28 (o) and SghG. §53 (3): baka- beside vaka- 
fcrane*. In this word, Sanskrit itself had both forms baka-, 
vaka- ’crane*. Moreover, the very fact that -k- is preserved 
shows that these two words are loans from Sanskrit, and therefore 
they could not enter into our argument, bak is made equivalent 
to Sk. vai&akha- ’name of a month, April-May’. Although the 
meaning in Sanskrit and Sinhalese is the same in this word, this 
etymology seems rather strange. One might expect a Sgh. form
* ve(h)aya or x vei sk. vaiSakha-. Therefore this example too 
cannot be given, bari ’impossible’ is derived from * vari- <
* avari- aparya. bari also means ’heavy’ cf. Sgh. bari-kamek 
’heavy work' [v. Jay. Gloss. J. But bari represents Sk. bharlka- 
’heavy’ or bharin- ’heavy; ponderous’, so that b- of bari re-
JUL> —
presents Sk. ^bh-. born ’false’ is derived from Sk. aparadha-,
s xbut Professor Turner gives Sgh. boru <  bhora-, cf. bhola-
in Pk. bholal ’deceives’ [TND. s.v. bhor2] in which case b- of
boru goes back to a Sk. * bh-. beti 'ball of dung’ is regarded• |
by Geiger as perhaps * Sk. vistha- ’faeces; excrement*, but
Professor Turner gives Sgh. bet^a perhaps <  * vaistya-, with
ax —  r____
b- due to deformation, as in K. both , M. bita [THD. s.v.
bituloj. buhuru ’hole; pit' is quoted by Geiger as perhaps
= Sk. vlvara-, but buhuru also means 'vacuity; emptiness' |
[v. RMN. §127J and so buhuru may represent a * bhosa-ra-
[v. also TND. s.v. bhutte] or * bhucoa-ra- [TND. s.v. bhuccukj
so that b- of buhuru may denote a Sk. * bh-. burul 'loose;
infirm’ is given by Geiger as perhaps * sk. virala-, but this
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seems very doubtful, although the meaning 'loose' is found in 
Sanskrit and Sinhalese, perhaps it denotes a * bhiru-la-?, of. 
Sk. bhTru-, bhXlu-, 'timid1? As the foregoing etymologies are 
disputable, as also suggested by Geiger, no definite conclusion 
can be based on them. I maintain that initial Sk. v- > v- 
regularly in Sinhalese, in spite of its being an eastern langu­
age, as Sinhalese had left its Indian home before the change of 
Sk. v- to b- occurred in the eastern languages of India.
[cf. Introductionj•
2 .a. v- > v-
Vahaba-, (Vaha)bayaha; Vadaraanaka-; visiti-, visiya-, visi-; 
vanaka; vadita; vasavasika-; veda, vedha; vatavi; vasanaka-,
• • a
Yasana; vatitani; vetayala-; vatataya, vatakata; vahara, veher-, 
vehera- etc.; veherala, vaharala etc.; v[e]Ya, va-; vahala; 
vasi-, vassan; vandmi, vanda, (vanda); vadala, vadalayin etc.; 
Yiyagurak; Vadura; variyan, vari, vada, vada; vadavu-; vadiya[nj, 
vadTyak; vara, varin; vat-, vatin; Vap-, Vapa; visin; Vesaga; 
vahan-se; valandanu, vala(nda)nu, valandu, valanduvan; vela-, 
vel-, vela; (val)-; vetya-; ved-; val-; vanu; vajan-, vadan-; 
vaJamba, va(Ja)mba; vasanu, vasavanu, vasavay, vasvu; viyo-; 
Vali-gamu-; vasaga, vasagin; vata, (vata); vatanu, vatena-; 
vasa; vinda; vasa; vat-; visiyati-; vid-; vimal-; vicara; 
vivadayak; vasa-.
Sk. v which constitutes the first letter of the second 
member of a compound survives as v. In these cases the
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compound has been formed in Sgh. or is a loan from Sk. or Pa.
-v- > —v— (in cmpda.)
-vaharata, -vihara, -viharahi, -veher, -veherat, -vaherahi,
-vaherakehi, -vaherataya; -vavi, -vaviya, -veva-; -vibajakahi;
-[Vahajbayaha; -vasiya-, -vassan, -vasiyan; -vataha; -vata-;
-vasahi; -vasa; -visiya-, -visi-, -vissak; -vanahi; -vateha;
-vadu-, -vadha, -(vadu)-; -Yana-j -vasana; -Vaaadavaya;
• • •
-visevinT-, -visenT-, -viseni-, -viseniy[a]; -vadarannan, 
-vadaranuvan, -wa jaranuvan; -vara, -varin; -Vapa, -Vap-;
-Vadura; -vasa-, -vas-, -vasin, -vasa ^  -vaihda-; -vatta, -vatu, 
-vattat etc.; -ved-; -vel-j -veya; -Vijuragu-, -Viduragu-;
-varanan; -vaturen; -vikmen; -viti-; -viyakhan; -vatak; -vala-; 
-viyat-; -viyavulak; -vahare.
Sk. -Y-
Intervooalio -v- aurvives in Middle Indian; it remains in 
Modern Indian in principle, but it disappears in the same 
languages in which -v- <  Sk. -p- too disappears, such as Hindi, 
Bengali and Nepali.
In these Inss. Sk. -v- is written -v- in the earliest 
times as in Devaha (Vg.R.B.C.III) <  Deva-; Sivagutaha (And. 
C.VII) ^  Slvagupta-; sovai^a- (My .I) <  sauvarna-. In the 2nd 
c. A.D., however, -v- is lost in dorika- (Vg.I) * duvarika-; 
doraya- (Pki?; Vg.II) * duvaraka-,cf. Pk. duvara- [v. also
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THD. 8.v . duwar]. But even after this time -v- is written -v-.
The forms with -v- greatly outnumber the forms in which -v- 
ie lost. This is the case in the modern language too. In view 
of the fact that Sk. -v- survives in Prakrit as well as in 
Modern Indian for the most part, it is presumable that Sk. -v- 
survive8 in Sinhalese too, and the loss of -v- seems to be an 
alternative development in Sinhalese. There are a few instances 
where the same word appears in both forms - the one retaining 
-v-, the other dropping it e.g. polov beside polo- (i.e. for 
polo-) Pa. pathavi-, Sk. prthivT-; tuvak- beside tak- <. 
tavatka-; davas <C divasa-, cf. MSgh. davasa beside da.
3.C.-V- >  -v-
Devaha, Deva-, Devayaha, (Da)va-; devanapiya-, devanapiya-;
Sivagutaha; sovana-; parivavata; vasavasika-; (na)vaka(rl)yaha;
patisavanu; (avarana), (ava)raneha; nava-; Slvayaha, Sivayi,
Savaya; Sarimekavana-; divasa, davas, davasakat; Parideva-;• .
Vasadavaya; nava- <  nava- ’nine’; bava, biivin; navhi;
Salamevan-, Salameyvan-; diva-, div-, dTv-; ovaya; pavatna;
piriven, plrivena, pirivenhi, plrivenat; tuvak-, tuvak-; polov-;. •
rivi-; glvlsa; avas, avasa- etc.; navwn,.navamat; banvar; nava-; 
asvanu; pinisva; Deva-; sivur-; yuva-; pavarana; pavasi-; 
vivadayak; avasanayehi.
3.d. -v- ia lost
dorika-; doraya-; dorahi, dorin, dor; dolasa-, dolos; tak-; bera- 
polo-; yona-, yon-; Dena-; huna-; Posona; -viri-.
§45.
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Liquids r and 1
1. These tiro phonemes can at no moment in the linguistic
history of Indo-Aryan be considered independently.
Professor Turner remarks "There were at least three dia­
lects which, as early as the Rigveda, differed in their treat­
ment of Indo-Kuropean r and 1. One distinguished r and 1, the 
second confused them as r, and the third confused them as 1."
[y , JRAS. Oct. 1921, ’Gujarati Phonology’ §52J.
Geiger in SghG. §74 (2) states "The interchange of r and 1 
is very old in the Indian languages and is caused by an early 
dialectal mixture. It is not unknown in the Vedic language, and 
in Classical Sanskrit the number of words with 1 is considerably 
increasing, [v. also Wackernagel, I, §§191-193]. The process 
continues in Pali.” [v. also Geiger, PLS. §§44-45].
In Prakrit r always becomes 1 in Magadhi and DhakkX 
[v. Pischel, PkG. §2 5 6]; in other dialects, the change of r to 
1 is isolated and uncertain [Y.id. §257]; hut Ardha-MagadhT 
has 1 for r more frequently than the other dialects [v.id. 
p.179].
When we come to the Uodern Indian stage, we find that there 
exists no longer any dialect which has generalized either r or 
1 in every position [v. Bloch, LLM. §139, P-143]. It is not 
possible to say that this or that dialect is predominantly a 
r or 1 dialect.
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Where Classical Sanskrit had initial r-, we find this r- 
predominantly in Modern Indian and so it is with initial 1-. 
e.g. HID. s.v. rai; rukh; rakhnu; laj; lipnu; lahana.
But where there is hesitation in Sanskrit itself, Modern 
Indian also has the two forms side by side. e.g. TND. b .y . 
rau, rewa; lohu2.
2. Sinhalese too has inherited the Sanskrit forms, and
initially Sk. r- is clearly differentiated from Sk. 1-.
2.a. r- >  r-
raj, raja-, rad-; raj- rajya-; radol-, rajol-, radolen,
radolan; rat; ra(ljiya-; rivi-; rupu-; rakval; rakna, rakmat,
• • •
rakkamana-, rakkayutu; rov-; Ratana-, ruvan-; rici-; Ruhunu-; 
rahin.
2.b . 1- >  1-
lene, lena; Iona-; Lak-; lov, lovak; le-; lad, ladi, laddan, 
laduvanat, labet, lab-, labha-, labhayehi; la, lu, lu-, lanu;a
legitaka, laiigu.
2 •c • ^  -r- (in cmpds.)
-raja, -raji, -raje, -rad- etc.; -raja- <  -rajya-; -raji- < 
* - rajiya-; -rajini, -rej(e)na, -rajna- etc.; -rat, -rathi; 
-ruk; -ruvan, -ruYanhi; -rupu-.
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2.d . -1- > -1- (in cmpds.)
-lenat; -le-; -Lak, -Lakat; -leyak; -lamb-; -ladu-, -1addan,• .
-laduvan; -lfikkan.
3. Sk. -r-
3.a. Intervocalic -r- survives in Modern Indian, e.g. TND. s.v.
carnu; dharnu; beiro.
3.b. Sinhalese too has preserved intervocalic -r-.
-r- >  -r-
tera6a, tere, tera-, teraha; Taladara-; Damarakita-; bariya; 
parumaka-, purumaka-, puruniu- etc.; sir!-, Sirikita-, 
Sariniekavana-, Saratarayaha, 3j.ijrinakayi, [Sir!jmeka-;
Sonutara-, Sonutara(ha); Utara-, utur-, uturu-; Budaraklta-;
k
karanu etc.; Arita- Arite; Riti-; badakarjgfa-, badakariya-;« . . .  •
atara-; vaharata, vihara, viharahi, veher, veherat, vaherakahi.# w a
vaherataya etc.; pohatakara, pohatakerahi; doraya-, dorika-,
dorahi, dorin, dor; bera; patisatariya-, patisatiriya-;• .
(na)vakafri)yaha; karanaka, karenayehi, karanayen; karisehi,
• •
kiriya etc.; karana-t karana-; paharavaya; nakara-, naru- etc.; 
paribujana, pari[bujanaka]; dariya, deruvana etc.; catara-, 
sotar etc.; catlri; cara-; parivavata; bikujarana, adur-, 
ajara-; kara, kara; (evarana), (ava)raneha, Nilarajiya-; arT, 
ariya-; (pari)kara-; nakaraka-; havajarana, havurud- etc.; 
Parideva-; dariyana; daruya, daruvan, daru etc.; sara, aar-; 
Kumarata8a-; veherala etc.; kadaraha; arana-; Mahadaragalaha;
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para-; vapara-, vap&rayanat; heran-; arama, aram, Tisaram-, 
Mihindaram-, Puvarem-; pura-, pur-; ran, ranat; pera-, pere- 
eto.; hir-; piriven, pirivenat etc.; viyagurak; Vadura; 
vadeTrannan, vadaranuvan, vajaranuvan; kir; kiri- <  ksirin-; 
sorun; euvar-; mahsvar-; variyan, vari; parahar, parahara etc.; 
vara, varin; sirit, slritat, airiti; sakur, sakar; isirl, lair, 
isirayen, isi(ra); pirlbo-; sohovur-; geri; tira-; parapuren, 
par pur en; maruva; inehenivar, mehenivarhi; arakkan; (pora)-; 
harva; (dara); bahar, bahari, (bahara); bar, bara-; bara-; 
Vijuragu-, Viduragu-; rak-; ara, aray; ariyay; llayura-; aravay; 
bera-; varanan; parakmen; vaturen; saturan; ariyu; Mlrisl-; 
nera; kavari-; puray, pura; varad, varadat, varadak, varaj; 
-virl-<  * puruva-, cf. purva-; however, it cannot be purva-, 
bee. -rv- :> -v-; harna; balakarin; banvar; Pirit-; sivur; 
anatapirise-, anatapirisey-; suran; sakur-; pavarana; pahara; 
itiri-; pirikapu; munguru-; earahu, sartuma; piritas-; piri-; 
axnbaranin; nirlnd-; pirihela; panduru; uturat; vahare; hariya-; 
ginglriyak [§22, 1]; marumakane etc.; (utl)rika; Xrogya; 
anantarayen; vicara; (anadara)-; girl-, giriya-, giriye, giriya, 
girX-.
3.c. Nevertheless a few words represent Sk. -r- as -1- due to
the influence of the Eastern Prakrits which changed Sk. r to 1. 
e.g. kulun- (Pl.S.), kulunu- (Pl.S.-10th c.), MSgh. kulunu 
represents Sk. karuna-. For -1- in this word cf. AMg.Pk. 
kaluna- = Sk. karuna- Compassionate* [v.Pischel, PkG. §257j.
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3.d. In the following word*, however, -r- appears as -1- but
is written -1-, due perhaps to a confusion in writing of Sgh. 
-1- and Sgh. -1- [§id.4o]. I am not inclined to agree with
Geiger who remarks "In a few words we hare to assume that -r- 
(through -1-) has changed to -1- * [v. SghG. §75 (2)J.
e.g. in the 10th c. atul, atula-, etulu-, atula-, atulat, MSgh. 
atul, atula represents a form * antira- [§10,7dJ, of. Sk. 
antara-. For -1- cf. Mg.Pk. antala-* Sk. antara- [v.Pischel, 
PkG. §2 5 6]. As against the above-quoted forms there exists 
also Sgh. atara- of. atara- (Mv.Ij Tg.R) -C antara-. dilind- 
(Pl.S), MSgh. diliftdu represents Sk. daridra-. In this par­
ticular word -1- may be influenced by Pa. dalidda- (but Pa.
1 ?) beside Pa. dalidda- [v. PTS PaD.J, cf. Mg.Pk. dalidda- 
[v. Pischel, id.J. piriheliT (pl.S) is the Ger. of pirihelanava 
which, if representing Sk. pariharati?, is influenced by a 
Mg.Pk. form * palihaladi. pahal (An.Sk), pahalavan (An.Sk.), 
cf. vahal beside vahara Assistance' if representing Sk.
A
upakara-? [v. also GKS. s.v. vaharaJ is influenced by a 
Mg.Pk. form * u vagal a-.
J*. Sk. -1-
4 .a. Professor Turner remarks "Primitive Indian -r- has re­
tained its pronunciation, but Primitive Indian -1- between 
vowels has become -1-, a change parallel with those of -n- to 
-n- and -m- to [v. JRAS. Oct.1921, 'Gujarati Phonologya
§53] • According to him, the area in which -1- >  -1-
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corresponds to the area in which -n- >  -n- i.e. West and 
North-West groups; but where this -n- has become -n- again aa 
in the Central and Eastern groups, the -1- too seems to have 
become -1- again. In Oriya, however, the -1- C  -1- has re- 
mained -1~. But in Sindhi, also in Eastern Hindi and Bihari 
one finds -r- and not -1- , and this intervocalic -r- seems toa *
be a further modification of -1-.♦
Sinhalese has preserved intervocalic -l-? and -1- in 
Sinhalese represents the single intervocalic cerebral occlusives 
of Sanskrit [§3 6].
- 1-  >  - 1-
Taladara-; kulaha, kule-, kulat, kulen; Batapalaha; upala-, 
opula-; [sa](kala)-, siyal-; tel, tela, telat; mula; miliya, 
milayat; Nila-, nil-; hela, hal, hala, halat; bayali-, bayalihi; 
tila-; palaha-; vetayala-; pala, phala; vahala; veherala etc.; 
avul; kale; Salamevan-, Salameyvan-; laha-; Hila; bili-; tal, 
talan; rakval; akusal; Riling-; kusalayan; kabali; vel-, vela-, 
vela; tala-; tala; balat, balatun, balatun; nlmala-; tala <  
tala- 'surface*; pugul; viraal-; vala-; viyavulak; gala; 
Kama[laj-; kol-, kolat, kolen; madula, mandulu etc.; (Soli); 
(dali)-; Mangul-; ula-, ulu-, ul-, olu-; akala-; (dukula); 
kalayehi; sale, aal; sulab-; dala-; akulayak; vali-.
Jf.c. However, there are some Instances where Sk. -1- is written
-1-.
i) The writing -1- in the following words is presumably
17if
influenced by the -1- in the corresponding Pali words (but
Pali 1 is obscure). In Pali itself, in some words only the
-1- form is found, while in the others the -1- form is found • w •
beside the -1- form.
e.g. Hel- (Rb; Ip) cf. Pa. sThala- <  Sirahala-; Pel (An.Sk)• • .
cf. Pa. Pali- beside Pali- <  pali-, for 1 in Pa. [cf. TND.• •
— 2s.v. pali ]• valandanu (Mg; Bd), vala(nda)nu (Bd), (valanda)nu
(Ng), valandu (Bd), valanduvan (An.Sk) cf. Pa. valanjeti beside 
• • •
valanjeti [v. GSghG. §75 (1)] <  ava ♦ ^ ~lanj-, lanjayati
[GPLS. §66 (1)J; Kala- (B.P.Ins. V) *Nom. prop1? cf. Pa. kala-
• •
beside kala- kala-, for 1 in Pa. [cf. TND. s.v. kaloj. 
ii) In the following, the writing of Sk. -1- as -1- points to 
a confusion in writing of Sgh. -1- ( ^  -1-) and Sgh. -1- ( c  the 
single intervocalic cerebral occlusives of Sanskrit).
e.g. kalaha (An.Sk) ^  Sk.Pa. kalaha- •quarrel1; patul (An.Sk) 
• •
^  Sk.Pa. pad&tala-; jiyal (An.Sk.), (di)yel (Vg.S.Dp) <.
jagat ♦ sakala-?, Pa. sakala-; heli- (Mdg) perh. < * svetali- 
[v. also TND. s.v. setoj; Dapula- (Rt; Kb; Vg. S.Dp), Dapulu-
a •
(Mdg), D«pu(luJ- (Mdg.) <  Pa. Dappula-?. Thia confuaion per-a
haps accounts for the writing 1 in the instances where -r- >a
-1-, as shown above, in atul, dilind- pirihela, pahal [§id.3d].
Again, the writing -1- for the expected -1- in balayata (Pl.S)
• •
if C, * bhatigka- and lllat (An.Sk), ilia (An.Sk.), lllanu 
(An.Sk), ili(ye)min (Pl.S) if d. Idayati [§36,4d,6b.], is due 
to this confusion. All these instances occur in the 10th c.. 
Lanerolle in SghD. Vol.I, Ft.I, p.xxxix, remarks "Sinhalese
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had a settled system of spelling in respect of the four 
letters n,n and 1,1 right up to the end of the 16th century, 
when, owing to diverse circumstances, the tradition became 
interrupted. Thereafter in the transcription of old texts as 
well as in original writings the mode of spelling began to be 
confused. This confusion is seen in a large number of printed 
editions of old texts as well as in modern li t e r a tu re B ut ,  
as shown above, the confusion in the writing of -1- and -1- 
had occurred in the 10th c.. For the confusion between -n- 
and -n- §41; aleo cf. Introduction].
i*.d. Sk. 1- >  n- in nangu (Kg;Blv), nanganu (Kg;Udg), nanga
(Pl.S), nangiya (K.4 2 9) [10th c.] <  Sk. langhayati, Pa.
ladghetl, Pk. langhel, perhaps due to assimilation on account
of the following nasal. As against these, 1- is found in the
Vth c. in legltaka (Tg.R) and in the 10th c. in langu (An.Skj
Vg.S.Dp; Pl.S), la[nguj (Avg). It la perhaps this assimilation
we find in MSgh. nada ’filth* ^  Sk.Pa. landa- [v.GSghG. §60• • •
(2)]. As remarked by Geiger [v.id.], "In other words the
change 1- >  n- belongs to Pre-Sinhalese time”:
e.g. nagal (or nagul) ’plough’ cf. Pk. nangala-, langala-,
Pa. nangala-, Sk. langala-, langala- [v.Bloch, LLM. Index,
s.v. nagarj; nagal (or nagul) ’tail’ cf. Pk. nangula-,
nangola-, laAgula-, 1angola-, pa. nangula-, langula-, Sk.
langula- [v. TND. s.v. langur1; also Bloch, id. s.v. namgda];
• •
nalala ’forehead’ cf. Pk. nalada-, nilada-, Pa. nalata-,
lalata-, Sk. lalata-, rarest a-, nitala- [v. TND. s.v. nldhar; 
also Bloch, id. s.v. nidhal] . As pointed out by Bloch [y.LLM. 
$170] these are cases of dissimilation.
Sibilants and h
In Pali, the sibilants s', s, a of Sanskrit have all 
become s [v. Geiger, PLS. §35,p55j.
The Shahbazgarhi Inss. of A£oka distinguish the three 
sibilants 6, 8, s. Hultzsch remarks "While at Kalsi these 
three symbols are used Indiscriminately, the Shahbazgarhi text 
generally employs each of them where it would have been in 
its proper place in Sanskrit" [v. Hultzsch, Ah. Inss. p.lxxxwij. 
The dialect of the Mansehra text is nearly identical with the 
Shahbazgarhi one [v.id.p.xcvii].
In Prakrit only the dental sibilant is found [v. Pischel, 
PkO. §227J except llagadhT which has only to represent all 
the three sibilants of Sanskrit [v.id. §229].
In Modern Indian, in the North-West, the three sibilants 
are distinguished. In India proper, there is no distinction; 
both initially and interYocalically, the three sibilants hare 
become s. It may be mentioned here that in Slndhl, Panjabi, 
Lehnda, and Assamese, the intervocalic sibilants have become 
-h-, while initially they have become s-.
A _  4 2 —
e.g. v. TND. s.v. sir1; sora; sat1; das; bis ; ghas.
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2. In Ceylon, the moat ancient Inaa. yet discovered, ac­
cording to Wickremasinghe [v. K.Z.I, 1,p.12j, are the Vessagiri 
Cave Inss.. It is not possible to a88ign any relative dates 
to them. The similarity in their script as well as in their 
phraseology suggests that they probably belonged to the same 
age. Wickremasinghe [v.id. p.iifj assigns them all "to a 
period earlier than the latter half of the 2nd c. B.C.".
When we examine the writing of the Vessagiri Cave Inss. 
as a whole, we find that s' represents Sk. s', s in a great 
majority of cases. This is so in the 1st c. B.C. too.
2.a. In the 2nd c. B.C. Sk. s' is written s'eight times and s
twice.
Sk. s' is written ef, in
Sona- < Sfdha-; catudis'a- (four times) catur^disa-; Siri- < . •
* 6irT-, cf. Pa. sirT- (siri-), Sk. drT-; Sbnutara-, 
Sonutara(ha) <  *Sfonuttara-.
S k . s' is written s, in 
catudisa- (twice) <  caturdifia-.
In the same century Sk. s is written s' fourteen times 
and 8 thrice.
Sk. 8 is written s' in
daga&i (nine times), dagasa (twice), <  sangha-; [ujpasika-, 
uparfika- <  upasika-; Stimanaha <  Sumana-.
Sk. s is written s, in
upasaka- <  upasaka-; upasika- <  upasika-; Sumanaha <  
Sumane-.
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2.b. In the 1st o. B.C. 3k. rf is written 8 seven times and 8 
once.
Sk. eT is written rf, in
catudisa- (five times) -< caturdlsa-; S'onase <  Sfona-; 
S'ivagutaha «£ Slvagupta-.
Sk. s' is written sf in
catudldlsa- (dittography for catudisa-) <  caturdltfa-.
In the same century Sk. s is written rf eleven times and a
once.
Sk. 8 is written s', in
fifagas'a (eight times) * aaghasa, s'agha- <  sangha-; s'udasane <  
sudarefana-.
Sk. s is written s, in 
sagasa <  sangha-•
2.c. In the 1st c. A.D., however, there is no occurrence of
the writing of s'. Only s is written as in sagaya, sagasa C.
sangha-; sovana- sauvarna-; siddham cf. slddham.• •
It is quite possible then that in the 2nd and 1st c. B.C. 
or even earlier, s' was the representative of the three sibil­
ants of Sanskrit.** Herein Sinhalese follows the Magadhl 
Prakrit [v. aboveJ and shows Itself as an Bastern language 
[v. Introduction].
(sa) There is no occurrence of Sk. s in the 2nd and 1st c. B.C 
Despite the negative evidence, it is presumable that the 
fate of Sk. s was identical with that of Sk. € and of 
Sk. s.
Furthermore, the confusions in the writing of s' and e in 
the 2nd and 1st o. B.C. may be compared with the indiscrimin­
ate writing of the three sibilants in the Kalsi Inss. of 
As'oka.
The s' of the 2nd and 1st c. B.C. had become s by the 1st 
c.A.D. as attested by the writing s in sagaya, sagasa, sovana-? 
siddham. This s >  h by the 2nd c. A.D. as is evidenced by 
the writing h in hatika s'atika-; hamana, hamanana(ya)
(error for hamananata(ya)) < Pa. samana-, cf. Sk. 6 reman a-; 
pohatakara, pohatakarahi C Pa. posathagara-, cf. Sk. 
upavasathagara-; Vahaba-, (Vaha)bayaha <• Vgsabha-. It is 
to be noted here that Yaha&ini- (Vg.R.C.C.VI), if representing 
Sk. YafiasvinT-? would not necessarily point to this change as 
far back as the 2nd c. B.C.. In this particular word the h 
is perhaps due to dissimilation on account of the following 
sibilant.
Examples of h
hatika; hala, hal, hala, halat; hakata-, hakada-; laha-;
• • • •
Hila; palaha-; dehasa, dahasak, jahasa-, jahasaka-; rahan;
Vahaba-, (Vaha)bayaha; vahala; veherala etc.; pahan, pahana;
• •
behed-; hamana, hamanana(ya), mahan; hasahi, hapi-; heran-; 
havajarana, havurud- etc.; huna-; hir-; Hel-; hoya-; him, 
(hi)min; hamuyehl; mehenivar, meheniTarhi; himi-, hlmiyan
etc.; hinda, hindvanu etc.; ha; mehe, meheyln, meheyat;
muhundhi; pohatakara, pohatakarahi; poho-, pohoya; pahahi, 
pahaya; vahare^ b«ba »
Geiger in SghG. §80 (1) remarks "Frequently a has changed 
to h. Alternating forms with s or h are very numerous, and it 
is obvious that those with h are more modern and their use in 
literature is increasing from century to century. The change 
itself is very old." These statements of Geiger are incon­
sistent. The change of s to h cannot be very old and at the 
same time show that forms with h are more modern. There is 
no question here of alternating forms with s or h as suggested 
by Geiger. From the inscriptional evidence, as shown above, 
the change of s to h goes back to the 2nd c. A.D., so that 
forms with h in the Inss. after the 2nd c. A.D. as well as 
in MSgh. show the inherited forms, whereas forms with 8 are 
either learned spellings or loans from Pali. At least they 
have been influenced by the Pali forms, 
e.g. sate(hi), satehlya, sataka-, saya-, sayaka-, slyak, 
sTyan; Sivayaha, Slvayi, Savaya; senasuna, (senasana); sal, 
sale; saaun, sasnehi; Salamevan-, Salameyvan-; suran; Sak-; 
sesu-; sat-; sakur-; saturan; samay; soyay; Yasa-, yasa, 
yesen; dasa-; visin; des, desen, deshi; akusal; kusalayan;
Veaaga; desun; anusasa; apllisarana-, apilisarana-;. • •
anatapirise-, anataplrlsey-; dolosa-, dolos-; solos-;
• • •
ekalos-; pasalos-; tudus-; sa-, sa-; satak; biseva-, bisev-,
• • •
bisevhu, biseva; Asela, Asela, Asela-, Asel-; viseni-, viseni-,
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viseniy[a], visevini-; des, basnen; satos-; gaaanu; givisa; 
saga-, sang- etc.; sovana-; Saba-; seta-; saha; [saj(kala)-, 
siyal-; sava-, sav-; sime, sima, sTmavat, slmayen; suvar-; 
sat-, seta-; sabhaye, sabhayen; sandha, sandaha; senevi-; 
sulab-; same-; suta-; samang-; samangin; senhl; sale-; 
Sumanayaha; sadi; Sang-Banday; sataka-, satu-; sama(te)ya-; 
satanata, satnat; sera, sar-; Sambo-, Saiigbo-, Sangboy-; 
sanda; Sanma-; Sambudun; sakur, sakar;-se,-sey,-seyin; samiyen: 
sarahu, sartuma; somi-; siri, sari-; siddham, sidha etc.; 
samahita; Sen-, Sena-, Senu-; slddhanta; sanga-; suvada; 
savadda-; Si-, Si-, sT-; adasana-; patisatariya-, patisatiriya-;
karisehi; kotasa, kotasahi; visiti-, visiya-, visi-, vissak;• •
vasavasika-; vasiya-, vasi-, vasiyan, vassan; asana-, asanin; 
Mahasena-; vasena, vasanaka-; masa-, mas, mashi, masa; divasa, 
davas, davasakat; Budadasa-, Buddas-; Kumaratasa-; Vasadavaya; 
isa; S(i)sen-; vasanu, vasavanu, vasavay, vasvu; asanhi; 
upasaka-; avasanayehi; avasa-, avas, avasln etc.; vasa-; das-, 
dasan; piritas-; visiyati-.
In these particular words, the presence of s would not 
necessarily point either to learned spellings or to loans from 
Pali , s may be due to dissimilation on account of the preced­
ing or succeeding h.
e.g. dahasa, dahasak, jahasa-, jahasaka- <  daSadata-; mehesana- 
maheSana-; sohovur- <  sahodara-; saha, sahak <C sahaya-; 
saha (si)- <  sahasra-; si ha sun <  Pa. sThasana-, Sk. simhasana-.
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In certain words s >  h which is lost. This is a 
secondary loss in Sinhalese following the loss of original
v  • v  1 * ’* 44 **v c« • ^ ' •; \ y
Sk. h. [§47]. The normal development is s to h [v. above].
e.g. kiri, klriya etc. ^  * karlha- <  Pa. karTsa-; pa- <
* paha- <  prasada-; nava- m navaha- nivasa-:
similarly mTvun, mivun, mivan; e, eyat; jiyal, (di)yal;
• • •
ulu-, ula-, ul-, olu-; minr; abadi-, abadi-.
**7.
Sk. h
Sk. h- is written h- in the 2nd c. A.D. in hiya- (Pkm., 
126-170 A.D.) < hit a-. In the same century the loss of Sk. 
h- is evident in ata (Tp.S., 173-195 A.D.) <  haste-.
a. Kxamples of the loss of h-
ata, at, atin <  hasta-; at-, £ti- <  hastin-.
But even after the time when h- is lost, h- is written 
h-. In modern times too we find,
1) Forms without h- as e.g. ata <  hasta-; ata <  hastin-;
Tye ’yesterday* <  Pa. hlyyo, Sk. hyah.
ii) Forms with h- as e.g. harinu; hldolu; hingul; has
l.For etymologies, v, below].
An Important fact is that in every case where forms with 
h- are found, there are also found forms without h- beside thei
e.g. arinu beside harinu 'to dismiss ', Inf. fr. Sk. harati; 
idolu beside hidolu ’swing’ ^  hindolaka-; ingul beside 
hliigul 'vermilion'-^ hingula-; as 'seal; signet’ beside 
has 'goose9 ham6a-.
Therefore, forms without h- seem to be the inherited 
Sinhalese words and forms with h- loans from Pali. The spell­
ings with h- after the time of the Io s b of h- are either 
conservative spellings or denote loans from Pall, 
e.g. (hati)-; hasln; harva, harna, hariya-; hiya-; (huti).
Sk. -h-
Sk. -h- is written -h- in the 2nd c. B.C. in maha- 
(Vg. R.B.C. IV) maha-. But already in the same century 
there is an apparent loss of -h- in gapati- (Vg.R.B.C. IX) i.e. 
gapati- if < gghapati-. Again in the 2nd c. A.D. -h- is 
lost presumably in ovaya (Vg.I) i.e. for ovaya, Oer. fr. 
apavahayati, Pa. apavaheti. In the 4th c. A.D., however, there 
is a clear instance of the loss of -h- in vi- (Tg.R) i.e. for 
vT- ^  vrihi-, so that at least by the 4 th c. Sk. -h- was lost 
in Sinhalese.
Kxamples of the loss of -h-
gapati-; ovaya; vi-; ma-; ge, get, gehi; Hel-; mivun, mivun,. •
mi van; Si-, sT-, sT-; ha; nera; vala-; -ge; isa.
The following are examples of the loss of secondary -h-:
kavana (B.P. Ins. IV) ^  kahavana- <  karaapana-; varala
• • •
(B.P.Ins. VIII) <  vaharala- * varisala-.
The -h- of -aha (Oen. ag. termination) ia lost, in 
mapu[rjmuka (Gd.R.a) and in the 10th c., in mapurrauka, 
mapurumuka; Vadura; samvata; tama, tuma; vasa.
But, even after the loss of -h-, -h- is written -h-. When 
we consider the modern language we find,
(i) Forms with -h- beside forms in which -h- is lost.
e.g. mahalu, malu 'old; aged' << mahallaka-; boho, bo 'many; 
much' <  bahu-; moho, rao 'ignorance' <  moha-; lehe, le 
'blood' <. lohita-; loho, lo 'iron; metal' <  loha-; mihi, mi 
'earth* <  mahT-.
(ii) Forms where -h- is lost.
e.g. yT 'paddy* of. 4 th c. vi i.e. vi <c vrihi-; ha 'with;
together with' cf. 10th c. ha -C saha; neranu 'to set aside'
2  — — 
cf. 10th c. nera <1 neranu -c niharati; si 'lion' cf. 10th c.
A
sT- <  Pa. siha-; vala 'cloud' cf. 10th c. vala- valshaka-; 
ge 'house' cf. 10th c. ge <1 geha-; niga 'acorn' ^  nigraha-; 
ba 'arm' <  bahu-; vara 'pig' <C varaha-; ava, viva 'marriage' 
avaha-, vivaha-.
The fact that in some words only forms without -h- are 
found suggests that the words in which -h- is lost are the 
genuine Sinhalese words and words having -h- are loans from 
Pali. The spellings with -h- after the time of the loss of 
-h— are either conservative spellings or denote loans from 
Pali.
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e.g. raataa-, maha-, mahayaha, raahaya-, mahapanan, mabapanan;
• •
vahara, vehera, veherat, vaherataya etc.; a aha; Mahasena-;
• •
llahamalun; Mahadall-Mahana-; bah ay parahar, parshare, perahar 
etc.; saha, sahak; Mihind, Mihindu, Mihindaram-; bahar, bahari 
(bahara); mehesana-; aamahita; sihasun; pahara; gihi-; sohovur
Aspirates of Uanakrit
Sgh. has de-asplrated the 3k. aspirates. This may be due 
to a Draridlan influence - cf. Tamil which has no aspirates 
[v. Bloch, LIA. p.62], or more probably to a native Ceylon 
substratum.
Sgh. 8hows this de-aspiration from the earliest times as 
evidenced by these Inss.. It cannot be argued that this de­
aspiration was only graphic, since the fete of the Sk. as­
pirates has been the same as that of the Sk. non-aspirates in 
Sgh.* As previously shown under their respective sections, 
for instance,
Sk. k-, kh- >  k-
Sk. c—, ch- 8-
Sk. p-, ph- >  p-
Sk. g-, gh- >  g-;
Sk. d-, dh- >  d-;
Sk. b-, bh- >> b-.
Again, in intervocalic position,
Sk. -k-, -kh- >  -y- or was lost
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Sk. -g-, -gh- > -y- or was l08t
Sk. -t-, -th- > -y- or was lost
Sk. -d-, -dh- > -y- or was lost
Sk. -th-• > -1-•
8k. -dh-a > -1-•
AlSO compare,
Sk. -kk-, Kid.Ind. -kkh- ( ^ Sk. -ks-, -fk-) >  -k-
Sk. -tt-, • • Mid. Ind. -tth- • • ( < 8k. -8t-, -ath-)• a >  -t-•
Sk. -tt-, Mid. Ind. -tth- ( < Sk. -»t-, -sth-) >  -t-
Sk. Mid. Ind. -JJh- ( < Sk. -dhy-) > -d-
llid.Ind. -PP- ( < Sk. -tp-), Mid. Ind. -pph- ( < Sk. -sp-)
>  -p- etc..
Sk. intervocalic -bh-, however, offers 8 striking instance 
where the aspiration is preserved, since it was shown that 
3k. -bh- >  -h- in Sgh. l§40,9aj.
In the following instances, the aspirates are actually 
written. These are not to be explained as exceptions as sug­
gested by Geiger [v. SghO. §36 (1)J. This writing is either 
learned spelling after Sk., Pa. or denotes loan-words from 
Sk., Pa..
bhatu-; bhiku-; thama; phala; bhoga; Dhamu-; dagha-, 6agha6a;
liajhimaha; patith(i)te; Abhe-, Abhay-, Abhaya-, abhaya; vedha;
vadha; sabhaye, sabhayen; sandha; ulaghana, [ulajnghana,
• •
ula(gha)na; Abhidham-; labha, lmbhayehi; abhiyukta-; abhiseka,
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abhisekayen; viyakhan; vibanghe- (error for vibhanga-); 
siddham, siddhim, sidham, sidha; siddhi; Buddhamitra-; 
siddhanta; Jhita [537,3b].
549.
Metathesis of Consonants
1. Instances of metathesis of consonants are found occasion­
ally in Mid. Ind. [cf. Geiger, PLS. §47; Piachel, PkG. 5354J.
Some Sgh. words are the result of this early metathesis
e.g. MSgh. kenera ’she-elephantf cf. Pa.Pk. kaneru- <  Sk.
karenu-; vahan ’sandals1 cf. Pa. upahana, Pk. uvaneha, panaha,
pahana, yahaneT <  sk. upanah-.• .
2. The following are examples of metathesis found in these 
Inss.. Their corresponding Mid. Ind. forms, however, show no 
metathesis;
kavahana met. fr. kahavana karsapana-, cf. Pa. kahapana-,
Pk. kahavana-; laha- met. fr. * hala- C  fealaka-, cf. Pa.
sal aka-, Pk. salaya-; mahan met. f r . ^  hamana-<  6ramana-, cf. w 9 • • •
Pa. Pk. samana-; raehenivar, mehenivar-, raehenivarhi met. fr.• * • 9 • 9 •
* hemenivar- <  Sramanlghara-, cf. Pa.Pk. samani-. Similarly 
mehe, meheyin, meheyat <  Srama-, cf. Pa. Pk. sama-; 
rauhundhi i.e. writing for muhundhi [§58,5.J saraudra-, cf. 
Pa. samudda-; itiri- <  atirikta-, cf. Pa. atiritta-;
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hevurudu, havurudu-, havurud-, havuruduyehi, havurudyehi,
havurudden pres. samvatsara-, cf. Pa. samvacchara-; vahare <
Pk. varisa- [§53,3o]; veherala, veheraleya, veharala, vaharila,
▼aharala <  * varisala-; her an- <  BSk. firaraane’ra-?, cf. Pa.• • • w
samanera-; pekad&ka lw. Sk. petaka-ka-? [§36,4&J; vahan-se < 
* vabhan met. fr. Sk. bhav&n l§40,9a].
marumakane, marumanaka, manuraaraka, marumakan&kane (error
• • w m
for marumakane) cf. llSgh. munubura 'grandson', acc. to Geiger, 
"are probably various transpositions of * manoramaka-" [v.
GSghG. §88 (1)], but acc. to Wickremasinghe, "seem to be no 
more than the Tamil word maru-makan" [v. E.Z. 1,1,p.17].
§50.
Double Consonants and Consonant-groups of Sk.
1. The double consonants of Sk. vere preserved in Mid .Ind.
e.g. Sk. lajja > Pa.Pk. lajja; Sk. 6uddha- > Pa.Pk. suddha-. 
The consonant-groups of Sk. vere assimilated into double con­
sonants in Mid.Ind., and this assimilation primarily marked 
off Mid. Ind. from Primitive Indian, [of. Chatterji, ODBL&ng. 
§13ifj. In the consonant-group the explosive consonant absorbed 
the implosive. Hence in & group like -kt- the resulting sound 
was -tt- e.g. bhaktam y  bhattam. Professor Turner in JRAS. 
Oct. 1921, 'Gujarati Phonology' §73 remarks "Where both sounds
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were explosive, i.e. when both formed a syllable with the follow 
ing vowel, that having the greater degree of closure was the 
dominant. Hence groups like stop f r or stop + nasal became 
double stop e.g. takrara >  takkam; agnih ;> aggT. A sibilant 
being absorbed imparted aspiration to the group. In some cases 
the more open of two explosive consonants exercised a certain 
influence (owing to the position assumed by the tongue, etc. 
in the passage from one sound to another) on the more closed 
or dominant consonant, e.g. dental ♦ y or dental + s *> double 
palatal; ks in the western dialects >  cch; dental + v or m :> 
double labial (double dental in some dialects). In the groups 
hy, ry the y became j and so the dominant consonant.w
These Mid. Ind. double consonants ( <  original double 
consonants or <  consonant-groups of Sk.) have the following 
3 developments in Mod. Ind.:-
1) Double consonants remain unchanged in Panjabi and Lahnda 
[cf. also Bloch, LIA. p.89].
2) They have become single without any effect on the preceding 
vowel in Sindhi [cf. also Bloch, LLM. §68J.
3) Elsewhere we find that they have become single with 
lengthening of the preceding vowel by way of compensation, [cf. 
also Chatterji, ODBLang. §138, p.259].
e.g. P. lajj; S. laja; H. laj etc. lajja- [v. TND. s.v. 
lajj; P. raatta; S. mato; H. mata etc. <C matta- [v.id. s.v. 
mat]; P.L. ratta; S. rato; H. rata etc. <C rakta-, Mid.Ind.
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ratta- lv. a.v. ratoj; P.L. satt; 3. sata; H. sat etc. <.
*— 1septa-, Mid. Ind. satta- lv. id. s.v. sat j.
From the earliest times, the Brahmi Inss. of Ceylon give 
evidence of assimilation of groaps of consonants into double 
consonants. These double consonants, however, are written 
single, not "made single" as remarked by Wiokremasinghe [v.
E.Z. I, 1,p.15j. Damarakita- (Vg.R.B.C.I) Dharmaraksita-
puta (Vg. R.B.C. Ila) <  putra-; catudifia- (Vg. R.B.C.I) lw*
Pa. catuddlsa- caturdifia- etc. Hultzsch remarks "The 
inscriptions of Asoka and of the Andhra kings express every 
double consonant by a single letter" [v. Hultzsch, A6. Inss. 
p.lixj, and it is taken for granted that this is only graphic. 
Geiger [v. SghO. £37 (2)J rightly remarks "The same holds 
good with regard to the BrahmT Inss. of Ceylon."
This theory is supported by the following observations.
The 2nd o. A.D. heralded the following changes in the single 
intervocalic guttural, palatal, cerebral, dental and labial 
consonants of Sk.. For instance, Sk. -k-, -g- > -y- t§34#6,6] 
Sk. -o- >  -J- [§35,6.]; Sk. -t- > -d- [§3 6,4 .J; Sk. -t-, -d- 
>  -y- [§37,6,8.]} Sk. -p- >  [§4 0 ,6 .J. Up to this time
(2nd c. A.D.), all consonants representing original Sk. double 
consonants with these or groups of consonants having as their 
explosive sounds a consonant belonring to one of the above- 
mentioned five classes were pronounced as double consonants 
although written single; otherwise, these consonants too
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should have fallen to/gther v;lth the original single Inter-
A
vocalic consonants (guttural, palatal, cerebral, dental and 
labial) of Sk. and eventually shared their fate. Then, from 
the 2nd c. A.D. onwards, these double consonants, still 
written single, were pronounced single as in MSgh.. Evidence 
for the change of Sk. -s- to -h- is also first found in the 
2nd c. A.D. [§4 6,3 ]* Therefore -ss- <  Sk. -6y-, -sy-, -ay-, 
-6r-, -8r-, -rsT-, -rs- etc. was pronounced as double sibilant 
up to the 2nd c. A.D. and from the 2nd c. A.D. onwards became 
single sibilant. The 2nd c. A.D. also shows evidence for the 
loss of Sk. -y- and of Sk. -v- [§§43,3; 44,3j. Up to the 2nd c 
A.D. then -yy- <  Sk. -ry- or - w -  <  Sk. -rv- were pronounced 
as -yy- and - w -  respectively and from the 2nd c. A.D. on­
wards became single -y- and -v-. It is also presumable that 
-11- and the double nasals -nn-, -mm- were pronounced aa 
double before the 2nd c. A.D. and as single from the 2nd c.
A.D. onwards.
3. By the 2nd c. A.D., then, all double consonants had
become single in Sgh.• This change brought in its train 
compensatory lengthening of the preceding vowel, although 
MSgh. shows no such lengthening. These Inss. provide us with 
no direct written evidence for this compensatory lengthening, 
but there is certain indirect evidence which suggests this.
As shown previously, a —  i ^  a, and the first 
appearance of this change was in the 4th c. A.D. [§10,1.].
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We find in the 2nd c. A.D. pati (Pkm; Tp.S) and in the 3rd c. 
A.D. pati (Jv) which represents Sk. prapti-. Since -tt- <£
-pt- would have become -t- by the 2nd c. A.D. [v. aboveJ we 
cannot assume that the writing pati of the 2nd and 3rd c. A.D. 
denotes pattl. In the 5th and 6th c. A.D. this word is written
peta (Rv.P; Ng.R) i.e. for pata [§10, 1,7bJ. To explain this a
we have to postulate a form m pati for the writing pati of the
2nd and 3rd c. A.D.. This * pati does not represent an orig­
inal Sk. * pati- but a pre-2nd c. A.D. patti <  Sk. prapti-; 
hence the -t- survives. On the contrary, if we assume that 
the 2nd and 3rd c. A.D. writing pati represents an actual 
pronunciation pati, we cannot explain the later a. Similarly 
the 2nd c. A.D. writing hati- (Pkm) denotes a form * hati- <  
pre-2nd c. A.D. hatti- <  Sk. hastin- which would have given 
a 4th c. A.D. * hati- (* ati-) as attested by the 10th c. 
at-, ati- and MSgh. at.
These two words therefore indirectly attest that a pre­
ceding a shortened double consonant was lengthened to a, but 
this a was written short, just as original Sk. a was written a. 
We cannot say definitely when this a >  a. This shortening 
probably happened at the same time as the shortening of orig­
inal Sk. a to a in Sgh. i.e. 8th c. A.D. [§1,4,5]; therefore 
there was no compensatorily lengthened a after the 8th c. A.D. 
1*6 ,2bj.
The fact that a is written in the 10th c. in vadu <•
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▼erdhakln- and Dapula-, Dapulu- of. Pa. Dappula- would again
• •
suggest that the lengthened a had existed, although not written 
before thi& time. Perhaps these appeared as learned forms.
Indirect evidence for compensatory lengthening of i is as 
follows:- We find in the 2nd c. A.D. jina- (Pkra; Vg.II) anda
in the 3rd c. A.D. jina- (Jv) which represents Sk. jTrna-.
• •
Since -nn- <  -rn- would have become -n- by the 2nd c. A.D.•. . .
[v. above] the writing jina- of the 2nd and 3rd c. A.D. can-
not denote jinna-. Perhaps it denotes * jTna- <  pre-2nd c.
• • •
A.D. jinna- <  Sk. jirna-. This * jina- form can be upheld .. •. «
thus: i —  a >  a —  a in the 4 th c. A.D. L§18], so that if
the writing jina- in the 2nd and 3rd c. A.D. is to be construed
as jina-, we would expect a 4th c. A.D. form * jane-; but that • •
this is not the case is proved by the 5th c. A.D. writing 
jina- (lld.S).
\
Indirect evidence for compensatory lengthening of u is 
afforded thus: u —  a >  a —  a in the 2nd c. B.C. l$21j.
Since -tt- would have become -t- by the 2nd c. A.D. Lv. ebove] 
the writing puta (Jv) in the 3rd c. A.D. and puta (Tg.R) in 
the 4 th c. A.D. etc. cannot denote putta. We have to postulate 
* puta <  pre-2nd c. A.D. putta- <  Sk. putra-, and therefore 
would not be expected to give * pata in the 3rd and 4 th c. A.D., 
following the change of original u —  a to a —  a.
It is apparent then that i and u preceding a shortened 
double consonant were lengthened to T, u, but were written
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short, just as original Sk. T, u wers written i, u. It is 
probable that this T, u >  i,u at the same time as original 
Sk. T, u > i, u in Sgh. i.e. 8th c. A.D. [§2,3].
§51.
1 • Homorganlc
1.a. Sk. -kk-
-kk- >  -k-: kukulan, (kukul)-; tik, tik-.
Pk. ekka- is probably lw. Sk. eka- [TND. s .t . ek; cf.
also HLLM. §213]. Chatterji [v. ODBLang. §136,p.2 5 6] explains
"Sanskrit words in Mid. Ind. also had to conform to the
phonetic habit of Mid. Ind. which would tolerate only double
stops in the middle of a word, and not single ones, as single
ones would be voiced and spirantlsed: thus eka-,reintroduced
in Mid. Ind., became ekka-, whence a Common Mod. Ind. ek."
These Inss. show eka-, ek-, ekak, eknat, ekalos-, of. MSgh.
• •
ek; kenek, kenekun, kenakun, keneknat, ekkenekun, ekkeneknat. .
is perhaps <  a Pk. form * ekken ’ekka-?#
1.b . Sk. -cch-
-cch- >  -8-, in the 10th c., in gasa, gas; apis.
Mirlal- is perhaps Mid. Ind. * maricca- rather than 
directly from Sk. marTca-, since Sk. -c- -d- [§35,6].
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I.e. Sk. -JJ-
- j j- >  -d-, in the 10th c.,in eadi. Thus -JJ- shared the 
fate of original Sk. -j- [§35,7aJ.
1.d. Sk. -tt-
-tt- >  -t- :• • •
(pa)ta; kota, kota, ketu.'  •  7 •  w • w «
1 .a. Sk. -tt-
-tt- written -t- but pron. -tt- before the 2nd c. A.D. 
Sbnutara-, Sbnutara(ha); Bamadata-; Uta(ra)-; Utiya-, Uti-.
Then >  -t-:
Utara-, utur-, uturu-; ait-; utarat; ek-bitten; sartuma; 
(uti)rika; Kita-.
1.f. Sk. -ddh-
-ddh- written -d- but pron. -dd- in Budarakita- occurring 
in the 1st c. B.C.
-ddh- >  -d-:
Budu-, Bud-, bud; Sambudun; Budadasa-, Buddas-; bad-; yud-; 
varad, varadat, varadak.
The writing of -ddh- as -ddh-, in siddham, siddhira; siddhi 
Buddhamitra-; siddhanta; points either to learned spellings or 
to loan-words from Sk.
si represents Sk. siddham; since -ddh- cannot disappear, 
it was probably a shortened form of writing of the familiar 
auspicious word.
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By the 10th c. A.D. Sgh. -d- also represented Sk. -J- 
[§35,7]5 therefore in the following 10th c. words are found 
incorrect learned spellings where -j- is written for -d-: 
Buj- <  Buddha-; baj- <T baddha-; varaj- <  aparaddha-.
1 .g. Sk. -11-
-11- >  -1- :
balu; ulaghana, ula(gha)na, u(la)ngna, [ulajnghana; val-; 
pal-; Mahamalun.
1 .h. Sk. -nn-
-nn- written -n- but pres. pron. -nn- in the following in­
stance occurring in the 1st c. B.C. and 1st c. A.D.: 
dine.
-nn- >  -n- j
dine, dini, dina, dinaka, padidine, dun, dunuvan, dinmi; van, 
vana-; avanaka-, vanuvan, vanne, vannehi, vanney, vannan, 
vannavun, vann(e) [§§28,ifb; 61,2]; asanhi; uvanaka; unu-.
1.i . Sk. -mm-
-ram- -m-:
samatavaya; sama(te)ya-; hamuyehi.
1.j. Mid. Ind. -gg-
e.g. vasaga, vasagin cf. Pa. vassagga-; Viduragu-, Vijuragu- 
cf. Pa. Vajiragga-.
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1 .k. Mid. Ind. -pp-
e.g. Dapula-, Dapulu- of. Pa. Dappula-.
• •
1.1. Mid. Ind. -as-
e.g. vasavasika- cf. Pa. YassaTasika-j vasa cf. Pa. Yassa-; 
vasaga, v&sagin cf. Pa. Yassagga-; vasvu cf. Pa. Yassapita + 
bhuta-.
1 .m. Mid.. Ind. -flg-
Mid. Ind. -nn- >  -n- •• • • f
tin <  Mid. Ind. tinni; G(o)na- Mid. Ind. * gonna-.
Prom the 6th c. A.D. onwards this - n - - n -  [§41, 3, if J: 
tun, tunu- Mid.Ind. tinni; gon <  Mid. Ind. * gonna-.
Mid. Ind. -nn- appears as -nd- in the word pa&duru 
(Pl.S. - 10th c.) which Oeiger connects with Pa. pannakara-
[▼. OSghO. §63]- If this connection is acceptable -nd-
. ■ '
remains unexplained.
2 . Heterorganic
In heterorganic groups the first stop is assimilated to 
the second.
2 .a. 8k. -tk-
-tk- (Mid.Ind. -kk-) >  -k-:
sakur, sakar; balakarin; tak-, tuvak-, tuvak-.
The inherited Pa. form of Sk. tsTvatke- would be 
* tavakka-, but Instead Pa. shows tavataka- (with SYarabhakti
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vowel -a-) as lw. from Sk.t whence tuvat- (An.Sk.).
2 .b. Sk. -dg-
-dg- (Mid.Ind. -gg-) >  -g- : 
pugul-; munguru- [For n, §58,5-]-
2 .0 . 3k. -kt-
-kt- (Mid. Ind. -tt-) written -t- but pron. -tt- in the foil, 
instances occurring before the 2nd c. A.D.: 
bate- bhakta- ’devoted’; Batapalaha.
Then >  -t- ;
bate, bat, batak, batat bhakta- ’rice’; payutu-; batavatita- 
sat-; yut-, yutu; itiri- [§4 9,2 ]; viyat-; bati-; peta.
vataka- (error for vutaka-) is prob. lw. Pa. vutta-ka-, 
cf. Sk. ukta-. The writing of -kt- as -kt- in abhiyukta- is 
either a learned spelling or denotes lw. Sk. id..
2.d. Sk. -pt-
-pt- (Hid.Ind. -tt-) written -t- but pron. -tt- before the 
2nd c. A.D.:
Slvagutaha; Pusagute, Pusogutaha, (Pu)sagutena.
Then >  -t- :
pati, peta, pet; patiya-; Outa-; sata-, sat-; pat-; gat, gata-; 
gattan, gatuvan; nikata (error for nikita).
2.e. Sk. -bdh-
-bdh- (Mid. Ind. -ddh-) >  -d-:
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lad, ladl, ladT; ladu-, laddan, laduvan, laduvanat.
2 .f. 3k. -tp-
-tp- (Mid. Ind. -pp-) p* -p- :
Upala-, Opula-.
§52.
Groups with y
In all groups y is assimilated.
1. Stop + y
1.a. Sk. -khy-
-khy- (Mid. Ind. -kkh-) ^  -k-:
vly&kh&n <  * viyakhyana-, cf. ryakhyana-. [The aspirate is 
a learned spelling after a Pa. form * vyakkhana- or 
* vakkhana-, cf. Pa. ryakkhissara VI shall tell1J.
I.b. 8k. -gy-
-gy- (Mid.Ind. -gg-) >  -g- : cf. MSgh. laginu fto rest in' <  
lagyati [TND. s .v . lagnuj. The only example of -gy- is 
arogya- (Mdg - 10th c.); the writing of -gy- as -gy- is either 
a learned spelling or denotes lw. Sk. id..
I.e. Sk. cy-
cy- (Mid. Ind. c-) P  c- >  s- >  h- [§35#1®J* henu (K.J*29)
< cyavate.
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1.d. Sk. -oy-
-cy- (Mid. Ind. -cc-) appears as -c- in the 6th c. in rici- 
* rucyita-, cf. Pk. ruccida-, MSgh. risi, but in the 10th c. 
as -8— in pisa ^  pacyate and not <  pacati (since Sk. -c- >  
-j- >  -d- §35,6). The writing -s- in pisa shows that -c- 
pre— 2nd c. A.D. -cc- <  Sk. -cy- had become -s- by the 10th c.
I.e. 8k. jy-
3r- (Mid. Ind. j-) appears as J- in the 1st c. A.D. in jeta- ^  
jyestha- and again in the 3th c. in Jetatisa-. This word 
does not occur after this period, and there is no other example 
of Sk. Jy-. MSgh. has deta, detu which shows that j- < Sk. Jy- 
> d-. This change probably had occurred at the same time
as the change of original Sk. J- to d- i.e. 6th c. [§35,3a].
1.f. Sk. -Jy-
(Mid. Ind. -jj-) appears as -j- in the 2nd c. A.D. in 
vibajakahl <  vibhajya-ka-; again in the 6th c. in raja- 
rajya-. But in the 10th c. it appears as -d- in behed- <  
bhaisajya- and avud <  avrajya and this writing shows that 
-j- <C pre-2nd c. A.D. -jJ- <  Sk. -jy- had become -d- by 
this time, and thus shared the fate of original Sk. -J- 
[§3 5,7aJ; therefore avuj as aga. avud is a conservative 
spelling.
N.B. Dental ♦ y
The y is assimilated and the dental is changed to the
corresponding palatal both in Mid. and Mod. Ind.. So it is
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in Sgh..
1.g. S*» ty-
ty- (Mid. Ind. c-) appears as c- in the 6th e. in caya <  
tyaga—.
1 .h. Sk. -ty-
-ty- (Mid. Ind. -cc-) appears as -c- in the 2nd c. A^D. in 
paca-, paoani Pa. paccaya-, Sk. pratyaya-, and again in 
the 6th c. in pacayata, but in the 10th c. it appears as -a-
a
in pasa, pasayen, pasayat, pasayak <  id. and gos prob. <
a
-gatya; this writing shows that -c- < pre-2nd c. A.D.
-cc- Sk. -ty- had become -a- by the 10th c.
1.1. Sk. -dy-
-dy- (Mid. Ind. -jj-) appears as -j- in the 4 th c. in kaja- 
khadya-; kajaka- <  khadya^ka-; paheja- <• parsadya-?, but in 
the 10th c. as -d- in red- *< yaidya-j wid- <  vidyut-; 
savadda- <  savadya-ka- [▼. §6 1,2]; suvada <  31 supadya-ka-?; 
this writing shows that -j- <  pre-2nd c. A.D. -Jj- <  Sk.
-dy- had become -d- by this time, and thus shared the fate of 
original Sk. -J- [§35,7a].
1.j. Sk. -dhy-
-dhy- (Mid. Ind. -jjh-) is written -Jh- in the 1st c. B.C. in 
Majhiraaha < Pa. majjhima-, cf. Sk. madhyama-. The aspirate 
is a learned spelling after the Pa. form. (In this word 
-j- represents -jj-).
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We find in the 10th c. mandi-, manda [with intrusive 
nasal §58,5] < madhya-; Mandindina [§id.J <C Madhyamdina—; 
hada^a <  svadhyaya ♦ kgta-; budnat <  budhyate; this writing 
shows that -j- <  pre-2nd c. A.D. - j j- Sk. -dhy- had become
-d- by this time, and thus shared the fate of original Sk.
-J- [§35,7a].
i.k. Sk. -ny- and -ny-
Like the Dental ♦ y group, the groups -ny- and -ny- had
undergone palatalization after the assimilation of y in Pali
/w A/v d o u b le
e.g. Pa. -nn- <  Sk. -ny-, -ny-. Prakrit, having no palatal
d o u b le  ^
nasal, has replaced it by the cerebral nasal i.e. Pk. -nn- <
Sk. -ny-, -ny-. In Mod. Ind., Sindhi retains the palatal
nasal, while the other languages have the dental nasal.
— o — p
e.g. TND. s.v. dhan; sun ; mannu; thun ; arnu and Addenda.
Sgh. has the dental nasal e.g. arana-; ran-, ran, ranat;
pin- [of.§]jd,3];ana-;annat; dana; dena, dena-, dena, denaku, 
denakhat.
1.1. Sk. -my-
The only example of -my- (Mid. Ind. -ram-) is found in Samma- 
(10th c.), and -ran- shows lw. Pa. sarama- < Sk. samyak-.
1 .m. Sk. -ly-
-ly- (Mid. Ind. -11-) >  -1-:
magala-, mangul-, magul-; bale(ya)n.
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1 .n. Sk. vy-
vy- > Pa. vy-, Y-; Pk. Y-. In Mod. Ind. it remains as v- 
in the y - languages and becomes b- in the b- languages 
[§44.1.J. Sgh. being a y - language [§44,2.] has v- <  Yy-. 
e.g. Yapara-; vaparayanat.
1.°. Sk. -Yy-
-Yy- > Pa. -bb-, Pk. -y y -, Mod. Ind. -v-. It is to be
noted that, according to Professor Turner, Sindhi has -b- <.
Pk. -vv- < Sk. -Yy- e.g. S. sibanu <  sTvyati [TND. s .y . 
siunu] as against -b- (implosive -b-) <  Pk. -v y - <  Sk.
-rv- e.g. S. cabanu carvayati [TND. s .y . cabaunuj.
Sgh. has -v- <  -vy- e.g. aviya-.
2. Sibilant ♦ y
The y being assimilated, this group resulted in Mid.Ind. 
in a double sibilant, which is reduced to a single sibilant 
in Mod. Ind..
2.a. Sk. -Sy-.-sy-. -sy- (Mid. Ind. -ss-)
-sy- is written -§- in the 2nd c. B.C. in Ti&aha < Tisya-;
• •
Ti&aya, Ti(6a)ya < Tisya- and in the 1st c. B.C. in Ti£aha, 
Tisla-, Tifite < Tisya-; Pusagutaha, Pu^agute, (Pu) flfagutena < 
* Pusyagupta-.** In these words the writing -a- representsa
(») The writing -s- in the iBt c. B.C. in Tisaha and Tisa- 
is due to the confusion in the writing of s' and s at 
this time [§4 6,2 j.
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-SB- [§50,2], cf. Mg.Pk. -sV- ^  sk. -sy- [v. PPkG. §315] 
and v. §4 6,2 . This -ss- >  -as- by the 1st c. A.D. as 
attested by Tisa- i.e. for Tissa-[§4 6 ,3j and >  -s- by the 
2nd c.A.D. [§50,2] e.g. Tisa-. Later are found Tisa-, Tisa-, 
Tisaye; minisnat, minisun, minis-; hasahi; Kasapi-, Kasaba-, 
Kasba, Kasub-.
The -sy- of the Gen. sg. termination -asya is written
in the 2nd and 1st c. B.C. as -a- i.e. for -ss-, in
sagasTa, daghas'a; terada; Sonasa. (For the writing -s- in
Harumasa; sagasa, sagasa; Palikadasa v. §4 6,2 ).
Beside these forms is found the writing -h- in the 2nd
and 1st c. B.C.. In Mid. Ind. the normal treatment of 3k.
-sy-, -sy- was -ss-, but in certain terminations the change
was to -h- with lengthening of the preceding vowel. For
instance, in the Future Tense termination -h- is found, e.g.
Pa. kahami etc. * karsyami [v. GPL3. §153; §150 foil.],
Pk. kahimi etc. [v. PPkG. §520 foil.J. Again, the Gen.
sg. termination Sk. -asya appeared as -aha beside -a&fia in
Mg. Pk. and as -aha, -aho, -aho beside -assu, -asu in Ap.
Pk. [v. PPkG. §366J.
Old Sgh., like Mg.. Pk., had -aha (-aha ?)** beside
-a66a [v. above] in the 2nd and 1st c. B.C.. In the 1st c.
A.D. there is a solitary instance where -asa (i.e. -assa)
is found in sagasa. From this time onwards only the
(») It is probable that up to the time when Sk. a >  a i.e. 
6th c. [§1,4 ,5 .], the writing -aha denoted -aha.
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-aha (-aha ?) form is found.
-aha is written in;-
Deyaha; Harumaha; Shmanaha, Sumanaha; kulaha; pitaha; Tifeaha,
Tisaha; Batapalaha; ter aha; Nadaha; Pu6agutaha; Slvagutaha;
Majhimaha; rajaha; sagaha, sagahata, sagahataya; Batakayaha;
• •
iiahayaha; Aselayaha; putaha; tumaha; vataha; Sivayaha;
Devayaha; Apayaha, Apayahata; Bumanayaha; purumakahata;
• •
Sagayaha; kadaraha; Hahadaragalaha; gamayaha; (Na)ga(ha);
Sonutara(ha); A[baya]ha; (Sb)naha; raja(ha); (avajraneha 
• •
(error for avaranaha); (na)vaka(ri)yaha; (yakuhate);
• •
(Vaha)bayaha.
Then in the 8th c. this -aha(-aha ?) appears as -a (with 
the loss of -h-, v. §47,2,3) as attested by mapu[r Jzmika; 
this -a has come down to the modern language as the termina­
tion of the Oblique Case singular.
-a occurs also in the 10th c., in
mapurmuka, mapurumuka; Vadura; samvata; tama, tuma; vasa.
Beside the -a forms are found forms in -ahu, -hu in the 
10th c. e.g. sarahu; radhu, radahu, rajhu; bisevhu; apahu. 
These represent the older -aha in its uncontracted form, and 
ere no longer existent in the modern times [v. also GSghG. 
§99], but u remains unexplained.
General Hote:
It is to be observed that the development of Hid. Ind. 
-ss- <  Sk. -sy- > -sy-, -sy- or C  Sk. -£r-, -sr-, -rrf-,
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-rs-, -rrfy- [553,3J or <  sk. -sV-, -av- L§55,2] was to -a-. 
Any forms with -h- are only secondary developments of this 
-s-, following the development of original Sk. -rf-, -a-, -a- 
to -h- [§i*6,3,4] •
§53.
Groups with r
In all groups r is assimilated.
1. Groups in which r forms the 1st letter
1.a. Sk. -rk-
-rk- (Mid.Ind. -kk-) >  -k-; 
sakur-; aki-.
1.b. Sk. -rg-
-rg- (Mid.Ind. -gg-) > -g-s
mang-, manga, niangu- (with intrusive n, §58,5) <  raarga-; 
mangiva [§id.] <  margika-; magiv- < margika-.
1.c . Sk. -rgh-
-rgh- (Mid. Ind. -ggh-) > -g-j
gingiriyak [For ii, §58,5] <  ghurghura-, ghurghurika-.
1 .d. Sk. -rp-
-rp- (Mid.Ind. -pp-) >  -p-s 
hapi-; dap.
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I.e. Sk. -rbh-
-rbh- (Mid.Ind. -bbh-) >  -b-j 
gab, gabhi.
1. f . Sk. -rn-
-rn- (Mid. Ind. -nn-) written -n- but pres. pron. -nn- before 
• • • • • •
the 2nd c. A.D.:
soyana-: Kudakana-.
• • •
Then >  -n-:
sovana-; jina-; Sarimekavana-: vanahi; puna-.
From the 6th c. A.D. onwards this -n- >  -n- [§41,3,4J: 
Opulavana-; huna-j pun-; SalaraevanT Salameyvan-; vanu.
1 .g. 3k. -rm-
-rra- (Mid. Ind. -mm-) written -m- but pres. pron. -mm-, in 
Damarakita- occurring before the 2nd c. A.D.
Then >  -m-:
kama, kam, kamat; kamiyan, kaiuiyanat, kami-; amana, amanaka,
amunak, amunakat; nimala-; Dhamu-; Abhidham-; navam, navaraat; . . .  •
nimavanu, nimava; nimat; nimiyata, nimiyata; situvam; 
danduvam.
1.h. Sk. -ry-
-ry- >  Pa. -yy-. In Pk. it becomes -jj- and in Mod. Ind. 
-j-f thus corresponding to the change of Sk. y- to j- 
L§if3,1]. In Sindhi it has become -j- (implosive -j-) 
e.g. S. kaju [TND. s .v . kaj], whereas Sk. y- has become j­
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in Sindhi e.g. Jotro [TNI), s.v. jot].
In Sgh., Sk. -ry- >  -y- just as Sk. y- survives as y-
[§43,2].
-e.g. Batakayaha; Sivayaha; Devayaha; Sumanayaha; Sagayaha; 
Sivayi, Savaya; Saratarayaha; S[ijrinakayi; (Vaha)bayaha <1 
-arya-; m& hay a ha, mahaya- <  * maharyapada-.
ayika is probably <  Sk. ary&kam; Wickremasinghe [E.Z.I, 
6,p.258J has made it equivalent to Pa. agghika- but he is 
wrong since Pa. -ggh- -g- in Sgh., though the meaning of 
ayika may have been influenced by Pa. agghika-.
1.i. Sk. -rv-
-rv- > Pa. -bb-, Pk. -vv-. In Mod. Ind. in the v- languages 
[§44,1] it has become -v- but in the b- languages [§id.j it 
has become -b-. In Sindhi it has become -b- (implosive -b-) 
[§52,10].
Sgh. which is a v- language [§4 4 ,2 ] has -v- <  Sk. -rv-. 
In pavata- occurring before the 2nd c. A.D. the writing -v- 
represents -vv-.
Then > -v- 2
pavaya-, pavu, pava[ta]-, pa(viye), pa(vi)yehi; puviya-; 
sava-, sav-; dunuva-; nivay, niva; Puvaram-.
The -v- < -rv- is lost in Posona <. * puvasavan- <  
purvaSravana-.
1.j. Sk. -rt-. -rth-. -rd-. -rdh- 
v. § on r or r + Dental, §38.
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2. Groups in which r forms the 2nd letter
2.a. Sk. kr-
kr- (Mid. Ind. k-) > k-:
kiniya krTnati.• •
2.b. Sk. -kr-
-kr- (Mid. Ind. -kk-) >  -k-s
Sak-; yikmen; ikma; parakmen [§§10,7d; 32, 3*>J.
2.°. Sk. gr-
gr- (Mid. Ind. g-) ;> g-:
Gamini-; gama, gamat, gam, gama, garna, gamu, gamhi, gama-,
• •
gamin, gamhi, gamahi; (ga)misahi; gamakehi, gamayaha, gamayahi; 
gamika-; gimin; gahe; ganna.
2.d. Sk. -gr-
-gr- (Mid. Ind. -gg-) >  -g- :
ninga [For ii, §56,5]; samang- [§id.]; samangin [§id.]
Agbo-, Agboyim, Agboy-.
2.c. Sk. tr-
tr- (Mid. Ind. t-) >  t-: 
te; tin, tun, tunu.
2.f. Sk. -tr-
It was shown previously [§38] that r preceding a dental 
cerebral!zed it. But when r follows a dental there is no 
cerebral!zation.
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-tr- (Mid. Ind. -tt-) written -t- but pron. -tt- before the 
2nd o. A.D.:
puta, pute; Citaya; Mite?. aahamntn.-.
Then >  -t-j
puta, pute, puti, putaha; cata, sat; sirit, siritat,
8iriti; ket-; keta(kahi); pat; nfttrr* situyam; kat-, kata-; 
piritas-; Pirit-.
The writing of -tr- as -tr- in Buddhamitra- ia either a 
learned spelling or denotes lw. Sk. id..
saturan is lw. Sk. sfatru-, with svarabhakti vowel -u-.
2.g. Sk. dr-
dr- (Mid. Ind. d-) ^  d-j 
donika-; dakva.
2 .h. Sk. -dr-
-dr- (Mid. Ind. -dd-) written -d- but pron. -dd- in bada- 
occurring before the 2nd c. A.D..
Then >  -d- ;
muhundhi [For n^ §56,5]; dilind- [§id.].
2.i . Sk. pr-
pr- (Mid. Ind. p-) >  p-:
pati, peta, pet; patiya-; podavaya; pacani, paoa-, pacayata,
• * .
pasa, pasayen, pasayat, pasayak; padiya; padana; payutu-; 
(pa)jina-, padum-; pavatna; piyo-; pana; pahayay; pala-, 
pala-, (pa)la-; pat-; pa-, pahaya, pahahi; pamanin; payarana;
patala-; pavasi-; Patana-; pahara; paharavaya; pata; pamanu
pinisa; pinisVa; pinisvuvan.
• • •
Sk. -pr-
-pr- (Mid. Ind. -pp-) >  -p-:
Vap-, Vap-, Vapa.
Sk. br-
br- (Mid. Ind. b-) >  b-:
bamana-, Bamun-, [Bamana]- brahmana- which appears as a 
• • • •
lw. in Pa. brahmana- [of. also TND. s.v. bahun]; Bamadata-. 
Sk. bhr-
bhr- (Mid. Ind. bh-) >  b-:
bat; bhatu- (The writing bh- is either a learned spelling 
after Pa. bhata or denotes lw. Pa. id..)^ baK'a
Sk. vr-
vr- (Mid. Ind. ▼-) ;> v-:
vi-; vadna; vada; vat, vatin, Tata; vadda.
Sk. -yr- 
-vr- >  -v-: 
avuj, avud.
Sibilant ♦ r or r + Sibilant
In either case the r is assimilated and the resultant 
in Mid. Ind. is a double sibilant, which is reduced to a
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single sibilant in Mod. Ind.
3.a. Sk. 6r-. sr- (Mid. Ind. 8-)
§r- is written d- in the 2nd c. B.C. in (Sfaraana)ya SVamana-
• •
[For this writing, v. §^6,1,2] but is written h- in the 2nd c.
A.D. in hamana, haraanana(ya) sVamana-; in the 8th c. in
•»
heran- sramanera-?? and in the 10th c. in mahan; mehenivar,
• • i .
mehenivarhi; mehe, meheyin, meheyat. In the same century is• •
found hoy a-; (he)jritiyen.
Therefore s- <  Sk. efr-, sr- >  h- by the 2nd c. A.D. and 
has followed the development of original Sk. s- to h-
The writing 8- in sadaha of. Sk. sVaddha- is either a 
learned spelling after Pa. saddha- or denotes lw. Pa. id.. The 
writing s'r- in fifri points either to a learned spelling after
Sk. sVi- or to lw. Sk. id..
Siri-, Siri-, siri, Sari-, Sara- (both these errors for
Siri-) perhaps lw. Sk. 8'rT-, with svarabhakti vowel -i-, cf.
Pa. sirT-, siri- [v. PTSPaD.], Pk. siri- [v. PPkG. §98J. The
Pa. and Pk. forms also were perhaps lww. Sk. srT-.
3.b. Sk. -^r-. -sr- (Mid. Ind. -ss-)
An instance of -sV- is first found in the 2nd c. A.D.
and appears as -s- in patisavanu <■ * prtisfravana-. Also in
o
the 10th c. in asvanu; pinisvuvan; pinisa; pinisva; Posona
• • •
An instance of -sr- is found in the 2nd c. A.D. and appears as 
-s- in saha(si)- <  sahasrin-. These examples show that the
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development of -s'r-, -sr- was to -s- [cf. §52,2, General 
NoteJ.
3.c. Sk. -rtf-, -rs- (Mid. Ind. -ss-)
An instance of -rs- is found in the 1st c. B.C. in
dudadane ^  sudardana-; here -s- represents -sV- [§5 0,2 ] cf.
Mg.Pk. -s's- Sk. -rs-; cf. §if6,2. This -sV- >  -ss- by the
1st c. A.D. [$4 6,3] and y> -s- by the 2nd c. A.D. [§50,2].
In the 4 th c. is found an instance of -rs- which appears
as -s- in vasahi <  varsa-. Also in the 10th c. in vasa;
(ga)misahi; pavasi-.
The writing -h-, however, is found in the 2nd c. A.D. in
kahavana and later in kahavana, kahavanehi, kavahana <• . . .
karsapana-. This particular word is perhaps influenced by • •
Pa. kaheTpana-, where already the change of Sk. -rs- to -h- 
• •
is found sporadically. This -h- has disappeared in kavana
i.e. for kavana, following the loss of original Sk. -h-.
[§47,2,3. J. In the 4th c. is found also paheja- parsadya-? 
in this word -s- ^  Sk. -rs- >  -h- following the development 
of original Sk. -s- to -h- [§4 6,3 ].
Despite these two words, the development of Sk. -rd-,
-rs- was to -s- as the other examples show. [§52,2, General 
Note].
Sk. varsa- appears perh. as a lw. in Pk. as varisa-, 
whence has developed vahare i.e. vahare (by metathesis) ■<
* varasa- I§§18;1*6,3. j <  Pk. varisa-. For Mod. Ind. forma
21 4
from Pk. varisa-, v. TND. s.v. barsa. The inherited Sgh. 
form from Sk. varsa- is vas, cf. pa. vassa-.
3-d. Sk. -rsv-
-rdv- (Mid. Ind. -ss-) >  -s-j pasahi, pasa-, pasa, pas- <
—  /VV — .
pardva- and not panj ika- according to Wickremasinghe 
[v. S.Z. 1,5,p.170, fn.9] since -^ nj- >  —nd— [§58,ifc]-
In paha- <  pardvat or pardvatah, the -a- <  Sk. -rdv- 
has become -h- following the change of original Sk. -s- to
-h- [§4 6,3j-
§5*.
Groups with 1
1 is assimilated.
a. Sk. -lp-
-lp- (Mid. Ind. -pp-) >  -p-: 
kapa-; kapanu; pirikapu; apis-.
b . Sk. -lm-
-lm- (Mid. Ind. -mm-) >  -m-: 
gumu-.
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§55.
Groups with ▼
1. Dental ♦ v
The Sk. group: dental ♦ v had two treatments in Mid. Ind., 
viz., 1) dental 2) labial. [v. Bloch, LLM. §129j. In Pali, 
according to Professor Turner, the treatment was generally 
dental [v. also Bloch, LIA. p.BifJ. In the Inss. of Adoka, 
only the Girnar Inss. preserved the labial, whereas else­
where the treatment was dental [v. Bloch, LLM. §129j. In 
Prakrit, according to Bloch [v. id.J, "It seems that the more 
frequent of the two in normal Classical Prakrit i.e. in
Maharastri was the dental treatment" etc. [v. also Pischel,
• •
PkG. §298J.
In Mod. Ind., Marathi and Kasftniri show the dental 
treatment [v. Bloch, id.]. In Gujarati and in Sindhi the 
treatment is labial, the reason being that these two languages 
belong to the region where the Girnar Inss. of A&oka were 
found, [v. Bloch, id.]. Chatterji remarks "The labialised 
forms are very few in Bengali and in other Magadhan dialects. 
These forms can very well have come to the Eastern dialects 
(and to those of the Midland) from the dialects of the West 
where they seem to have originated." [v. ODBLang. Vol.I,
§277].
In Sinhalese, the Sk. group: dental + v has resulted in 
a dental consonant.
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BXX2-
1*a * -tv- >  -t-
catara-, catiri, satara-, satar-, satara, satar; satanata, 
satnat, sathu; mut.
-tv- >  -t- >  -t- (because of preceding -g-)
katu, kotu, kot of. AMg. Pk. kattu, Pa. katva C  Sk. kgtva?
1 .b . dv- d-
do-; de-, de, da- <  dveT; div, divhi, divat, dT; de- <  
dvayah; des.
It is to be observed that doraya-, dorahi, dorika-, dor,
dorin, MSgh. dora is not <  dvara- but <  * duvara-, since
otherwise the vowel -o- is unexplainable, [cf. also TND. s.v.
duwar.]. Similarly, dolasa-, dolos-, MSgh. dolos, dolasa,
• . • •
dolaha is not dvadarfa- but EAs\ duvadasa- < *  duvadasa-• •
In this particular word, forms with b- are found throughout 
the whole area of Mod. Ind. exoept in the Dardic dialects, 
Torwali and Maiya [TND, s.v. baraj.
In kavudu, kavudu-, if it represents * kad ♦ v^ddha- 
as suggested by Geiger [v. BSOS.VIII,p.557j, the d being final 
is unexploded, whereas v being explosive is the dominant 
sound; hence we find v.
2. Sibilant + v
Sibilant ♦ v resulted in a double sibilant in Pali and 
Prakrit, after the assimilation of v. In the North-West,
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however, the resultant was sibilant + p as attested by A&oka
Shahbazgarhi e.g. spami ^  svamin-; spasuna <  svasrnam:
o •
spagra <  svarga- [v. Bloch, LIA.p.87], and this development 
has come down to some of the Dardio dialects e.g. Khowar 
ispusar <  svasar-; Shina aspo <  asVa- [v. Bloch, id.J. In 
India proper we find s. e.g. TND. s.v. saiya; gosai; parsi.
2.a. 3k. sv-. sv-
8V-, sv- (Pa.Pk. s—) is written s- in siya <  svayam; siya,
siya- svaka-; sam <  svamin-, but is written h- in
hamiyana, himiyan, himiyanat, himi, hirai, (him) <  svamin-;
hadala *£ svadhyaya + krta-; heva <  svapati; heli- <. 
x —  * —
dvetali-? [v. also TND. s.v. setoj.
It is probable that s- <. Sk. sv-, sV- had become h- 
Lv. also §53,3aJ by the 2nd c. A.D. following the development 
of original Sk. s-, s- to h- [§1*6,3]. All the instances 
quoted above occur after the 2nd c. A.D.. Therefore the forms 
with h- show the inherited Sgh. words whereas those with s- 
point either to learned spellings after Pali or to loan-words 
from Pali.
The writing sv- in svasti points either to a learned 
spelling after Sk. svasti* or to lw. Sk. id..
2.b. Sk. -sv-, -dv- (Pa.Pk. -ss-)
An instance of-s*v- is apparently found in the 2nd c. B.C. 
in Yahadini- if <  YadasvinT-; here -s- represents -s's'-
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[§50,2] cf. Mg.Pk. -ss- ^  Sk. -sv- [v. PPkG. §315] and ▼. 
also §4 6 ,2 . This -ss- -as- by the 1st c. A.D. [§lf6,3] 
and -s- by the 2nd c. A.D. [§50,2].
In the 10th c. ie found isiri, isi(ra), isir, isirayen 
cf. Pa. issariya-; thus Sk. -ay-, -^V- resulted in -8- [cf. 
§52,2, General Note.].
2.c. Sk. -refv-
-rsv- (Mid.Ind. -ss-) >  -s-; v. §53,3?3ol.
§56.
Groups with a Sibilant
In Pali and Prakrit, in all groups with a sibilant (i.e. 
sibilant + stop or stop + sibilant), both initially and 
intervocalically, the sibilant is assimilated and there is 
an aspiration of the whole group. The expulsion of breath in 
pronouncing the sibilant brings about the aspiration of the 
atop and in the opinion of Professor Turner this aspiration 
probably appeared before the disappearance of the sibilant 
i.e. e.g. sk > skh > kkh.
Throughout the whole area of Mod. Ind. the same phenomenon 
has taken place, with the exception of some of the Dardic 
languages and Gypsy, where the sibilant remains unassimilated. 
[TND. s.v. hat; ath].
But when the sibilant is final and has no explosion,
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there is no aspiration both in Mid. and Mod. Ind. [TND. s.y. 
nikami; nical J.
Sinhalese, haying lost the aspirates from the earliest 
times [§Jf8, 1], represents the groups with a sibilant by a non­
aspirate stop, and any aspirates found actually written are 
either learned spellings after Pali or indicate loans from 
Pali.
1. Sibilant ♦ Stop
1.a. Sk. sk-
sk- (Mid. Ind. kh-) >  k-:
kanu, kanu-.
• .
i.b. Sk. -sk-
-sk- (Mid. Ind. -kkh-)>  -k-:
(pari)kara-.
1.c. Sk. -at-, -sth-
-st- (Mid. Ind. -tth-) written -t- but pron. -tt- in Arita- • • ' • • • *• .
occurring before the 2nd c. A.D.
Then >  -t-;
ata, at; ataki; Riti-; yetya-; bat; satak.. . .  . • • •
-sth- (Mid. Ind. -tth-) written -t- but pron. -tt- in jeta- .* .. • •• •
occurring before the 2nd c. A.D.
Then >  -t-s
kotasa, kotasahi; citayaya, sita, sityami, (sita); pihiti;. . . . • • *
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pitat, pitata; (he)-vitiyen, (pi)tiyen; piti-.
• • • • •
* : ‘ # * y  1 1 . v  * a,*" *. *
The writing -th- in patith(i)te is either a learned spell-
• •
ing ftpolling after Pa. patitthita- or denotes lw. Pa. id..
• •
1.d. Sk. -str-   • •
-str- (Mid. Ind. -tth-) > -t-:
• • • • •
rat, rathi; ra(ti)ya-.
1 - e* Sk. st-, sth-
st- (Mid. Ind. th-) >  t-:
tube [cf. TND. s.v. thuproj; tabavu, tabavuhu. For the writing
t- in tabi <: stambha- [v. §39,2bJ.
• •
sth- (Mid. Ind. th-) >  t-:
teratfa, teraha, tera-, tere; tdn, tanat, tanakat, tan, tana,
• .
tanin, tanhi, tanat; tira-; tala.
thama is probably <  Sk. sthanian-; Paranavitana [E.Z.IV,3, 
p. 115, f*n.3J has made it equivalent to Sk. stambha-, Pa. 
thambha-, but he is wrong since -b- is expected instead of 
-m- cf. tabi <. stambha-. th in thama is either a learned 
spelling after Pa. thama- ^  Sk. sthaman- or denotes lw. Pa. 
thama- ’firmness' and perhaps in its meaning 'pillar; post’, 
thama was influenced by Pa. thambha- 'pillar; post' and 
figuratively 'immobility; hardness' [v. PTSPaD.].
The writing sth- in (sthana)yat is either a learned 
spelling after Sk. sthana- or denotes lw. Sk. id..
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1• **• Sk. —st—, -8th-
-st- (Mid. Ind. -tth-) -t-:
ata, at, atin; atadi; at-, ati-, hati-; Tat-, Tatin, vatak;
vatu; vatta, vatta, vattat, Tattata, vattehi; patala-;
• • •
(a)ttan; ati, ata, It.
The writing -st- in svasti is either a learned spelling 
after Sk. svasti/ or denotes lw. Sk. id..
-sth- (Mid. Ind. -tth-) >  -t-s
atane; niyamatanahi; pitat, pitata; atulat; balat, balatun,
• • •
balatun; tan-.
The writing -t-, however, is found in batavatita- cf.• ♦
Sk. bhakti 4 avasthita-. Already in Pali we find -tth-
• •
cf. Pa. avatthita-. This is not a change of dental to • •
cerebral, but this change is specially associated with the
root stha-, for in Sanskrit itself -sth- >  -sth- when the
vowel preceding was -i- e.g. Sk. tisthati, paristha-
• # • •
[of. also §39, 1,2j.
The writing -tt- in attani- denotes lw. Sk. asthanT-? 
whereas tan- given above seems to be the inherited form.
i.g. Sk. -sp-
-sp- (Mid.Ind. -pph-) >  -p- cf. MSgh. pup ’flower* puspa-.
• •
(puva)- is translated by Wickremasinghe as ’flowers’
nv[v. E.Z. If5,P*199j. The -v- does not warrant delation 
< Sk. puspa-. The etymology is obscure; besides, the 
reading is uncertain.
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2. Sibilant + Nasal
In this group, as in th© preceding groups, there is 
aspiration of the whole group both in Mid. and Mod. Ind.. 
Sinhalese, of course, has lost the aspiration.
2.a. Sk. sir­
en- >  Pa. nh-, Pk. nh- > Sgh. n-.
e.g. Pa. nhayati (beside nahayati) 'bathes* <• 8nayati [v.
OPLS. §50 (5)]; Pk. nhai, nhavei ^  snati, snapayati TND.
• •
s.v. nuwaunu1]. For Mod. Ind. v. id. and ELLM. Index, s.v.
nahan, nhan. MSgh. has nanu ( <£• * nahanu, with loss of
• • ' 9
aspiration) 'to bathe'. The form nahanu (with aspiration)
'to bathe' in MSgh. is perhaps lw. Pa. nahayati.
Also cf. Pa. nharu- (beside naharu-) [v. OPLS. §50 (5)];
Pk. nharu- <  * snaru-, cf. Sk. snayu-, snava- [v. TND. s.v.
nahar j. The expected MSgh. form would be nara
( <  * nahara, cf. nanu) and the form nahara (with aspiration)
'nerve^tendon' current in MSgh. is perhaps lw. Pa. naharu-.
We also find that Sk. snati, snana- appear perhaps as
lww. in Pa. as sinati, sinana- [v. PTSPaD.] and in Pk. as cf.
AMg. sinai, sinana- [v. PPkO. §133], with svarabhakti vowel • . •
i. Likewise Sk. snehayati is found perhaps as a lw. in Pa. 
as sine’he’ti [v. PTSPaD.], whence sanahay Oer. of sanahanu, 
is presumably a lw., but the vowels are difficult to be 
explained.
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2 .b. Sk. sm-
As opposed to an- [v. above], am- > Mid. Ind. s- e.g. Sk. 
smarati ;> Pa. sarati, pk. sara'i; Sk. smrta- >  Pa. aata-. In
the 2nd c. A.D. occurs sata- which is lw. Pa. sata-.
In compounded stems, however, am >  ss e.g. Sk. visraarati
>  Pa. vissarati, Pk. vissaral; Sk. * anusmarati Pa.
anussarati, Pk. anus(s)aral [v. TND. s.v. birsanu and 
Addenda].
2.c. Sk. -^m-, -am-, -sm-
According to Professor Turner, these groups have three 
different developments, and nowhere do they remain unchanged.
1) They become sibilant + p in the North-West, as evidenced 
by As'oka Shahbazgarhi e.g. Loc. eg. ending in -aspi -asmin 
[v. BLIA. p.88] and in the modern times in Khowar e.g. ispa 
asmat-; grTsp <  grTsma- [v. id.]. The Eastern Inss. of 
As'oka attest this sibilant + p with assimilation of the 
sibilant as -(p)ph- e.g. a(p)phaka <  asmiakam; ta(p)pha 
tasmat [v. id.J.
2) They become -mh-. This is the development in Pali,
Prakrit and the majority of the Indian languages, e.g. v.
TND. s.v. hami; timi.
3) They become -ss- as found in Panjabi, Lahnda, Kasmiri and 
Sindhi.
e.g. v. id.; and s.v. ras1; bhas^.
Nevertheless, in scattered instances we lind words
belonging to other groups. These are to be explained as 
loan-words from one group to another, e.g. H.M. rassi, N. 
rassi, lw. P. rassT Sk. raefmih [v. TND. s.v. ras1].
In these Inss. we find apa, ap, ap, of. MSgh. apa, api.
apa is to be connected with EAs\ a(p)phaka [v. Hultzsch, As'. 
Inss., Dhauli Separate Rock Edict, II, 1.7J <  Sk. asmakam 
and ap with EAs'. a(p)phe [v. id.] cf. Sk. asraan. Also MSgh. 
topi is to be connected with BAs'. tu(p)phe [v. id. Dhauli
Separate Rock Edict, I, 1.J*; also Jaugada Separate Rock Edict,
II, 1.12; also Saranath Pillar Ins. 1.10] cf. Sk. yusman with 
t- after sg. tvam, tuvam [TND. s.v. tirai ].
Therefore the resemblance between the Sgh. forms and the 
Eastern Asoten forms not only points to Sgh. being an Eastern 
language but also to the fact that the development of sibilant 
+ m (intervooalically) is fundamentally to -p- in Sgh..
Geiger is wrong in maintaining that the development is to -m- 
in Sgh. [v. GSghG. §70 (2)]. On the contrary, the -m- forms 
have come to Sgh. from Pa. -mh- (with loss of aspiration) as 
loans from or at least influenced by Pali.
e.g. gimin, MSgh. gim, lw. Pa. gimha- which is <  Sk. grisma-. 
Stop ♦ Sibilant 
Sk. kse
Bloch in LLM. §10lf, p. 112 remarks MIt has been observed 
for a long time that in the epigraphical Prakrit, kh was the
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constant representative of Sk. ks in the Eastern Inss., ch• w
dominating on the contrary in the North-West and the South- 
West. On the other hand, the only treatment in the fragments 
of the Buddhist dramas published by Luders is kh; now these 
fragments have been redacted in the Eastern or Central 
dialects. Finally, it is known that the later grammarians 
attribute to the Magadhi the writing sk or hk in intervocalic 
position [v. PPkG. §324J; whatever opinion be formed concern­
ing the real value and the date of that writing, it confirms
the eastern character of the guttural treatment."
But from very early times there was a dialectical mixture. 
Pali had predominantly the eastern forms (kh, kkh), but when
it spread to the West, the western forms (ch, cch) were intro­
duced, so that sometimes both forms are found in the same word, 
[cf. GPLS. §56]. In Prakrit the grammarians regard kh, kkh 
as regular, but ch, cch occurs in all dialects and often both 
forms alternate in the same dialect [cf. PPkG. §317 foil.].
However, MaharastrT which is a western dialect has often the+ •
palatal treatment, whilst the other dialects have the guttural, 
[of. also GSghO. §90].
In Hod. Ind., according to Professor Turner, Sk. ks has
e
three distinct developments, viz.,
1) ch   in the North-West
2) ch --  in the South-West
3) kh --  in the East and Centre
A —  — »
e.g. v. TND. s.v. akho ; rakhnu; likho; makho.
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In India proper, therefore, the treatment of Sk. ks is
t
predominantly the guttural, with the exception of Marathi which
is a ch language [v. BLLM. §104], this being due to its being
a descendant of Maharastri. Bloch regards Gujarati too as a ch
• •
language [▼. id. p.11lf] but Professor Turner is of opinion that 
Gujarati shows the predominant treatment of ks as kh. [v. JRAS. 
July 1921, Gujarati Phonology, §4 ].
Sinhalese, like the majority of the Indian languages 
proper, is predominantly a k language. Bloch [▼. LLM. §104, 
p. 114] and Chatterji [v. ODBLang. Vol.I, §259], who maintain 
that Marathi is a ch language, are definitely wrong in con­
necting Sinhalese with it. Sinhalese, being an eastern 
language, is in its basic stratum a k language and it left 
India with the k forms as testified by these Inss..
Bxxj- 
ks- >  k-
keta (kahi); ket-; kir ksira-; kiri- <  ksirin-; kat-, 
kata-.
-ks- written -k- but pron. -kk- before the 2nd c. A.D.: 
Damarakita-; Budarakita-; biku-.
Then >  -k-:
biku-, bhiku-, buka-, buku-; nikata; aviyakiniyeni; paka-,
pak-, -vak, -vaka; uvanikeva; dakini-, dakun-; lakkan [§6 i,2 ];
• •
arakksn [§id.J; ruk; rakna; rakmat, rakkayutu, rakkamana- [§id.]
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rakval; rak-; dakva; akak, aka, akeka.
Sk. kuksi- is found in Pa. only as kucchi- [v. PTSPaD.].
It is presumable that the form kucchi- was imposed upon Pa.
from Western India. Pk. shows kucchi- beside kukkhi- [v.
PPkG. §321]. In these Inss. we find in the 10th c. kushi,
kusin, and kus in MSgh., which is lw. Pa. kucchi- (for -s-
-cch^ §51, 1b). The expected inherited form in Sgh. would be
* kuk. For Mod. Ind. forms v. TND. s .t . kokh.
Sk. ksana- ’moment; festival’ [v. MWSkD.] appears in Pa.
as khana- and chana- with differentiation of meaning. Pa.• •
khana- means ’moment* [v. PTSPaD.] and Pa. chana- which is an 
introduced Western form means ’festival* [v. id.]. Pk. differ 
enti&tes them like Pa. [v. PPkG. §322]. In these Inss. we 
find in the 10th c. sanahi meaning 'moment* and sanen meaning 
'festival* and sana in MSgh. has both meanings 'moment; 
festival' [cf. also CSghD. and Jay.Gloss.], so that in sana, 
which is lw. Pa. chana- (for a- ^  ch-, §35,2), both meanings 
have become merged, a point overlooked by Geiger [v. SghG.
§90 (5)]. However, kana which is the inherited MSgh. form <  
Sk. ksana- has only the meaning 'moment' [cf. also Jay. Gloss. 
RMN. §684]; also cf. MSgh. kenehi 'immediately* [CSghD.].
For Mod. Ind. forms v. BLLM., Index, s.v. san.
3.b. Sk. -ksv-
This group behaves like original Sk. -ks- after the 
assimilation of v. For instance, Pa. Okkaka- probably
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k. -  -
represents SK. Aiksvaka- rather than Iksvaku- as suggested
• •
by Geiger [v. GFLS. §56], but the absence of the expected 
aspiration is unexplained. AMg.Pk., however, has Ikkhaga- <  
Sk. Aiksvaka- [v. PPkG. §§8 4,321j. In the 10th c. is found 
Oka- and MSgh. has Oka-, in which -k- represents original 
-ksv-.
3 . c . Sk. -ksn- * 9
Sk. tTksna- has three (dialectal ?) developments accord­
ing to Professor Turner, viz.,
1) Pa. Pk. tikkha-, whence is found tik- in the 10th c. and 
MSgh. tik
2) Pa. tikhina- ( <  * tikhna- before assimilation of n?)
• • •
whence MSgh. tiyunu
3) Pa. Pk. tinha- ( < * tisna- <  tik-sna- as opposed to• .. • •
trk-ksna- > tikkha-).• •
For its history in Mod. Ind. v. TND* s.v. tikho.
3.d. Sk. ts
ts > Mid. Ind. ch (cch) > Mod. Ind. ch except in the 
extreme North-West, where ts remains [v. TND. s.v. bachoj.
In MSgh. it results in s. e.g. saru ’hilt of a sword’ 
cf. Pk. charu- [for s- < ch-, §35,2] <  tsaru-; vasu ’calf’ 
cf. Pa.Pk. vaccha- [for -s- <  -cch-,§51,1b] <  vatBa-.
The -J- in havajarana and -d- in havurudu, havurudu-, 
havurud-, havurudden, havuruduyehi, havurudyehi, and MSgh.
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v^iirudu, havurudu which apparently represents pa. samvacohara 
Sk. samvatsara- is unexpected, and^rematoa unexplained.
[cf. Introduction].
3.e. Sk. -tsy-
This group behaves like original Sk. -ts- after the 
assimilation of y.
e.g. Sk. raatsya- ;> Pa. Pk. maccha- >  MSgh. mas. For Mod. 
Ind. v. TND. s.v. macho.
& —
In mahavar- (10th c.) pres. << Pa.‘ macchakara-, Sk.
At .
matsyakara-, the secondary -s- has become -h-, following the 
development of original Sk. -s- to -h- [§lf6,3j.
3.f. Sk. ps
ps >  Mid. Ind. ch, cch ;> MSgh. s, so that the groups ps 
and ts [v. above] have fallen together from the Mid. Ind.
X  t  3C
stage. Perhaps an intermediate stage ps ;> p;ts " ts 
is to be assumed.
In the 10th c. is found sa-, MSgh. sa, cf. Pa. chataka-, 
chatata- [for 8- < ch-, §35,2] cf. Sk. psata-. Also e.g. 
MSgh. asara 'goddess’ cf. Pa. Pk. aochara [for -s- <  -cch-, 
§51,1b] apsaras-. For Mod. Ind. v. BLLM., Index, s.v. 
asre.
Groups with h
Sk. -hn- ■
-hn- >  Mid. Ind. -nh- e.g. Sk. grhnati 'he receives' >  Pa.
o •
ganhati; Pk. genhal, genhadi, ginhadi [v. PPkG. §330], cf. MSgh. 
* • • •
ganiyi.
In the i^ th c. occurs gena and in the 5th c. geneye but in• •
the 10th c. we find gena and in the 8th c. [genja, MSgh. gena,
Ger. fr. grhnati, cf. Pk. genhia, g^nhiya [v. PPkG. §591]. Prom 
o  • • •
this evidence we can infer that Mid. Ind. -nh- Sk. -hn- >
• •
-n- (with loss of aspiration) in Sgh.; this -n-, sharing the 
fate of original Sk. -n-, later became -n- [For Dates, §Jf1,3,if.]
Sk. -hm-
-hra- > Mid. Ind. -rah- e.g. Pk. barahana-, bambhana- [v. PPkG.
• w •
§330] <  Sk. brahman a-. Pa. brahmana-, however, is lw. Sk. id..
This Mid. Ind. -mh- >  -m- (with loss of aspiration) in
Sgh.: bamana-, Bamana-, Bamun-, cf. MSgh. bamunu <  brahmana-;. . .  . .
Bamadata- < Brahmadatta-. MSgh. bamba is < Pk. bambha- [v. 
PPkG. §267] <  Sk. brahman-, and so cf. MSgh. Barabadat.
Groups with a Nasal 
Nasal + Stop
This group remained unchanged in Mid. Ind. and the vowel 
preceding was always a short one. The nasal as an independent 
sound is lost in Mod. Ind. and compensation for this loss is 
provided by both lengthening and nasalising the preceding 
vowel. But this phenomenon is absent in Sindhi, where there 
is no compensatory lengthening of the vowel preceding shortened 
double consonants, as well as in Panjabi and Lahnda, where the 
double consonants have remained unchanged [cf. §50,1; cf. also 
Bloch, LLM. §68].
When we consider Modern Sinhalese we find that
1) in the group: nasal + unvoiced stop, the nasal has com­
pletely disappeared, e.g. anka- 7  ak; panca- >  pas;
kantaka- >  katu; santaka- >  aatu; campaka- >  sapu.
2) in the group: nasal + voiced stop, the nasal appears as
n, in. e.g. arigulT- >  angili; anJana- > andun; ^unda- >
• •
yj ™ „ y
honda; skandha- >  kanda; gambhira- >  gamburu.
u o r p/,
Geiger terms this n, m as "half-nasals” [v. GSghG. §64
(2)] while ChatterJi calls them "short or reduced nasals"
[v. ODBLang. §176]. Whatever terminology be adopted, this
n, m in MSgh. seems to correspond to the nasalised vowel in
Mod. Ind..
In the Brahml Inss., from the earliest times, the nasal
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Is not written even before a voiced stop. But this is purely
graphic. It is quite probable that, at any rate, up to the
time when Sk. -g- > -y-, Sk. - j- > -d-, Sk. -d- >  -1-,
• •
Sk. -d- > -y-, Sk. -b- > -v-, -- Sk. -ng- was pronounced
•  W  /v u
as -ng-, Sk. -n j- as -nj-, Sk. -nd- as -nd-, Sk. -nd- as -nd-,
• • w •
Sk. -mb- as -mb- respectively; otherwise these groups would
have fallen together with Sk. -g-, -j-, -d-, -d-, -b- respec-
tively and shared their fate. Similarly, at any rate, up to
the time when Sk. -k- > -g-, Sk. -c- >  -j-, Sk. -t- -d-,
• •
Sk. -t- >  -d-, Sk. -p- >  -b-,   Sk.-nk- was pronounced
. vV r\S\J
as -nk-, Sk. -nc- as -nc-, Sk. -nt- as -nt-, Sk. -nt- as -nt-,
• • • •
Sk. -mp- as -mp- respectively; perhaps, after this time, the 
nasal before these unvoiced stops completely disappeared. The 
complete loss of the nasal before unvoiced stops was perhaps 
due to its being less fully heard before them than before 
voiced stops.
yj
It is necessary next to determine when the n, m first
appeared before the voiced stops. A plausible theory is that,
at the time when, for instance, Sk. -g- -y-, Sk. -ng- >■
-ng-; likewise, when Sk. -j- >  -d-, Sk. -nj- > -nd-; when
Sk. -d- >  -1-, Sk. -nd- >  -nd-; when Sk. -d- >  -y-,
. • • • •
Sk. -nd- > -nd-; v/hen Sk. -b- > -v-, Sk. -mb- >  -mb-.
This change seems to have introduced lengthening of the 
preceding vowel, although there is no direct written evidence. 
For instance, for the 4th c. A.D. legitaka i.e. writing for
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langitaka [§10,1] we have to hypothesize a form * langitaka 
(* langiyaya) ^  Sk. langhita-ka- in the 2nd c. A.D. i.e. when 
Sk. -g- >  -y- and therefore when Sk. -ngh- >  -ng-; otherwise 
the 4 th c. a cannot be accounted for. It is presumable that 
the vowels before n, m remained long up to the time when the 
vowels preceding shortened double consonants remained long.
When the latter were shortened, probably the former too were 
shortened [§5 0,3 ].
u o
The actual writing of n, m, however, is only found in the
10th c.. Perhaps a hint is found in the 8th c.. The symbol w
O \J __
is placed over the -d- of sidava (i.e. for sidava), of. MSgh. 
sinduvanu which is connected with Pa. chindap^ti, and this
symbol ^ may represent n. Later in the same century is found
the writing n as in hindva * aJ sind-; Mihindal- ^  Pa. 
Mahinda-; vandmi •< V  vand-; banda <  Vbandh-, and the 
writing ra as in Dam[bj- -< Jambu-. This n, m was presumably 
an attempt to write a nasal consonant to represent n, ra. Then 
this writing apparently led to a confusion with the nasal n, ra 
^  Sk. n, m; so to distinguish them we find in the 10th c. the
^ yj \J
combination of the symbol with n and m as n, m.
2.a. Examples of n written
gang-; Mangul- <  Mangala-; maiigul- <  mangalya-; Kiling-; 
Saiigbo-, Saiigboy-; sang-, sangun, sanga, sangnat <  sangha-; 
sang-, sanga- <  saAghika-; Sang- Banday; langu, nangu, nanga, 
nanganu; u(la)ngna, [ulajnghana; mandulu, mandlan, manda(len),
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(mandalaye)n; dand, danda-, danda: danduvam; pind-; kandat:• • •  • • • • t
Pandi-.
2.b. Example of m written
V/
Damb-.
2#o. Even after the actual writing of n, m, we find the writing
n, m. This writing is either reminisoent of the attempt to 
write a nasal consonant found in the 8th c. or is indicative 
of loan-words.
e.g. Mihind, Mihindu, Mihindim; sinda; vinda; binda; nirind-;
vanda; banda, (bandva)nnat; sandha, sandaha; band; bandu; band;
sand, sandnen, sanda; valandanu, vala(nda)nu, valandu,
• • •
valanduvan; Pandi-; Damb-; Sambudun; lamb-; vajamba, va(ja)mba; 
sanda; Mandindina, vibangha- (error for vibhanga); hinda, 
hindvanu, hindvana, hindva, hindvu, hindvumaha, hindvannat 
Note: Paul Tedesco remarks "MSgh. indi-, un- is to be
derived not from sida- with secondary nasalization as suggested 
by Geiger in his LSS. §20 (2), and sanna-, but from
x 31 X
* sinda- and sinna- of which sinda- is identical with a 
Prusso-Slave-Iranian * sindo- (Prussian sindats; Slave sedo); 
compare also the nasal in Sk. asandT-, Pa. asandi- va chair';
V Z X
this system in Sinhalese i.e. indi-, un- <  sinda-, sinna- 
is perfectly analogous to that of sindi-, sun- (Pa. chinda-^ 
chinna-) and biiidi-, bun- (Pa. bhinda-, bhinna-)." [v. BSL. 
1923, Vol.2 4,p.198, 'The Root sed- in Indo-Iranian*].
2.d. In the following examples, however, occurring in the same
century (i.e. 10th c.) we do not find either the writing n, m
or the writing n,m. This shows that n, m was sometimes liable
to be lost in actual pronunciation. Consequently in certain
words nasalised and non-nasalised forms exist side by side.
e.g. magul- beside mangul- [v. aboveJ mangalya-; pid beside
pind-; dad beside dand; madula, madulu- beside mandulu;• • . . .  .
ulaghana, ula(gha)na beside ulangna; ag; Madili-; badi-; ba(du) 
tabavuhu, tabavu; abadi-, abadi-.
Nasal ♦ unvoiced stop
Sk.
-nk- >  -k-:
Lak, Lakat.
Sk. -nc-
'Vw .-nc- > -c-: 
paca-.
Then > -s- (in the 10th c.):
pas, pasalos-, (pa)s-; kasun-; misa.
The n in pan- of. Sk. panca- is evidently borrowed from 
Sgh. panaha, panasa ’fifty* which corresponds to Pk. pannasam,
pannasa Lcf. PPkO. §273], Pa. pannasa, pannasa [cf. PTSPaD.
• .  *
s.v. pane a 2 .A] < Sk. pancaa'at. of. 11. pannaa v. Bloch LLM.
§§217, 223.
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3.c. Sk. -nt-
-nt- written -t- but pron. -nt- [v. above]: 
atara-.
-nt- > -t-:
sataka-, satu-; atara-; ato-; kot; anatapirise-, anatapirisey-;
uturat; atul, atulu-, atula-, atula-, atul-, atulat- [§10,7d].. • • • » .
The writing -nt- in siddhanta and anantarayen is either 
a learned spelling after Sk. siddhanta-, anantaraya- or denotes 
lww. Sk. id..
3-d. Sk. -nth-
-nth- > -t- >  -t- (because of preceding -g-): 
gata, gat <  * ggnthi- [§38,7-] cf. Sk. granthi-.
3-e. Sk. -ntr-
-ntr- >  -t-: samatavaya; ameti-, amati- is a cross bet. 
mantrin- and * amatiya-. It cannot be derived from * amatiya-, 
cf. Sk. amatya-, since -t- would be expected to disappear.
3-f. Sk. -mp-
-mp- > -p-: parapuren; parpuren [§32,3a].
3-g- Sk. -mpr-
-mpr- >  Mid. Ind. -mp- e.g. Sk. devanampriya- >  Pa. 
devanampiya-. Asoka Inss. show dev an amp iya- and devanampr iya- 
in the North-West. (Oirnar both).
Sgh. shows the development to -mp- in the earliest times,
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although the anusvara is not actually attested in writing.
The writing -p- in devanapiya- in the 1st c. B.C. and 1st c.
A.D. is to be taken as representing -mp-, because if it denoted 
an actual pronunciation —p— we would then expect devanaviya— 
in the 2nd c. A.D. i.e. when Sk. -p- >  -v- [§i*0,6]] and not 
the actually attested devanapiya-, devanapiya- in this century. 
This writing -p- in devanapiya-, devanapiya- in the 2nd c. A.D. 
denotes an actual pronunciation -p-, since it is presumable 
that when Sk. -p- y  -v-, -rap- <  Sk. -rapr- >  -p- in Sgh. cf. 
MSgh. devanapa (devenipa).
Note: The form d^vanuppiya- found in the Jaina Canonical
works UpasakadaSa-sutra and Aupapatika-sutra is regarded by 
Bhagawanlal Indraji, Leumann, Buhler, Jacobi and others as a 
Prakrit corruption of Sk. d^vananqjriya- [For References, cf.
B.Z. I,2,p.63,fn.1]. However Pisohel, agreeing with Hoernle, 
derives it from Sk. devanupriya- = deva ♦ anupriya- [v. PPkO.§11
4• Nasal ♦ voiced stop.
*••• Sk- -ng-
-ng- written -g- but pron. -ng- (up to the time when Sk.
-g- >  -y-);
gagahi.
-ng- >-ng-
In the following instances occurring after the time of 
the change of Sk. -g- to -y- and before the 10th c. [v. above],
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the writing -g- represents -ng-: 
magala- <  maftgalya-; agana.
if.b. Sk. -ngh-
-ngh- written -g- but pron. -ng- (up to the time when Sk.
-g- > -y-);
sagas'a, dagasa, sagasa, sagaya, tfaghatfa. [For -gh-, §4 8,3] .
This -ng- ( <  Sk. -ngh-) >  -ng-
In the following instances occurring after the time of the 
change of Sk. -g- to -y- and before the 10th c. [y . above], the 
writing -g- represents -ng-:
sagaha, sagahataya, sagahata, saga-; Sagayaha; legitaka.• •
4.c. Sk. -nj-
^ /w .
-nj- written -J- but pron. -nj- (up to the time when Sk.
-J- >  -d-):
paribujana, pari[bujanaka].
-w O
-nj- >  -nd-
The writing -d- represents -nd-, in budena. 
if.d. Sk. -nd-
-nd- written -d- but pron. -nd- (up to the time when Sk.• • . . •
-d- >  -1-):• • ■ \ i
badakarika-, badakariya-.. •
-nd- j> -nd-• • •
In the following instances occurring after the time of 
the change of Sk. -d- to -1- and before the 10th c. [v. above],e •
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the writing -d- represents -nd-:
•  -
k ad ay a; kadaka-.
• •
lf.e. Sk. -nd-
-nd- written -d- but pron. -nd- (up to the time when Sk.
-d- >  -y-):
Nadaha .
. o
-nd- > -nd-
In the following instances occurring after the time of 
the change of Sk. -d- to -y- and before the 10th c. [v. above],
the writing -d- represents -nd-:
%O
Nada-; cpdavi, cidavayaha; kadaraha; Nadana-; Parideva- (error 
for Paridadeva-).
if.f. Sk. -ndr-
u
-ndr- >  Pa. -nd- >  Sgh. -nd-
The writing -d- represents -nd-, in cada- (ifth c.); Mihid- 
(8th c.) , Mihidala- (8th c.).
Jf.g. Sk. -mbh-
u
-mbh- >  -mb-
The writing -b- represents -mb- in tabi (5th c.), cf. 
MySgh. tamba.
V o
5* Intrusive n. m
vj
There are some oases in which n is found even when we are 
not dealing with an original Sk. group: nasal + voiced stop.
2j(.0
U
In these the n is intrusive and due to the nasal n, m of the 
preceding or succeeding syllable.
e.g. ninga nigraha-; raang-, manga, mangu- <  marga-; 
mangiva-, me&giva <  margika-; munguru- <  mudgara-; manda <
 ^ragd-, mardati but also perh. ^  * mrndati, cf. rarnatti
saraang- < samagra-; samangin <  samagri-; mandi- i.e. writing
for mandi-, manda i.e. writing for manda <  madhya-; Mandindina
i.e. writing for Mandindina Madhyamdina-; muhundhi i.e.
writing for muhundhi ^  samudra-.
However, n occurs though there is no neighbouring n, m, in
dilind- i.e. writing for dilind- cf. MSgh. dilindu <  Pa.. . •
dalidda-, dalidda-, <  Sk. daridra- and gingiriyak <  ghurghura- 
ghurghurika-; of. the so-called 'spontaneous nasalisation' in 
Mid. and Mod. Ind. [v. Chatterji, ODBLang. §178]- As regards
o u
gingiriyak, the n may be due to its being an onomatopoetic word, 
cf. Chatterji who remarks "Onomatopoetics are a characteristic 
class of words in Mod. Ind. which have nasalised vowels" [v. id. 
§179].
In all the above-quoted forms n is found before a consonant 
which is the resultant of a consonant-group of Sk., that is to 
say, in inherited Sgh. words. But ii is also found before a sin* 
intervocalic consonant of Sk. e.g. manda i.e. writing for manda 
cf. Sk. mada-. The function of this n seems to be as follows 
Sk. mada- would be expected to give an inherited Sgh. form * ma; 
or * ma [§37,8.]. As against this, the form of the lw. is mada
21*1
and then this form was given a Sgh. character by the intrusive
n. Again, the expected inherited Sgh. form of Sk. abharana-
is * aharana- [§1*0, 9a]. The form of the lw. is abharana- or . •
abarana- and this form was given a Sgh. character by the in-
trusive m as attested by ambaranin i.e. writing for ambaranin.. .
t§ id.j
6. Stop + Nasal
6.a. Sk. -tn-
-tn- >  Mid. Ind. -tt- >  Mod. Ind. -t-:
e.g. Sk. sapatnT— >  pa. sapatti-, Pk. savatti-; for Mod. Ind. 
v. TND. s.v. sauta. I am unable to quote an example for MSgh.. 
The expected development of -tn- is to -t- in MSgh.
Pa. ratana- ’gem; jewel' is lw. Sk. ratna- with svarabhaktl 
vowel -a-. The expected inherited form in Pa. is * ratta-.
The 2nd c. A.D. form Ratana- is lw. Pa. ratana-, whence is 
found in the 10th c. ruvan, ruvan-, ruvanhi, of. MSgh. ruvan.
6.b. Sk. -tm-
-tm- had a double development in Mid. Ind., viz., 1) -tt-
2) -pp-.
According to Chatterji, labialisation was absent in the 
East (and possibly also in the Midland) in the Early Mid. Ind. 
period, but it was found in the South-West and North-West, as 
can be inferred from the evidence of the A^oka Inss.
[v. ODBLang. §277]. The Oirnar Ins. of As'oka attests -tp-
2^2
for Sk. -tra- e.g. atpa ^  Sk. atma [y. BLLM. §129,p. 134] - It
was this -tp- which gave -pp- in Pk. appa beside Pk. atta <-
atma. Maharastri (^Western dialect) nearly always had appa
• •
[v. PPkG. §277]. atta was the form proper to the Eastern 
dialects, although appa appeared in these probably being bor­
rowed from the West. Pali only had the Eastern form -tt- cf.
Pa. at ta.
In Mod. Ind. the -p- form has become universal, this being 
due to an invasion of the Western form everywhere, cf. G.M.H. 
ap etc. <  atma. [v. TND. s.v. aphu; also BLLM., Index, s.v. 
ap-].
Sgh., however, has the -t- form of. MSgh. at ^  atma.
In the 6th c. occurs atano << atmanah.
Pa. tuman- is perhaps lw. sj^ . tman-, with svarabhakti 
vowel -u-; cf. Pa. a tuman- which is lw. Sk. atman- as against 
Pa. attan- which is the inherited form.
In these Inss. occurs turaaha, turna, tuman, tumanat, 
which is lw. Pa. tuman- [§21,3.], whereas tama, taman, 
tamahat, tamanat, developed from Pa. tuman- [§21,1.J.
6 .0 . Sk. jn
in-, -in- >  Pa. n-, -nn- [cf. OFLS. §53]. Pk., haring no double
double.
palatal nasal, changed it, as a rule, to the^cerebral nasal 
[cf. PPkG. §276]. e.g. Sk. jnati- >  Pa.'nati-, Pk. nai-;
Sk. prajna- >  pa. panna-, Pk. panna-. In Pk. beside -nn-
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ia found -J J- [v. id.]. In Ardha-JlagadhT beside -nn- is
• •
usually found -nn- [v.id.J. No explanation can be given for 
these diversities [cf. also BLLM. §135J•
Sgh. has n and is in accordance with AMg. Pk.. 
e.g. nani ^  jnanin-, cf. AMg. nana- <  jnana- [v. PPkG. §276];m
nayan ^  jnati-ka-. Intervocalically e.g. MSgh. panavanu ’to
appoint; make known; raise (a seat)’ cf. Pa. paimapeti, pk.
pannavei <  prajnapayati, cf. AMg. panna- ^  prajna- [v. PPkG.
• •
id.] .
Sk. rajnT ’queen’ >  Pa. ramiT. [v. TND. s.v. rani]. Pa. 
also had rajinT [v. Duroiselle, PaG. §§172,188] which is per­
haps lw. Sk. rajnT, with svarabhakti vowel -i-. In the 2nd c. 
A.D. occur8 rajini i.e. writing for rajini [§10,2], in the 
6th c. rej(e)na and r(e)jana- i.e. writing for rajana [§10,10.J; 
in the 10th c. rajna-, rajna-, rajnaniyan which is lw. Pa. 
rajinT. So is rajana in MSgh. [v. RMN. §259; and Jay. Gloss, 
s.v. rajana]. The expected inherited form from Sk. rajni is 
* rani. For Mod. Ind. [v. TND. s.v. rani.J
The history of Sk. ajna ’order* is as follows; It appeare<
in Pa. as anna ’knowledge’ (cf. Sk. ajanati ’understands*) and 
in Pk. as anna beside ajja ’order’ [cf. TND. s.v. jannu, 
Addenda]. Pa. and Pk. also had ana ’order’ [cf. id.]. Pk. 
ana is not derivable from Sk. ajna (through anna) and the long 
vowel a- cannot be explained as due to a shortening of the 
double consonant (-nn-), because this did not happen at this' * i 99
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period. Here we are dealing apparently with an analogical 
recreation and not a phonetic formation. For instance, Sk. 
jnapayati >  Pk. navedi; then analogically Sk. a-jnapayati 
Pk. anav<5di, the a- denoting the commonly used Sk. prefix
_  _  V\
a-. Pk. ana is perhaps then from a form like Sk. a-jna.e
As regards ana in Pa., it seems to be a later importation 
from pk..
mgm
In the 10th c. occurs anna cf. Sk. ajna-ka-. The writing
-n- in ana ’order' <  ajna in modern times is a learned spell- • •
ing based on Pa. Pk. ana (y . above); it is the spelling ana 
that is expected, since Sk. -jn- >  Sgh. -n-, as shown above.
The writing -jn- in a(jna) is either a learned spelling 
after Sk. ajna or denotes lw. Sk. id..
§59.
Groups with Anusvara
It is presumable that in groups with anusvara, the 
anusvara survived up to the time when the double consonants 
remained double (i.e. up to the 2nd c. A.D.) [§50,2.J, al­
though the anusvara is not actually attested in writing [§58, 
3g]. Then when the double consonants became single (i.e. 2nd
c. A.D.), the anusvara was probably lost in Sgh..
a. Sk. -mt-
-mt- >  -t-: patisatariya-, patisatiriya-; satos-.
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b . Sk. -ml-
—rnl— >  -1-: sale- <r BSk. samlekha-. Pa. had sallekha-.
c • 3k. -mv-
-mv- (Mid. Ind. -my-) >  -v-:
havajarana, havurudu, havurud-, havurudden, havuruduyehi, 
havurudyehi, MSgh. avurudu, havurudu, cf. Pa. samvacchara- <  
samvatsara- [§56,3d].
The writing -rav- in samvata points either to a learned 
spelling after Sk. samvat-? or denotes lw. Sk.id..
d. Sk. -ms-, -ms-
Anusvara in these groups following vowel -a-, -a- was 
preserved in Mid. Ind. e.g. Sk. va&da- >  Pa. Pk. vamsa-;
Sk. mamsa- >  Pa.Pk. raamsa-. Mod. Ind. generally represents 
this by nasalisation of the preceding vowel, which is length- 
ened by way of condensation e.g. N. bas [TND. v.s. id.];
iV» t
N. masu [id., s.v. masu]. But already in Mid. Ind. when the 
vowel preceding was -i- the anusvara was lost e.g. Sk. 
vimsatih cf. Pa. vTsati, vTsam, Pk. visal, visam; Sk. 
catvarimdat cf. Pa. cattarisam, cattalisam, Pk. cattalisam. 
There is no trace of the anusvara in Mod. Ind. either, TND. 
s.v. bis1; calis.
In Sgh. the anusvara has disappeared both after the 
vowel -i- and after the vowel -a-, but we may presume that it 
survived after the vowel —a— up to the 2nd c. A.D., as shown 
above.
e.g. visit!-, visiya-, visi-, vjsrssak; pasu; hasin; vasa-, vas-,
vasin, vasa; kotasa, kotasahi; anusasa.
• •
The -s- < Sk. -As- has become -h- following the develop­
ment of original Sk. -s- to -h- [§4 6,3 ] in raahavar- pres. <
mamsakara-j cx I so — s — Sk« :*r m s ^ —  —  h — in Id o K q  .
Sk. -mh-
Corresponding to Sk. -ark'-, -ams-: Mid. Ind. -ams- [v. 
above, Sk. -Ad-, -ms-] we find Sk. -amh-: Mid. Ind. -amh- e.g.
Sk. samhara-c Pa. samhara-, Pk. samghara-. Similarly cor­
responding to Sk. -imd-j Mid. Ind. -is- [v.id.] we find Sk. 
-imh-: Mid. Ind. -Th- e.g. Sk. simha-j Pa. siha-, Pk. sTha- 
(also sirigha-) .
Sgh. has sihasun Pa. sihasana- <  simhasana-. In 
Si- i.e. writing for sT- [§2,2] <  Pa. siha- <  simha-, the 
-h- <  Sk. -mh- is lost following the loss of original Sk.
-h- [§47,2,3].
§6 0 .
Traces of Rgvedic syllabic division in Sgh.
In the ggveda y and v had a syllabic value almost invari­
ably after a group of consonants and after a single consonant 
if preceded by a long vowel [v. Macdonell, VO.§4 8,b1; also 
Wackernagel, Vol.I, §§181,182J. Sgh. as attested by the
2if7
examples given below shows the same division of syllables as
found in the Rgveda. In preserving this Vedic syllabic
division Sgh, agrees with the Eastern Inss. of As'oka. Cf. Kal.
Jeu. Pamdiya (Sgh. pandi- v. below) -<1 V. Pandiyah, cf. Sk.
Pandyah as aga. Gir. Pada; or Kal.Dhau. Jau. puluve (Sgh.
-viri- v. below) <  V. puruva-, cf. Sk. purva- as aga. Gir.
puve i.e. puwe. Pali too shows this division in many cases
as for instance rattiya -C V. ratriyah, cf. Sk. ratryah;• •
vapiya <  V. vapiyiih, cf. Sk. vapyah; suriyo- <  V. suriya-,
• •
of. Sk. surya-; acariya- <* V. acariya-, cf. Sk. acarya-; 
oetiya- <  V. caitiya-, cf. Sk. caitya-.
.b. This syllabic division in Sgh. is already manifest in
the 2nd c. B.C. bariya <  V. bhariya-, cf. Sk. bharya-; again 
in the 2nd c. A.D. satehiya <c V. fifatebhiyah, cf. Sk.
satebhyah and vaviya <  V. vapiyah, cf. Sk. vapyah etc. Also
in the following:
ceta, cetahi, ceya, cata (error for ceta), Se-, Sey-, 8a <
V. caitiya-, cf. Sk. caitya-; ameti- i.e. amati-, amati- a 
cross bet. V. amatiya-, cf. Sk. araatya- and mantrin-. Similar­
ly raji-; Saha-; miliya, railayat (error for milayat) <  V. 
muliya-, cf. Sk. mulya- as aga. mula fraoneyf <  mula-; puviya- 
hir-; somi-; Pandi-, Pandi-; hariya-; rakka-, rakka-; 
bikujarana, ajara-, adur- <  V. acariya-, cf. Sk. acarya- 
(acaryayan is lw. Sk. acarya-); vajamba, va(ja)mba -<
21^8
V. vijrmbhiya, cf. Sk. vijrrabhya [§10,7d]; vanda < V  vandiya,
of. Sk. -vandya [§id.].
As regards -viri- the stages are as follows:-
-viri--< - * viri- <  - * virii <  - * pirivi [For p >  y ,
§lf0,6e] <  - 1 purivi -C - * puruvi i.e. Sgh. Nom. sg. form
produced from V. puruva-, cf. Sk. purva-.
Note; In the case of Pa. ariya- and Pa. ayya- are found
dialectal forms, that is to say, ariya- is based on Vedic
ariya- and ayya- on Sk. arya-. Similarly with Pk. ariya- and
Pk. ajja-. Sgh. shows traces of both forms cf. arT, ariya-
[§§1,8b; 2,5a.j and Sivayaha Sfiva ♦ arya- etc. [§53, Ih.]^
MSgh. aya person'. On the contrary, the Asoka Inss. both
Eastern and Western cf. Kal.Dhau. ayesu, Gir. ayesu i.e.
ayyesu, Shah. Man. ayesu i.e. ayyesu, and Mod. Ind. [v. TND.. •
s.v. aja; also BLLM. Index s.v. aja] show remnants only of Sk. 
arya-.
2.a. But even when preceded by a short vowel -iya- is found
in Eastern As'oka. Cf. Kal. Dhau. Jau. ekatiya < ekatya- as
aga. Gir. ekaca i.e. ekacca; Kal. Dhau. Jau. kataviye i.e.
kattaviye kartavya- as aga. Gir. katavyo i.e. kattavyo;
• •
Jau. sakiye <  £akya- as aga. Gir. saka i.e. sakka etc.
2.b. Sgh. shows this in scattered instances e.g. aniya, aniyak
fr. an Eastern form * aniyaya- <■ anyaya-; Anudiya fr. an 
Eastern form * Anudiya <  * Anudyah?; pin- may go back to an
2^9
Eastern form * punlya- [For u —  i: 1 —  1, §22.J <  punya-
• •
[Another possible explanation was given in §11,3.J.
3*a. Again, in the Rgveda y and v had a syllabic value, accord­
ing to Macdonell [v. VG. §Jf8, b2], "After a single initial con­
sonant at the beginning of a verse, or, within a verse, if the 
preceding syllable is heavy, in some half dozen words'*. The 
Eastern Inss. of A&>ka show many oases of such a syllabic 
division; cf. K hi. Dhau. viyapata «C * viyaprta-, cf. vyaprta-
— — — . j
as aga. Gir. vyapata; Kal. viyasanam <  viyasanam, cf. 
vyasanam as aga. Gir. vyasanam; Kal. Dhau. Jau. viyamjanate
* viyarijanatah, cf. vyanjanatah as aga. Gir. vyamjanato; Dhau.
• •
Jau. duvadasa-, Kal. duvadasa- <  * duvadasfa-, cf. dvadaJa- as
aga. Gir. dbadasa-; Jau. Sep. I duvalam, Dhau. Sep, II duvala
<T * duvara-, cf. dvara-; Kal. Jau. duve <  duve as aga. Gir. 
dve <  dve; Kal. Dhau. Jau. suvamikena < *  suvamika-, cf. 
svamika- as aga. Gir. svamikena.
3.b. Sgh. gives evidence of this syllabic division and again
agrees with the Eastern Inss. of As'oka. It is first evident
s. — —
in the 2nd c. A.D. dorahi <. duvara-, cf. dvara-, cf. EA^.
duvala-; doraya- -C 31 duvaraka-, cf. dvaraka-; dorika- <
* duvarika-. Again in the 3rd and ifth c. A.D. dolasa- ^
EAs'. duvadasa- v. above. Also in the following: dor, dor-,
dorin, MSgh. dora; doloa-, MSgh. dolos; viyavulak, MSgh.• •
viyavula <. * viyakula-, cf. vyakule-; viyat-, KSgh. viyat
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* viyakta-, cf. vyakta-; viyakhan^MSgh. viyakana ^  * viyak- 
hyana-, cf. vyakhyana-.
The a in hamiyana which either suggests a lw. or learned 
spelling after Sk. svamika-, Pa. samika- may, however, repre­
sent a contraction and thus denote a genuine Sgh. word descends 
from an Eastern form suvamika-, of. EA6. suvamika- quoted above 
i.e. suvamika- >  m havamiya- (byu —  a: a —  a) >  * haamiya- 
hamiya-.
§6 1 .
Double Consonants and Gonsonant-groups in Sgh.
1. It was shown above that the original double consonants and 
consonant-groups of Sk. became single in inherited Sgh. words. 
Nevertheless, in the words cited below we find double consonant 
and consonant-groups. These are peculiarly Sgh.. The elision 
of medial vowels discussed in the section on 'Influence of the 
Accent' has brought together consonants belonging to different 
syllables. In certain oases the consonants thus brought to­
gether are assimilated resulting in double consonants, while 
in others the consonants remain unassimilated and constitute 
consonant-groups in Sgh..
2. An observation of the examples shows that assimilation 
has generally taken place when the 2nd consonant is a —y—
(i.e. -y- ^  original Sk. -k-, -t-, -d-, -y-); this -y- has 
been assimilated to the preceding consonant, as in vanne, 
vanney, vannehi, vannan vanya- <  apanna-ka-; 1 add an -C
* ladya- labdhaka-; vassan < * vasya- <C vasika-; lakkan <
X * z _
J lakya- < laksika-; arakkan < arakya- < araksika-;
• •
vatta, vatta, vattehi, vattat, vattata * vatya- <* vastu-ka
. •
gattan, gattaha^ * gatya- <  * ghrpta-ka-;. alvadda- <
* savadya- <  savadya-ka-; annat < * anya- <  anyaka-; 
vadda <1 * vadya- < *  vrajika-, cf. Sk. vraja-; attan <
* atya- <. * astika-; ek-bitten <  - * bitya- <  —  bhittika-; 
havurudden «< * havurudya- <  samvatsara-ka-?; anna anya- 
ajna-ka-; vadarannan «£-* vadaranya- ^  vaoe+karana-ka-j 
vissak * visya- ^  Pa. visati-, Sk. vimtfati-; Buddas-
z — I .* Budyas- Buddhadasa-; illat, ilia, illanu <. ilyanu <C
Tdayati; rakka-yutu, rakka-mana- * rakya- ^  V . raksiya-,
• •
cf. Sk. raksya-.
The -y- remains unassimilated, however, in vetya-
veistaka- and havurudyehi <*samvatsara-ka-?. The two n's • •
have come together in danna Pa. Jananaya.
Then, when the 2nd consonant is other than -y-, there 
seems to be no assimilation, as seen in rakval <  raksapala-; 
hindva, hindvu, hindvannat, hindvumaha, hindvana, hindvanu
* sindapayati; harva harapayati; dakva * draksapayati; 
danva <£ Pa. janapeti; ganvat, gsnvanu <Pa. ganhapeti; 
karvu- < karapita + bhuta-; vasvu Pa. vassapita + bhuta-;
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(bandva)nnat <  Pa. bandhapeti; banvar Pa. bhanavara-;
asvanu ^  afiravayati; sitvami Pk. citthavei; rakna <# • • • 9
raksanaya; eknat Pk. ekkanam ♦ atthaya; ekkeneknat, keneknat 
<  Pk. * ekkenekkanam + atthaya; u(la)ngna ullanghanaya;
8 an gnat «<. sanghanam * arthaya; rajna-, rajna-, rajnaniyan <  
Pa. rajini-; payatna pravartanaya; satnat sattanam ♦
• A
arthaya; vadna <1 vrajanaya; sasnehi <. §asana-; minisnat
manusanam or manusyanam ♦ arthaya; vikmen vikrama-; parakraen
[v. §32,3bJ; ikraa <  atikramati; admanak <. Pa. addhamana-;
» • •
vandmi <  v and ami; mandlan <  mandala-; sartuma <  sarottama-,
• • •
i.e. sara ♦ uttama-; parpuren -c * parampara-; harna <C 
haranaya; purmiika <  paramaka-; perhar ^  pariharika-; Kasba, 
Kasba- cf. Pk. kacchabha-; basnen bhasana-; kriya <  Pa. 
karTsa-.
